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'. This manual is provided for those who need 
t~ know about the control statements that 
relate to .theSCP (system control· 
'progtamming) of DOS/VS (Disk ope~ating 
Sy~tel1/VirtualStorage). The manual 
con~ists of the following: 

• ~rhe $ectl<;>ns Inlli!!_PrO<Jram Loader and 
lehe, :I2e.s:&ntX'o! describe. theQe general 
p+ograms of DOS/VS.· these sections are 
f::>f inter.~st to anyone' using the system, 
:lncludin~J system analysts,program:ners, 
and .. operators.' Detailed attention 
Jroutine, job control statement, arid job 
<'ontrol (~ommand formC!lts are given. 

• . ~~he' sectjLon POWER/VS is of interest to 
. canyone ~houSes-rt~-spoolingfacilities 
to decrease theexe.cution time of unit 
l~ecord. I/O-bound jobs., '. It· fully 
describeel the control statements and 

~corrmands' for PO~BR/VS. 

'l'he sections !!!!!!~g~L~di tor and. 
!!.!~li!~!ll· are of interest to .. persons . 
I'esponsible for maintaining the resident 
system.. These sections fully describe 

I 
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the control statements for the' linkage . 
editor. and librarian. programs. 

. . 

•. rhe section ·~2'.2~~!!L.~!!!!~r Loaf! 
(SYSBUFLD) is nf interest to DOS/VS 
us-ersWho halTe an IBM 3~11, 32Q3,or 
5203 Printers attach~a to their, system. 
The section jescribes the purpose of 
SYSBUFLD and how to use it. 

·.ill2E.~!!dix_~ c:)ntains asummary'of job 
control'statements and commands. 

• Appendix §. contains a summary _ ·of the 
linkageedit::>r. 

• r!~ndix~~ contains a summa-ry of the 
POWER/VSstatements an'd commands. ' 

Prerequisite @ublica,tion: 

QOS/V§'_§'y§!'~!!~Ma!!![~~!l!:":"2!!;.g~, 
GC33~5371 . . -

Related publications are listed in the 
bibliography at the· back of this book. 
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In trod uction 

This~manual,contains descriptions of 
control statements and commands. Tnese 
stat~ment~ and commands (except those 
involving TOLrEP) are descibed in det:iil in 
the following chapters. 

INITIAL PROGRAM'LOAOER :: 

Before a,job can be,entered into the system 
for execution, the supervisor must be read 
into the supervisor area of real storage 
and the job control program must be loaded 
into the virtual background partition. r~ 
do this, the operator start~ the system by 
followin~ t~~ initial program load (IPL) 
procedure. ' 

JOB CONTROL 

After the. system, has been successfully 
started by means of the IPL procedure, it 
is ready to accept input for execution. 
Job control statements ~re entered via 
SYSROR, job control 'commands via SYSLOG. 

Job control runs in any virtual partition. 
I~ perforns its functibns b~tween jobs and 
job steps. It is not present in the 
partition while a problem program is being 
executed. 

The tern ENOcarrespon~s to the END key on 
the IBM 3210:and ~215 tonsole. 
Printer-Keyboards (SYSL03 for IBM 
. Systen/370 Models 135 and 145). 

The term ENTER corresponds to the ENTER key 
on DO: (SYSL03 for IBM System/370 Model 115 
and Model 125). 

END and ENTER, are used as message 
termiriators on their respective systens. 
ThuS, the tern ENO/ENrER is used in this 
publication in reference to SYSLOG for the 
IBM Systen/370. 

zlOWER/VS 

POWER/VS is a reader/writer spoolin~ system 
that provides autonatic staging of 
un'it-recor-d input and output" class 
schedulin~, and priority schedulingf~r all 
~OS/VB prograns executed under its control. 

POWER/VS resides ~n one partition of ~OS/VB 
and controls from bne t6 four other 
oartitions, provided that these have a 

ower dispatching priority than that ~f the 
-,OWER/VS E>artition. POWER/VS is executed 
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in virtual mode. Pro~rams executed under 
control of PO~ER/VS may be executed not 

_only in virtual mode but ~lso in real ~ode. 

In order to perform the required functi~~s 
concurrently, P::>WER/VS is structured into a 
series of a~ynchronously executed tasks. 
All necessary t:tsk support is provided , 
within POWER/VS and does not presuppose the 
presence of nultitasking support within the 
OOS/VS supervis~r. 

TOLrEP 

The Teleprocessing Online rest E~ecutive 
Program (TOLl'EP) can. be consi:H~rE~d as part 
of the IBM Virtual relecommunicatibns 
Access Meth~d (\TrAM). It is statt,edwhen 
VTAM is started, and shares the "rA~ 
partitio~as the highest priority subtask 
of VTAM. TOLrEP, VrAM, and the DOS/VS 
Online rests form the Online rest Systen 
(OLTS). This s~stem'allows the testing of 
terminals supported by vrAM with,minimun 
interference to other programs rlinning in 
t·he system. rOLrEP for vrAM func:::tions as 
an interface between the system ~nd the 
test programs, apd provides communicati~n 
between the rOL~EP program and any user at 
a terminal recognized by vrAM and capable 
of alphameric c~aracter input and output. 
For a more detailed description of rOLrEP 
for VrAM and the operating pr6cedures 
available; see the publication QQ§'!~§'~!!.!!~ 
Q2~~2_IQLI§E_fQ£-yr&M, 3C28~0663 • 

LINKA3E EOlrOR 

Prior to execution in storage, all programs 
must be placed in a core image library by 
the linkage editor. 

The linkage editor prep~res a progran 
for execution by editing the output of a 
language transl!ltor into core image fornat. 
The linkage editor also combines separately 
assembled or conpiled program s~ctions or 
subprograms into phases. 

LIBRARIAN 

DOS/VB supports four types ~f libraries: 

• ,',Core image library - contains the output 
fromthe-lirilta~e editor (executable 
program phases). 



• Relocatable library - contains the 
"output of a language translator (object 
modules) which is use~ as input to the 
linkage editor. 

• Source statement library - contains 
books, (source language statements, m~,cro 
definitions~ and pre-edited macro 
definitions) use::! as input toa lan9uage 
translator. '.' 

• proc~dure librar~ - stores p~ocedures~ 
that is, sets of system control ' 
statements and (optionally) SYSIPT data. 
The procedures are used to build or 

,cbmplete job streams. 

SYSTEM BUFF:e:R LOAD (SYSBUFLD) 

SYSBUFLDis a self-~elocating special 
service con,trol processing program for 
DOS/VSuser~ with IBM 3211, 3203, and 5203 

, printers. :It can be executed as a job or 
job step to load the Forms Control Buffer 
(FCB) and the Universal Character Set ' 
Buffer (UCB) of the 32~1, 3203, and 5203. 

CON'rROL STA~rEMENT CONVENrIONS 

The convent:Lons used in this publication to 
ilillistrate centrol statements are as 
follows: 

1. Uppercase l~tters and 'punctuation marks 
(except as described in items 3 through 
5 belowlt represent info,rmation that 
must be coded exactly as shown. 

2. Lowercase'letters-an:i terms represent 
information that, must be supplied by 
the pro~Jrammer. 

3. Infor:nat:ion contained within brackets 
,[] reptesents an option that can be, 

in_clude:i or omitted, depending on the 
requirements of the pro;ram. Stacked 
options cO/ltai,nedwi thin brackets , for 
example' ' 

[~] 
represent alternat~ves, one and~nly 
one of 'which may be chosen. " 

4. Options contained withil'\ braces {} , 
represent alternatives, one of which 
must be chosen. 

5. Aneliipsis, ( ••• )' indi6ates that,a 
variable nunber of items may be 
included. 

6.. Underlined elements represent an 
assumed option in: the event a parameter 
is omitted. 

For this manual, alphameric characters are 
defined to incillde the following: A - 'Z, 
o - 9, a~ $,an1#. 

~ncase of any :iifference between the 
conventions given in this manual for 
gontrol program functions and those 
appearing in 'IB~-supplied DOS/VS, component 
pqblications, "observe the specific 
restrictions of ,the component. 

The following devices thatl~re,mentioned 
are not available' in the Uni teq States ,of 
America: 

IBM 1270 Optical Rea:ierlSorter' 

IBM 1275 Optical Reader/Sorter. 



Initial Program Loader 

operation of DOS/VS is initiated through an 
initial program loaj (IPL) procedure from 
the resident disk pack. rhe first record 
on track 0 is read into bytes 0-23 of real 
storage. The information read in consists 
of an IPL PSW and t~o CCws, which in turn 
read and load the IPL. 

The wait state is enterej, at which( time 
the user 'must indicate which supervis~r he 
wants to be loadej. 

Operating in the supe"rvisor state, IPL 
reads the supervi1sor nucleus into low 
storage. If a ,read error is sensed while 
reading th~ supervisor nucleus~ the wait 
state is entered and an error code is set 
in the first word of virtual sto:!;,age. rhe 
IPL procedure must then be restarted. 

After successfully reading in the 
supervisor nucleus, IPL performs these 
operations: 

• Places the CPU in the EG mode. 

• sets ~he LUB table entry for SYSRES to 
point to the PUB entry of the channel 
and unit number of the resident drive. 

• Places the processing unit in the wait 
state with all interruptions enabled. 

(The operator then causes an interrupt, 
Which in turn ~ill cause IPL to read its 
commands from the card reader, or from 
~he printer-keyboard or DOC -- Display 
Operator Console.) 

• Changes the PUB configuration, if 
injicated, by ADD or DEL commands ~r 
control cards. 

• Scans the PUB table to determ{ne whether 
or not one or more IBM 3211, 3203, and 
5203 Printers are attached to the 
system. 

The follo~ing describes the IPL commands: 
ADD" ~AT, DEL, DPD, and SET. 

aQQ_£Q!!!$~!!g 

To add a device to the PUB table, a 
command, read by the communication device 
(SYSLOG or SYSRDR), in the following format 
is re~uired. . 

A.DD X'cuu' [(k)],:ievicetype [X'ss" J 
,x'ssss' 
X'ssssss' 
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where: 

X~cuU' = channel a~d unit numbers. 

k can be specified as either S or a 
dec;imal·number from 0 to 255:' 

S indicates that the device can be 
switched (that is, physicaliy attach~d 
to two adjacent channels). The 

. designated channel is the lower ~f the 
. two. channels. 

o to 255 indicates the priority of a 
de~ice that cannot be switched, ~ith 0' 
indicating the highest priority. If k 
is not given, the -assumed priority is' 
255. 

devicetype 

X'ss' 
X'ssss' 
X'ssssss' 

a.ctual device (2400T9, 1443" 
etc.). See type codes in 
Fi:Jure 1. 

device specifications (see 
A.SSGNStatement). If absent, 
the~orlowIng-values are 
assigned: 

X':O'. f6r 9-track tapes (2400, 
3410 series) 
X')O' for 9-t~ack tapes ,3400 
series) 
X'90' for 7-track tapes' 
X'OO' for nontapes 
X'OO', X'O~', x'02', and X'03' 
are invalid as X'ss' f~r 
ma:Jnetic tape. 

X'ss' specifies SADxxx (Set 
A.d:J.ress) requirements for IBM 
2102 lines: 

X'OO' for SADO 
X'Ol' for SADl 
X'02' for SAD2 
X'03' for SAD3 

This information is not 
accepted on the A.SSGN 
statements. 

X'ss' is required for 1210, 
1215,. 1412, 1419 t and 1419P 
device types., ~t specifies 
the external interrupt -bit 
associated with magnetic ink 
or optical character readers~ 
The setting X'Ol' through 
X' 20' correspond to the ' 
extern~l interrupt code in lo~ 
real storage byte 81, bits 1 

" 



throu~h 2 respectively. The' 
corresponding, external lines 
to which the control units are 
attached are as follows: 

X'Ol' byte 87 bit 7 
X'02' byte 87 bit 6 
X'04' byte 87 bit 5 
X'08' byte 87 bit 4 
X'10' byte 87 bit 3 
X'20' byte 87 bit 2 

The X'ss' parameter specifies 
whether or not the error " 
correction.featureis present 
on an IBM 1018 paper Tape 
Punch with 2826 Control Unit 
Modell. X'ss' can be: 

X'OO' no error correction 
feature 

X'Ol' error correction feature 

For the ~704 and the 3705, 
X'ss' is required and must be 
specifie~ as pne of the 
follo~ing: 

X'Ol' Type 1 channel adapter 
X'02' Type 2 channel adapter. 

·For the 2703 of the Mo~el 115 
or 125-, X'ss', X'ssss', or 
X~ssssss'" is use~ to specify 
the line mode setting fora 
St~rt/Stop line or aBSC line. 

The bit settings of the line 
mode spe~ification for each 
line involved are explained in 
!~~_§l~~~m!lIQ_MQdel !~~ 
Functional Characteristics, 
3A33=1510;-and-In-rBM-----
§yst~~!lIQ_MQ9~_!£~
[!!ru:!;.!Q!!!!!_£h!!!:!!£~~!:!§~·!£§, 
3A33-1506, respectively. For 
POWER/VS RJE that use~ a 2780 
or 2770 terminal, yoticoul~, 
for instance, specify 

X'008400' for a non-switched 
line, or 

X'00C400' for a switched l'ine 

,between the terminal and your 
Model 115 -or ~25. 

rhe lIne mode setting, is not 
accepted on the ASSGN 
statement.' If aone'or two 
byte value is specified, the 
specifi~dvalue, is right
justified an~ the ,rest of ~ha 
three bytes is filled with 
"zeros. 

For VSAM files, the operator can issue the 
CAT 90mmand to assi~n the VSAM master 
catalog (logical unit SYSCAT> to a disk. 
The IPL assi~nment overrides a system 
generatio~ SYSCAT assignment, if one wa3 ' 
made, until the next IPL procedure. CAT 
may only be issued between,the SEr and DPD 
statements~ The CAr command is entered 
from the card rea~er~ the 3210, 3215, or 
the Display Jperator :onsole: The forma~ 
is: 

CAT UNIT=X'cuu' 

where cuu i~ the channel and ,unit of the 
'disk tobe assi;Jned to SYSCAT. 

DEL....;£omm!!!!9 

To delete a device from the PUB t'able, a 
command, read by the communication ~evice 
(SYSLOG or SYSR)R>, in the followin~ format 
is required: " , 

DEL X'cuu' 

where cuu is,thechanhel arid unit numbers 
of the device to be deleted. 

DPD.Comm!!!!9 

The DPD command defines the page data set. 
The operation co~e of this command must 
always be specified during,the,IPL 
procedure. All operands are optional; they 
need be specified only if the required 
information was not supplied during system 
generation or if changes in the definition 
are desired. The DPD command must be the 
last command entered ~uring the IPL 
procedure. ' 

DPD [TYPE={f!}tl [,UNrT=X'c~u' ,CYV=xxx] 
F~(,VOLID=XXXX~x] , 

The operands of the DPD command may be 
given in anyor1er~ 

TYPE ,TYPE=N indic'ates that the pa,~.edata 
~et need 'not be formatted and the 
ex:t;.entlirnits have not been changed. 

If TYPE=~ is specrfi~d,but the page 
data set, does not exist,or the 
extent ,limits have been changed, 
'l\YPE=~ is ignored and the page data 
set is formatted during-IPL. In 
this pase, the UNIT and CY~operands 
must either have been supplied 
during system generation, or they 
must be ~pecified ~n the DP~ 
command. ' 
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l'YPE=F indicates tha~the page data 
set is to be formatted during IPL.' 
Formatting during IPL is required if 
the page data set is to be' extended 
or if it is to be reallocated. 

UNIT UNIT=X'cuu' specifies the channel 
~nd'unit number (in hexadecimal) of 
the device that is to contain the ' 
page data set. If UNIT is speci
fied, CYL must also,be specified. 

CYL CYL=xxx specifies the sequential 
number ot the cylirider, relative to 
zero, where ,the page 'data set'is to 
be;Jin( in decimal>. (The size of 
the page data 'set extent is , 
calculated by the system.) If CYL 
is specified, UNIl' must also be 
specified. 

SYSVIS is the logical unit n~meof 
the page data set. It is c,r~a.ted at 
IPL 'time from information provided 
by the,syste~ generation macro DPD 
and/or the, IPL DPD command. The 
user specifies the beginning 
cylinder address and the system 
calculates the size of the disk 
extent which is a function of the 
VSIZE '(virtual address area 
speci~ied by the us~r) specification 

, and the disk device type" as 
follows: 

VSIZE' number of pages (blocks of 
~-- 2K bytes). 

r----------...;-----T--'---------------, 
I Disk Device I Blocks per I 

, I Type I .cylinder I 
~------~---------+---~-------------~ I 2314 I 60 I 
I 3330 l 114 I 
I 3340 I 16 I L ________________ ~_-_____________ ~_J 

) , 

The allocation requires full 
cylinders. 

The IBM-supplied supervisor does not. 
contain any DPD macro parameters. 
There~ore,' when you IPL,.you must 
enter all operands of theDPD 
command, including TYPE=F. ,'The 
IBM-supplied supervisor has a IJSIZE 
of 128K and consequently one , 
cylinder on,a3330 or two cylinders 
~n a 231~ or 3340 are required. 

VOLID VOLID=xxxxxx identifies the volume 
serial number (one to six alphabetic 
or numeric characters) of the disk 
pack that contains' the page data 

,set. If this, operand is omitted 
both during system generaticn and in ' 
the DPD command, the volume serial 
number is not checked. 
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Besides the DPD command, the Dnly 
communication required at IPL time is the 
SET command. If any ADD or DEL', commands 
are required, they must precede thle SET 
command. The SEl' command must pre,eedethe 
DPD command. . The SET command is entered 
via the communi=ations device (3210, 3215, 
Display operator Console Qr card readet) 
and is in thefollo~ing format: 

SET [,DAl'E=val Ue1}C,LOCK=valUe2] 

[
,ZONE={EAST /hh/mm] 
4 ~EST ' 

valuef - Specifies the year, month, and 
day of the month in OnE! of t.he 
followin;J' formats' (depElnding on 
the ,installation's standard 
established during syst¢m, 
generation): 

mm/dd/yy -
dd/mm/yy 

value2 - specifies the local ti~e-of-day 
,in the format: hh/mm/ss .. 

EAST Specifies that the installation 
is loc~ted at a geographical 
position east o~ Greenl;'ich. 

WEST Specifies that the ins1t.allation 
is located at a geographical 
position west of Greemlich. 

bh/mm A de=imalvalue which indicates 
thedifferenc~ in hours and 
minutes between local time and 
3reenwich Mean Time. hh ma.y be 
in the range 0-12,mm in the 
range'O~59. . 

The pa,rameters that have to be specified 
with the SEl' command depend up'on the type 
of system' and the type of communications, 
device used. l'he following groups can be 
distinguished: 

1. If the T~O clock is in the set state, 
the command may be given in CIne of the 
~ou~ possible forms: 

SET 
SET ZONE= 
SET DATE= 
SET DATE= 

,CLOCK= 
,CLOCK= ,ZONE=-

2. If the TOO .clock, is in the not-set 
state, the command must be given. in 
either of 'two forms: 

SET DATE:- ,CLOCK= 
SET DATE= ,CLOCK= ,ZONE= 



3. ·If the TOO' clock i.s inope:l:'ative, the 
command must be. given inthe.fb;r:m: 

SET DAT~.= ,CLPCK::::. 

~~!!: 

1. . ~210/~21:5/!2Q£. 

If the .'rOD clock is in the set state" 
messageOl30I is' printed. 'If the TOD 
clock.is in the not-set state, message 
OI31A is printed .. If the TOO. clock is 
inoperative, messages OI32I.and OI31A 
are printed. . 

2. '£~d R'eclde~.

No~ess"ges 'are given. 

. 3. QI&gs-E§~~~ ~ 

When using the CLOCK.paranieterof'the 
SET comniand, ,the time-of ... ·day security, 
switch hlustbe, <iepressed' to, the ENABLE 
SET posi.ti,on. " ' 

Al thcrugh, when the TOD clock is in tbe 
set state, no parameters need .to be 
specified wit.h the 'SET command, it is 
strongly recommenfied to do so, 'for' 
'reaso,nsof ,error ·recove:r::y. ' 

5.· The date: an:1time-6f-day supplied in 
the SET command fO~ sY$tems that have 

. TOO clock support should be realistic 
values, that i., the differ~rice between 
local time and GMT may not'be more than 
twelve hours, hh may not, be more than 
12, and, rom 'may not be more. than '59. 
Thetime-:-of-day clock should al,ways 
contain 'the exact time (that is th~ 
time that has elapsed since January 1. 
1900, 00.00 a~m.). " , 

. DEV,lCE§ 

Figure l' 'lists, the device ,types availabl~ 
\fithpOS/VS.' , This figure shows the dev~ce 
type c'odes. to ,be used in ADD' commands when 
adQingde,vices to the system ... 
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r------T------------------'--:---..;.----------.------------T-------.... -----------...;-:---:...;---·-.... -------, 
I Devicel I' 1 
I Type I Actual IBM Device I -Device Type I 
I Codes I ' I ' 
~------t-----------...;----------------:-:-,----------------+----------------~---------.. -----'----~ 
12400T919-track Magnetic Tape units (2400-series) I I 
I 2400T117-track Magnetic Tape Units (2400-series) 1 I 
13410T919-track Magnetic Tap~ Units (3400-series) IMa9netic Tape Devices 1 
13410T719-track Magnetic Tape units (3400-series) 1 1 
13420T919-track Magnetid Tape Units (3400-series) I I, 

'I 3420T111-track Magnetic Tape Uni.ts (3400-series) I , , I 
~------t------------------:-:---------------------------+-------~------------:---..;.--...;------:-:---~ 
12495TCI2495 Tap~ cartridge Reader ITa~e Cartridge Reader ' I 
11442~111442N1 Card Read Punch ICard Rea~ Punches 1 
12520Bl12520B1 Card R~ad Punch I I 
t~596 12596 Card Read Pqnch t 1 

.13525RP13525 Card Read Punch I I 
I I (with optional read feature) l I 
12560 12560 Multifunction Card Machine 1 I 
15425 15425 Multifunction Card Unit I 1 
~------t------------.:..------------------------------:---;...-+---:------------:'-------..;.---------..;---...;.~ 
12501 12501 Card Reade~ I ' 1 
12540R 12540 Card Reader I Card Rea:iers I 
13504 13504 Card Reader I I 
13505 1350~ Card Reader, I I 
~---..;.~-t-----------------------~-----:------..;.-----------+-------------------...;----------------~ 
12540P 12540Card Punch I I 
12520B212520B2 Card punch I, I 
11442N211442'N2 Card Punch 1 Card Punches I 
12520B312520B3 Card punch I I 
13525P 13525 Card Punch 1 I 
~----:---+-~----:-:--------------------~-------------...;----+---------..;.----..;.----------~----------~ 
11403 11403 Printer I I 
11403U 11403 Printer, with UCS feature I I 
11443 11443 Printer I I 
12245 I 2245 Kanji Printer I I 
13211 13211 Printer I Printers . I 
15203 15203 Printer 1 I 
1520~U 1520~ Printer with UCS feature I I 
13203 13203 Printer I I 
13525PI3525 card Punch (with optional print fe~ture) 1 I 
~------t----------..,--------'------:..------------..:.-..:-----+------------------------,.;.-.-------..;.-:--~ 
11050A 13210, 3215 Console printer-Keyboards I printer-Keyboards ' , I 
~------t----------------.,.._:_------,-------------------...:.--+--- .... --.;,-----------.--------.----:-...;--.---~ 
1125D IModel 125 Integrated Display Operator Console I ' I 
1125DJ?1 Model 125 Integr~ted Display Operator Consol~ I Display Units I 
I I wi th optional Console Printer I I 
~'---..,--t-:---'-------------------------------------------+------:"------.--------------.----------~ 
1 UNSP I Unsupported Device ' I No burst mode on multiplex'er channell 
IUNSPB IUnsupported Device IBurst mo:ie on multiplexer channel 1 
~..:.--'---t·----.)------------------_:_----------------------+-----.;..--'---------:-:---,-..:--.".;,-~-:...-----'~ 
12311 12311 Disk Drive 1 
12~14 12314 Diredt Access storage Facility 1 
12314 12319 Disk storage Facility I 

'13330 ·13330-1, 3330-2, or 3333-1 Disk Storage r 
13330 13350 in 3330 mode. 1 
13340R 13340 Disk Storage with Rotational Position I, 
1 1 Sensing (RPS) feature IDASD 
13340R l3344 Direct Access Storage 'I 
13340 13340 Disk Storage withou.t RPS feature 1 
,2321 12321 Data Cell ·Drive 1 L ______ L ______________________________________________ ~ ____________ ~ ____________ , ___________ J 

Figure 1. Device Type Codes (Part 1 of 2) 
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r------T----------------------------------------------T-------------------~----------------l 
IDevicel 1 1 
'Type 1 Actual IBM Device 1 Device Type 1 

. 1 Codes 1 1 1 
~-----.-+-~------------------------~---------------~---+-------------------~--~-~-----------i 
13540 13540 Diskette Input/Output Unit IDiskette Input/Output Units 1 
~---~-.-+---------------------------~-~----------------t-----~--------------------------~--~i 
11419 11255 Magnetic Character Reader 1 . 1 
11419 11259 Magnetic Character Reader I. I· 
11419 11419 Magnetic Characte.r Reader 1 MICR-Magnetic Ink Character 1 
11419P 11419 Dual Ad~ress Adapter primary Control Unitl . Recognition Devices 1 
11419S 11419 Dual Ad:1ress Adapter' 1 r 
1 1 Secondary control Unit 1 1 
~------+-------------------------------------------~--t-----------------------------------~i 2701 2701 Data Adapter unit . 1 . 
2701 Integrated Communicationo Adapter 1 

(Model 135) I 
2702 
2703 
2703 

2702 Transmission control unit Teleprocessing Lines 

2703 

3704 

3705 

2703 T:ransmission Control Unit 
2703 Integrated Communications Adapter 

(Models 115 an~ 125) 
3705 Communications Controller in. 

Emulation Mode 
3704 communications Controller in 

NetwOrk Control Mode 
3705 Communications Controller in 

Network Control Mode 
3791L 13791 Co~munications Controller SNA Cluster Controller 

r-----·-+------·----------------------------------------t.:..----------------------...:;..-----------i 
12955 12955 Data Adapter Unit IData Link for RETAIN 1 
r-·------t------··-~_:'-- .... --------'""----------------·----t------------------------------------i 
11017 11017 Paper Tape Reader wj,th 2826 Control Unit 1 . 1 
1 1 M~)del 1 I 1 
11017TPll017 Paper Tape Reader with 2826 control Unit IPaper Tape Readers 1 
1 I Model 2 I I 
12671 12671 Paper Tape Readei 1 I 
~------t-----------------------------~----------------t------------------------------------i 
11018 11018 Paper Tape Punch with 2826 control Unit I 1 
I I. Modell. IPaper Tape Punches 1 
11018TPll018 Paper Tape Punch with 2826 Control.Unit I 1 
1 I Model 2 1 1 
r-----~+----------------------------------------------t-----------------------------~------i 
114~9 11270 Optical Reader Sorter I 1 
11419P 11275 Optical Read~r Sorter Primaiy·1 1 
I 1 Control Unit, , 
11419S ~1275 Optical Read~r Sorter Secondary I I 
I I Control Uni til 
11287 11287 Optical R~ader IOptical Readers I 
11288 11288 Optical page Reader I I 
13881 13881 Optical Mark Reader 1 I 
13886 13886 Optical Character Reader . t 1 
r------t--...:------------------~------------------------t---~------------------------~-------i 
12260 J2260 Display station or 1053 Print~r I 1 
13277 13277 Display Station or 3284-86 printer IDisplay station 1 
13277E 13277 Display Station or 3284-86 Printer 1 1 
I I running in burst mode on the MPX channel 1 1 
r------t----...;-.---... ------~-------------·----------------t------------------------:------------i 
17770 17770 Audio Response Un it 1 Audio Response units I L-_____ L ___________________________________________ ~--~~_.:.. _________________________ ~-----~_J 

Figure 1. Devic~ Typ~ code~ (Part 2 bf 2} 
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Job Control 

This chapter contains descriptions, 
formats, and usages of tl1e job control 
commands and statements, .and attentic;>n 
routine commands, which are identified as 
follows: 

job control statement - JCS 

job control' eomm~nd .. J,CC 

attention routines - AR 

rigure 2 contains 'the. commands' and 
. statements grouped by function, and also· 
indicates the programs or routines for 
which they are valid. An alphabetical 
overview o·f all statements and commands is 
given in ~ndix_~. 

F ormattingStatemel'l:ts and Commands 

JOB CONTROL STATEMENTS 

Job control statements conform to the 
general rules for formatting DOS/VS control 
stCi:t:ements. 

~~. ,Two· slashes (//) identify the 
,statement as a control statement. They 
must be in columns 1 and 2. At least 
'oneblank must immediately ·follow the, 
sec(:md slash. E!;ception: The 
end~of-job statement contain. /& in 
columns 1 and 2, the end-of-data-file 
statement contains /. in columns 1 and 
2, the end-of-procedure statement . 
contains /+ in. columns 1 and 2, and the, 
comment statement contains. in column 1 
anp blank. in: column 2. 

Qp~~at!Q~. Describes the operation to 
be performed. ~t can be up to ,eight 
characters long., At least one ~lank 
f~llows it~ last chara~er. 

Qe~2ng. May be b~ank or may contain 
one or more entries separated by commas. 
The last term m!!§.t be followed ~Y a 
blank, unless. its last character is in 
column 71. Any blank within tQe operand 
fields, excep£ for fields contained 
within apostrophes, is considered an 
end-of-operand indication. No further 

. processing of that card occurs. 
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r-------------------T---------T-----~-----, 
I I I Valid for I 
IType of Comman::l IOper- ~.,..--T---T---i 
lor Statement I ation I JCS I AR I JCC I 
~--------- ... --------~+---:'""---~~+---i·---+-.-..,.i 
IJob Identification IJOB ·1 X I I ·1 
I' . 1/& I X I I I 
I 1'/+.1 X I 1 1 
~-------;...-----------+-- .... ------·+--... t---+_:_--i 
IFile Definition IDLAB X I I I 
I IDLBL X I I I 
I 1 EXTENT' XI I I 
f ITLf3L X I I I 
I I TPLAB X i I I 
I ·lVOL Xii I 
IIXTENT X ~ I I 
I 1/* X! I I 
~---------;...---------+---------+---t---+---i 
IPass Information I. r X I I I 
I to Operator 1 I I I I 
~ ... -------------.... ----+--------.,..+~--+---+--~i 
IPass Information I PATE I X r I I 
Ito Program ILBLTYP I X I I I 
I I OPTION I X I I I 
I IOVEND I X·I I X I 
I I UPSI I X I I I 
~---:-------------- .... -+--":'"---... --+---+-..:..-+--~i . 
IJob Stream Control IBATCH I I X I I 
I I CANCEL I I X I X I 
I I PAUSE I X I X I X I 
I I PRTY l I X I I 
I I START I I X I I 
I I·S'llOP II 1 X I 

. I 1 TPBAL I I X I I 
I I UNBATCH I I I Nil 
~-------------------+--_:------+--;...+---+--.,..i 
I Setting System I ALLOe I I X I X '1 
I Parameters I ALLOe~. I I x. I X I 
I I SEl' I I I X I 
~-- ... -----------~----:+---------+;...--+---+---i 
I Opera tor I ALTER I X I 
I communications I DSPLY I X I 
I' I DUMP I . X I 
I I·END or I I 
I IENl'ERkeYI XIx 
I IENDSD I X I 
. t I IGNORE I X I X 
I ILOG I X I X 
I IMSG I X I 
I I MODE I X I 
I I NEWVOL I X I 
t INOLO~ I X I X 
I I ZONE , X I 
~-----~---------- .... --~---------~---~---~---i 
I I 
INi Val~d only in a foreground partition. 1 
I I L---______________________ ~---------------J 

Figure 2. ,J'es, JCC, and AR by Function 
(Part 1 of 2) 



r-------------------T---------T---------~-,· 
I I I Valid fori 
IType o~ :ommand 10per- ~--~T---T-~-~ 
lor Statementlation IJCSI AR\JCCI 
~-------------------+-~-------+---+-~-+---f 
IControl of I/O ASSGN X I I X I 
System CLOS~ X I' I X I 

DVCDN I ,. X I 
DVCUP I I X I 
HCLD 'I. I X I 
LFCB IX I _ I 
LISTIO X IIX I 
LUCB I X I' "I 
MAP 1 X I X I 
MTC X I I X , 
RESET X" X I 
ROD I I X I 
UCS ' I I X I 

~------------~--~---+-------~-+---+--~+--~f 
IExecution of I EXEC I X I I X I 
IProgr.m I RSTRTI X J . I. I L ______ ------_----__ L _________ L ___ L ___ ~-~-J 

FigUre 2. JCS, JCC, and AR by Furi~tion 
(Part 2 of 2) 

JOB CONTROL AND ATTENTION COMMANDS 

Job control comman~s and attention commands 
contain the oper.ation code, at- least one 
blank and then the specified parameters. 
The parameters are separated by commas. 
The operation code usually begins in column 
1 of the command, but this is not required. 

• 'In contrast to job control statements 
(JCS), which ar~ ~ormally entered bi the 
programmer, co~m~ndS (job control, and ' 
attention) are normally entefed b~ the 
operator.. 

• Job corit,rol commands (JCe) are issued' 
between ~obs or job s~eps and are 
entered thro'ugh SYSRDR or SYSLOG. (Job 
control statements, on th~ other hand, 
are usually code~ as part of the irtput 
~tream and are entered through SYSRDR.) 

.\. At~tent'ion comm'ands CAR) can be issued at 
'any time by pressing the req~est key on 
·SYSLOG. Some of these commands cari.be 
issued only in a multiprogramming 
environment. 

• Some AR commands are used in conjunction 
with DOS/VS VTAM network operator 
commands. This usage is described in 
~Q~~~~_Y!8M_~~~~Qr~_QE~~1ing 
grQ£edgr~2' GC27-0025. 

JOB CONTROL STATEMENTS SUMMARY 

All job control statements are essentially 
free form. Information starts ih column 1 
and cannot extend past column 71. 
Continuation cards are not recognized by 
job control. For the exception ,to this 
rule, see the des~riptions of the DLAB, 
)LBL, and TPL~B statements. 

Job control normally reads fro~ ,the device 
identified by the symbolic name SYSRDR. 
However, job control statements can also be 
entered through SYSLOG, or they may be 
retrieved from the procedure library, where 
they were previously cataloged. A brief 
description of the job control statements 
follows. ' 

j---~--~T~-----------~------------~-~-----, 
I ASSGN IUsed at execution time to assign 1 
I la specific device address to the 1 

'I Isymbolic unit name used. I 
I CLOSE ICloses either a system or a I 
1 I programmer logical unit assigned I 
I Ito tape, disk, or diskette. I 
,DATEIContains a date that is put in 1 
J ' I the communications region. I 
IDLBL1 Icontains file label information I 
, I for DASD or diskette label ' , 
r J checking and' crea.tion.· I 
,IEXEC IIndicates the end of job contro~ I 
, Istatements for a job step and I 
I Ithat a cataloged procedure is to I 
, Ibe retrieved before a job step isl 
I I executed. ' I 
I EXTENT1 I Defines each area, or extent, of I 
I la DASD file/or diskette volume. ·1 
IJOB IIndicates the beginning of I 
, Icontrol information for a:job. I 

LBLTYP IDefines the amount of storage to I 
Ibe ~eserve~ at link-edit· time fori 
Iprocessing tape and nonsequent~all 
IDASD f~le labels in the I 
I par,tition. I 

LIS~IO IUsed to get a listing of· I/O I 
'I assignments. Tgndred by job I, 
I control if SYSLST is not I 
I assigned. I 

MTClcontrols operations on logical I 
units to IBM 2400/3400 series 
magnetic tapes. 

'OPTION l!pecif~es one or more of th,s job 
, ' control options. ' . 

,I OVEND Ii1~ica-tes that no more overwrite 
I' statements will follow'for the 
I respective procedure. 
I PAUSE Causes a pause immediately after 
I processing this statement. 
I RESET Resets I/O assignments to the 
,I standard assign~~nts. 
I RSTRT Restarts a checkpointed program. 
ITLBL1 Contains file label information 
I for tape l~bel checkipg and ' 
I Writing. r 
IUPSI (User ,program Switch Indicators) I 
1 IAllows the user to set program I 
i I switches. that can be te~ted. I 
I ZONE I Initializes the zone field int.hel 
I Icommunication$ region. I 
1/* IIndicate~ the end of a data file I 
I lor the end of a job stef.' I 
1/& IIndicates the end of a job. , 

'1 * I Job cont-rol comments. I 
1/+ I!ndicates the end of a procedure. I ' L _______ L _________________ .:. ____ , _____ , __ ,_;.. __ J 
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r-----------------------------------------, 
IProgramming support continues for the I 
Ifollowing job control statements provided I 
I.in previous versions of the system. I 
~---~---T---------------------------------i 
IDLAB~ IContains file label information I 
I Ifor DASD label checking and I 
I I creation. I 
I TPLAB1 contains file label information I 
I for tape label checking and I 
I writing. I 
IVOL1 Used when a set of label I 
I information for magnetic tape I 
I file or a DASD file is specified. I 
I I t is not requir~.d wi th the I 
I current DLBL, EXtENT, or TLBL. l 
I statements. I 
IXTENT1 Defines each area, or extent , of I 
I a DASD file. It is used in I 
I conjunction with the VOL and DLABI 
I statements. I 
I I 
~-------~---------------------------------i 
Ii The combination of DLAB, VOLi and XTENTI 
I statements should not be used to supply I 
I the extent and label information for I 
I the IBM 3310, 3333, and 3340. To I 
I supply this information~ use the DLBL I 
I and EXTENT statements. I 
I I 
I The combination of VOL and TPLAB I 
I statements contains file label I 
I information for tape label checking andl 
I writing. These two statements can be I 
I rep.laced by the T]:..BL statement. I L __________ ~ ______________________________ J 

Any job control statement other than these 
is recognized as ~n error. A message is 
issued so that the programmer or operator 
can correct the statement in error. Some 
of the errors recognized are: . 

• Inv'lid symbolic unit name. 

No space reserved in LUB table for a 
symbolic unit. 

Invalid device type. 

• Invalid length of field. 

Invalid character. 

• Missing /& statement. 

A volume (VOL) s~atement does not 
precede a label (DLAB or TPLAB) 
statement •. 

• An EXTENT statement does not 
immediately follow its associated DASD 
label (DLBL) statement. 

Whenever an invalid statement is 
indicated, the statement must be reissued 
to be effectiv~. For example, if an 
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OPTION LINK is encountered without a 
SYSLNK assignment, the OPTION statement 
must be reentered after assigning SYSLNK. 

SEQUENCE OF JCS AND JCC 

The job control st~tements for a specific 
jQ~ alway~ begin with a JOB statement arid 
end with a /&(end-of-job) statement. ~ 
specific i2Q consists of one or more jQQ 
§~gE§' Each iQQ_§~gE is initiated by an 
EXEC statement. preceding the EXEC 
statement are any job control statements 
necessary to prepare for the execution of 
the specific job step. The only 
limitatibnon the sequence of statements 
preceding the EXEC statement is that DLBL 
statements must immediately precede th.e 
corresponding EXTENT statements. If the 
DLBL and EXTENT statements for a private 
core image library, SYSIN, SYSIPT, SYSRDR, 
SYSLST, and/or SYSPCH are in the'input 
stream (if the information is not 
contained on the label cylinder), they 
must precede the ASSGN SY~CLB statement. 
If the DLBL and EXTENT statements for a 
tempory SYSLNK are in the job stream, they 
should precede the OPTION LINK or OPTION 
CATAL statement. 

The LBLTYP statement is used at 
link-edit time and must precede the 
// EXEC LNKEDTstate~ent~ for 
self-relocating programs, however, it i~ 
submitted immediately pre6eding the' 
//EXEC statement for the program. 

INDIVIDUAL FORM~TS (JCS, JCC, AR) 

Detailed descriptions of the formats and 
functions of individual JCS, JCC, and AR 
statements and =ommands follow in 
alphabetic sequence. If the JCC and AR 
formats coincide, this is indicated by a 
combined heading, ~££_~ng_aB_rQrm?-~. 

Job Control Statements an,d COl:nmand. 

ALLOC 

The ALLOC command (Allocate Virtual 
Address Area) p~rmits the operator to 
allocate address space i~ the virtual 
address area (not already allocated to the 
shared virtual area) to foreground 
partitions.' The number of bytes to be. 
allocated f'or a foreground partition is 
specified in_2K (2048 bytes) increments. 

Note: ALLOC cannot be specified for a 
single-partition system. . 



Q:~~:_~!!~LB!Lf2E!!!~! 

ALLOC F1=nK[,F2=nKl[,F3=nKl [,F4=nKJ 

The order of operands is arbitrary. ~t 
least one operand must be specified. The 
maximum number of operands is.one less 
than the number of partitions specified 
during system generation in the NPARTS 
p~ram~t~r of the SUPVR macro~ 
The value n should be an even integer. n 
must not be smaller th~ri 64 for an active 
foreground partition. ~ny specification 
smaller than 64 is flagged and must be 
cor:rected; any uneven .s.pecification 
gJ;"eater t;.han 64 is rounded up t9 the 
~eatest even integer. 
Note also that the size of the shared 
virt.ual area. (SVA) mu%Lpe taken into 
account. (Refer ~o th~ SET command for 
more details.> If ~SAM is to be executed 
from the SVA; ~ GETVIS area of 
appr6ximately 30K is required in the 
partition. If VSAM is to be executed in 
the partition, a GETVIS area of 
approximately 200K is required in that 
partition. 

The followin.g considerations apply to 
storage allocation among foreground and 
background programs that run in virtua'l 
mode: 

1. Allocation'of virtual partitions 
st~rts at the address immediately. 
preceding the SVA, which is at the 
high end of the virtual address area. 
The areas are always contiguous, with 
n6 gaps between the allocated 
partitions. If the size of one or 
more partitions is changed, the 
bounda~ies of the remaining 
partition(s) ~re moved accordingly. 

2. The size of the virtual background 
partition is not 'allocatea or cl1anged 
explicitly, but is changed implicitly 
by allocating or ~hanging the size of 
one or more virtual foreground 
partitions. storage neithe~ allocated 
to the virtual foreground partitions 
nor to the shared virtual area 
automatically belongs to the virtual 
background. The virtual background 
mus~ always have at·least 64K bytes. 
'Ilhe parti.tion can be stopped by the 
STOP command, but ·not unbatched by the 
UlNB~TCH command. 

3. The size of the virtual foreground 
partitions must always be allocated or 
changed explicitly. rhe size of an 
unspecified virtual foreground 
partition is hQ! changed. When 
changing'the size of one or more 

. virtual for~ground partitio]fs, the 
. staitir . .g; and/or end addresses of the 
remaining partition(s) change 

accordingly. The ALLOC command must 
therefore be used with care with 
regard to programs which are linked to 
specific'load addresses and which 
cannot be relocated. 

4. To delete a virtual foreground 
partition from the system, you must 
issue an ~LLOC command specifying a 
size of OK for the respective 
partition. Only an inactive partition 
can be deleted. ~ foreground 
partition is inactive if it has been 
unbatched (by -the-UNBA"l~~CH Command) ~r 
if it nas never been activated (by the 
BATCH or ST~RT command). 

5. The maximum permissible size of the 
virtual background partition is the 
size of the Virtual address are~ minus 
the size of the SVA specified f~r the 
system. rhe maximum size allowed f~r 
a virtual foreground p~rtition i$ the 
size of the virtual address area minus 
64K for'the virtual.background and 
minus 64K f~r the SVA. 

6. No allocati~n takes place when the 
ALLOC comman1 would move the start 
address of a virtu~l partition upwards 
and/or the end address 10wnwards'while 
a program is running in that . 
partition~ . 

~~£~E!i2!!: The end address' of the 
partition in Which job control is 
processing an ALLOC command may be 
moved downwards so that a partition of 
64I( remains. 

If the rules listed are viola.ted, 
corresponding error messages (1POnD or 

,1S0nD) are issued, indicating that the 
ALLOC command was rejected and that a 
Correct command has to be entered. 

ALLOCR 
The ALLOCR command (Allocate Real Storage) 
permits the operator to allocate the real 
address area among foreground arid back
ground programs, that is, to allocate real 
partitions. The number of bytes to be 
allocated is. specified in 2K increments. 

Note: ALLOCR cannot be specified for a 
sIngle-partition syst~m. 

Q:cC_~n9_BB-~QE!!!~! 

ALLOCR BGR=nK[,F1R=nKJ [,F2R=nKJ 
[, F3R=nK] [, F4R=nKl 

The order of operands is arbitraryr at 
least one operand must be specified. The 
maximUm number of operands is equal to the 
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number of partitions specified during 
system generation in the. NPARTS parameter 
~f the SUPVR macro~ 

n mQst be an even integer. It may also be 
zero. 

. The follolrling considerations apply to' 
. storage allocation in th.e real address 
area: 

1. 'Allo~ation starts at th~ end of the 
. supervisor. The areas are always' 
contiguous, with no g'aps between the 
allocated partit~ons. The main page 
pool is at the high end of the real 
address area. If the 'size of'one or 
~ore real partitiOns is chang.d, the 
boundaries of the remaining 
p~rtitionts) are moved·accordingly. 
For 'this reason the ALI..OCR comman:i 
must,be handle:iwith care with:t'egard 
to programs that are linked to 
specific load addresses in real r 

s·torage and which cannot be relocated. 

Note: The maximum size of the real 
address area Which can be allocated by 
the ALLOCR command is the area 
specified by. the RSIZE parameter. of 
the VSTA~, macro at system generation 
(minus the.~ize of the supervisor) or 
the real'storage available in the 
hardware system being used, (minus the 
size of the supervisor), whichev~r is 
smaller. . 

2. The size of the page pool is ~2~ 
allocated or changed explicitly but is 
changed implicitly by allocating o~, 
changing the size of one or more real 
partitions. Storage not allocate:i to 
real partitions .and not occupied by 
the, supervisor belongs automatically 
to·the main page pool. 

,~he minimum size of·the main page pool 
is: 

• 18K minus·. the size of the .smaliest 
real pattition if the smallest real 
partition ~s 18K or lesa and 
PFIX=NO (plus 21< if AP=YES). If 
theSDL (system directory ~ist) is 
active,holrlever~ the main page pool 
must. be at ~east 4K. 

• 18K if PFIX=YES (pl'us 2K if' 
AP=YES). 

• l~K i~ phases from the SVA are to 
be execute:i (plus.2K if AP=YES). 

~. The size of each real ~artition must 
always be allocated or changed 
explicitly (inclu:iing that ot the real 
background partition). The size of an 
unspecified real partition is nQt 

. changed. 
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The size of· eCich real partiti~n maybe, 
changedarbitrar'ilYi it may even be 
reduced to zerbe D~pending on the 
changes made, howevet, the boundaries. 
of adjacent 'partitions change. 

The size of an ~£~!y~ real partition 
can be re1uced only via theALLC>.qRjob 
control command. When a real 
partition is !'U~£l:;!.Y~, either the 
ALLOCR job control command or the 
ALLOCR attention COmmand may_be use~ • 

The background partition is always 
active~ A foreground partition is 
!n~Qilig if. it has been unbatched (by 
the UNEArCH command) or 'if it has 
never been batched (by the BATCH or 
START command). Otherwise it is 
active. When a 'partition is 
increase1, either the size of ariother 
partition orth&roainpage pool is 
decreased. A partition can be 
decrease:i only 'if ,it is inactive,. 

4. A program running in a virtual 
partition m3.y fix pages (via the PFIX 
assembler macro) only if the at:tached 
real parfition in a multi-partition 
system has a :size greater than zero~ 
It may fix as many pag~s as the real 
partition contains page frames .. 

In a single-partition system~ a 
program' running in virtual mode may 
fix all pages with the exception of 
the 18K "required .. for the minimum main 
page pool, 

5. Real storage is UQt allocated when an 
ALLOCR command would ,move the start 
address 6f a real partition upwards 
and/or the end address downwards while 
a program is running in that' . 
partition, or'when the real partition 
belongs to a, virtual partition in 
which a program running in virtual 
mode may fix pages. 

~xc~2tiQ!l: The size of a real. 
partition in Irlhose attached ~irtual 
partition job co-ntrol isprocessing./'an 
ALLOCR command maybe chonged ' 
arbitrarily; ,it may even be rE~duced to 
zero. . . 

If the rules listed ,are vio.lated, 
corresponding error messages (lPOnD,or 
lS0nO) are issued, indicating that the 
ALLOCR command Vias rejected and that a 
correct corrmand has. to be entered~ 



AL,]~ER 

~he AL~ER command allows the operator to 
alter 1 to 16 bytes of virtual storage, 
starti~g,at the specified: hexadecimal 
address. After the command has been 
ent~red and the END/ENTER key pressed, the 
hexadecimal representation of the 
information to be placed in storage should 
be entered on the device assigned to 
SYSLOG. rwo hexadecimal 'characters (0 
through F) must be entered for each byte 
to be,changed. If an odd number ot 
characters' is entered, the last character 
is ignored ~nd its associated byte is 
unaltered. ' 

ALTEJRaddresl3 

address ~he six-digit hexadecimal 
address, with ,leading zeros if 
nec1essary, to start storage 
altleration. ' 

If the specified address is 
within the supervisor area or the 

ABBGN 

shared virtual a~ea (~VA), • 
message is issued and the 
qperat'or has the option ,to cancel 

'Or to change the address. ' 

If the specified address is 
within an .inva1id address range, 
the command is ig,nored an.d a 
~orresponding informatory message. 
issued. 

If the 16 bytes to be, altered' 
cross the boundary from a val~d 
to an invalid address space, orily 
the bytes of the valid address 
s~ace are altered and a 
'corresponding informatory message 
is issued. 

The ASSGN command or sta,tement (Assign 
Logical Name) assigns a logical I/O unit 
,to a physical devi,ce. Only DASD can be 
assigned to (shared by) more than one 
~artitionconcurrently. 

The (~eneral :Eormat for the ASSGN statement/comroand is as follows: 

r---.------T-.----,-------T------------T--------...,---'----T'-----------...,--,...----...,--------------, 
1 Nam4a 1 operation IOperand 1 IOperand 2 lother Operands (Option(!l) 1 
~--,-.------+.;...--------~--+------------'+-.,..----...;---------t---.;,---,..-- .... --:..-----;..--------------i 
1 / / I ASSGN I SYSxxx ,IX • cuu • I , TEMP 1 

'I I I I (add,ress-list) I,PERM 1 
I (blank 1 I I UA I , VOL=volserno I 
I fOJr 1 1 1 IGNI ,.SHR 1 
1 JCC) I I' ISYSyyy I,X'ss' 1 
1 I 1 1 device-class I , ALT I 
I I I I device-ty~e I', H1 I 
1 1 'I I I,H2 I, L _________ L ____________ L ____________ L __________ .;, _____ L - _________________________________ J 

The <)perands of the ASSGN card can be combined in various ways. rhe' format is therefore 
broken down into groups: ., For any df:!vice 
• For disks 
• F<)r diske1:~tes 

• For tapes 
• For printf:!rs 
• F()r card (read) punches 
• For card lcea(lers. 

The operands are processed in' the sequence giv-en for each combinat'ion. 

[//] ASSGN'~ S"SXXX'lX,',CUU' , l . (address-list) 
SYSyyy 
UA ' 
IGN 

[
,TEMP] 
,PERM 
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[//) ASSGN SYSXXX'j' XI cu, U 1 "}" [, TEMP] [ , VOL=volserno~ (address-list) JPERM ' 
SYSyyy 

, DISK , 12311 
2314 
3330 
3340 ' 

[//] J?,SSGN 

EQ!:_S:!!.E~2 

SYSXXX'jX1CUU
1 ! ' (address-list) 

SYSyyy 
DIsKETTE 
3540 

[
, TEMP] 
,PERM 

[//] ASSGN ~YSxxx, XI CU, U 1 . 1 [, x· SS IJ [, TEMP] [, VOL=volserno] 
(address-list) ,ALT ,PERM 
SYSyyy . 
TAPE 
2400T7 

2400T9 J 3410T7 
3410T9 
3420T7 
3420T9 

[//] ASSGN SYSxxx, X1CUU I 
(address-list) 
SYSyyy 
PRINTER 
1403 
1403U 
1443 
3203 
3211 
5203 
5203U 

EQ!:~£!!.!:g_i!:~2g1_E~Q£h~§ 

[//) ~SSGN SYSx~x, X1CUU I , 
(address-list) 
SYSyyy 
PUNCH 
1442N1 
144'2N2 
252081 
252082 
252083 
2540P 
2560 [L!!!J 

,H2 
2596 
3525P 
3525RP 
5425 [L!!!] 

,H2 

[ ,TEMP] 
,PERM 

[
, TEMP] 
,PERM 
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For card feaders --.,..-_._------_._--
[//] ASSGN SYSxxx, X'cuu' [, TEMPJ 

(address-list) 
SYSyyy 
READER 
1442N1 
2501 
2520B1 
2540R 

2560[~H~] 
2596 
3504 
3505 
3525RP 
5425[L!!!] , 

L!!£ 

,PERM , 

Th,e job contrQl statement' (/ / ASSGN) is 
temporary. It remains in effect only until 
the next change in assignment or until the 
end of job i whichever occurs first. rhe 
job ~ontrol command (ASSGN) is permanent. 
It remains in effect until the next 
permanent assignment, the DVCDN command, or 
re-IPL of th~ system, whichever occurs 
first. A CLCSE command to a system logical 
unit on disk or the 3540 diskette also 
remov,es a perr6anent assignment. See also 
the TJE:MP over:ride of a permanent ASSGN· and 
the PERM override of a temporary ASSGN. 

At the completion of a job, a temporary 
assignment is automatically restored to the 
permanent assignment for the logical unit. 

The entries ~n the operand field represent 
the following. 

SYSXXK rhe symbolic unit name. It can be 
one'of'the following. (After 
supervisor generation, SYSCAr can 
only be assigned by the CAT 
command ~t IPL time.) 

SYSRDR 
SYSIPT ct 

SYSIN 
SYSPCH 
SYSLST 
SYSOUT 1.,2 

SYSLNK 
SYSLOG 
SYSSLB 
,SYSRLB 
SYSREC 
SYSCLB 
SYSnnn 

1. 3 , 
represents all the other 
symbolic units in'the 
system. These units vary 
from SYSOOO to SYSmax, 
where SYSmax represents the 
highest numbered programmer 
logical unit available for 
the system. SYSmax is 
equal to 255 minus (number 
of partitions multiplied 

;" 

by14). Each of these 
programmer logical units 
can be assigned~o ~ny 
partition without a 
'prescribed sequence, except 
w~en using. D~M .r: ,For a 
g1ven partLt1on~ thA 
maximum number ,of 
programmer logical units is 
equal to SYSmax minus the 
sum of Bl~ progr~mmer 
logical ~nits ,assignp.d to 
other partitions. 

1. Must be permanent assignments, 
for example, the TEMP option 
is not permitted for assigning 
these logical units. 

2. Valid for a tape unit only. 

3. Only if t~e syste~ permits 
private core image libraries. , ' 

4. rf SYSIPT is assigned to a 
tape unit, it should be a 
single file and a,single 
volume. 

If a system logical unit is 
assigned to a tape,DASD, 6r 3540 
diskette, the unit should be 
closed (using the CLOSE command) 
tefore it can be ~eassigned. 

When SYSour is assigned, the 
magnetic tape device must not be 
the per~anent aSsignment of either 
SYSLST or SYSPCH. Before 
assign~ng a tape drive to a system 
output unit (SYSOUr, SYSLST, 
SYSPCH), all previous assignments 
of this tape drive to any system 
input"units and to any program~er 
units (input or output) must b~ 
permanently un~ssigned~ .The 
assignment of SYSOUT must always 
te permanent. For detailed 
information on the use of SYSOUT, 
refer to chapter 5, section 
"Symbolic I/O Assignments" in the 
D02LY2_2:l~t~!!L~!!!!~3.~!!!~!!t_§!!!g~, 
GC33-5371. It is not possible to 
change the assignment of SYSL03 
while a foreground partition is 
active. ' 

It SYSLNK is assigned to a 
foreground partition(s), SYSCLB 
must also be assigned to 'the same 
partitionCs). Whenever tl'ie DLBL 
and ExrENT information for SYSCLa 
changes, SYSCLB must be 
reassigned. 
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X'cuu' Indicates the channel and unit 
number (in hexadecimal). 

c = 0 to 6 for the channel 
uu=, 00 to FE (0 to 254) in 

hexadecimal 

(address-list) 

UA 

IGN 

You can specify ~ list of up t~ 
seven device addiesses in the form 
X'cuu', separated by commas and 
'enclosed in parentheses. Ln this 
cas~ the system ~earches only the 
PUB entries referenced in the 
address liit for a free unit, 
starting with the first specified 
device address. Once a free unit 
is found, it is assigned to SYSxxx 
fox the job in which the 
assignment is made. ' For disks, if 
SHR is specified, the first unit 
in the list is assigned, even if 
previpusly assigned. 

Indicates that the logical unit is 
to be unassigned. Any operation 
attempted on an unassigned device 
cancels the job. 

For certain American National 
Standard and DOS/VS COBOL problem 
programs (for sequential input 
files), and for FORTRAN the IGN 
option unassigns the specified 
logical unit, and ignores any 
subsequent logical lOCS command 
(OPEN, GET, etc.), issued for that 
unit. This allows you to disable 
a logical unit that is used in a 
program without removing the code 
for that unit. You can then 
execute the program as if the unit 
did riot exist., This may'be 
especially helpful when debugging 
a program. 

For assembler language problem 
programs, IGN indicates that the 
logica~ unit is to be ignored. 
with files processed by logical 
IOCS, the OPEN to the file is 
ignored, the DTF table is not 
initialized (for example, IOREG, 
extent limits), ~nd the IGNORE 
indicator is set on in the DrF 
table. It is your responsibility 
to check this indicator and bypass 
any I/O commands (GET, PUT, etc.) 
for this file. 

The IGN option is not valid for 
SYSRDR, SYSIPT, SYSIN, and SYSCLB, 
nor for PL/I programs or QTAM 
telepro~~ssing devices. ~he ING 
option can be made temporary by I 
specifying the TEMP option~ , 
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. SYSyyy 

Additional information about 
ignore is in the OPEN (R) section 
of QQ~!~~L§~Q~!:Y!~Q~=~~;~=!~Q ' 
Macros, GC33-5373. IGN 
~~iE~Ictions for users of American 
National Standard and DOS/VS C~BOL 
and of RPG II are given in the ' 
associated Programproauct ' 
publications for the processor 
being used. 

This may be any system or 
programmer logical unit as shown 
earlier under the description of 
SYSxxx. In this case, SYSxxx is 
assigned to the same device to 
which SYSyyy is assigned. rhis 
type of specification is 
par'ticularly helpful in the case 
of disk, because the specification 
of SYSxxx, SYSyyy is considerably 
$horter than the full 
specificatiqn. 

Example: 

// ASSGN SYS001,2314,PERM, 
VOL=RAFT01,SHR 

// ASSGN SYS003,SYSOOl 
// ASSGN SYSLNK,SYSOO~ 

devi.ce-class 
In this case the specification 6f 
READER, PRINTER, PUNCH, TAPE, 
DISK, or DISKETTE is allow~d. 
Do not, however, use a generic 
assignment for a dummy device to 
be use:1 as input or out.put devices 
in a P~WER/VS supported partition. 
The system sear.ches the~ PUB tables 
for the fiJ:st unassigned unit of 
the specified device-class and 
assigns it to SYSxxx. This type 
qf specification might be used if 
the exact configuration of tQe 
installation is not known or not 
important. 'For disks,' if aHR is 
spe:cified, the first uriit of the 
specified device class is 
assigned, ~ven if previousl~ 
assigneq. If your installation 
includes 3340 drives with and 
without the Fixed Head Featur&, 
and you are using the 3348 Model 
70F Data Module or the 3344 Direct 
Access Storage, you should not use 
device-class or device-type. 
Instea:1, us~ x'cuu' (or ,ddress 
list) to specify the drives'with 
the feature, so as to avoid job 
cancellation. For more 
information, see the IBM 3340 
!!~~g_tlg§!q_~g~£~!:~_Q~~!:~_GU!~~, 
GA26-163~ or the Introduction to 
!~t~L~?~Q._§~Q!:~Sl~_ ;-GA26=163S:----



rh(~ specific device t'ype$ to which 
each device class applies' are 
liBted below. 

B~8g~B 1442N1, 2501, 2520B1, 
25~OR, 2560, 2596, 3504, 
3505, 3525RP, 54'5 

f!U~t!!~B 1403, 1403 U , 144 3 , 3 203 , 
3211, 520~, 5203U 

f!!!!£!! 1442Nl., 1442N'2, 2520Bi,' 
2520B2, 2520B3, 2540P, 
2560,2596, 3525P, 
3525RP, 5425 

!~!~~ 2400T1 f 24QOT9, 3-910'1'7, 
3410T9, 3420T7,3420T9 

2311, 2314/2319, 
-3330/3333~ 3340, 3340R 

QIl:!!S~~TE 3540 

device-type 
This Can be the device code of any 
supported de~ice-type, such as 
24C10T9 or 3525RP. In this case, 
the PUB table of the specified 
device~type i. searched for the 
first free unit. When a free unit 
is found, it is'assigned to 
SYSxxx. Osethis specificationi'f 
you are interested only in the 
spe!cific type of device, and not 
in the physical unit. For disks, 
if SHR is specified, .the first 
unit of the specified device-type 
is assigned, even if previo~sly 
assigned. If yoar installation 
includes 3340 drives wIth and. 
without the Fixed:Head Feature, 
and you are using the 3348 Model 
70F Data Module o~ the 3344 pirect 
Access Storage, you should not' use 
device-class or device-type. 
Instead, u~e X'cuu' (or address 
list) to specify the drives with 
the feature, so as to avoid job 
cancellation. Fo~ more 
information, -see the IBM 3340 
[!!~~_~~~_[~~~~!~Q~~~2 Gy!~~, 
3A26-1632 or the ·Introduction to' 
!~M_lJ~_§~Q~sg~, GA26-1638:----

Figure 3 shows an example of how 
the PUB table .is scanned with 
different types of tape 
speclficatioqsinthe ASSGN 
statement/command. 

r-------~----T--~~-~---------~----------~-l 
IPUB T~ble ISearch Order for I 
I I s~ecif icatio~ I 
~-----T------+----T------T----------------i 
IPhys~IDev. ITape12400TYIX'380', X'381', I 
IUnit IType I I IX'183', X'284' I 
~-----+------t----+~-----+----------------i 
1 181 12400r9 . 1 1 I 1 
I 182 12 400r9 2 2 I 1 
I 183 124 00r9 3 3 13 'I 

. f 2811 2400r7 4 1 I 
I 282 f2400r7 5 I I 
1 283. 124 00r9 6 4 1 T 
I 284 12400r9 7 5 I 4 I 
1 380 13410r9 8 'I 1 I 
1 381 13410r9'9 1 2 1 
1 382 134 20r9 10 1 I 
1 383 13420r9 11· I . 1 L _____ ~ ____ ~_~ ____ ~ ____ ~_~ ________________ J 

Figure 3~. How the PUB Table is Scanned 

X'ss' . Device specifications (used.to 
specify mode settings for 7-track 
'and g~track magnetic tapes). If 
X~ss' is not specified at system 
generation time "or atIPL time, 

·the system assumes X~90' for 
7-t~~ck·tapes· and X'~O· for' 
9-tz;:ack tapes, except for the 3420 
fo~which X'DO' is assumed, 
speqifying the maximum byte 
denaity for the device. co is the 
normal reset mode for a 9-track 
t~p, unit and ~pecifies the 
maximun,byte densi~y for that 
device. cS is an alternate mo::te 
settin~ for 9-track dual density 
tapes only. For 800 BPI single 
density 9-track tape, ~ specifica
tion of cg' reduces the time 
require::t to OPEN an outpu~ file. 

The standard mode is entered in 
the PUB tab1e at system generation 
or at IPL time~ If the mode 
settin~ (different from, or the 
Same as the standard mode) is 
specified in a temporary ASS3N 
st~tement, it becomes the current 
mod~ setting and Is entered as 
such in the PUB table. When the 
cur~ent job ends, the standard 
mode is restored in the PUB table. 
The ~o::te specification in a 
permanent ASSGN becomes the 
standard mode. If the X'ss' 
param¢teli is not specified for a 
job~ the mode is the same as the 
standard mode. 
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ALT 

The specificat~ons are: 

Bytes Trans-
per late. Convert 

ss Inch ~~f!~Y Feature f~~~~f~ 
10 -2"00 odd off---- . on 
20 200 even off off 
28 200 even on off 
30 200 odd off off 
38 200 odd on off 
50 556 odd off on 
60 556 :even off off 
68 556 even on off 
70 556 odd off off 
78 556 odd on off 
90 800 odd off on· 
AO 800 even off off 
A8 800 even on off 
BO 800 odd off off 
B8 800 odd, on off 
cO 1600 single density 9-track 
co 1600 dual density 9-track 
C8 800 single density 9-track 

'C8 800 dual density 9-track. 
DO 6250 single density 9-track 
DO 6250 dual density 9-track 

'~ote: The first 15 ent'ries in 
thIs table are valid only for 
7-track tape. The last six 
entries are valid only for 9-track 
tape. 

In order to read a 7-track tape 
bcL~wards, you must· first c.;reate 
th~ tape flle with the data 
convert feature off. 

Also. under certain conditions, 
you are responsible for setti~ 
the mode of the tape to be 
processed. When using PIOCS with 
dual density tapeunits~ a mode 
set must be issued if a mode is 
desired other than the one in 
which the tape was previou~ly 
written. You should position the 
tape at LOAD POINT and issue a 
SET MODE command, followed b1 a 
WRITE command. 

Indicates an alternate wagnetic 
tape unit that is used when the 
capacity of the original 
assignment is reached. The 
specifications for the alternate· 
unit are the same as those of the 
original unit. The character
istics of the alternate unit must 
be the same as \hose of the 
original unit. The original 
~ssignment and an alternate 
assignment must both be permanent 
or temporary assignments. . 
M~ltiple alternates can be 
assigned to a symbolic unit. 
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Hi 

H2 

PERM 
TEMP 

WheR$YSIPT is assigned to a 
magnetic tape device, the file may 
not be multivolume. 

If the original unit is reassign
ed, the alternate unit must also 
be reassigned. The ALT operand is 
invalid for gYSRDR, SYSIPT, SYSIN, 
SYSLNK, SYSCLB, and SYSLOG. 

Indicates that input hopper one 
will be used for input on the 2560 
or 5425. If neither Hi nor H2 is 
specified, H1 is assumed. 

.·In::iicates that input hopper two 
will pe used for input on the 2560. 
or 5425. Note that hopper 
specifications are significant 
only for device independent files 
associated w~th the logical units 
SYSIPT, SYSRDR, SYSIN, and SYSPCH • 
. In all .. 9.thercases they are 
ignored. If both hoppers are 
used, they must be assigned to the 
same partition. 

Indicates whether the assignment 
should be permanent (PERM) or 
temporary (TEMP). It is thus 
possible to override the II 
specification or omission. 

VOL=volserno 
Specifies the volume serial nunber 
of the device required. This 
option may be specified only for 
tapes and d.isks. 

If VOL is specified, the system 
searches for th~ first free unit 
in the requested sequence ana 
checks the volume label to see if 
the re~uired disk or tape is 
mounted. If not, the nell:t free 
unit is ·checked, and so on until 
the proper volume serial number is 
found or until the end of the 
specified sequence is reached. 
The re~uested volume must be 
mounted on the unit specified in 
the message 1T50A MOUNT nnnnnn ON 
X'cuu' 

Note: In a mixed device 
configuration, specification'of 
TAPE,V~L or DISK,VOL may cause the 
system to issue a request for a 
volume to be mounted on the first 
device that becomes available. 
Thus, the system may request a 
9-track ~tape to be mounted on a 
device that can only accommodate 
7-track tapes. Likewise, a 
re~uest may be issued for a 2316 
disk pack to be mounted on 'a 3330 
or 3340. 



SHR 

BAirCH 

T~is option can be specified only 
for di~k'devices and has meanipg 
only in combination,with 
address-list, d,evice~class, and 
device-type (see corresponding 
discussions). 'If the option i.s 
not, specif'ied, the system assigns 
the unit to a'private disk device. 
Therefore, unless a private device 
is required, it is recommended to 
use the SHR operand in corrbination' 
w~th generic a~signments. 

The BATCH cornmand(Start or continue 
Processing)ser~~s to start or continue' 
processing in one of the foieground 
partitions or to continue' process~ng 1n the' 
backlground ·p,artition. The function of the 
BATCH command is exact.lY the same as that 
of the START command. If the specified 
partition is available, job control reads 
the f:>perator' s next command from SYSLOG. 
When the ope:rator desires: to give control 
to another cc)mmand input device, he mak'es 
an a::;signmen1t. to SYSRDR or SYSIN, and 

,presses the END or ENTER key. 

Ijc the, spE~cified partition has been 
,tempor~rily halted by a STOP command, it is 
made active. If the partition is in 
opercltiOn, i1: continues, and message 

lPlnD AREA NOT AVAILABLE 

is issued 'to the operator. In either 
instance, att:ention routine communication 
with the operator terminatesfollowing'the 
BATCH comma'nd. ' 

I
BG 

, Fl 
BATCH F2 

, F3 
F4 ' 

If the operand i~ omitted, BG is assumed. 

CA~rCEL 

The CANCEL, command (Cancel Job), 'when used' 
asa'job control command, cancels the 
execution of,the current job in the 
partition in which the command is g:',cren. 

Wh,en used j~S an .attfi:!ntion command with 
an operand specified, it ~~ncels the 
execution oftha current j6b in the 
specified partition. 

CANCEL 

A!LfQ!:!!!~~ 

'~ANCEL !il 
F3 
F4 ' 

13G 

Fl-F4 

Indicates that the background' job 
is to be canceled. 

indicates that the £or~ground-one, 
.... two, -three,- or'~four job is, to be 
canc~led. 

Inq one~partitionsystem the def~ult is 
BG. In multiple-partition systems the 
operand!!!!!§~ be specified. The CANCEL 
cofumand cannot be used to cancel ~he 
partition in which POWER/VS is running, nor 
the orie in whichVTAM is running. 

,CLOSE 

The CLOSE comllland (Close'Output Unit) is 
used 'to close either a syseem or progr~mme:r 
output logical unit assigned to ~ magnetic 
tape, or a syste~ logica~ unit assigned to 
a disk or3540'Diskett~. ' 

The 'CLOSE ~t3tement is used to close', 
eithe,r a system or programmer logical unit 
assigned to tape. It applies only to 
temporarily as~igned logical tinits. 

The lo~ical unit can optionally be , 
reassigned to another device, unassigned, 
or, in the case of ~ magnetic tape file, 
,switched to an 3lternate unit. When SYSxxx 
is a system logical unit (SYSLST, SYSPCH, 
etc.), one of the optional parameters !!!!!§.~ 
be specified., When closing a programmer 
logical uriit (SYS000-SYSnnn), no option~l 
parameter need be speci,fied. When none is 
specified, th~ programmer logical unit is 
closed and the assignment remain~ 
uncbanged. 

, Closing a magnetic tape unit consists of 
writing a tapem3rk, an EOV trailer record, 
two.tapemarks, and rewinding and unloading 
the tape. r~a trailer tec6rd contains no 
bloc~ count, and later access by logical 
IOCS may 'result in a 41310 message, which 
can be ignored. ' 
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II CLOSE SYSxxx 

[

' 'X'CU~'[~X'SS'l] 
,UA 
,IGN , 
,ALT 
,SYSyyy 

CLOSE SYSxxx ,UA ' 

[

' X' cuu' [, X' ss' 1] 

SYSxxx 

X'cuu' 

X'ss' 

UA 

IGN 

ALT 

SYSyyy 

,IGN ' 
,ALT 
,Sysyyy 

rQf_!:.h~£LO§~!Q!!!!!!~ng_Qn!Y: For 
disk or 3540 Diskette: SY5IN, 
SYSRDR, SYSIPT, SYSPCH~ or SYSLST 

For both the statement and the 
cororoand:--For-magnetIc~ape:-
SYSPCH; SYSLST, SYSOUT, or 
SYSOOO-SYSnnn 

Specifies that after the logical 
unit, is closed, it will be 
assigned to the channel and unit 
specified. £ is the channel 
numeer (0-6) and uu is the unit 
number OO-FE (0-254) in 
hexadecimal. In the case of a 
'system logical unit, the new unit 
will be opened if it is either a 
disk, 3540 Diskette, or a magnetic 
tape at load poin~. 

Device specification for mode 
settings on 7-track and 9-track 
tape. The specifications are 
shown in ~22§~_==_a§§!gn_&Qg!£~! 
~!!!!!. If X'ss' is not specified, 
the mode settings remain 
unchanged. The LISTIO corrmand may 
be used to determine the current 
mode~ettings fpr all magnetic 
tape units. 

Specifies that the logical unit is 
to be closed and unassi~ned. 

Specifies that the logical unit is' 
to be closed and unassigned with 
the ignore option. This- operand 
is invalid for SYSRDR, SYSIPr, or 
SYSIN. 

Specifies that the logical unit is 
to ee closed and an alternate unit 
is to be opened and used. This 
operand is valid only for system 
output logical units (SYSPCH, 
SYSLST, or SYSOUT) currently 
assigned to a magnetic tape unit. 

Specifies that after SYSxxx is 
closed, it will be assigned to the 
physical device to which SYSyyy 
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DATE 

iscurrently assigned (and to whicn 
itrem~ins assigned). If SYSyyy 
is a system logical unit, it will 
ee opened if it is either a disk, 
3540 diskette, or a magnetic t~pe 
at loa::t point. 

The D~TE statement contains the job date 
that is put in the communication region. 
It is in either of the two following, 

'formats: 

II DATE mm/d::t/yy 
II DATE dd/mm/yy 

rom month (01 to 12) 
~d day (01 to 31) , 
yy - year (00 to 9i) 

When the DATE statement is used, it applies 
only to the current job eeing executed, 
e'xc;:ept for DASD output file labels for 
which the date from the SET command is 
used. Joe control does not check the 
operand except for a length of eight 
characters. If no DATE statement is used, 
joe control Supplie~ the date given in the 
last SET comman1. 

DLAB 

The DLAB statement (DASD label 
information), completed in a continuation 
statement, cont~ins file label information 
for DASD label checking and creation. rhis 
statement must imme::tiately follow~,volume 
(VOL) statement. The combination of this 
statement with VOL and XTENr should not be 
used to provide the extent and label 
information for a 3330, 3333, or 3340. For 
a detailed discussion of bLAB, see DOS/VS 
DASD Labels, GC33-5375. The DLAB statement 
canhot-be-use::t for VSAM files. 

~£§_rQ!:!!!!!:. 

II DLAB 'label fields ,1-3'~ ~ 
xxxx,yydd::t,yyddd,'systemcode'[,typel 

1label ~ields 1-3', 
The first three fields of the 
Format 1 DASD file lab~l are 
contained just as they appea-r in 
the label. This is a 51-byte 
character string, contained within 
apostrophes and followed by a 
comma. The entire 51-byte field 
must be contained in the first of 
the two st~tements. Column 72 
must contain a continuation 
character. The columns between 



C 

xxxx 

the comma and the continuation 
charac~ermust be blank. the 
Format 1 label is shown in 
"Appendix A". Fields 1-3 are: 

[!1,~L~!~!!!~' 44-byte alphameric 
including file 10 and, if used, 
generation number arid version 
number of generation. 

File Serial Number. 6-byte 
alphariierIc;-iiiust:-be the same as 
the volume serial number in the 
volume label of the, first or only 
pack of the file. 

,Continuation punch in column 72. 

~Q!!!ID~!L§~Sl~~!!£~_~!!!!!!2~f • ,Th i s 
4-digit EBCDIC number is the 
EBCDIC equiv~lent of the 2-byte 
binary volume sequence number in 
field 4 of the Format 1 ~apel. 
This number must begiri in column 
16,of the continuation statement. 
Columns 1-15 are blank. 

yyddd,yyddd 
The file creation date, followed 
by the file expiration date. 
These two 5-digit numbers ar~ the 
EBCDIC equivalent of the 3-byte 
discontinuous binary dates in 
fields 5 and 6 of the Format 1 
label. ~y is the year (00-99), 
and ddd is the day of the year 
(001-366) • 

" systElmcode' 

type 

System code is a 13-character 
string, within apostrophes. 'For 
an output file, it is written in 
field 8 of the Format 1 lab~l. It 
is ignoredwhenu~ed for an input 
file. Thi~field is not used by 
the DOS/VS label processing 
routines. It is recommended that 
this field be left blank. 

This is a two- or three-character 
field indicating the type of file, 
as follows: 

SD for sequential disk or for 
DTFPH with MOUNTED=SINGLE, 

DA for direct access or for 
DTFPH with MOUNTED=ALL 

ISC for ~ndexed sequential using 
load create 

ISE for indexed sequential using 
load extension, add, or 
retrieve 

If this operand is omitted, SD is 
assUlmed. 

DLBL 

The DLBL st3.tement (DASD label information) 
replaces the VOL and DLAB statement 
combination used in previous versions of 
the system. It contains fite label 
information for OASO or 3540 Diskette label 
checking and creation. (Programming 
support for the previous VOL, OLAB, and 

'XTENT combin3.tions will be continued.> 
Together with'the EXTENT statement, only 
OLBL should be used to supply extent and 
label informatiori for the 3330/3333, 
3340,or 3540. For a detailed discussion of 
DLBL see DO§~~§_Qa§Q_~~bel~, GC33-5375. 

~£§_EQ!:!!!~! ' 

// OLBL filename, ['file-IO'], 
[date], [codes], [OSF], [BUFSP=n], 
[CAT=filename] 

continuation statem~nts or commands are 
supported for OLBL. 

A comma must be inserted for each' 
positional parameter that is omitted, if 
any of the subsequent, operands are used. 

filename 

"file-IO' 

This can be from one to seven 
alphameric characters, the firs~ 
of which must be alphabetic. This 
unique filename is identical to 
the synbolic name of the program 
OTF th3.t identi~ies the file. For 
VSAM, filename is identical to (1) 
dname of the FILE (dnqme) 
parameter in an Access Method 
Services command, and (2) the 
DONAME=filename parameter of the 
Access-Method Control Block (ACB) 
in the processing program that 
identifies the file. If the 
DDNAME parameter is omitted, the 
filena~e must be placed in the 
symbolic, name (label) field of the 
ACB. 

The unique name associated with 
the file on the volume. This can 
be from one to 44 bytes of 
alphameric data, contained within 
apostrophes, including file-ID 
and, if used, generation number 
and ver~ion number of generat~on. 
If fewer than 44 characters are 
used, the field is left-justified 
and padded with blanks. If this 
operand is omitted, fi!~!!~ID~ is 
used.' The 3540 Diskette uses a 
maximum of eight characters in 
file-IDe For VSAM~ ftle-IO must 
be specified whe~ an existing 
(input) file is being processed. 
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o 

date 

codes 

~he file-ID is identica~ to the 
name of the fil~, specified in the 
DEFINE c~mmand of Access Method 
services, listed in the. V8AM 
catalog. When a new VSAM d~ta 
space or lile is being created'" 
(defined), the file-ID is ignor~d 
if it is specified~ For VSAM,.the 
file-ID must be coded according to 
the following rules: 

• One to 4q alphameric (A~Z, 0-9, 
@, $, or #) characters or 
byphen (-) or plus zero '(+0) 
enclosed in apostrophes ('l. 

• After each group of eight or 
less characters, a period C.) 
mrist be inserted. 

• NO embeaded blanks are allowed. 

• The first character of the 
file-ID and the first character 
following a period must be 
alphabetic or notational (A-Z, 
@, $, #). 

This can be from one to six 
characters indicating either the 
retention period of th~ file ih 
the format d through dddd 
(0-9999), or the absolut,e 
expiration date of the file'in the 
format yy/ddd (15/032). If OO/ddd 
is specified, ddd is, treated as a 
retention period. 

If this operand is omitted, a 
7-day retention period (based on 
the date entered via the,SET 
command) is ~s~umed.lf this 
6perand is present on an input 
file, it is ignored. For VSAM~ 
this parameter overrides the 
expiratioq date specified in the 
DEFINE command of Access Method 
Services. , However, VSAM files or 
data ~pace~ can only be, deleted 
through the DELETE command of 
Access Method services even though 
the expiration date has been 
reached. 

This is a two to four character 
field indicating the type of file 
label, as follows: 

SD 

DA' 

£or sequential disk or for 
DTFPH with MOUNTED=SINGLE 

for direct access or for 
DTFPH with MOUNTED=AlL 

DU for 3540 diskette 

ISC for indexed sequential using 
load create 
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,ISE 'for indexed sequential using 
load extension, add, or 
retrieve 

VSAM for all Virtual Storage 
Access MethOd files 

If this operand is omitted,'SD.is 
assume~. ' 

DSF This operand indicates that a data, 
secured ~ile is to be,created or 
processed. At OPEN time, if a 
data-secured file is accessed, a 
warnin~ message is issued to the 
operator who. then decides whether 
the~file may be accessed. 

This operand is ,ignored:for-the 
3540 diskette and for VS~M. All 
VSAM files are data secured; rhe 
DSF operand is not required for ari 
!n2llt:. file, and it doee; not invoke 
data security if the file was not 
originally created as a data 
secured file. 

BUFSP=n If a VSAMfile'is to be processed, 
this operand specifi,es the numper 
of bytes of virtual storage (0,- , 
999999) to be allocated as buffer 
space for this file., It 'overrides 
both'the BUFFERSPACE parameter of 
the DEFINE command of Access 
Method Services and the BUFSP 
operan1 in the ACB macro, if its 
value is higher. 

CAT=filename 
This operand is only valid in a 
DLBL statement, for a VSAM file. 
It specifies the filename (1 to 7 
alphameric characters) of the DLSL 
statement for the catalog owning 
this VSAM file. The system 
searches only this catalog for the 
file-ID when the VSAM file is to 
be opened. Specify thi~ operand 
only'if you want to override the 
system's assumption tha't the job 
catalog or, if there is no job 
catalog, that the m~ster"catalog 
owns the-file. ' 

In a system !!~h a job catalog 
~pecify: 

nothing for the job catalog 
priv~tn name for a p~ivate user 
cat", 
IJSY~Cr for the master catalog. 

In a system !!~hQ~t:. a job cat~log 
specify: 

nothilqfor the master catalog 
private name for a private user 
cat:tlog. 



The DSPLY command (Display Virtual Storage) 
allows the operato~ to display 16 tytesof 
virtual stora~e, starting at the specified 
hexadecimal address, on the devic~ assigned 
to SYSLOG. Two char~cters ,(O-9,A~F) appear 
on SYSLOG for ~ach byte of information; 
'these characters represent the hexadecimal 
equivalent of the curre~t information in 
v~rtual ~torage. ' 

DSPLY address 

address The t:dx digit hexadecimal address, 
with leading, zeros if necessa~y, 
at which the 'storage display 
start:s. 

If th~ specified address is withip an 
'invalid address area, the command is 

, ignored and a corresponding informatory 
,message is issued. 

If 'the 16 bytes to be displayed cross 
'the boundary :from a valid to an invalid 
address space, only the bytes in the ~ali~ 
address space are displayed, and a corre
sponding informatory message is issued. 

DUMP 

The DUMP command allows the operator to 
print part or all of the real andlor 
virtual address area contents on SYSLST. 
The SYSLST used may be assigned to any 
partition, but it must be a printer. The 
printer should not, at thetim~ 'of the 
dump, be used by the partition to which it 
is assigned since this could result in 
interspersed pa~tition and dump output. 

~!!:...FC~~!!!~!: 

QB!!!Q_~f.~~-2Q~~~nQ 

lJlank 5---
BG 
Fn 

DUMP BGS 
FnS 
PDAREA 
address, address 

where n = 1, 2, 3, or 4 

nBG >] L( Fri) 

tlank 

S 

BG 
Fn 

BGS 
FnS 

PDAREA 

address, 
address' 

If the dump area' operand is 
omitted, the 'following is 
printed: 

• the contents of the general 
registers, and' 

• the contents of all real and 
virtual partitions in which 
programs are 'currently 
running. 

In the listings 'produced, the 
contents of both real and 
virtual partitions are i~ 
consecutive order; invalid 
address spaces (page-pool) are 
indicated. 

Same as if dump area,6perand was 
omitted. The contents ~f the 
su'pervisor area are also dumped. 

rhe contents of the specifi,ed 
partition and its associated 
registers are printed. If a 
program is running in real mode 
in the specified partition, only 
the real, not the ass'ocia ted 
virtual partition, is dumped. 
If a program is running in 
virtual mode in the ~pecified 
partition, ~the virtual partition 
is dumped, including any fixed 
pages. 

Same as if BG/FnwaS',specified. 
The contents of the,supervisor 
area are also dumped~ 

The contents of the PD table, PD 
area, and the alternate address 
area, if present~ are printed. 

spe,cifiesthe Start and end 
addresses, of the storage area to 
,be dumped~ rhe contents of the 
general registers that are 
associated with the specified 
storage area are ~lso printed. 

If the specified addresses are 
within an invalid address area, 
the command,isignored and an 
informato~y messag~ is issUed. 

If the storage area crosses the 
boundary ~rom a valid to an 
invaLid addr~ss s~ace, only the 
contents QIf the specified valid 
address space are dumped, 
together with the general 
registers ,that are associated 
with the'valid address area. A 
corresponding informatory 
message is issued. 
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BG 
Fn' 

DVCDN 

If the storage area to be dumped 
crosses partition boundaries, 
the specified storage area is 
dumped, together with those 
general registers that 'belong to 
the partition in which the 
starting address is located. To 
obtain a dump of the SVA~ refer 
to QQ2L~§_§~~Y!£~~Q!1!E1_~!9~ 
~!!~_QgQ~gg!!!g_~~Q£~g1!~~2' , 
GC33-5380. 

The operand indicates the 
partition to which SYSLST i~ 
assign~d for output of the Aump. 
If it is- omitted, the SYSLST 
assigned to the background 
partition is used. 

The DYCDN command (Device Down) informs the 
system that a device is no longer 

. physically available for system oper",tions. 
If any temporary or standard assign~nt 
were made to the device specified- in the 
command, they are unassigncff when tti~ 
command is accepted. 

Note: The assignment uf SYSRD~ is Changed 
when a procedure is used. 

If the unit is a DASD devic~ or 3540 
diskette, issue a CLOSE command fo~ any 

'system logical units currently ~ssjgned to 
it before issuing .DYCDN. The DVCD~ command 
unassigns these units withobt c~oslng them. 
If a DVCDN command is issued with ~ system 
I/O unit assigned~o the DASD device or 
3540'diskette, closing the file or, 
reassigning it to another DASD devjce or 
3540 diskette is impossible. IJ. ab 
alternate assignment was made f6r the 
device specified, the alternate is removed. 
This command utilizes the logical~transient 
area, and blocks out operator com~upicatior 
functions until it is completed. A DVCUP 
command must be issued before the device 
can be used again. 

Note: A Device Do~n command is rot 
accepted for a device on which SYSRES, 
SYSRE~, SYSVIS, or SYSCAT resides. 
However, ~f SYSCAT was already u~assigned 
while being on a different device than the 
one that holds SYSRES, SYSREC, and SYSVIS, 
Device Down for the device that holds 
S¥SCAr is accepted. 
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DVCDN X'cuu' 

The entry X'cuu' is expressed in 
hexadecimal fortr., 'where c is the channel 
number (0-6) anj uu is the unit number, 
OO-FE (0-254) in hexadecimal. 

DVCUP 

The DVCUP command (De~ice Up) informs the 
system that a device is available for 
system operation. after the device has beeri 
down. As al~ assignments were remoyed by 
the preceding bVCDN command, an ASSGN 
command must be used to reassign this 
device. 

DVCUP X'cuu' 

The entry X'cuu' is expressed in 
hexadecimal form, where c is the channel 
number {0-6) anduu is the unit riumber, 
OC-FE (0-254) in hexadecimal. 

The DVCUP command makes use of 
supervisor services that prevent other 
op~rator communication during execution of 
this comma nd. . . . 

ENDSD 

The ENDSD command (End SD Aids) is used to 
terminate the exe~ution of the SDAlD 
program. It ·is used in debugging 
procedures and jescribed in detail in 
QQ2t!.z§_§~~:Y!£~!!2i 1!!:1_~!9!L!!hsLQgQ!!gg!!!g 
EIQ£~91!!~~, 3C33-5380. 

ENDSD 

END or ENTER 

The END or ENTER (End of Communication) 
command must be issued whenever the 
ope~ator has finished communicating with 
the system. It causes the communication 
routine to return copkrol to the mainline 
job. END applies.~6 CPU models without DOC 
(display o-perator console) support.. EthiER 
applies to CPU models. with DOC support. 



JCCand AR.Format .... --............ -..,.---~,. 

Press the END or ENTEij 'key~ 

The EXE.C command· or statement (Execute 
. Pro9ram or Procedure) indicates either 

• ·tl:)eend of control information for a job 
step and the beginning' of execution of a 
.program, in which case' it, must be the 
,last command or statement processed 
before a job step is executed, 'or 

• that acataloge1 procedure is to be 
retrieved from· the procedure library by 

, job con~rol. ,In ,this case, other 
commands or statements may follow EXSC. 

//EXEC[ [[PGM=lprogname£L REAL] (,SIZE=si:zell ' 
PROC:;~roce~urename [,OVl' ,J 

When issued (either f'romthe console or 
fr,omt.he card reader) to execute 'a 
proceClur~" ~:ntroi is' given to th~ caJ:'d 
reade~ at: e~d-of"'pX'oc~d\lre. , ' 

EXEC[. ['(PGM=~p:t'OgnaRle] (,R. EALl l,SIZE':::Sizel] 
PROC=prolcedurename (, OV] . ' 

When is,fiued tl;:) execute a prqcedQre, <.in tJ'lis 
case, acceptel! from the console only), 

,contrlol il;) gbren t,o the consoie .at 
end:-,o~ .. proced1llre ~ 

PGM=p:t:'ogname 
prognallle 

REAL 

Repr,esents the nq,me of the program., 
intihe.core imaqe library to be. 
exec'llted. The program, ~arne , 
corr1esponds to the first or only 
. phasle of the program in the 
libriary. The program name can be 
from one to eight alphameric .' 
chari"c~ers ,(0-9, ~.;,~, #; $, /" al 0 

.If the prpgram,to be executed has 
just· beep processed by the linkage 
edi tl;)X' ,the pro'g'ram flame' 18 . " 
oll.i;t·tedand~ the PG~lte¥word can~ot 
be u::led. . ' ' 

Indicates that the job step 
started by EXEC will be e~ecuted' 
·in rleal Iftc:)de. If REAL is' not 
spe'c:ified, the jOb step is ,!lw,,"ys 
execlilted in virtual' mode. ' 

0- ; 

SIZE=size 
, Defines 'ho~ large a par~ition is 

needed for the program about to be 
executed. The SIZE parameter can 
be specified in combination ~ith 
REAL (a) or without REAL (b). 

(a) If specified together wit~ 
REAL, it specifies th~ size Qf 
that part of.the real 
partition that will be needed. 
by .the job step. The 
remaining part of the. real 
partition is added to the page 
pool. 

I f the 5.1 ZE param~ter is' 
'omitted and REAL is specified 
the who~e real partition is 
reserv~d for ~he job step. 

(b) If used without RE'AL, it, 
. specifies the size of that 
p.artof the virtual partition 
that will be direc~ly' . 
availaple to the job step. 

Fot' programs (such as 
compilers) tha't dynamically 
allocate storage within the 
partition for workareas, the 
SIZE parameter' can be used to, 
limit the virtual' storagfl 
available (and thus reduce 
paging activity). The 
remain~erof the partition may 
be ~sed as additional storage 
for other modules or data 
re·:;{.uired by. the program· in 
th~t par·tition.. The program 
obtains this additional " . 
storag~'by'issuingGE'l'VIS 
macros with the required 
amDunt of sto.ra·ge as a"' : 
parameter; it releases. the 
storag~ a9ain" by' issuj,.ng 
FREEVIS macros.' . . 

If the SIZE ~~fameter' is 
omi tted, ,.the. whole viX't:u~l . 

'partitibrt isbsed for the. job 
initiated with EXEC., SIZE' 
(without REAL) must always be 
specified for VSAM programs'", 
ISAM programs using the Isr .. M 
"Interface Program· (rIP) ~ and 
for~ using RPS supp.:>X't with'· 
.DASp'accessmethods~ because 
the space left overby the' 
proqram(GETVISarea) must be. 
l~rge enough to accommodate 
VSAM and Access Method· . 
services. If the SVA eli13it 
VSAM phases run in the SUA. 
the remainder·ofVSAM and of" 
1\ccess Method Se~vices m\l.!it be . 
accommodated i'n,the GETVIS . 
area. Approximate v~lues are 
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270K for VSAM, 50·K for VSAM 
buffers and control blocks and 
240K fOr Access Method 
Services. Exact storage 
requiremen·ts can be calculated 
on the basis of the 
information cQntained in the 
book module entitled VSAM in 
the manual· QQS/Y§ ... Jaygg!!! 
;!gne~~~!Q!!, GC33-5377. 

The SI'ZE parameter can be 
specified in tbe following 
formats: ' 

SIZE=nK 
SIZ'E=AUTO ("see Note) 
SI ZE= (AUTO, nlO 

where,n'mllS1=, be greater than zero 
and should be a multiple of 
2. (1·£ -not, the system rounds 
the value up to the nearest 
2K boundary). 

and AUTO indicates ~hat the 
program size, as calculated 
by the system· from 
information in thecQre 
image directory, is to be 
taken as the value for SIZE~ 
For·a muit~ple-phase progra~ 
(where ·the first four 
chara,ct.ersof thephas8: name 
are identic~l>. the l0J1~6't 
phase is used. 

and (AU1"O,·nl0 indiq.ates that job 
f;ontrc:rl must take· program 
size plus nJ{ bytes as the 
value for SIZE. (If. this' is 
not a ~ultiple of two, the 
value is rounded up.) 

!2~~: Do not specify.SIZE=AUTO 
for ·programsthat dYnamically 
allpcate storage during execution 
(such as l~nkaqe editor, librarian 
program,.and compilers). 

PROc=procedurename . 
. Represents the name of the 

procedure to be retrieved from.th~ 
proc·edure library. The procedure 
name can b~ from·one to eight 
alphamericeharacters. 

1£ the procedure ·name begins with 
$$, the syst~.m supstitutes a 
partition-related character for 
the second $. The character that 
is substituted· is related to the 
parti tion· . in which the procedure 
is invoked, that is, 
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B for the BG partition 
1 for the Fl partition 
2 for the F2 partition 
3 for the F3 partition 
4 for the F4 partition. 

The procedure corresponding to 
this name is then retrieved for 
execution. 

Note that the EXEC PROC command 
can be entered on SYSLOG-on~y-Tnot 
on SYSRDR), wheteas.the EXEC PROC 
!!:!:!!:.g!!!~!1!:: may be .entered on SYSLOG, 
or on SYSRDR. 

Indicates .that ove~write 
statements follow Exec. If the 
EXEC PROC command was used (and 
~nt~re3 on SYSLO~), th~ overwrite 
stat.ement.s must also be entered on 
SYS·LOG. 

If the EXEC 'l?ROC statem€'ilt was 
used and entered on S~SRDR, the 
overwrite statements must be 
entere::l .on SYSRDR (not .on SYSLOG). 

If you execute a non-ending job· 
from the procedure library, you 
cannot update the procedure 
library. 

For more details~ refer to the 
~Q§!~2_§~§.!:.g!!LM!!n!!g~!!!g!1!:_§~!f!g~ 
GC33-5311. 

EXTENT 

. The EXTEN'l' .sta t.ement (DASD Exten1: 
Information) defines each area, or extent, 
at a DASD file. ·One or" more EXTENT .. 
statements must. follow each OLBL statement 
except for single input files fOle 
sequential disk ~n a disk or 3540 diskette 
provided the DEVADDR paramete~ has bee~ 
specified in the PTF table. For a detailed 
discussion of EXTE~T, see DOS/VS DASD 
~~Qg!§., GC33-5375. Together-with-the DLBL 
statement, only EXTENT should be used to 
supply extent and label information for the 
3330/3333. 3340, and 3540 diskette. 

Note:· The EXTENT cards should be checked 
carefully because an i~valid field in the 
card causes the default options or.the 
values entered by the previous EXTENT card 
to be overwritten by the valid entries of 
the 'flagged statement. 

Multiple extent cards are ~alid for. 
system files on the 3540 diskette. Vali·Q 
parameters are symbolic unit, seri·al - . 
number, and type. The other parameters. 
will be ignored. 



~his command or statement replaces th~ 
XTENT command or sta~ement used in previous 
ve~sions ~£ the syst~m. (Progra~ming 
su~port for XTENT conti~ues~) 

~£2_EQ!~!!!!!£ 

1/ EXTENT [symbolic-unit], 
[serial-number], [type], 
[seguence-numberl, 
[rel~tive-track], 
(number-of~tracks], 
[split-cylinder-track], 
(B=bins] 

symboLic unit 
A six-character field indicating 
the symbol~c unit (SYSxxx) of the 
Volume for which this extent is 
effective. If this operand is 
omitted, the symbolic unit of the 
preceding EXTENT, if any, is used. 
If this operand is omitted on the 
firs~'or only EXTENT ~tatement, , 
the symbolic unit specified ,in the 
DTF is assumed. A symbolic unit 
included in the extent information 
for SAM, D~M,or diskette files, 
however~overrides the 
DTF DEVADDR=SYSnnn specification. 
(This operand is not required for 
an'IJ:SYSxx filename, where xx is 
IN, ~H~LS, LN, RS~ SL, or RL, or 
for a file ~ef~ned with the DTF 
DEVADDR=SYSnnn.) If SYSRDR or 
SYSIPT is assigned, this operand 
must be inpluded. This operand is 
required for"VSAM~ 

In multivolume SAM, DA~, and 
diskette f'iles,eacn different 
symbolic unit must be assigned to 
a separate physical device~ In 
multi extent SAM~ DAM, and diskette 
'files~ all extents on one physical 
unit must have the same symbolic' 
unit number. For DAM files, the 
extent statements'mus~be in " 
ascending order~ 

serial number 
From one to six characters 
indicating the volume serial 
number of the volume for" which 
this extent is effective. If 
fewer than six characters are 
used, the field is padded to the 
left with zeros. 

If this operand is omitted, the 
volum~ serial number of the 
pr~ceding EXTENT is used. 
rherefore, when a multivolume file 
is being'proces~~d,the volum~ 
serial number of the first volume 
is 'assumed for the entire file, I 
unle'ss you specify'this field for 
'the first extent of each following 

type 

volume.' If 'no serial number was 
provide,d in the Exr~NT sta:tement, 
the serial number is no,t checked 
and it is your responsibility if 
files are destroyed because the' 
wrong Vo)Jume was mounted. 'This 

"operand i~ required for VSAM. 

for the 3540 ftiskette, this 
operan::l' specifies that the 

,associated file will'be found on 
this volume. If the parameter is 
omitte::l, the OPEN routines assume 
that the volume that was mounted' 
is the correct one. ,Label 
checking will be done for ,input 
files and space will b,eallocated 
for an output file. 

One extent 'card must be submitted 
for e~ch volume of an input filer, 
and sufficient extent cards must 
be submitted fo~out~ut f£les ~o 
ensure that enough vO,lumes are 
present to contain the file. 

One character indicating the type 
of the extent, as fo~lows: 

1 - da.ta area (no split cylinder)'" 

2 - independent overflow area (for 
in::lexe::lseguential file) 

4 .;.'in::lex area (for indexed 
seguential file) 

8 - data area (split cylinder, for 
SAM files c;mly) 

If,t~i~'operand is'~mitted, type 1 
is assp,med. Type l' is the only 
v~li::l parameter for'diskette 
files. ", 

, Note:' 'For indexed sequential 
FIfes, the" extent "information 
'$'bould be entered in the folloiiing 
order: 

1. ,Master index sequence number 0 
an::l type ~', . 

2. Cylin'der index sequence nun-ber 
'1 and type 4 ' , 

3. Prime data area sequence 
number 2, 3, •••• ,n and type 1 

4. Ind'ependent overflow. area 
seguence number (n+1) and 
type 2 ' 

where n is'the sequence nU[Jl>her'of 
the last prime data area extent.,I. 

Note also, the master and the 
cylinder inde~ must b~ in adjacent 
areas on th~ same l~gical·unit. 
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sequence number' 
One to thre,e characters containing 
~decimal ndmber from 0 to 255 
indicating the sequence number o~" 
this extent within a 'multiextent 
file. Extent sequence 0 is used 
fer the master index of an indexed 
sequential file. 'If the master 
index is not used, the first 
extent of an indexed sequential 
file has the sequence tlumcer 1. 
The extent sequence nUmber for all 
other types of files begins with 
O. If this operand is omitted for 
the first extent of: ISAM files, 
the~~tent ,is not accepted. For 
SA~, VSAM, or DAM files, this 
operand' is not required. Sequence 
ch~cking via this parameter is 
ignored for di~kette files. 
Extents are numbered on the label 
cylinder in ,the order subrritted. 

relative track 
One tq five characters indicating' 
the sequential numb.er of the 
track, relative to zero, where"the 
~ata extent is to begin. If thi$ 
field is omitted ani an ISAM file, 
the extent is nO.t accepted. , This 
field is not'requi'red for SAM 
input files (the extent~ fro~ the 
file labels are usee!>. This field
must be spe'cified: for D~M input. 
files. 

ForVSAM; this operand must be 
specified when a data space or a 
file with t~e UNIQUE Qptio~ is 
being created: (defin,edby .Ac:cess 
Method services). 'l'hi~ oper.nd is 
not required, 'and i~is ignored if 
it is speeified, when aVSAM file 
is created within an exi~ting d.t. 
space. In this case, th.e, space
.for the file is sU~~i!la:lloc.ted by 
VSAM from'direct-acO,ess extents it 
already o~ns ~ ',l'bis opera'nd is 
also not re9uired for VSAM input 
filesbecause'the extents are 
obtained 'from, the' VSAM catalog. 

When using split cylinder files, 
this parameter designa~esthe 
beginning of the split as well as 
the first'tr.ckof the file. 

Farmulas- ~or converting' a'ctual to 
relative track (RT) and rElative 
track to actual for the DASD 
devices follow. 
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number 

2311 10 x cylinder number + 
track nUltiber = RT 

2314/ 20 x cylinder n~mb~r + 
2319 track number = RT 

2321 1000 x subcell number + ·100 
~ strip number + 20 ~ 
cylinder ntimber + track 
number = RT ' 

3330)' 19 x. cylinder nUl1~ber+ 
3333 track number = RT. 

3340 12 x cylinder number 
+ track number = RT 

B~!!~!Y~~Q_A£~! 

2311 

231'4/ 
2319 

232~ 

3330/ 
3333 

3340 

RT = q~otieqt 1s cylinder, 
10 remainder is track 

Rl' quotien~ is cylinder, 
20 remainder is track 

RT = quotient is subcell, 
1000 r~mainder:1 

remainderl :: quo,tient.i,.s 
---100---- strip, 

remainder2' 

remainder2 quot.ient is' 
cylinder, re
mainder is 
track 

---20----

RT 
19" 

Rl' 
-12 

quotieotis cylinder, 
remainder is track 

quotient is cylin1er, 
remainde~ is track 

~!!m2!~: l'rack 5, cylinder 150 on 
a 3330 = 2855 in relative track~ 

of tracks 
One to five characters indicating 
the number of t~acks to be 
allotted to the file. For SO , 
input, tais field may b~ ~mitted. 
For an ind~xed sequentia~ file, 
the number of tracks for prime 
data must, be a multiple of 10 for 
2311, of 19 for, 3330 or 3333, o£ 
12 for 3340, an~ of 20 for 2314 or 
2319. The number of tracks for a 

,split cylind~r file must be the 
product of the n~mber o£ cylinders 
for the file and the specified 
number of tracks per cy~inder £ol;' 
that file. 



For VSAM, this operand must be 
specified when a data space or a 
file with the UNIQUE option is 
bein9 created (def,ined by Access 
Method services). ,This operand is 
not required, and it is ignored If 
it iel spec-ified, when a ,VSAM 'file 
is created,withln'an existing data 
spacE~. In this, case, the space 
for t:he file is' sub-allocated by 
VSAM from direct-access extents it 
alrecldy owns. This. operand is 
also not required for VSAM input 
files because the extents are 
obtained from tbeVSAM catalog. ' 

split cylinder' track 

bi,ns 

HOL1D 

One, or two characte~s,· from ~-19" 
illdi(::ating the upper trackl)Umber 
for t:he split cylinder i-nSAM 

, ,filen. 

One()r two'characters,identifying 
~he :n21 bin forwhicb the extent I 
was (~reated, ,or on which the 
extent is cu.rrently, located. " If 
the lEieldis one character, the 
crea1:.ing ,bin is assumed' to, be 
zero" There is no need to specify 
a· crl:!ating bin for, SAM or ISAM 
fil.f). If this operand is 
omit!ted, bin zero'is assuwed for 
both bins. If' t:.heoperand is 
incll1ded and positional, operands, 

, are omitted, only one comma is 
required pre~eding the key-word 
,operand. (One comma for each 
olQitt.ed positional operand 1s 
acceptable, but not necessa~y.) 

The HOLD command is used t~ hold 
assign~ents if you want to stop or unbatch 
a 'par'ti tion. 

, '~Fl[.F2] [,F3] [,F4]l 
HOLD " 

F4[,F3][,F2][,F1]: 

IGN()RE 

Whenever an abnormal condition arises, the 
riperator ~illbe notified by an appropriate 
message on SYSLOG. Depending on the 
'situat'io~, he may have to ignore the 
condition by entering an IGNORE command. 
This is indicated under 'Operator Action' 
in QQ2!~§_M~§§!9~§, 'GC33-5379, for each 
.~essage appearing on SYSLOG. 

Jgc, and AR Form@t: 

lGNORE 

JOB 

The', JOB .tate.inent indica~es' the· beginning 
of control infor_tlon for a jop. 'It is.in 
thef.ol;t,6,,!ing f·~rma~. 

~CS, Format 

// ,JOB jobname (accounting'i~formation] 

jotna~e, The, name of the job. Must be one 
to eight, alphameric characters, " 
except blank, equal sign (=), and 
comma, (,). When a job is 
res~arted, the jobname mus~ be 
identical,t(!) that usedwhen.the 
ctittckpoint was taken. Any user 
comments can .ppear on the JOB 
,tatement following the jobname , 
(through column71L If the, timer 
feature ispresent,tl)e time of , 
day appears in columns .73-100 when 
the JOB statement is printed on 
SYSLST. The time of day is 

,printej in columns 1-28 OB' the 
next line of SYSLOG. 

In, both cases the format is 

DAl'E mmidd/yy,CLOCK hh/mm/ss' 

ac.c~n~nting information 
If the job acco,unting interface 
h!ll$ ,been specifi.ed during system 
generation, the 16, characters of 
'\JseX-"'":6pec~fied, accounting , 
j"l)form.tio'n ax-e 'moved to the Job 
~ccounttng Tabl~. 'If accounting 
inform~tion is specified, it must 
besepaX-ated ,from the job name by, 
a single blank. If the jop 
accounting interface is not spec:-
ified during system generation, 
any informa,tion specified after 
the jobname is i9~ored. 

~!l: 

1. "I',f the' JOB card is omitted 
from the' job st.ream,no 

'd\1ratio'n and/or date is 
printed at end of job'(when 
the /i card is read). 

2~ The start time,that the job 
accounting routines store in 
byte 36 of the Job Accounting 
Table is 'calculated from the 
values in virtual storage 
locations 80 and 84 (job step 
start, time). Step stop time 
,for any given step ,is step 
start time for the ne.xt step. 
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The LBLTYP statementaCReserve Storage for 
Label Information) defines the amount of 
storage to be reserved at link-edit time or 
at execution time (for self-relocating 
programs) ,for processing of tape ~nd 
nonsequential disk file labels in the real 
or virtual address areao~ virtual storage. 
It applies to both background and 
foreground virtual programs. It is to be 
~ubmittedimmediately ~;eceding the II EXEC 
LNKEDT statement, with the exception of 
self-relocating programs, for which it is 
instead submitted i~mediately preceding the 
II EXEC: statement fOJ;the program. ' 

Storage for V$AM laQel processing is 
reserved automatically by VSAM rout~es; an 
'LBLTYP 5tatement is not :required. 

~CS~g;:!I!!!::. 

II LBLTYP 

TAPE [(nn)] 

NSD(nn) 

TAPE [(nn)] 
NSDCnn) , 

Used only if tape files 
requiring label information are 
to be processed. arid no 
nonsequentia1 DASDfiles are to 

,be processed. nn is optional, 
and is present only for future 
expanslon. (I~ i~ ignored by 
job control.) 

Used if any nonsequential DASD 
files are to, be processed 
regardless of other typ~ files 
to be used. nn specifies the 
largest ,number of extents to be 
used fora single fil~. 

The amount o( storage that must be reserved 
for!label information is: 

1. For ~taridard tape labels (any number): 
8-0 bytes. 

2. For sequential DASD and DTFPH 
MOUNTED=SINGLt: 0 bytes. 

3. For DTFIS, DTFDA, and DTFPH 
MOUNTED=ALL: 84 bytes-plus 20 bytes 
per extent. 

The ~rea,reserved is that required by the, 
file with tha largest requirement. This 
area i~usedduring OPEN. 

LFC~ 
. ' 

The LFCB command cau~es the syst~m 'td load 
~he buffer image, contained in the named 
.::oreimage library phase; into the forms 
control buffer of the specified printer. 
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The command can be used fO,r any DOS/VS 
supporte'd printer on which forms skip 
operations are cont,:r;:olled by an FCB. 
D\lring the time the printer 'in question is 
printihg the output of a program this 
commarid should be used with extreme 
caution, as there is no·way of- predicting 
when the printer will be finished printing 
the oUtput under control of the current FCB 
load. For a printer in operation it is 
recommended that 'the operator use this· 
command if, for example, printing the 
output for a particular pr9gram started 
under control of the wrong FCB load and he 
i~ able to ~orrect this by issuing the 
command. When the program runs in.a 
POwEIVVS-controlled partition, this. commcmd 
can be used with the r~start capability of 

,POWER/VS. 

LFCB X'buu',phasename[,PORMS=XXXX] 
[,LPI=nJ[,NULMSGl 

X'cuu' specifies the channel and unit 
number of the printer whose FCB 
is to be loaded. 

~ha~ename specifies the name of the core 
image library phase that 
contains the applicable buffer 
load image. For detailed . 
information on the, contents and 
format qf this.phase refer t6 
the section "System Buffer Load 
(SYSBUFLD)". 

FORMS=xXXA specifies the installation
defined forms number xxxx of th~ 
paper that is .to be used with 
'the new FCB load. For xxxx, 
substitute frOm one to foUr 
alphameric characters. If the 
new FCB load requires a change 
of f6rms, this operand must be 
specified to ensure proper 
system operation. 

LPI=n 

NULMSG 

- (for a printer other than a 
3211). Indicates the required 
setting of the carriage clutch. 
For n, you can either substitute 
6 (six lines per inch) or S 
(eight lines per inch). The 

. system inserts this operand in a 
buffer load action message. 

specifies that the printing of a 
buffe~ load verification message 
is to be suppressed. If NULMSG 
is specified, the system 
continues processing immediately 
after the FCB load operation ha~ 
been completed, and the operator 
is unable to verify that the 
contents of the FCB match the 
forms to be used. 



LISTIC) 

The LISTIO command or statement (List-I/O 
Assignment) causes the system topririta 
listing o'f 1/9 assi,gnments. The listing 
appears on a SYSLOG (command) or SYSLST 

'(statement). If SYSLST is not assigned, 
the LISTIO statement is ignored. ' 

. \, 

SY'S 
PRO'G 
B.G: 
Fl. 
F~~ 

/'/ LISTIO F31, 
F4 
AI.L' 
S¥Sxxx' 
UNITS 
DOWN 
U1~ 
Xl cuu' 

S~(S, 

PHOG 
BG 
F:( 
F2 

LISTIO F3 
Ff~ 

ALL 
S'~Sxxx 

UNITS 
DOWN' 
CA' 
X'cuu" 

SYS Lists the physical units a,ssigned 
to all background system logical 
units or the physical units 
assigned to all system logical. 
units of the particular joregro~nd 
partition. 

PRO~ Lists the physic~l units assign~d 
to all background program~er 

, logical units. 

BG Lists the physical units assigned 
to all logi~a1 units of ' the 
background partition. 

Fl-F4 Lists the physical units assigned 

ALL 

to all logical units of the , 
particu1a~ foreground partition. 

Lists the physical units assignej 
io all logical units. 

SYSxxx 

UNITS' 

DOWN 

OA, 

X'cuu" 

Lists t.he,pbysical units assigned 
to t.he1ogical unit specified 
(invalid for SYSOu-,:.- and SYSIN). 
The assignment is gj,.veri for the 
partition" from which the command 
is given. ' 

Lists t.he logica1'units assigned 
to all physical units. 

Lists ali physical units specified 
u':J.nQperative. 

I.tist$all physical units not 
curr'mt.,ly assigned to a logical 
uriit. " ' 

Lists the logical units assigned 
to the' phlSic~l unit specified. 

P.byeica,l .u,~~.are·'lis,t~d with current 
device specifl.catiC)ri for magnetic'tape 
units. Logical units are listed with 
ownership{b~ckground, foreground-one, 
-two,-three, or -four), ~hen ~pp1icabie. 
If 'a unit has a stand,ard assignment in one 
mode and a temporary assignmeRtin an6tber 
roode, the CMNT column identifies. the, type 
of assign roe nt., fo'r each indicated mode. An 

'example of'a listing produced by th~ LISTIO 
Fl command is" shown' in Fig'ure4'. All . 
ch~nnel'and unit numbers are represent-e:} in 
hexadecimal. 

Ifastandardor'permanellt assignment is 
t~mpora:cily ()verllfritten, 'STD' in the CMNr 
(comment) ,column indicates the permanent. 
a'ssignment~ IIfhereas the temporary 
assignment is printeq on'e ,line above (see, 
for example, SYSSLB in Figure 4). 

If, ,a device is assigned Q!!.!:l 
temporarily, UA is printed in the 'STD l~ne 
(seeSYSO~2 in Figure 4). 

ALT in the eMNT colUmn 'indicates,that an 
alternate tape has. been ass.igned. " 

LOG 

The LOG coromand causes the', system to log, 
on SYSLOG, cGlumns 1-72 of, all job control 
commands and statements occuring in the 
partition in 'which the LOG is issued. rhe 
AR LOG affects all the partitions. The LOG 
function is effective until a NOLOG command 
for the partit'j,.on inVOlved is sensed., 

The LOG command'suppresses the ACANCEL 
funct':i,.on in the supervisor. 

~-2!!9_~Formlt 

LOG 

The, operand field ,is ignored by the system. 
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II ASSGN SYSSLB,X'131', 
II ASSGN SYSOOO:,X'290' 

ASS.GN SYSOO1jX~2aot,xt~O' 
. A~SGN SYSOO1,X'2Bl'/ALT 

1/ ASSG.NSYSOQ2',X' 280' ,.X'CO' 
II ASSGN SYS003~X'281' 
/1 ASSGNSYS004~X'282',X'C~' 
/1 L1S·TlO Fl 

'Ot)( FOREGROUND ,um 

I/O UNIT CMNT CHNL UNIT MODE 

SYSRDR 0 OC 
SYSIPT 0 (j.C 
SYSPCH. :::: UA :e ~: 
SYSLST 0 OE 
SYSLOG 0 1.F 
SYSLNK 1 31 
SYSRES 1 30 
SYSSLB 1 '31 
SYSSIB . STD 1 30 
SYSRLB . 1 30 
SYSREC 1 30 
$YSCLB ~c:: UA :::c 

~:o: fOREGROUND :0::: 

I/O UNIT CMN'T'- CHNL UNIT MODE 

SYSOOO 2 90 
.SYSOOO STD =='c UA :;..'~ 

SYSOO1 2 80 to 
SYSOO1 ~LT 2 81 '. CO 
SYS,002 2 80 CO 
'SYS002 S;Y-D :c'c UA :: ,~ 

SY$OO3 2 81 CO 
$YS003 STD :C1: UA :0: 
SYSOO4 2 82 CO 
SY"SOO4 STD' :='c UA :::: 

SYSOO5 ::::. 'UA m: 
SYSOO6 ~:: JJA "~c::. 

SYSOO7 ~:: UA ':c;c 
SYSOOS =c:: UA m: 

SYSOO9 me UA 5n: 

SY5.010 'c:: .' UA ::~ 

SYS011 :m UA :c:: 
. SYS012 :::: UA :m 
SYS013 :: ~: UA ~:: 

SYS014 .~:: UA me 
SYS015 ' ,c:: UA :c:: 
6YS016 .:::: UA" :::: 
SYS011 . :::: OA :::: 
SYSOlS' ~::= UA :m 
SYSO 1'9 me uA :::: 
SYS020 ,::: UA :m 
SYS021 : ... .... UA me 
SYS022 :u: VA :m 
SYS023 n:: UA me 
SYS024 ::,c UA 2C:: 

'lgure 4. Example of LISTIO Fl'~utPut 
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l.UCB, 

The LUCB comman! causes tile .system to .loa;d, 
the buffer image, <:ontaine-d .int.henamed 
core imag"e library phase, into the . 
universal chara.cter set· buffer .. (UCB) ot .the 
specified printer~ . The ,command can be us,ed 
for· any DOS/VS Bupportedpt-inter eqUipped 
with the UCS feature. During the time the 
printer in question i~printing the output 
of a program this command ~hould be used 
with extreme cautiort"as there is no way of· 
predicting when the printer.will be .. 

,finished priritingt.he .Qutppt under control 
of the current aCB ·load. For a . printer in . 
operation ·it is recommended tha't the .. 
operator use this command .if,. for example, 
pri'nting 'the output. for a particular 
program started und~r control. o:f . the wrong 
UCB load and the operator is able to 
correct this condition by' issuing. the 
command. When th~ program' runs in a .' 
POWER/VS-controlledpartition" this command 
can be used because Of. the restclrt 
capability of P::>WER/VS. ' 

.~fQ~2.!: 

LUCB X' CUll' ,phcisename (, FOLD] 1[, N<X::HK] 
, [, TRAIN=Xxxxxx] ( , NULMSG] . 

X"cuu' specifies the channel and uriit 
number of the printer whose aCB 
is to .be loade~. 

phasename 

FOLD 

NOCHK 

specifies the name: of. the core 
image library phase that 
contains the applicable buffer 
load image. For detailed 
information on the contents and 
format 'of this phase refer to 
"User-written UCB Load Phase" in 
the section entitled "System 
Buffer Load (SYSBUFLD)"., 

causes lower case characters to 
be printed as upper c:,ase 
characters. 

Causes data checks rE!sulting 
from mismatches betwE\en 
print line characters and the UCB 
to be, suppressed. 

TRAIN=xxxxxx, 
Indicates that the print'train 
(print c~ain for alQ03) 
identified by xxxxxx is to be, 
mounted on the-printer. The 
system inserts this o~rand in 
at\, action messagt!. The 'trai~ 

. (or ~chain) identification xxxxxx 
may be from one to sixcharac
ter,s ~n length.: If,a new train 
(or. chain>. must be installed, . 
this operandisreCiuired'~to 
ensu~e,proper'systeRloperation. 



NULMSG 

MAl? 

Specifies that the printing of a 
buffer load verification message 
is to be suppressed. If NULMS3 
is specified, the system 
c,<mtinues normal processing 
immediately after the UCB load 
operation has been completed and 
the operator is unable to verify' 
that the contents of the UCB 
match the print train (or chain) 
mounted on the printer. 

The MAP command produces on SYSLOG a map of 
the storage areas allocated to programs. 
It indicates program execution mode (R,V), 
and ~'hether cl partition is inactive (I) or 
active (A)· for each partition. 

MAP, 

The map of s1:orage areas allocated to 
partitions is ~rodgced in the following 
format: 

r-------T------T------T------T------?-----, 
1 1 IUPPER 1 IUPPER I 1 
1 AREJ~ 1 K":'RI~AL 1 LIMIT' 1 K-VIRT 1 LIMIT 1 NAME 1 
~--~----+------+---~--+------+------+----~i 
ISP I 92K 1 942071 12621441 1 
IBG V5AI 30K 11249271 68K l3317751MINE I 
IF4 14 I 10K 11351671 80K 14136951 I 
IF3 V3DI 10K 11454071 80K 14956151 I' 
IF2 I2 I 14K 11597431 lOOK 15980151 I 
IF1 11 1 14K 117407QI 120K 17208951 I 
ISVA 1 I 1 '64K 17864311 1 

'I VIS 1 I 1 OK 17864311 1 
IPP 1 86K 1262143 1 1 I I L _______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ _____ J 

Figure 5. Malp of Storage Areas 

~ot~: The output does not indicate st'orage 
temporarily added t~ the page Rool as a 
result of using the SIZE parameter of the 
EXEC statement. 

AREA SP = supervisor 
fIG, F4 ,Fl, ~F2, F1 = parti'1:ion 
SVA = shared virtual ~rea 
VIS = system GETVIS area 
PP = ,main page pool 
R = real mode 
V = virtual mode 
1: = inactive partition 
A active partition (or system 

directory list has been 
bu~lt in the SVA) 

D = de~c~ivated partition (this 
partition has previously 
been,active) 

1-5 ::: priority of partition 

K-~EAL Shows'the number of K bytes 
allocated in the real address 
area. 

UPPER ~IMIT Shows the highest storage 
address (in decimal) of each 
area ~n the real address area. 

K-VIRT Sho~s the number'of'K bytes 
alloca·tedin the virtual 
address area. 

UPPER LIMIT Shows the highest storage 
address '(in decimal) of each 
area in the virtual address 
~rea. For the supervisor, thi~ 
field specifies the start 
address of the virtual address 
area. 

NAME Contains the name of the job 
that is currently executing in 
the correspondin9 partition. 
rhis field is blank for the· 
supervisor, SVA, VIS,and main 
page pool. 

MODE 

For an active partition when no 
JO~ statement or command was 
entered, the name field 
contains NO NAME. For an 
inactive foreground partition, 
the name field is blank. 

The MODE comman:! allows you to alter ,the 
, recording mode. 

The MODE, command provides the following 
options for controlling r~coverable machine 
check interrupts (MCI): 

• The mode of recording for unlabeled and 
nonstandard labeled tape can be reset. 

• The re~ording mode for a ,particular 
device other than a teleprocessing 
device can be set, to intensive or 
diagnostic, or no recording mode can be 
specified. 

• The mode that the system is operating in 
(the status of the system) can be 
requested. 

• AnEFLthreshold value can be specified 
to override the IBM-supplied value. 

• The MODE command can also be used to 
place the Model 145 control storage ECC 
in threshold mode. 
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The MODE "command is a notational command. 
Operands of the HODE command can be entered 
in any order and must be continuous (that 
is, no blanks are allowed between or ioIithin 

. operands). The STATUS operand cannot have 
~ny other operand, before or after it. 

The total length of the MODE command 
must not exceed 30 chara~ters. 

MODE 

IR 
·CR 
CE,CUU[,I(,XX,Yl] 

, 0(, xx, yl 
,N 

R 
STATUS 
HIR. [, Hl *{ [" R ] (~E=eeeel IT=ttttl *} 
ECC ,CJ ,Q 

,Ta 

*~~: When eitQer HIR or ECC is 
specified, at least one of the optional 
operands must be selecte~h TH is only 
valid for the Model 145 ioIhen ECC,C is 
specifie"dwith the MODE command. 

For a Model 115 or 125, a MODE command 
is valid only if RMSR is supported. Even 
then, only the operands IR, CR, and CE may. 
be used. The operands R', STATUS, HIR, and 
ECC must never be specified for a Model 115 
or 125. 

The meanings of the operands are: 

IR 
CR 

CE 

Recording mode for nonstandard 
labeled and unlabel~d tape~ Specify 
Indi vidual Recording (IR) if you 
wish to record and then reset the 

'tape error statistics at each tap~ 
OPEN. 'Specify Combined Recording 
(CR) to accumulate all the 
sta~istics from nonstandard labeled 
and unlabeled tape on a specific 
tape unit until a standard labeled 
tape is opened. Then one recording 
of the statistics from all the 
nonstandard labeled and unlabeled 
tapes is made on SYSREC, and the 
statistical counters are reset in 
the PUB2 table. " 

The recording mode for a device at 
physical location X'cuu' may be 
reset. The possible r~cording modes 
are:" 

Normal. Th~ default, riormal,is 
assumed. 
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I Intensive. Normal recording. . 
continues. In addition, .the next· 
seven errors'of a particular type 
(xx,y) or the next seven errors 
of any type (ifxx,yis not 
specified) are recorded. The 
number of I/O retries required 
for success is not re~orded. 

o Diagnostic. ~ormal recoiding 
continues. In addition, the next 
seven errorsof·a particular type 
(xx,y) or the next seven errors 
of , any type (if xx,y is not " 
specified) are recorded. The 
number of· I/O retr ies re!quired 
for success is al~o r~corded~ 

N No, recording. 

When the recording mode parameter is 
the last parameter of the MODE 
command, a check is made to see iJ 
all errors are recorded. When in . 
intensive or diagnostic mode, it is 
possible to check for only one type 
of error.' Indicate the bii: to be 
examined with: . 

(xx,y) where y is the bit (0-7) 
~nd xx the byte (0-31) of 
sense data to be che~ked. 

STArus A report is printed on SYSL03 which 
indic~tes: 

• The type of facility used 
(HIR,ECC) 

• System mode of operation 
• Current error count 
.~ Error count threshold 
• Current el~psed time 
• Time threshold 
• Number of buffer pages deleted. 

A tuf~er page is a 32-byte work area 
in control storage that is used by 
~he Model 155 hardware program. 

The status ~eport forma~s are: 

BIR, {~} ,aaaa/eeee,.bbbb/tttt 

ECC, {~} 



HIR 

ECC 

R 

FO;:~!~Mo!!g!.J;.~~ 

ECC,{~},{~},aaaa/eeee,bbbb/tttt 
where: 

aaaa 
eeee 
bbbJ;:> 
tttt 

- Current error count 
Error count threshold 
Current elapsed time 
Total threshold 

fflt_ tt!g_M2!!g!~_!5 5 :.!L2.!!S~L!2~ 

ECc~{~}~aaaa/~eee,bbbb/tttt 
BUF OLT=xxx 

aaaa 
eeee 
bbbb 
tttt 
xxx 

Current error·count 
. 'Error count threshold 
Currentelap~ed time 
Time· threshold 

:: Total numb-er. of inoperable 
bQfferpages deleted~ 

Hardware. Instruction Retry. This 
operand changes the mode of the HIR 
facility to R or Q and/or modifie's 
the e)~rQr. count threshold andJ'or 
time 1::.hreshold. 

Note: WhenHl;a is pl~ced in quiet 
. mode, ECC, also goes·into quiet 
mpde. 

Err.or Correctic1n Code. Thisoperand 
changHs t'hemode of the ECC facility 
to R or Q,'and/or.modifies the error 
count threshold. and/or time 
threshold. ECC,Rand ECC,Q are the 
only "valid modes o'f diagnosis for 
the Model 13~~ If ECC is spe~ified 
for a Model ~45~ M or C must also be 
specified. ECCcarialso place the 
Model '145 control storage in 
threshold mode. 

Note: Use of the Error·correction 
Code (ECC) in full recording mode 
may cause severe system degradation. 
Thus, the [ECC,M/~,R] operand 
combination of the MODE command 
should only be used by the customer-
engin1eer or at his request. . 

Re£.~~!.mLJ1Q!!g 

MODE JR . -, places both HIR and ECC in. 
recorlUng mode4 

~ODE HIR,R - places HIR in 
reco~ding mode. 

Q 

MODE ECC,R (M'odels 155~II and 158) -
if HIR is atready in recording mode, 
Jt pl~ces ECC in rec6rding mode. 

MODE ECC,M,~ (~odel 145) - if HIR is 
already' in recording mode, real 
storage is placed in recording mode. 

MODE ECC,C,~ (Model,145) - if HIR is 
already in recording mod~,. control 
stora!e. is'placed in Fecordingm~de. 

Quiet MQ~~ 

MODE HIR,Q - places both HIR aridECC 
in quiet:'mode. 

MODE ECCi~ (Models.135, 155~:t1:, and 
158) places BCC in quiet mode. 

MODE ECC~M#Q, (Model 145) - place~ 
real storage in quiet mode. 

MoDE ECC,C,Q (Model 145) -places 
control, storage in quiet. mode. 

M or~ Real or contr6l s~orage~ M or C ~s 
only valid for the Model 145: M'or . 
C'must be specifi'ed when ECC is . . 
specified for the Model 145.M 
indicates real storage ·and,C cQnt:r;ol' 
storag'e. 

TH Threshold Mode: on the ne,xt 
occurrence of an ECC control storage 
error, control stor~ge is placed in 
quiet mode. TH is only valid 'for 
the Model ~45if ECC,C is specified. 
TH places the Model14~ control 
storage ECC in threshold mode. 

E=eeee Values entered for E and T mrist 
T=tttt 'be within the following decimal 

ranges: 

E - 8 (initial valQe) through 
9999 

T - 8 (initial value) throu.gh 
9999 

The IBM-supplied value is 8. 

Note: . Whenever HIR is in quiet 
mode~ ECCmode must not be changed. 

For the Model 135, the only valid 
mode commands are: 

MODE CE , ••• 
MODE STATUS 
MODE ECC,Q 
MODE ECC,R 
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MSG 

TheMSG command transfers' control to an 
operator communications routine previously 

,activated by a STXIT comm~rid. ' 

AR_Fomat 

MSG {:~} 

Fri indicates the desired foreground 
partition. BG indicates the background 
partition; pressing the INTERRUPT key, 
however, produces the same result for BG. 

If the program in the specified 
partition has not established operator 
communication linRage, a message is printed 
on SYSLOG informing the operator of this 
condition. . 

MTC 

The MTC command· or statement controls .·IBM 
2QOO/3qOO series magnetic tape opera~ions. 
The first operand specifies the operation 
to be perfo~med. . 

~£~Lf~m~~ 

// MTC opcode,SYsxxx[,nn] 

~££_IQ;!!!at 

MTC oPcode,{X'cuu'}[,nn] 
SYSxxx 

The first· operand can be: 
r------T-------------------------~--------, I opcod~1 Meaning I 
~------+----------------------------------i IBSF IBackspace one file so tape is 
I positioned for reading the 
I tapemark preceding·the file 
I barikspaced. 
IBSR Backspace record. 
lOSE Data security ,erase •• 
I ERG Erase gap (write blank tape). 
IFSF The tape is positioned beyond the 
I tapemark following the file spaced 
I over. 
IFSR Forward space record~ 
IRUN Rewind and unload tape., 
IREW Rewind tape. 
IWTM Write tapemark. 
~--~---L---------------------~----~-----~~i I. nata security erase (3QOO-series only). I 
t This command erases ·a tape from the I 
I point at which the tape is positioned I 
I when the operation is initiated up to I 
I the end-of~tapereflective marker. If I 
I data is written after the end-of~tape I 
I reflective marker, the data must be I 
I erased with [//] MTC ERG SYSnnn. I L--_______________________________________ J 
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To ensure' that a OSE failure is detected 
quiCK~y, rewind or rewind-unload should be 
performed with an Mrc rather than manually. 
If the OSE command is issued when the tape 
is at load point, the contents of the tape, 
including the volume label, are' erased 

. completely •. In such a case the tape must 
be reinitialized or a tapemark must be 
written on it before it can:. be used again. 

The partition that issued the [//] Mrc 
OSE command is placed in the wait state 
until the end-of-tape reflective marker is 
reached •. 
The second operand, SY&xxx, represents any 
assigned logical unit. 

X'cuu' is the channel and unit in 
hexadecimal where c is the c'hannel number 
(0-6) and uu is the unit number, OO-FE 
(0-2SQ). X'cuu' is not valid for JCS. 

The optional third entry, nn, is a 
decim~l number (01-99) representing the 
number of. times the specified opeJ~ation is 
to be performed. If nn is not specified, 
the operation is performed once. 

NEWVOL 

~f an assignment specifying VOL=.was given 
for.a diSk or tape unit and the system 
cannot find the requested volume c)n that 
unit, then the system prints. ~ _ mel3sage on 
SYSLOG. The message lTSOA reques1t:,s the 
operator to mount the desired volume.· rhe 
partition enters the wait'state. After 

. having mounted the proper v~lume, the 
operator issues the NEWVOL atteI:lt:ion 
command to indicate that processing may 
continue with the new volume. 

~!L~~~ 

NEWVOL {~~} 

If no operand is specified, BG is assumed. 
Fn can be specified as Fl, F2. F3, or FQ. 
If the specified partition is not waiting 
for a volume to be mounted, an error 
message is printed on SYSL~G. 

NOLOG 
The NOLOG command (Suppress Logging) 
terminates the listing, on SYSLOG, of job 
control commands and statements (except 
JOB, PAUSE, STOP, ALLOC, ALLOCR, MAP, H=>LO, 
OVCON, OVCUP, ., EOJ' VS), and EClPV+» 
that occur in the partition in which the 
NOLOG is issued. The NO LOG attention 
command, affects all the partitions.' The 
NOLOG function is effective Until. a LOG 
c.ommand for the partition involved is 
sensed. 



NOLOG 

The operand field is ignored by the system. 

The OPT;ION statement specifies one or more 
of the jOb control options~ ~he for~at of 
the OPTION staltement is: 

!!£22~!f~!: 

, / / op~rION optionl l" option2 ••• ] 

The options that can appear in the operand 
field follow. Selected~ptions can be in 
any order. Options are reset to the ' 
standard~ established at sy~tem generation 
time upon enccmntering a JOB or a /" 
statement. ' 

LOG 

NOLOG 

I DUMP 

List!:1 columns 1-80 of all control 
statE~ments and commands on 
SYSLIST. Control statements and 
commands are not listed until a 
LOG ()ption' is encountered. Oncea 
LOG ()ption statem,ent is read, 
logging continues from jot step to 
job step until a NOLoe; option is 
eneountered or until either the 
JOB ()r 1.& control statement is 
encountered. 

Suppresses the iisting of all 
valid control statements , and 
commllnds on SYSLST until a' LOG 
option is enc6untered. If SYSLST 
is assigned, ..invalid statements 
and (~ommands are listed. 

Dumps the registers~~upervisor' 
area,; and the virtual or the' 
temporary real partition on 
SYSLBT,if assigned, in the case 
of an abnormal program end (such 
as program check),. 

t!~~:: If SYSLST is assigned to a 
3211 pri~ter, the indexingfeatrure 
oftlne'device must be u.sed with 
care. Shifting the pri:l1t line to 
the left or too far to the right 
causl~s characters to be left out 
frome~ery printed 'line of the 
dump. ' 

PARTDI[JMP Dumps'the registers, the addresses 
andl~ontents of the partition 
COMREG, the PUB table, the PUB 

.owne:r, the partition LUB table, 
the .JIB table ,the partition DIB 
table, the label 'type and the 
partition in which the program 
resides. The dump will be 
recotded on SYSLST (if assigned) 

NODUMP 

LINK 

NOLINK 

DECK 

NODECK 

EDECK 

in case of an abnormal program 
end. Refer to the ~ under 
DUMP. 

Suppresses the. DUMP or PARTDtJMP 
option. 

Indicates that the object module 
is to be link-edited. When the 
LINK option is u$ed, the output, of 
the language translators is' 
written on SYSLNK. 'The LINK 
option must always' precede an 
EXEC LNKEDr statem~nt in the input 
stream. (CATAL also causes the 
LINK option to be set.) LINK is 
accepted by job control operating 
in a foreground partition if 
NPARTS=2-5 and PCIL=YES is 
specified during system·generation 
and a private core image library 
is assigned. The LINKoptioni's 
reset to NOLINK upon encountering 
an ASS3N statement or command for 
SYSLNK. 

Suppresses the LINK option. Tne 
language translators can also 
suppress, the LINK option if the 
problem program contains an error 
that would preclude the successfu~ 
execution of the problem program. 

Language translators produce, 
object modules on SYSPCH. If LINK 
is specifie'd, the DECK option is 
accepted by the PL/I, FORTRAN IV, 
American NaJ:,.iona,l Standard, and ' 
DOS/VS COS:OLoompilers, and the 
assembler. 

s~ppressestheDECK option. 

The assembler punches'all valid 
source macro definitions in'edited 
formaton SYSPCH. These macro 
definitions can be included in 
sublibrary E of the source 
'statement libr~ry. 

NOEDECK Suppresses the BDECK option. 

ALIGN The assembler 'aligns constants ,and ' 
data areas on proper boundaries ' 
and checks the alignment'of 
addresses used in machine 
instructions. 

NOALIGN Suppresses the ALIGN option. 

LIE;T Language translatot,swrite the 
source module listing on SYSLsr. 
The assembler also writes the 
'hexadecimal obj'ect module listing 
and the assembler and FORTRAN 

'write a summary of all errox:s in 
the source program. All are 
written on SYSLST'. 
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NOLIST 'suppresses the LIST option. This 
option overrides' the printing of 
the'external symbol dictionary, 
relocation list dicti.onary, and 
'cross reference (XREF) list. 

LISTX The ANS and DOS/VS COBOL compilers 
produce a PROCEDURE DIVISION MAP 
on SYSLST. ThePL/I and FORTRAN 
compiler~ produce the .object 
modules Qn SYSLSr. 

NOLISTX suppresses the LISTX option. 

SYM The American National Standard and 
DOS/VS COBOL compilers produce a 
DATA DIVISION map on SYSLST; the 
PL/I "compiler produces the symbol 
table on SYSLST; the COBOL 
compilers produce a DATA DIVISION 
map on SYSLST.· . 

NOSYM Suppresses the SYM option. 

XREF The assembler writes the symbolic 
·cross-reference list on SYSLST. 

NOXREF Suppresses the XREF option. 

ERRS The FORTRAN, ANS and DOS/VS COBOL, 
and PL/I c9mpile~s summarize all 
errors in the source p~ogram on 
SYSLST. 

NOERRS Suppresses the,ERRS option. 

ACANCEL This option indicates that the job 
must be canceled (instead of 
awaiting operator intervention) if 
an attempt to assign a device is 
unsuccessful. This may be due to 
an undefined device, invalid 
device status, unassignable unit, 
or conflicting I/O assignments: 
At end-of-job, this option is set 
to the standard setting specified 
at system generation time. . 

NOACANCEL 

CATAL 

Suppresses the ACANCEL option. 
The system awaits operator 
intervention in the case of an 
unsuccessful assignment. 

A phase or program is cataloged in 
the core image library at the 
completion of a link-edit run. 
CATAL also sets the LINK option. 
CATAL is accepted by job control 
operating in a foreground 
partition if NPARTS=2-5 and 
PCIL=YES is specified during 
system generation and a private 
core. image library is assigned. 

STDLABEL All DASD and tape labels submitted 
after this point are· written at 
the beginning of the standard 
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label track. Reset to USRLABEL 
option at end of job or end-of-job 
step. All file definition state
ments'submitted after this option 
are available to any program in 
any partition until another set of 
standard file definition 
statements is submitted. STDLABEL 
is not accepted by job control 
operating' in a foregrouncl parti-

·tion. All file definition state
ments following OPTION STDLABEL 
are included in the system 
standard file defihition set un
til one of the following occurs: 

1. End-of";' job. , ' 
2. OPTION USRLABEL is specified. 
3. ,O~rION PARSTD is specified·~ 

OPTION STDLABEL followed by a /& 
clears the stahdard label track. 
(See N::>te.) 

USRLABEL All DASD and tape labels submitted 
after this point are written at 
the be~innirig of the user label 
track. (See Note~) .. 

PARSTD 
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All DASD and tape labels submitted 
after this point are written at 
the beginning of the partition 
standard label track. Reset to 
USRLABEL option at end-of job ::>r 
end-of-job step. All file 
definition statements submitted . 
after this option are available to 
any program in the current 
partition until another set of 
partition standard file definition 
statements is' submitted. 'All file 
definition statements submitted . 
after ~PTION PARSTD are included 
in the partition standard file 
defin~tion set until one of the 
following occurs: . 

1. End-of- job. 
2. OprION USRLABEL is specified. 
3. OPTION STDLABEL is specified. 

OPTION PARSTD followed by a /& 
clears the partition standard 
label ~rack. 

For a given filename, the sequence 
of search for label information 
during an OPEN is the USRLABEL 
area, followed by the PARSTD area t 

followed by the STDLABEL area. 
(See N::>te.) 

Specities the ~8-character set on 
SYSIPr (for PL/I). 

Specifies the 60-character set on 
SYSIPT (for PL/I). . 



.SYSPARM= , st:ring' 
Specifies a value for the 
assembler sys~~m variable sy~bol 
$SYSPARM'~ ,$SYSPARM gets the value' 
6fthe string, which is enclosed 
by apostrophes. 'The string can 
contain 0-8 EBCDIC characters. 
OnE! internal quote mus·tbe 
represetited by two. (Job control 
removes one of 'them when setting 
the. value.) The surrounding 
quotes are not included and the 
length of $SYSPARM is) determined 
by the resultingstring~ 

rhis operand is inval'id if SYSPAR~ 
support was not specified when the 
system was originally generated. 

SUBL,IB=DF Directs the DOS/VS a~seincler and 
ESERV program to,retrieve 
non-edited rnacrosand copy-boo~s 
from the D.sublibrary of the 
source ·statemep.t library instead 
of from the A. sublibrary and fo . 
retriev'e edited macros from the 
F:sublibrary.instead of from the 
E.sublibrary. IBM uses the D. . 
and F •. sublibrariesto distribute 
macros and. copy source code for 
programs that are to be executed' 
in ateleproces,?ing network 
control. ·uni t. The option remains 
in force until an end-of~job . 
condition or a // OPTION SUBLIB=AE 
statement is encountered. 

SUBLIB=AE Redirects the Assembler and the 
ESERV p:r;ogranr'to retrieve. 
non-edited macros and copy books 
from the·A.sublibrary anqto 
retrieve edited macros from the 
E.sublibrary. 

The options' specified in the OPTION . 
statement remain. ineff~ct \lntil a contrary 
opti,on is. encountered or. until a.::{OB 
coptrol statement is read. ,In the latter . 

·OVEND 

The OVEND (overwrite. End) statement or 
commarid applies to catal,oged procedures 
only. It is used. to indicate that no more 
overwrite statements will follow for the 
respecti v~ procedure ~ . . . 

!I£LfQ!:!!!~!: 

// OVEND [comment] 

. QVEND [comment] 

For the use of overwrite statements and the 
rules thatapply.to temporary procedure' 
modification, refer.to the.QQS/VS '§yst~!! 
1:12.!l~g~!!!~nt G!!!f!~, GC,33~5371. 

PAUSE' 

The PAUSE'stat~m~nt ca\lses a pause 
immediately after.prQce~sing.this 
statement .. 

'The PAUSE command'causes a pause at the 
end ot the current job step. 

The PAUSE' st:l.tement or command always 
appears on SYSLOG. If only a printer is 
avaIlable, the-PAUSE statement Or command 
is ignored. - At· Ute' time SYSLOG' is unlocked 
for~measage input, you can continue 
processing by pressing the ~ND or ENTER 

-key. 

JCS_Format 

//,PAtiSE (any user comment"] 

!ICC~f!!2.!:. 

PAUS:e;' [any u~er'commentJ 

ML~1: 

case~ the options are reset to the standar~ 
that was established when the system wa,S'IPAUSE 
orig.inally g,!:merated •. 

BGI Fl 
F2· (, EOJ] 
F3 

Alray assignment for SYSLNK'after the 
occurrence of the OPTI~.statement cancels 
tbe I.INK and CATAL options. These two 
opti1ons are .slso canceled after e~ch 
occu:rrence of an EXEC statement with a 
blan" operan1c1. 

~~~: Refer to·QQ§!~S.TaEe Labels, 
GC33'-5374.all1d DOS/VS DASD' Labels, . 
GC~3'-S37S for additional :ljnformation about 
STDL;~~EL, QS1RLABEL, and PARSTD. 

F4 

For the attention routine,i:f the first 
operand is omitted, BG is assumed~ The EOJ 
operand mUst be preceded by aBG, Fl, F2, 
F3, or F4 ~perand.- -

The attention routine PAUSE command 
,normally causes job control processing to 
pause at the en::! of the current job step in 
the partition specified. Use of theEOJ 
operand causes job control processingt~ 
pause atend-Of-job in the,partition 
specified •. 
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PRTY, 

ThePRTY (priority) dommand allows the 
~perator (a) to display the priority 
sequence of the partitions in the system, 
which was set at system generation, or (b) 
to change that sequence. In both cases 
also the current status (if active) of the 
~P Balancing function is displayed. 

PRTY 

This format of the PRTY command displays 
the priority of all partitions, on the 
device assigned to SYSLOG., 

PRTY ,(pl ••• ,pnl 

This format ,of the command changes the 
priority of the partitions. The number of 
operands specified must coincide with the 
number of partitions in the system. The 
values ,of the operands are the partition 
identifiers B3, Fl, F2, F3, or F4. The 
order of operands indicates the new' 
priority sequence, in ascending order. For 
example ' 

PRTY BG,F3,Fl,F2 

sets the background with the lowest, and 
foregroun~-two with the highest priority in 
a four-partition system. 

RESET 

The RESET comma·nd or statement (Reset I/O. 
Assign~ents) r~sets temporary I/O 
a,ssignments to the standard assigmrents in 
the partition in which RESET was submitted • 

. The standard assignments are those 
specified when the system is generated, 
plus any modifications made by the operator 
via an ASSGN command without the TEMP 
option. 

When the physical device affected by 
RESET is a magnetic tape drive, the current 
mode set in the PUB table is set to the 
standard mode set for the device. The 
standard mode set is estahlished at IPL 
time and is modified by a permanent ASSGN 
with an X'ss' parameter. 

j

SYS I // RESET PROG 
ALL 

, SYSxxx 
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'jSYS I RESE,T PROG ' 
, ALL 

SYSXltX 

SYS Resets all'system logical units to 
their standard assignments. 

PROG 

ALL 

SYSxxx 

'ROD 

Resets all programmer logical 
units to their standard 
assignments. 

Resets all logical units to their 
staRdard assignments. 

Resets the logical unit specified 
to its standard assignment. SYSIN 
or SYSOUT cannot be speci:Eied. 

The ROD co~mand (Record on Demand) updates 
all statistical data record (SPR) counters 
for all non-teleprocessing devices on the 
recorder file on SYSREC from the SDR 
counters in storage. The command must not 
be issued until all jobs in the partitions 
in an MPS environment have completed. The 
ROD command 31so initializes the writing of 
the ROE end-of-~ay (EOD) reco~d on SYSREC~ 
The ROD comm3nd has no operand. 

~~: This command must not be specified 
for a Model 115 or 125 that is generated 

,without software recording. 

~~g:!: 

ROD 

RSTRT 

The RSTRT statement (Restart Checkpointed 
Program) is available for checkpointed 
J;:rograms. A p~ogrammer can use the CHKPT 
macro instruction in his program t~o write 
checkpoint records. The maximum number of 
checkpoints that can be taken is decimal 
9999. ~he che9kpointed·information 
includes the re;Jisters, tape-posit:ioning 
information, a :lump of the program, and a 
restart address. 

The restart facility allows the 
programmer to c~:)ntinue execution of an 
interrupted jOb at a point other 1:han the 
beginning. ~he procedure is to submit a 
group of job control statements including a 
restart (RSTRT) statement. 



JCS )~ormat ---"lJj------ t 

II RSTR.T SYSxxx,nnnn[,filenameJ 

SYSxxx Symbolic unit name of the device 

nnnn 

filename 

on which the checkpoint records 
are stored. This unit must have 
.been previou~ly assigned. 

Id~ntification ?f the checkpoint 
record to be used for restarting. 
This serial number is four 
characters. It corresponds to the 
'dheckpoint identification used 
when the checkpoint was taken. 
The serial number .is supplied by 
the checkpoint routine, and 
printed on SYSLOG when the check~ 
point is taken. 

Symbolic name of the disk 
checkpoint file to te used for 
restarting. It. must be identical 
to the filename of the OTFPH to 
describe the disk checkpoint file 
and the fifth parameter of the 
CHl<l~'l' macro instruction. This 
operand applies only when 
specifying a disk as the 
checkpoint file. 

See I~Q§lY§._§}~E~U!~Q!_!~_I/O _M~2~' 
GC33~5l7j, fqr further details on the CHKPT 
macro i~s.truGti~n. 

When a checkpoint is takeri, .the 
completed checkpoint is noted on SYSLOG. 
Restarting can be done from any checkpoint 
record, not just the last. The jotname 
spe.cjLfied in the JOB statement must be 
identical to the jobname used whed the 
checkpoint was taken.. The prop~r 1/0 
device assignments must precede the RSTRT 
~ontrol statement. 

Assignment of input/output devices to 
symbolic unit names may yary from the 
initial assi9nment. Assignments are made 
for restartirig jobs in the ·same manner as 
as~ignments &re ma~e for normal jots. 
Care must be taken that a real-mode program 
is rE~started. in a real partition and a 
virtual-mode program in a virtual 
partjLtion. 

SET 
The SET command initialize~ the epSI 
configuration, specifies the number of 
lines to be printed on SYSLST, specifies 
the remainin9 disk capacity when.SYSLST or 
SYSPCH is assign~d to disk, and defines to 
the system tl~ status of the recorder file
on SYSREC used by the recov~ry management 
support recorder (R~SR) features. It also 
sets the system date, defines the. status of 

the hard copy file for the display operator 
console (DOC), defines a new size for the 
SVA, and specifies an SOL in the SVA. rhe 
SET card 9houldprecede the JOB card in job 
control sequence. . 

Note: RCPCH and RCLST operands are ignored 
~SYSLST or SYSPCH is assigned to a 3540 
diskette. 

JC£_~Qf!!!?!~ 

SET [UPSI=nll [,LINECT=n2] (, RCLST=n3] 
(,RCPCH=n4] [,RF=n5] [,OArE=n6] [,HC=n7] 
[,SVA=n81 [,SOL=n91 

UPSI=nl Sets the bit configuration of the. 

LINECT=n2 

UPSI byte in the communications 
region. n! consists of one to 
eight qigits, either 0, 1, or X. 
Positions containing 0 are set to 
0; positions containing 1.are set 
to 1; positions containing X are 
unchanged. Unspecified rightmost 
positions are assumed to be X. 

--Sets the standard number of lines 
to be printed on each page of 
SY~LST. n~ is an integer between 
30 and 99. . 

RCLST=n3 n3 is a decimal number indicating 
the minimum number of records 
remaining to be written on SYSLST 
when assigned to disk before a 
warning is issued to the operator 
that the capacity of the extent is 
near. It may be any decimal 
number from 100 through 65535. 

No!=.~: .: Th'is warning is issued. only 
Q~~~~~G.-iQQ§,. If,the extent 
limits are exceeded before tqe 
job, this job is terminated. 

If no value is given, the system 
sets R:LST equal to the value 
specified in the SYSFIL parameter 
when the system was generated. If 
no value was specified, the system 
sets R:LST equal to 1000. 

RCPCH=n4 n4 is a decimal number indicating 
the minimum numter of records 
remaining to be written on SYSPCH 
when assigned to disk before a 
warnin~ is issued to the operator 
that the capacity of the extent is 
near. It may be any decimal 
number from 100 through 65535. 

~Q!=.~: This warning is issued only 
tetween jobs. If the extent 
limits are exceeded before the 
jOb, this job is terminated •. 
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If no value is given, the system 
sets RCPCH equal to the value 
specified in the SYSFIL parameter 
when the system was generated. If 
no value was specified, the system 
sets RcpeR equal to 1000. 

RF=n5 Defines to the system the status 
of the recorder file (IJSYSRC) on 
SYSREC used by the recovery 
managem~nt support recorder (RMSR) 
feature. May only be specified 
after IPL befor~ the first JOB 
card. 

Note that q SET RF command is 
ignored if it is given for a Model 
115 or 125 without software 
recording. 

'n5 can be: 

YES Indi~ates that an active 
recorder file exists. The system 
opens this file when the first JOB 
card is encountered. 

CREATE Instructs the system to 
create a recorder file when the 
first JOB card is encountered. 

DATE=n6 Sets the system date permanently 
to the specified value. The . 
sy~tem date in the communications 
region of each partition is reset 
to reflect the new value. This 
subsequently resets the JOB date 
~hen anew job is run. D~ can 
have the following formats: . 

mm/dd/yy 
dd/mm/yy 

mm specifies the month; Q2 
specifi~s th~ day; yy specifies 
the year. The format to he used 
is the format that was selected 
when the system was generated. 

The DATE parameter may only be 
specified if the TOO clock is not 
supported iri the system or if the 
clock is not operational. 

Defines to the system the status 
af the hard-copy file (IJSYSCN) on 
SYSREC, used to produce hard copy 
af text that appears on the screen 
pf the Display Operator Console 
for Model 115 or 125. Each line 
written on the screen, either by 
th~ system or by the operator, is 
Mritten into IJSYSCN. 
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SVA=n8 

SDL=n9 

n7 can have the following values: 

{
YES } 

~~Ei\rE 
YES Lndicates that a hard~copy 
file eKists in the system and is 
opened as soon as the first JOB 
statement is read. 

NO Indicates that no recording 
is to be performed on the 
hard-copy file. 

CRE~TE Instructs the system to 
create a hard-copy file; the file 
is created and opened as soon ~s 
the first JOB statement is read. 

Allows the user to change the SV~ 
allocation specified at supervisor 
generation time. The format of n8 
is (nK,nK). The £irst parameter 
specifies the size of the SV~ 
(shared virt~al area), including 
the SOL (system directory list), 
and the system GETVIS ·area. This 
size should be an even value and 
at least 64K. The second 
parameter specifies the size of 
the system GETVIS area. This size 
should be a mul~iple of 2K and 
smaller than the size of the SVA. 
SET SV~ may only be specified as 
the first statement af~er 1PL (or 
as the first statement of t~e 
first procedure). 

The specification of n9 is CRE~TE, 
which causes job control to build 
a system directory list in the 
SV~. It can also make it possible 
to load phases into the aVA. SET 
SOL may only be specified after 
SET SVA or as the first statement 
after 1PL. SET SOL will not be 
accepted in a ~ingle-partitiop 
system. 

To build the SOL, job control 
reads the phasenames that should 
go inta the SOL. These 'should be 
specified in subsequent state
ments·each having the following 
format: 

phasename [, SVA] 

in whi~h SVA indicates that. the 
phase'is to be placed in the 
shared virtual area if the phase 
is SVA-eligible. Each entry is 34 
bytes long and a maximum of 32K 
bytes ~an be entered into the SOL. 
When this number is exceeded, no 
more phasenames are accepted and a 
message is issued to the operator. 



SToIlRT 

rhe last of the phasenames is 
indicated when a /* statement is 
encountered. The SET SDt command, 
phasenames; and /* can be placed 
in a procedure. Refer to DOS/VS 
£Y2~~~~~ug~at!Q~, GC33-5377;~for 
details on the IBM SOL procedures 
distributed with the system~ 

If the reguested phase is riot 
present in the system ~ore image 
library~ a dum~y entry is created 
that is filled when the specific 
phase is cataloged. 

The START ~ommand(Start or Continue 
Processing) can be used to start or 
continue processing in the specifLed 
partition. ,The function of the START 
command is exactly the same as that of the 
BATCH command. 

STAR~r [!~] 
. F3 

F4 

BG Job control reads the next control 
state~ent from SYSLOG. 
Specifies that an inactive fore
ground partition or a'foreground 
partition that has been stopped by 
a STOP command is to be restarted. 
See also the BATCH command., 

The STOP command (Stop Processing) 
indicates that there are no more jobs to be 
executed in the partition in which the 
command is given. It cannot be used in a 
single-partition system. 

STOP 

This command removes the partition from the 
system's taik seleption mechanism. Job 
control remains in the partition and can be 
activated by t~e START or BATCH attention 
routine command. 

1. It may. sometimes be advisable to use a 
STOP command instead of a PAUSE 
Command. The PAUSE command issues a 
read to SYSLOG, tying it up until the 
operator responds. 

2. The STOP command can be u~ed inste~d of 
the combination of HOLD and UNEATCH 
commands. 

TLBL 
The TLBL (Tape Label Information) statement 
replaces the VOL and TPLABstatement 
combination. It contains file label 
information for ta~~ label checking a~d 
writing. (Programming support for the 
previous VOL and TPLAB combinations 
continues.) The TLBL statement.may be used 
with both. EBCDIC and ASCII files. For 

,~SCII file processing~ the fourth and fifth 
operan~s are called set identifier and file 
section number, respectively. For detailed 
information about TLBL refer to ~Q£!~£_r~~ 
La£~f2' GC33-5374. ' 

JCS-EQ~m~i-fQ~_~~£Q!~~le2 

// TLBL filename, ['file-ide], [date], 
[file-serial-number], 
[volume-sequence-number], 
[file-sequerice-number], 
[generation-number], 
[version-number] 

~£§_~Q~m~~_fQ~_~££!!_E!!~2 

// TLBL filename, ['file-id'],(date], 
[set-identifier], 
[file-section-numberJ" 
[file-sequence-nurnber], 
[generation-number] , . 
[version-number] 

filename 

'file-ID' 

date 

This can be from one to seven 
alphameric characters, the first 
of which must be alphabetic. rhis 
uniguefilename is identical to 
the symbolic name of the program 
DTF thaL identifies the file. 

One to seventeen alphameric 
characters, contained within 
apostrophes, indicating the unique 
name associated with the file on 
the volume. This operand may 
contain embedded blanks. On 
output files, if this operand is 
omitted, "filename" is used. an 
input files, if the operand is 
omitted, no checking will be done. 

Q!:!~Q!!:!:._r!!~2: A retention period 
in the format d through dddd 
(0-9999) or yy/ddd (yy=0-99, 
ddd=1-365) can be specified. If 
omitted, a 0 retention period is 
assumed. The current system date 
is always used as the creation 
date for output files. 

!nE!!:!:._[!!~2: A four to six 
numeric character creation date in 
the format yy/ddd (99/365) can be 
specified (ddd can be from 1-365). 
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If omitted or a retention date is 
specified, no checking is done for 
input files. 

file serial number (EBCDIC) or 
set identifier (ASCII) 

One to six ~lphameric charadters 
~ndicating the volume serial 
ntimber of the first (or only) reel 
of the file. ,All six characters 
must be specified for ASCII files. 
For EBCDIC files; if fewer than 
six characters~re specified, the 
fie~d is right justified and 
padded with zeros. If this 
operand is'omitted on output, the 
volume serial number of the first 
(or only) reel of the file is 
tised. If the operand iSiomitted 
on inpu~, no ~hecking is done. 

volume sequence number (EBCDIC) or 
file section number (AS'CII> , 

One to four numeric characters in 
ascendin'g order for each volume of 
a multiple volume file. This 
number is incremented 
automatically by OPEN/CLOSE 
routineS as requ~red. If this 
operand is omitted on output, 
BCD 000:1 is used. If omitted on 
input, no checking is done. 

file sequence number 
One to fo~r numeric characters in 
ascending order for each file of 
multiple file volume. This number 
,is incre~ented automatically by 
OPEN/CLOSE routines as required. 
If omitted on output, BCD 0001 ~s 
used. If omitted on input, no 
checking is done. 

generation number 
, One. to four numeric characters 

tha~ modify the file ID. If 
omitted on output, BCD 0001 is 
use~. If omitted on input, no 
checking is done. 

version number 

TPBAL 

One br two numeric chaiacters that 
~odify the,generation number. If· 
omitted on~utput, BCD 01 is used 
for EBCDIC files, and BCD 00 for 
ASCII files. If omitted on input, 
no checking is don~. 

The TPBAL (Teleprocessing aalancin~ 
command allows the operator to display the 
'status of the'TP Balancing function, or t~ 
change that status. 
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TPBAL 

This format of the TPBAL command displays, 
on the device assigned to SYSLOG, the 
present status of the TP Balancing 
function. It indicates what partit.ionsare 
currently being affected by the ftinction. 

TPBAL, n 

This format of the command alters the 
status of the TP Balancing function. The 
operand specifies the number of partitions 
in which processing can be delayed (always' 
those partitions that have the low,est 
priorities). The system responds by 
displaying the partitions that wil~ be 
affected under the new status. A 
specificationofzero'renders the function 
inoperative. The maximum number that can 
be specified is the nrimber of partitions in 
the system minus' o,ne. ' . 

TPLAB 

The TPLAB (rape Label Intormation) 
statement, which can be used for both 
EBCDIC and ASCII files,contains file label 
inforlJlation for tape label checking and 
'riting. It must immediately follow a 
volume (VOL) statement. The J!PLAB 
statement 60ntains an ~mage of a portion of 
th~ standard tape file label. ,Label fields 
3-10 are always included just is they 
appear in the lapel. These are the only 
fields used for label, checking. "rhe 
additional~fields t3-13) can be included, 
if desired. Field 12 (block count~) always 
defaults to zeros. If specified for an 
output f~le, they are written in the 
corresponding fields of the output: lal:;>~J,;. 
They are ignore3 when used for an input 
file. QOS/~§._!!!E~L&!!2~!§, GC33-537Q, 
contains additional information 'about 
TPLAB. 

~£!LEQ!!!!!!:!: 

// TPLAB {'label,-fieldS 3~10'} 
'label fields 3-13' 

'label fields 3-10' 
This is a Q 9~ byte charac1t;.er 
string, indluded within 
apostr~phes (S-Spunchl, identical 
to posit7ions S-530fthe'tap~'fi:J.e 
label., TheS,e fiel;ls ,c;:an ·be" " , 
incl\lde~ in one line. 



'label ,fields 3~13', 

ucs 

This is a 69- b.yte character! 
string, included within 
apost~ophes (8-5 punch), identical· 
to po~iti6ns ~-73 of the tape file 
label. These fields are too long 
tQ be included on a single line. 
Tbe character stririg must.extend 
into column 71,·· a continuation 
character (any character) i~ 
present in column 72, ~ndthe 
character string is complete;:'i on 
the n.ext line. The' continuation 
line starts in column 16. 

The UC:S'command '(Load Universal Character 
Set Buffer) causes the 240-character 
Universal Charac~er'Set contained in the 
core ~mage library phase ·specifiedby 
phasename to be loaded as buf~er storage in 
the IEIM 2821 Control .unit. The 240 EBCDIC 
c:;:har~(~ters correspond to the 2 40 print· 
'posittons on 1.403 chains. and trains. A 
chara(~tersent~ . to' the pririter for printing 
is mat:ched 'a9clinst the characters in the 
UCSbuffer. ~lhen a match occurs, the 
correnponding cha!n/traincharacteris 

, printE!d. in thE~ print-line position that the 
output: charact:er occupied. Thus;· through 
the UC:S buffer at)d the.many chains/trains 
available, thE! 14'93 Printer' can be adapted 
:to marlY vari"ableprirtting ·applications. 

. 'Ihl:!! logi~al" unit must be' assigned to an 
IBM 11103 Prin1:er with the UCS feature. It 
is thf:!!, user's responsHlili ty to assemble, 
liilk-I:ldit, .. and catalog his ,UCS buffer 
pbase:; into the. core. image library, and to 
mount the new 'chain or train before the'UCS 
commalild is eXf:!!cute:'i. "The UCS· command is 
notlt::>gged on SYSLST. 

~t~t 

UCS S!Sx~x,phasename[,FQLD]t_BLOCK] 
(,NULMStG] 

S!sxxx The name ~f the logical unit 
assigned to a 1403 UCS printer to 

. ~: be loaded. 

·pha~enaine. .' 

FOLD' 

. The symbolic name of the core 
image library phase containing the 
240 EBCDIC characters to pe 
loaded, followed by an 
80-character verificatibnmessage. 
Each phase may have any valid 
phasename •. 

signifi~s that the buffer is to be 
loaded with the folding operation 
qode! in ttie CCW to permitprinti.ng 
either uppercase or lowercase bit 
configurations. 

BLOCK 

NULMSG 

Signifies that the 2821 latch is 
to be set to inhibit data checks 
generated by the 1403 UCS Print~r 
because of print line character 
mismatches with the UCS buff~r. 

Signifies that the 80-character 
verification message is not to'be 
printe:'i on the 1403 after. the 
buffer is loaded. If this 
parameter is not specified after 
the UCS buffer'has been loaded, 
the program skips to channell, 
issues a print of the last 80 
characters in.the·phase specified 
by the (irst parameter,an:'i again 
,skips to chanriel 1. This is to 
identify the phase, if the 
phasename is incorporated in the 
verification message~ If a 
chai~/train can be identified by a 
unique character, this. message can 
also be used to verify that the 
mounte:'ichain or train is'. . 
compatible- with·the UCS buffer 
contents, by including this 'unique 
character in the verification 
m~E:Jsage. 

'l'he UCSphase for{ltatis: 

r--~-------~----T--~-----~~~-----' 
1240-character 180-character' I 
IUCS buffer loadlverification I 
I .' I message. I 
L_. __________ ----l.-----------.;.,...,.---J 

.UNBATCH 

The UNBATCH command terminates foreground 
Frocessing and releases the partition. 
UNBATCH is accepted only when no. job is in 
process in the partition and only from 
SYSLOG. The. operator', can gain command ot.' 
SYSLOG following a PAUSE or STOP command or 
a PAUSE' statement. All tape or disk system 
I/O files must have been closed~ Fol1-9wing 
the UNBATCH command, .the attention routine 
accepts BATCB or START commands for the 
affected partition. DNBATCH permits 
storage allocation for the partition to be 
reduced. This command is valid only for 
foreground.p~rtitions • 

. JCC form2.!: 

UNBATCa 

upsi 

The UPSI (User program switch'Indicators) 
statementall·ows.youto set' program 
switches that can be tested. It'hasthe 
fol,lowing format. .' .' 
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// UPSI nnnnnnnn 

The operand consists of one to eight 
characters of 0, 1i or X. positions 
containing 0 are set to O. positions 
containing 1 are set to 1. positions 
containing X are unchanged. Uns~ecified 
rightmost positions are assumed to be X. 

Job control clears theUP~I byte to 
zeros before reading control staterrents for 
each job. When job control reads the UPS I 
statement, it sets or ignores the 1::its of 
the UPSI byte in the communication region. 
Left to right in theUPSI statement~ the 
digits correspond to bits 0 through 7 in 
the UPSI byte. Any combination of the 
eight bits can be tested by problem 
programs at execution time. 

VOL 

The VOL statement (Volume Information) is 
used when standard labels for a DASD or 
tape file are checked unless the DLBL or 
TLBL statements are used. A VOL statement 
must be used for each file on a multifile 
volume ,(when the DLAB or TPLAB statements 
are used). The VOL, TPLAB or VOL, DLAB, 
XTENT statements must appear in that order 
and must immediately precede the EXEC 
command or statement to which they apply. 

Th~ VOL statement, in combination with 
the DLAB and XTENT statements, shbuld not 
be used to supply label and extent 
information for ,the 3330/3333 or 3340., 

~£§_£:Qf!!!~t 

// VOL SYsxxx,filename 

SYSxxx 

filename 

XTENT 

Symbolic unit name., The symbolic 
unit name is taken from the XTENT 
stat~ent. 

This can be from one to seven 
alphameric character3, the first 
of which must be al~habetic. This 
unique filename is identical to 
the symbolic name of the ~rogram 
DTF that identifies the file. 

The XTENT statement (DASD Ex.tent 
Information) defines each area, or extent, 
of a,DASDfile. One or more XTENT 
st~tements must follow each DLAB s~at~ment. 
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The XTENT st~tement, in combination ~ith 
the DLAB and VOL statement, should not be 
used to su~ply label and extent information 
for the 3330/3333 or 3340. The XTENT 
statement cannot be used for VSAM files. 

~£§._£:Qf!!l!!t: 

// XTENT type,sequence,lower,upper; 
'serial no.',SYSxxx(B~] 

type §xt~!!t:_IYE~. One or thl:ee 
columns, containing: 

1 = jata area (no split 
cylinder) 

2 overflow area (for indexed 
sequential file) 

4 index area (for indexed 
sequential file) 

128 jata area (split cylinder). 
If type 128 is specified, 
the lower head is assumej to 
be ~HaHa in lower, and the 
upper head H1ii;ii;--in !!EE~f. 

sequence 

lower 

Ex~~nt:_§.~g!!~!!2~_~~!!lt~f. One to 
three ~olumns, containing a 
decimal number from 0 to 255, 
indicating the sequence number of 
this extent within a multiextent 
file. Extent sequence 0 is used 
for the master index of an indexed 
,sequential file. ,If the mas,ter, 
index is riot used, the first 

, extent of an indexed sequential 
file has sequence number 1. The 
extent sequence for all other 
types of files begins with o. 

Lower Limit of Extent. Nine 
columns;-contaInIng-the lowest 
address of the extent in the form 
B1C1C1C~CaC~H~H~H~, where: 

B1 = initially assigned cell 
number. 

o for disk 
6 t09 tor data cell 

subcell number. 

00 for disk 
00 to 19,for data cell 

000 to 199 for disk 



upp~r 

strip number: 

000 to 009 for data cell 

head block position. 

o for disk 
o to 4 for data cell 

head number 

00 to 09 ior 2311 
00 to 19 for 2321, 2314, 
2319, 3330/3333, 3340. 

Although a part of the address 
(such as B1 orC 2 C2 C2 ) can be 

. zero, a lower extent of all zeros 
is invalid. ---

~ot~: The last four strips of 
subcell 19 are reserved for 
alternate tracks for 2321. 

!:!EE~~:_!!!m~!:._Q~_g~te!!!:.·. Nine 
columns containing the highest 
address of the exterit, in the same 
form as the lower lirrit. 

'seri.al no.' 
Volume Serial Number. This is a 

. sIi=E;yte -alphameric-character 
string, contained within 
apostrophes. The number is the 
same as in the volume label 
(volume serial number) and the 
Format 1 label (file serial 
numbe!r) • 

SYSxxx This is the symbol~c address of. 
the DASD drive. 

B2 Currently assigned cell number. 

ZON]~ 

o for disk 
0-9 for data cell 

This field is optional. If 
missing, job control assigns 
8 1 =B .. 1 • 

The ZONE statement initializes the value of 
the job zone field in the communication 

. region (bytes 143 and 144). If no ZONE 
statement is supplied, job control supplies 
the zone given in the system zone field in 
the communication region extension (bytes 
68 aria 69). If no DATE statement is 
supplied, the job date is updated by means 
of the values given in the system date 
field and.in the ZONE statement. 

Locations that are on Greenwich Mean 
Time need not specify the ZONE statement or 
can specify 

II ZONE EAST/OOIOO or 
II ZONE WEST/OOIOO 

/1 ZONE{EAST} Ihh/mm 
WEST 

EAST A geograph~cal position ea~t of 
Greenwich. 

WEST A geograph!~al position west Of . 
Greenwich. 

hh/mm. A decimal value that indicates the 
difference in hours ahd minut~s 
between local time and Greenwich 
Mean rime. hh may be in the range 
0-12, mm in the range 0~59. 

This statement is only accepted if 
time-of-day clock support is included in 
the system. Otherwise, the message lS0nD 
INVALID STATEMENT appears on SYSLOG and 
SYSLST. 

/ + -- End-of-Procedure 

The End-of-Procedure statement is 1+, 
unless you specify a different 
end-of-procedure statement as indicated in 
the EOP parameter'of the CATALP statement. 
This statement is valid only for cataloged 
procedu+es and m.ust be the last statement 
of each procedur~ to be cataloged. (For' 
information on the EOP parameter, refer to 
the CATALP statement in the section 
~rocedure Library: Maintenance and Service 
Programs.) 

~£§_!:Q;:m~~ 

/+ [comment] 

Columns 1 and 2 contain a slash (I) and.a 
plus (+). Column 3 must be blank. 

As a special delimiter statement, 1+ is 
neither logged nor listed when retrieving a 
cataloged procedure for inclusion in the 
job input stream. Instead, the following 
message appears: 

EOP procedurename 

The /+ statement is punched and/or listed 
only when a procedure is processed by ·the 
PSERV program. 
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j* -- End-of-Data File 

The End-of-Data File statement must be the 
last statement of each input data file on 
SYSRDR and SYSIPT. 

Columns 1 and 2 contain a slash (I) and an 
asterisk <*>. column 3 must be blank. 1* 
causes the channel scheduler to post the 
end-of~file indicator in the user's CCB. 
Logical laCS also recognizes 1* when a card 
reader is a~signed t6 the symbolic units 
SYSOOO-SYSnnn. 

Note: For an input file on an IB~ 5425 
MFCU, the 1* card must be followed by a 
blank card. 

j & -- End-ol-Job 

This End-of-Job statement must be the last 
statement of each iQ~. 

!I£§_fQ!:!!!~!:; 

I & [comments] 

Columns 1 and 2 contain a slash (I) and an 
ampersand (&) (12-punch). Column 3 must be 
blank. Upon occurrence of 1&, the channel 
scheduler posts an end-of-file indicator in 
the user's CCB. If the user attempts to' 
read past the 1& bn SYSRDRor SYSIPT, the 
job is terminated. Any comments can begin 
in column 14 and are printed at end of job. 
If a job updates a system directory, 
comme~ts included on the 1& statement are 
not pri'nted. 

If time-af-day clock suppqrt is 
provided, the end-of-job statement is 
printed on SYSLST in the following format: 
columns 1-3 contain EOJ, columns 5-12 the 
job name columns 14-72 blanks or any user 
comments, and columns 73-118 the date, 
time-of-day, and job duration in the 
following format: 

JATE mm/dd/yy,CLOCK hh/mm/ss, 
DURATION hh/mm/ss 

On SYSLOG, the date, time of'day, and job 
durati6n (the amount of time elapsed 
between the start 'and the end of a job) 
appear in the same format, occupying 46 
positions, on the 'line following the 
end-of-job statement. 

If time-of-day clock support is part of 
your system, the zone and date values are 
eset every time this statement is 

encountered. 
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Note: The stop time that the job 
accounting routines stores in by,te 40 of 
the Job Accounting Table is calculated from 
the values in storage locations 80 and 84. 

End-of-job information is not printed on 
SYSLST if II OprION NOLOG has been 
speci£ied. (The NOLOG statement itself is 
logged on SYSLST). 

* •• Comment. 

This statement can be used as a job control 
comments statement. 

* any user comments 

Column 1 contains an asterisk. Column 2 is 
blank. The remainder of the statement 
(through column 72) contains any user 
comments. The content ,of the comment 
statement is printed on SYSLOG. If 
followed by a PAUSE statement, the 
statement can be used to request operator 
action. 

JOB CONTROL STATEMENT EXAMPLE 

Figure 6 contains six examples of job 
control statement input.' In the discussion 
that follows, each point corresponds to the 
number at the left of the two slashes in 
the job control statements. rhe PHASE, 
INClUDE, and ENrRY statements- are linkage 
'editor control statements. These 
statements are described in detail in the 
section ~!n~~g~_~g!!:;Q!:. They are included 
in this discussion to present a more 
meaningful example. 

1. JOB statement for first example. 

2. ASSGN statement for the disk with 
volume serial number 231402. 

3. DLEL and ExrENT statements to define 
ISAM file to be created. 

4. EXEC statement for a program in the' 
system core image library to be 
executed in virtual mode. 

5. End-of-job indicator. All temporary 
symbolic unit assignments reset to the 
permanent assigns. 

6. JOB statement for example 2. 

7. ASSGN statements for 3330 disks and 
tape. 

8. DLBL and ExrENT statements to define a 
sequential 1isk file with two extents 
on separate 3330 volumes. 



I 

9.. EXl!:C statement for a pi:'oqram,ln the . 
'systemc!ore iJftage library that is to be 
. executed in RgAI. mode,. ,using 601{ of the 
:t~eal storage allocated to BGR. 

1'0 •. MTC (Magnetic ,Tapecqmmand)to-rewi~d~ 
';ahd ,tinloadtheta:pe j~st created.: 

'11;. Message,._to ,operator co~cernin9 J:..he 
tape. . .', 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

End~of - job, . iildi,c~tor .. 

MAP command . toprl:nt . a', map; of real and 
virtual stor'ageallocations on SYSLOG. ' 

JOB statement for examplEL3.' 

,ASSGN .statements .torelease: preVl";)\~B,,' 
tapeassignment,.andtemp9rarilyassign 
SYSPCH too. that~ tape,.' .,.., . 

'OPTIONst·atement't'd specify options, 
'that are different;,fromthoee:' ' 
,establishe'd atSyste,m Generat;ion.· 

I:ATALR s1tatement"th~t will' be 
1transferlCed by Job Control to the· 
ISYSPCH f:ile (tape on 381).., Th~stape 
I:::an then (after creation; of the .object 
11eck) be used as input to the MAl NT. 
program·to catalog to' the relocatable 
library. . 

18. EXEC sta1~ement for' the system 
llssemblel~ • 

19. Source" dE~ck' as i,nput to the system 
clssembler and /* (end-of-data). 

20. b5TC commcmds to write a t:apemark and 
l~ewind the tape on 381. This tape is 
now posi t:ioned for use as SYSlPT. 

21. HESET. statement causes SYSPCH to revert 
t:o its pE!rmanent assignment. 

22. 'l~emporary assignment of' SYSlPT to tape 
3181 for use by the librarian program . 
~1~lNT. ~ 

23. E:XEC stat.ement for MAl'NT. 

24. ~ITC command to rewiad and unload tape· 
. oln uni t 381. 

.25 .. End-o·f-job indi_cator with a comment. 
S~SIPT returns to its permanent 
assignment~ , 

26. JOB stat~m~nt'for example, 4. 

27. permanenta's'si:gnmeritof private' core 
image ~ibrary to 3330 on unit 110. 

28.' OPTlONsta·tement ,to,specifythe CAT~L 
fUnction,tato'take place. 

29. PHASE a:ndINCLUDE statements that are 
input to the:linkage editor. .The first 
INCLUPE statement calls the module 
prev.iobsly cataloged in the'relocatable 
library and the second (with a blank 

. operand)' is followed by.an object deck 
t~ b~~ncluded. ' 

30. /* indicates the end of the object 
deck, not the end of input to the 
linkage editor. " 

31. ENTRY statement input to the linkage 
, ';:,ed~tor ,specify-ingan entry point for 
:~thePH~SEPROGX,O 3. . 

32. Elt~C statement for.tbe linkage editor. 

33. pe~mane~tly unassigns the private core 
. -image .. library. 

34~. Ena-of-jobindicator •. 

35, •.. t.10Bst_temerit for example 5. 

36~ !XEC. s~a,tement, using' c~~loged 
procedures. LlBMAINT isa'set of J:L 
arid SYSlPr ,input in the Pro.cedure 
L~brary. 

37. End~of-job. fn~icator. 

38~ JOB statement for example 6. 

3.9. ASSGNst;.atement for SYSLST, Which may 
be any pr.inter~ . , 

40 .• SYS004'Sbouldbe. assigned to a tape on 
X·380·#~or X'381' (if x'380' is not 
available), orX'·382' .. Cif X'3S1' is n.ot 
available) • 

·41. Assign SYS005 ,to the same unit as 
SYS004. tdescrlbe.d: in 40) • 
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r----------------------~-------------------------l--------------------------~---~·--~----1 
11 II JOB B79ISF LOAD IS~M FILE I 
12 II ASSGN SYS005,DISK,V01=231~02 ISAM BACKUP MASTER -- PREMOUNTED PACK I 
I II DLBL LOADIS,'FILE8685'"ISC 
I II EXTENT SYS005,231q02,4,1,200,20 
13 II EXTENT SYS005,231402,1,2.300,360 
Iq II EXEC ISOOF 
15 1& 
I 
16 II JOB U81SDC UNLOAD SEQUENTIAL DISK TO rAPE 

7 

8 

9 
10 
11 

12 

13 

II ASSGN SYSOOq,X'lll' INPUT MASTER FILE 
II ASSGN SYS005,X'112' (2 EXTENTS) 
II ASSGN SYS006,X'380',X'CS' BACKUP TAPE DU~L DENSITY 9-rRACK 
II DLBL SDUNLD,'SEQUENTIAL FILE'~73/206,SD 
II EXTENr SYSOOq,333002,1,0,1900,380 
Ij EXTENT SYS005,333003,1,1,76,570 . 
'll EXEC SD008,REAL,SIZE=60KRUN IN ~EAL USING 60K 
II MTC RUN,SYS006 
* OPERATOR - TAPE ON 380 - LA~EL, ,REMOVE RING 

* 
1& 

AND RETURN TO LIBRARY 

* CREATE A M~P OF STORAGE ON SYSLOG 
MAP 

1q II JOB R61ASS~ OBJECT DECK TO TAPE - CATALOG IN 
* RELOCATABLE LIBRARY 
~SSGN SYS012,UA CLEAR PREVIOUS T~PE ASSIGN 

15 II ~SSGN SYSPCH,X'381' ASSIGN SYSPCH TO TAPE 
16 II OPTION DECK,LIST,XREF,NOEDECK 
17 C~T~LR MOD207 
18 II EXEC ~SSEMBLY 
19 (ASSEMBLER' SOURCE HE'RE) 

1* 
20 IIMTC WTM~SYSPCH,02 WRITE TAPEMARK AND 

II MTC REW,SYSPCH REWIND SYSPCH TAPE 
21 II RESET SYSPCH 
22 ~SSGN SYSIPT, X, 381', TEMP .TO READ MODULE PRODUCED ABOVE -- TEMP ASS.GN OVERRIDE 
23 II EXEC,MAINT 
2q MTC RUN,X'381' UNLOAD/REW~ND SYSIPr 
25 1& EOJ R61ASSM 

126 
27 
28 

29 

30 
31 . 
32 
33 
34 

II JOB K13CATL 
'~SSGN SYSCLB,X'110' 
II OPTION CAT~L 

PHASE PROGX03,* 
INCLUDE MOD207 
INCLUDE 
(OBJECT DECK INCLUDED HERE) 

1* 
ENTRY MD207B 

II EXEC LNKEDT 
~SSGN SYSCLB,UA 
1& 

LINK MODULES INTO'~ 
PRIVATE CORE IMAGE L~BR~RY 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

35 II JOB E39MANT CArALOGED PROCEDURE FOR LIBRARY MAINTENANCE I 
36 II EXEC PROC=LIBMAINT I 
37 1& I 
38 II ,JOB EqO I 

l39 II ASSGN SYSLST,PRINTER ASSIGN SYSLST TO ANY PRINTER I 
IqO II ASSGN SYSOOq,(X'380',X'381',X'382') ASSIGN SYSOOq ro ~ TAPE WITHIN .THIS R~NGE I 
Iql II~SSIGN SYS005,SYSOOq ASSIGN SYS005 AS SYSOOq I 

. I II EXEC MYPROG I 
I 1& I 
l-------~r----~----------------------------------~----__________________________________ J 

Figure 6; Job Control Statement Ex~mples 
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POWER/VS is a read~r/writer spooling 
processor that provides automatic staging 
of unit-record input and output, class 
scheduling. and priority scheduling for all 
DOS/VS programs executed under its coritrol. 
The remote job entry (~JE) facility of . 
POWER/VS permits jobs to be entered into 
the central system from up.to 25 terminals 
concurrently .. 

This ~ection describes the POWER/VS job 
entry con~rol language, the central . 
operator commands, and the peWER/VS R7E 
termin~l co~mands. 

A summary of all POWER/VS statements and 
commands is contained in &EE~ng!.~L£" 

Job ]~ntry Control Language (JECL) 

The job entry control language (JECL) 
specifies how POWER/VS is to handle a job. 
If JECL is used (it is not required), it 
supplements the DOS/VS jobcorttrol language 
by allowing the user more options. 

Since JECL statements begin with an 
usterisk-blal':lk, job control treats them as 
commEmts when POWER/VS is not in operation. 

.This also means that for a wr,iter-only 
system, dual entries are created for LST, 
PUN, andPRT statements. To prevent this, 
"OPTION NOLOG" should precede the JECL 
stat€!ment. 

JECL allows you to specify how POWER/VS is 
to handle a particular" job. You may use 
JECL statements, for instance, for the 
following: 

1 Under POWER/VS and POWER/VS RJE: 

• Assign priorities to determine the 
order in which the jobs are started~ 

• Assign input and outEut dispositions. 
(Determine the way in which POWER/VS 
routes and schedules queue entries.) 

POWER/VS 

• Spool output to tape or disk 
int~rmediate storage. 

• specify the partition in which the' 
job is to be executed. 

•. Segment the output. (Break bulky 
list or punch output into segments 

"that printing or punching can be 
started before execution of the 
generated user program has been 
completed.) 

so 

Ii 2 . Uncler POWER/VS RJE only: 

• Direct output ~o another user or to 
a~l terminal users. 

• Direct output to the central 
installation. 

JECL statements are entered as punched . 
cards within the job stream. The format of 
JECL statements is shown in.Figure 7. 

Columns 
1-4 5·71 72 73-80 

V Operation Operand Comments Sequence 
*$$ Field Field Field Field 

<D 0 ® 0 . ® 

Figure 7. Format of JECL Statements 

E~ch JECL statement consists of 
following fields: 

1 .. Identification field: Contains the 
ciiaracters-*-$:$-In~columns 1 through I .• 

<Column 2 must be blank.) Can be us~d 
for POWER/Va purposes only. 

2. ·Q~~~!'Qll_f!~!g: specifies the JEL~ 
ope;ration. It may either directly 
follow th~ second dollar signor be 
separated from the seco~d dollar sign 
by orie or more blanks. At least one 
blank must separate. th~ operation field 
from the operand £ield. 
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3. 2e~U!!U!~: contains one or more 
positional or keyword_p~rameters, 
separated by commas, A blanle 
terminates the operand field; 
therefore, no. parameter may contain 
embedded blanks. Keywo'rdor positional 
parameters cannot be mixed within one. 
statement. ' 

Note: Some POWER/VS features are 
supported only through'keyword 
notations •. 

Positional' parameters must 1:e s~ecified 
,in a' .fixedorde,r. If; a po'sitional 

"parameter i~ omitted, its delimit:ing 
comma must be coded.I£-'t:railing . 
paFameters·areomitted, trailing commas 
can a~so be omitted. If no paliameters 
are specified; the entire operand field 
can be omitted.-· When a comment field 
is present ·and the entire operan~ field 
is blank, the oltlit:.ted operand f,ield; is 
indicated by'a comma, which is preceded 
anq followed by"'at least one blank. If 
ttte operand·fi~ldcarihot,be.contained 
on one card, a continuationcard.cail be 
produced accor1irig to the following 
'rules:' . 

: ;.. Tbe operand field c~n be broken 
after a comma' that separates two 
~Arameters, and can be continued on 
the next card'starting from columns 

. 6 through 16.,. 'Column 72 of the.' 
f ii-sttard'must contain'·' anon";'bl'ank 

,character. Th~s process can be : 
repeated for, as many cards a:S are 
~ecessary.· . 

.. Columns 1 ·to 4 of each continuation 
statement must c,?nt;.pin, •. $$ 
(asterisk-blank-doll~~~doll~r}. 
Column 72 of a one-card statement or 
a' last' continuation card· mus.t be 
hl~~. ' 

!'!Q!:~: In a writer":onl~ partition', 
'continuation of a • $$ JCB card is not 
, re,cognize~. . . 

4. 'gQm~!!!:Lt!elg: May contain any. 
information. This field can. be broken 

. off anywhere and continued on the Qext 
:card in any column, sUbj~ct.to the,same 
rules given for the. operand field. . 

5. §~g~!!2~,,:,uelg:' May contain up ~o 
eight characteJ:'s of optional 
information u~e~ for control statement 
identification. If present, the 
sequenceOfif,ld .is positionally 
dependent and must. start in column 73. 

Qg~2~!EtiQn-2t_~~~~_§~gm~n!:~ . ; ; 

'igu're 8 lists al!' JECLstatements i·n . 
alphabetical orde~~ This li~t is followed 
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by a detailed' description of each statement' 
and its operands. Examples demonstrating 
the use of JECL statements are gi.ven at the 
end of this section. 

r~~---~-~-T---------~--------------------~~ 
'1JECL IFunction '1 
1 Statement I . . . 1 
~-~-------+---~---~---~~-~-~-~-~--~-------i .1. '$$ CTLlspecifies ·a.default 'in~ut I, 
I .Iclass. I 
I 1.1. 
J. $$ DATAIInserts data intd a book I 
I Jretrieved from a source I 
Iistatement ~~brary~ I 
II .. I 

• $$ EOJ .1 Iftdicates. the ~nd ot a POWERlVS.1 
1 job. ." '. I 
1 I. 

• .$$JOB I In~icates the beginning of a 1 
IPOWER/VS'job ·and provi.des I' 
Ihandling information. r 
I . . I 

• $$ LST IProvideshangling. in:formation 1 
• $$ PRT l,for Elrinted output. ·1 .1 "~'." .' . . I 
• $$PUNIProvides handling informatio~ I 

1 1 for punched. output. . 'I 
I I. .' .' ..' . I 
I. $f RDR lInserts a diskette £i1e into I 
I I the input stream. " , I 
II ' '. ." . I 
1* $$ SLI IInserts data 'from a'sQurce' I 
I I aUblibrary into the job streain. I 
I I.. '.' I 
I:. $$/. I Usec;I in a sOurce statE!m'entl 
I Ilibrary book to indicate the I 
I .1 end of a DOS/VS jom step (used I 
I· 1 with the SLI statement; ooly>. 1 
I II 
1* $$/& IUsed. in' a soutce st,atE!ment I 
I llibrary book to indicate the .1' 
I I'end of a DOS/VS jOb ·(used with_ I 
lithe SLI statement only>. I 
L-_~ ______ ~_~ ___ ~ ______ ~_~ __ ~ __ ~_~~ _______ J 

Figure~. POWER/VS ·JECL Statements 

The' following pages describe al,l .the the 
POWER/VS.JECL statements in alphabetical. 
order. N summary of thesestatements'is, 
contained in ~E2~9!~£. . 

* $S· CTLSt'~tement' 
The • $'$' 'CTL statement establishes the 
default input class that .is assigned to ~ll 
jobs 'whose input class is not spE!cified in 
the ,* .$$ JOB statement. It overl~idesan 
~nput class specification that may have 
been made, in a PSTART command. It may be 
placed at any' P~WER/VS "job boundary in the 
input stream, an~ becomes effective 
immediately. I.t remains in effect until 
the ~ext • $$ .CTL s~atement is read or 
until ~he ,reader task is stopped·with a 
PSTOP command. 



* '$$ C:TL rcLASS={~ "}"'J" 
, ' Lclass ' 

~pe~ifies the input class to which 
any,el\1bsequent jobs a:j::e: assigned' ' 
if they do ,not contain a class' 
spectfication in ,their" $$ JOB 
statE~ment. Th!3 C~AS,S parameter' 
may be used in order to group jobs 
that require the same I/O " 
configuration, partition, or other 
resources for execution. Ifclas~ 

, is n<)t specified, 'class A is 
',assurned~ ,partition-dependent; 
class is specified as a single 
alphabetic character (A~Z) or a 
single number (0 through 4). When 
spec:Lfied as a number, input class" 
isO through 4. 

r&e CL~S~ patameter'in the * $$ 
CTL !3tatement overrides the class, 
spec:lfied in the PSTART command, 
~hich overri~es default cla~s',A~ 

* $$ DA"TA Statement 
The * $$ DATA statement allows you to 
insert a deck of cards from the card read~r 
into a book that is retrieved from the 
source,'statem,ent library by an * $$ 5LI 
statement. Data statements must be 
preceded by an * $$ SLI statement: 
otherwise, they are treated as comments., 
• $$SL update s'tatements (* $$SLI in 
columns 73-76) and * $,$ DATA staterr.ents may 
1D'e usedoltogether. Ho~ver, they must' 
a,ppeari~'tnf:! job stream in the same oJ;'der 
as the correspond~ng,i.mages,appearin the 
source sta temerlt library' book. .. The 
statemen~ is ignored!ina writer-only 
part~tion. " 

Forma:~ 

• $$ DATA name 

name specifies the name~fthe' 
corresponding * $$ DAT,Astat~mellt in 
the, soulrcestatement:.' library book 
whereo!ata is t"o be 'inserted. name 
can'be, from one: to eight alphameric 
charact:ers.. Thei"first character must, 

,be alp~labetic.' , 

• S$EOJ St:at~tm.nt, 
The 4",$$ EOJ :statement 'mark~: the,en~lof' a· 
POWEIVVS joba~d, if used,; ,is normally 
placE~d,at ,t,hELendof ii, DOS/V(S job' or job 

, step~ 'If thtsstaternent;i,s submitted: at 
any" ()ther' 't:ble.: '>th!!nDOS/VS,"j'ob', oontrol " 
+:ime~t it' it:!' fltill,acted ,uf?~niby 'PPWERI:VS~" 

E2~me~ 

*$$>'EOJ 

!..:1~~JO~-M!~~ID~!!~ 

The~:$$.jbB statement m~y be ,placed , 
anywhere i~ a O~S/VS job stream to .pecify 
'POWER/VS-job'attributes or to begin a 
POWER/VSjob. An * $$ JOB statement 
ericounteredin the 'input stream without a 
-preceding *$$ ,EOJ statement is used ~s, a 
delimiter for, the previous POWER/VS job. 
If ,the. $$'JOB" eta tementis omitted, 
,POWER/VS 'jobs' are delimi te,d by the / / JOB 
and /f,joccontrol 'statements. The 
POWEIVVS job name is then copied from tpe 
00S/V5, job name .. 

;.. $$'JOB 

.' $$ JOB 

jobname' 

'!~!!!Q!:!AM~] jobname 
", D . 

• diOP,O" si,Hon] ,priority] 
, class),' 

, 't:iNM= {~~g~~~~g } 1 
,,'DI9P= {~iSPoSition}] 
~PRI=priority] 

[, CLI\Ss==class 1 , 
,["USER::i;user~information] 

Specifi~s ,tbe name by which tpe 
job and its queue entries are 
known tp POWER/VS. , 'If the job 
contains several DOS/Va jobs, they 
are 'all logged ,in POWER/VS by th~ 
jobname in the • $$ JOB statement. 
The default· name AUTO NAME is 
~ssi~ned ifjobname lsnot 
specified. 'jobname 'may be, 
specified as one to eight 
alphameric ~haracters. ,The~first 
character must be alphabetio.' The' 
use ,of 'the jobname ALL, HOLD, 
FREE, RJE, LOCAL,.or one":onaragtet' 
jobnames should-be avoided as they 
may conflict with some POWER/VS 
operatpr corrmands.' 

disposit'ion, , "" " " 
'Specifies,howPOWER1VS,will rout' 
, and ,scbedul'e the' 8ssooiated entry 
in'the read queul3. 'Xtmay be one 
6fthe following', ,'ij fol' hold,K 
for keep, L for leave, 'or o for 
delete' after pro~~ssing,. ,', l;'he 
default!s D~ , 
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priority 

:::1 ass 

o - Delete after processing. The 
job is automatically scheduled 
by POWER/VS according to ~ts 
class and priority. After job 
execution, the read q~eue 
entry is deleted from the read 
queue and the data file space 
is released. . 

H - Hold job. The job rerrains in 
the read queue: it is not 
dispatched by POWER/VS until 
the operator changes the 
disposition to D or K by means 
of the PALTER command or 
issues the PRELEASE command.~ 

K - Keep after processing. rhe 
job !riill be automatic.ally 

-scheduled by POWER/VS 
according to its class and 
priority. After job 
execution, the read queue 
entry is not deleted from the 
read queue, but the 
disposition becomes L. 

L - Leave in queue. The job 
remains in the read queue; it 
is not dispatched by POWER/VS 
until the operator changes the 
disposition to K or D by means 
of tbe PALTER command or . 
issues the PRELEASE command. 

Disposition is ignored in a 
~riter-only partition. 

Specifies the priority assigned to 
this job in both input and output 
queues. It is specified as a 
single digit from 0 to 9. Nine is 
the highest priority. If the 
priority parameter is not 
specified, POWER/VS assigns the 
def~ult priority defined in the 
PRI parameter of the POWER macro. 
Jobs are dispatched on a 
first-in-first-out basis within 
priority, ~ithin class. priority 

. is ignored in a ~riter-only 
partition. 

s~ecifies the class that is 
assigned to the job entry in the 
input queue. It may be specified 
as an alphabetic character from A 
through Z, or-as a numeric 
character from 0 through 4. This 
parameter may be used to group 
jobs that require the same I/O 
configuration, partitiori, or other 
resources for execution. Class is 
ignored in a writer-only 
partition. 
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Cla~ses 0 through 4 have a 
specific meaning and arE! ca.-lled 
the, partition-dependent classes. 
Jobs ~ith class 0 can only be· 
selected for execution in the 
background partition, jobs ~ith 
class 1 in partition Fl, and so 
on. ' 

If the class paramet~r is omitted, 
the class specification'is taken 
from the CrL statement. If no CTL 
statement is s~ecified, the class 
is established by the PSTART. 
comman~. ,If no class Ls specified 
at~ll, default class A is 
assigned. 

Note: when the * $$ JOB statement 
Iacoded in its positional form, 
clas"' .. 0 may be coded as BG, . and 
classes 1 through·4 may be cOded. 
as Fl through F4. 

user information 
Up to 16 bytes of use~ information 
may be specified. IfJLOG=YES ~as 
specified during during POWER/VS 
generation, this information is 
printe~ on SYSLOG ~hen the 
execution read task encounters an 
* $$ JOB statement~ The POWER/VS 
user information also appears in 
the PO~ER/VS account recordS and 
in separator pages. User 
information must be specified as 
alphameric unless ~ithin quotes. 

* $$ LST or PRT Statement 
The * $$ LST (or * $$ PRT) statement 
defines the attributes of the intercepted 
list output of a POWER/VS job. LST and PRT 
are equivalent operation codes. Any nu~ber 
of ~ $$ LST statements is permitted per 
POWER/VS job. If the * $$ LST statement is 
not included in the job, the default values 
established during POWER/VS generation ar~ 
assumed. * $$ LST statements do not 
require that * $$ JOB and * $$ EOJ 
statements also be used. . 

The specifications of a particular _ 
* $$ LST statement remain in effect until a 
subsequent * $$ LST statement with the same 
parameter is encountered, or until the end 
of the POWER/VS job. 

For each * $$ LST statement within a 
POWER/VS job, a separate list queue entry 
is created (data-driven output 
segmentation). 



I 

* $${L'ST} [D [A]] 

PRT, 't;~~i:::::::r] class 

, ~umber-of-coPiesl 
tape-devaddr J 

, [norbml1 
, £linE~tabl 

!i~Y~Q!:Q_[Qfrn~~: 

* $$ {LST} fDISP={12 }] 
PRT diSPositi.on 

I CL~lSS={ ~ .}] , 
class 

£, RE~10TE=:remidl 

[
, FNO={15151J15 }] 

. ' forms-number 
[,JSEP=sepl . 

[~COPY={l }] 
number-of-copies 

[,TADDR=tape-devaddr] 
[,~BM=(norbml/norbm2) 
{ ,·LT1\B=linetabl 
[, RBS=norbsJ 
(,UCs=(phasename[,optionl)] 
[,FCB=phasenamel 
( , LS'r=listaddrl 

disposition 
Specifies the disposition of the 
printed output after execution of 
the job. The disposition 

,specification options are listed 
below: 

D - Delete after processing. The 
or list queue entry is written to 
R a printer according to its 

class and priority. 

H - Hold. The list queue entry 
remains in the list queue; it 
is not written to a printer by 
POWER/VS until the operator 
changes the dispositicn to D 
or Kby means of the PALTER 
command or issue~ the PRELEASE 
command. 

K - Keep after processing. The 
list queue entry is auto
matically written to a pr~nter 
according t~ its class and 
pr,iority. When printing i,6 
completed, the list queue 
entry'isnot deleted from the 
list queue, and the 
disposition of the queue entry 
becomes L. 

L -·Leave in queue. The list 
queue entry remains in the 
list qaeue; it is not written 

class 

remid 

to a.printer until the 
operat6r changes the disposi~ 
tion to D or K by means of the 
PALTER command or issues the 
PRELEASE command. 

N - Output without spooling. If N 
is specified, print requests 
are not intercepted. Output 
is written directly, without 
spooling. If the N option is 
specified, and the device to 
which SYSLST is assigned is 
not available at execution 
time, message lQ46I is issued 
and punch o~tput is spooled. 

T - Spool to tape intermediate 
storage. PSTART is used to 
initiat~ printing. 

If the o1sposition specification 
is omitted,~ is assumed. 

D, H, K, and L are only valid when 
the output is spooled to disk. 

When the output is to be printed 
at a terminal, oN and T are invalid 
oJ:tions. 

specifies the class of the printed 
outpUt after execution of the job. 
It may be specified as any alpha
betic character (A through Z). 
Class may be used in conjunction 
with forms-number to group 
together the same types of printed 
output. Class is only meaningful 
when the output is spooled to 
~i~k. If class is specified and 
the positional form is used, 
disposition must also be 
specified. If class is omitted, A 
is assigned. If the * $$ LST 
statement is.omitted~ output class 
can be specified in the PSTART 
command. 

Note: There is no comma between 
disposition and class in the 
positional form. 

Specifies the TO remote-id to 
which list output is to be routed. 
Each list queue entry also has 
assigned to it a FROM remote-id, 
which identifies the user who 
initially submitted the job. 
remid can be a number from 0 to 
200. Numbers 1 t6 200 represent 
specific remote users.' If remid 
is 0, list output is directed to 
the central installation. If this 
parameter is o~itted or if the 
positional form of the * $$,LST 
statement (which does not support 
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~his parameters) is .used, list 
output is routed to the central 
location if the job was submitted, 
locally, or is routed according to 
the LSTROOTspecification in the 
PRMT macro if the job was 
submitted remotely. 

forms-number 
Specifies' the type of forms tO,be 
used according to installation 
requirements. Forms-number is 
specified by one to four 
alphameric chara'cters. If 
forms~number is not specified,· it 

cuu 
'X'cuu' 
(cuu;,:x' ss') 
(X'CUU',X'SS') 
(cuu,ss) 
(X' cuu' ,ss) , 

X'ss' specifies the deq.ity of the 
'output tape • tape-d'eva"ddr forces, 
'~disposition of T. If DISP=T is 
specified and tape-devaddr is 
omitted, the operator is requested, 
to specify the tape addtess at job 
execution time. 

Multiple files ~an be written to a 
sin!letape. Mult,ivolume, files 
are, also supported. No label 
checking is performed. 

is assumed to be four blanks, I 
representing the installation's' 
standard, type of forms. ~hen a 
list writer task is to pr.oces~ 
output from a list queue entry, it norbml 
d.etermines whether this 

Specifies the number of pages' 
(skips to chanriel1) intercepted 
pefore message 1'Q52I is sentrto 
the operator •. , Thj,spa~atllete'r is 
sp.~clfled by one,t-9 ~ixdigits. 

, sep 

fotms-number matche,s that of the 
previous iist queue entry~ If 
they ,match, the list w,riter task 
processes the output., If they ~o 
not~ message 1Q40A is issued. If 
the first queue entry processed 
after a PSTART haS a ,forms 10 of 
four b,lanks"no mount ,message is 
issued., " 

;Specifies :the number' of, se~arator ' 
pages (0 to 9). If IlOt sp~cified 
the value defined during' PQWER/VS 
gelH:~ration in th:e 'first entry of 
tbe JSEP parameter of ~e PQ~ER. 
ma~ro is assumed. 

Each separator page contains the ' 
POWER/VS job name .. and numter, user 
information from "the • $$ ,J9B 
card, and the date and time. 
separatorpa~es thatde1imit the 
last or only segment co~~ain also' 
the word "LAST". 

,number-of-copies 
Specifies th~ number of ' copies of 
pr~nted output from the list queue 
entry. This parameter·is ignored 
wpen the output is not ~pooled to 
qisk. The parameter is specified 
by one or two digits. If omitted 
or 0 or 00 is'specifiec3, one copy 
is printed. If ~dditi9nal copies 
are required when disposition is. 
T, the tape must be repr~nted. 

tape-devaddr', ; , ., 
Specifies the ha,rdwa;te addres~ of 
theta,pe' drive to betised for 
spooling to tape intermediate 
storage when the jOb is ,being 
executed. Thisparam~ter can be 
,specified as one of the following: 
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norbm2 

~If norbml-isOipitt,ed/ t:nevalue 
defined during, POWER/V.S generation 
in the'first entry of. ',the STDLINE 
parameter 9~ the, POWER:.l.'Qacro is 
a'ssulI'!ed. . . 

Specifies the additionalnumber'of' 
list reeordsintercepted.each tti}e/ 
cefQre message l.Q52l ,is issued 
ag~in •. It is specified by one to 
six d!gits.' If norbm2 is ,omitted, 
the preceding C()J1lDla as well as the 
parentheses may be omit.ted and the 
value:J.efine(J duringJ?OWER/VS , 
generation in the second:entry of' 
the.STDLINE parameter of the POWER 
macro is assumed. This value is 
also assumed when thep()sitional 
form of the LST statement is used. 

line't-;tjb: Specifies the carriage control 
tape format to ,be u,sed\\,heb' erint 
requests, are intercepted. This 
'parameter isspecif'ied as 26 
digits •. If linetab,Jis I1IQt 
specifted, .the value of the .LTAB 
para~eter speqified. in t,he POWER 
macro during' POWER/VSgeneration 
is use:J.. linetab specifies the 
distance between the first. 
carria~e contrOl tape 'channel 
punch. and the ot.hercbannel 
punches and the end ,of, ,the . page • 
;Itis,specified as dOd1~ •• dl1d12, 
where each .. d z:epresents two 
'digits. and where dO ,is the 
distance between.the channel ·12 
and tpe fil."st punch,'(i1 is the 
distance between the first punch 
and the channel 1 punch; d2 is the 
distance between the first punch 



I" norbs 

and the channel 2 punch, and so 
forth. If channell is the first 
punch, distance dl is expressed as 
00. If a channel is. not punched w 
00 must be sp'ecified for that 
chann.el. 

. Th~ s~mof dO and d12 is assumed 
to sp~cify the maximum nurrber of 
lines on a page. ,If d12 is 
specified as zero, a default value 
is taken from the communication 
region and added to dO to specify 
the maximum n~mber of lines. 

AnLFCB macrQ issued in the 
problem program updates the LTAB 
format. 

~Q~~: It is advisable to use the 
for:ms number parameter in' 

I 

conjunction with th~ linetab I 
~arameter. This causes the list 
wri·teJ;" task to. pause, thus 
allowing the operator to mount the 
cor:t'ect carriage control tape on 
the printer. . 

specifies the number of list 
. records inte~cepted befori the \ 
outl~ut is segmented (count-driven 
output segmentation). It is used 
only when spooling to disk 
int4~rm.ediate storage. It is 
specified by one tb si¥ digits and 
overrides the POWER/VSgeneration 
I:3pecification o'f the RBS parameter 
of ii:he POWER macro. A zero means 
that no segment~tion will t.ke 
plac:=e. 

t-lh,enoutput .segmentation occurs, 
the operator is notified via 
mesnage lQ53I. 

pna~:Hmame 

. Spec:,ifies the name of the' phase 
,und(~r which anFCB (Forms Control 
Buffer) or UCB (riniversal 
Chal:actersetBuffer) image is 
cataloged in the core image 
liol:arY. Together with, the UCB 
phaEle name, an option "may be 
spe(dfied which can be either F, 
C, P'C, or CF, where. ' 

F - signifi'e6 that the DCBis to 
be loaded with. tbe folding 
operation code to permit' 
printing of uppercase for 
lowereane bit configurations. 

C . .,. Preven'ts the data checks from 
befng. 'generated because .of 

. Rrint line mismatches with the 
UCB. ' 

The specified core image library 
phase is loaded into the FCB or 
UCB when a list writer task starts 
processing the output related to 
the * $$ LST statement. 

Return to a user-default FCB or 
UCB can only be made via a 
subsequent * $$ Lsr statement. 

When an * $$ LST' statement wi~h an 
FCB phase name specification is 
encountered by the execution 
processor, the specified buffer 
image is read to update the 
internal LTAB representation to 
reflect the new ,buffer. Any LTAB 
~specification in the * $$ LST 
statement is therefore ignored if 
FCB is also specified. The FCB 
specification for a non-FCB 
printer is .accepted, but is only 
used to update the LTAB. ro 
maintain control of the buffer 
i~age when a job is cancelled, the 
* $$ LST statement is· not flushed 
if the FCB or UCB is affected. 

This parameter is not supported by 
the positional form of the 
* $$'LST statement. 

lstaddr Specifies either ~he logical or 
physical address of' the output 
printer 'for the list queue entry 
being created. The address can be 
either in the form SYSxxX, where 
xxx is LST or any valid programmer 
logical unit, or in the form cuu 
(or X'cuu'), which, is the channel 
and unit number of an actual or a 
dummy printer. This parameter is 
needed when multiple printers are 
used~Q print multipl~ reports 
produced by a Single program. If 
this parameter is omitted,' the 
default is the first printer 
a'ddress speci,fied at partition 
start-up. For example, if at 
start-up, the following printers 
were specified on SYSLOG:· 
PRlNTERS=00E,0),E,02E, then p~inter 
OOE would. be the default. In 
order to have the *$$ I,ST' . 
statement parameters take,effect 
for . printer OlE or02E~LST=01E or 
.LST=02E must be specified.' 

T,his param~ter is not supported by 
the positional form of the 
• $$ LST statement~ 

* '$$ PUN Statement 
The * $$ PUN statement defines the 
attributes ()f the intercepted punch output 
of a POt-lER/VS' job until either a ,subsequent 
* $$ PUN ,or an EOJ C* $$ EOJ or /',. . 
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statement is 'encountered. Any number of 
* $$ PUN statements is permitted per ' 
POWER/VS job. ,If the * $$ PUN statement is ' 
not included in the job, the default values 
established during POWER/VS generation are 
assumed. * $$ PUN statements do not ' 
require that * $$ JOB and .. $$ EOJ 
statements also be used. 

For each * $$ PUN statement within a 
POWER/VS jo'b, a 'sepa:r:ate punch queue entry 
is created (data-driven o~tput 
segmentation) • 

RQ~!~iQn~l_~Q~m~~ 

* $$ PUN 

* $$PUN 

f~iSPositio,n [~I~SS]] 
~~ , ] , 

, . forms-number , 

, [~umbe,r-of-coPi~sl 
tape-devaddr ] 

, [normb!] 

[ DISP={D' }] 
" ' disposition ' 

,[,CLAS~={~lass}] 
[~R~MOTE=remid] " 

,[ FNO= {151'jf;f) , }] , ' 
, " forms-number 

r, JSEP=S~p] 
[ ,COPY={l }] 
, ~umber~of-copies 
[,TADDR=tape-devaddr] 
[,RBM=(norbml, norbm2)] 
[~RBS=norbs]' , 
[,PUN=punaddr] 

disposit.ion 
specifies the disposition of the 
pun~hed output after execution of 
the job. Th'e disposition 
specification options are listed 
below. D', H, I, K, and L, are, 

,only valid,when the output is I 
spooled to disk. when the output ' 
is punched ata terminal, Nand r ' 
are invalid. ' 

D - Delete aftet processing. The 
or punch queue entry is 
R automatically writt~n to a 

punch according to its class 
and priority. 

H - Hold. The' punch queue entry 
remains in the punch queue; it 
is not written to a punch by 
POWER/VS until the operator 
changes the disposition to D 
or K by means of the PALrER 
command or issues the PRELEASE 
comro~nd. ' 
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I - Refurn output to input queue. 
In some situations it may be 
useful to return the punch 
output of a POWER/VS job 
dire'ctly to the' input queue. 
For example, the assembler 
norma~ly stores its output 
(including JCL) on tape, for 
subsequent input to a catalog 
run; under POWER/VS however, 
it can store output directly 
in the input queue. ' 

The newly-built input ,queue 
entry has the same jobname, 
remote-id, and priority as the, 
eI)try that 'produces the ' 
output., Class becomes that 
specified in the * $$ PUN 
statement; disposition becomes 
D. This facility should only 
be used f.Q.r, jobs producing 
punch output in executable 
format.,' 

The I option is ignored '~ln 'a 
writer-Oi1,l.y partition. The' 
option supp~essess count
driven OUtput segment~tion and 
also ignores ,the multiple~ 
copies specification. 

, K - Keep after processing. The 
( output is automatically 

written to a ,punch according 
to ,its class 'and priority~ r 

When punching iscollllplete , ,the 
,punch queue 'entry is not 
d~leted from the punch qtieue, 
and the disposition of the 
q'ueue entry becom,es L. 

t '- Leave in queue. The! job 
rema'ins in th~ punch queue; it 
is not written to a p.unch 
until the' operator changes the 
disposition to K Qr D by ~e~ns 
of the'PALTER command or 
issues the PRELEASE' command~ 

, N - No spooling. If,N is 
specified, punch l1equests are 
not intercepted. 'tt allows 
direct,writet capabilitie~ 
'without spooling. If the N 
option is specified and the 
device is not available,~t 
execution time, message lQ461 
is issued and punch' output is 
spooled~ , 

T - Tape spooling~ The output is 
spooled to tape that is used 
as intermediate storage. 



I 

I 

clas~ 

\ 

remid' 

spec1fiei the class of the punch, 
output of the job. It may be 
'spedlfied as any alphabetic 
,charclc,ter (A 'ihroughZ) • class 
may be used in conjunction with 
formEJ-number to group together the 
Same types of punch output. Punch 
taskfJ can ,bespecifie'dbycl'ass' te 
procf:!ss the outp~t., ' class is only 
meaningful when the, output is, 
spooled to disk. 

If class is specified and the 
positional form is used~ 
d'spo~itionmust also be , 
specified. (The.reis no" comma 
betwl~en disposition and class in , 
the 'positional forIII.) If class is 
<;>mitt::.ed, c,lass A is assigned. If 
the .11 $$' PUN statement is omitted, 
output class can be specified in 
the l?START command. ' 

Specifies the TO. remote-id to 
which punch output is to be 
route3d. Ea¢h punch queue entry 
also has a FROMremote-id assigned 
t()"it.,whichidentifies the user 
who:i.nitially 'submitted the job. 
remiel can bea number from O:..to 
20Q'. Numpersl to 200 are , ' 
speclfic remote Qsers. 1f remid 
is specified as 0, punch output is 
directed to the central 
insti3:llation. If tb!tsparameter 
'is omitted or if the poSitional 
form of the *$$ PUN statement i~ 
used, punch output is routed to 
the central location for locally 
subm:L tted' jobs or is routed 
according to the PUNROUT 
'spe¢lfication in the PRNT macro 
f6rj6bssubmitted rem~tely. 

fornts'..;number 
Specifies the type of bard forms 
to be, used. 'f'orms~number is 
spec.ifiedby one ,to fOUl;' I 
alphameric characters • _If 
forms-numbe'r is not specified, 'it ,',. 
is assumed to be four blanks, 
r~presentinqthe ,installat~on'~ 
standard type of card forIts.W'hen 
a'punch writer 'task is to process 
output from a'punch queue entry, 
it determines whether ~his ' 
forms-number'matches that of the', 

,'previou~ punch queue entry. If 
they match,' the,' punch writer task 
processes t'he output. 'If they do 
not.atch. ~~essage 1Q40A, is 
i;ssued ~ IJ the ',f irst queue entry 
processed after aPSTART,has a' 
forms IO of four blanks,'no mount 
mess~geia issued~ 

sep Specifies job separation. 0-9 can 
tespecified. If 0 is specified, 
no job separation,occurs. Job 
'separa~ion means that before the 
job'a,punched output one card 
containing the POWER/VS j9,bname 
(punched so that it can be read on 
the back of the card) and from two 
to eight' car4s containing 
12-.1,1-0-8-9 puncl:les (in all,eO 
columna) are added and 'that behind 
the job's punchedou~put ~wo blank 
carda are added. This occurs if 
1,..-..2,' or3 is specified. If4 is 
specified, one additional ' 
12-11-0~e~9 card is punched; if 5 
,ia Bpecified, two additiona~ 
12-11-0-e-9 carda are punched, an~ 
soon. 

Note : Sta¢k~r selectlon is ' 
ignored if job'separation is 
re::Jue'sted. The default stacker 
for ~the given device is used 

'instead. ' 

number-of-copies , '. 
' Specifiea the number of copl.es to -

be punched from the punch queue
entry. The parameter:is specified 
by, One or two, digits. If it is, 
not specified, 1 is assumed., If 0 
or 00 is, specified, One copy is 
punched'. This parameter' is 
ignored when' the output is not ' 
,spooled to disk.' If additional, 
copies are ,required' when. 
disposftion 1sT, the tape must be' 
repunched., 

tape-devaddr , 
Specifies the hardware address of 
the'tape drive to be used for 
spooling when the job is executed. 
Its format is one of the 
following: 

c'uu 
X'cuu' 
(cuu,X'ss') 
(X"cuu',X'ss' ) 
(CUUl>ss) 
(X'cuu',ss) 

whe~e x'ss' specifies"th~ den~ity 
~fthe output tape. tape-devaddr 
forces disposition T if in~alidly 
specified. If OISP=Tand 
tape-devaddr is omitted, the 
operator is requested via message, 
1Q550 ~o'specify the tape addres 
at Job execution time. - , 

Multiple files can be written to a 
sir:tgle tape., Multi,volume files 
are also supported., No label 
checking is_performed. 
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riorbm1 

norbm2 

Specifies the number of punch 
records intercepted~beforemessage 
1Q52I,is sent to the op~rator. 
This parameter is specified by one 
to six digits. If norbml,is ' 
omitted, the value defined during 
POWER/VS generation in the first 
~ntry of the STDCARD parameter of 
the POWER macro is assumed. 

Specifies the additionaf'number of 
punch records intercepted 
bef9re message 1Q52I is i~sued, 
a,gain. It is specified by one to 
six digits. If norbm2 is omitted, 
the'preceding comma as well as the 
parentheses may be omitted and the 
value defined dUl;ing POWER/VS 

1. SYSIN-mode processing; tpe physical unit 
- - iHiiilbe'r of the 3540 diskette, de~vice need 

not be specified. The file to be read 
from the diskette must contain,the J 

rtecessary JE:L and/or JCL statements. 

2. Data-mode processing; the physical unit 
number of the diskette from· wbich the 
input data file is read 'must be 
specified. rhe JECL and/or JCL 
statements are read from the, card 
reader. If mu~tiple RDR s1::atE!ments are 
issued in one POWER/VS job, they must 
specify the same physical unit number. 

Positional FQIm!!::. 

• $$ RDR- ,[physical-unit-number] 
" [tfile-id'] , 

, [~umber-of-diskettes] 
, ,[S] , ' 

,generation in the second entry of. 
the STDCARD parameter of the POWER 
macro'is assumed. Thisvalvue is 
also assumed'if the positional 
form of the • $$ PUN statement is 
,~sed. 

,I • $$ RDR [DEV=physical-unit-number] . 
[,FID='file-id'l : 

norbs 

'punaddr" 

Specifie~ the number of punch 
records intercepted before the 
output is segm~nted{count-driven 
output segmentation). It is used 
only when spooling to disk 
intermediate storage. It is 
specified by one tos,ix digits and 
overrides the POWER/VS generation 
specification of the/RBS parameter 
,of the POWER IDilcro. A zero means 
that no segmentation will take 
place. When output segmentation 
occurs, th~ operator is notified 
via message, lQ.S3I. 

Specifies either the logical or 
physical address of the output 
punch for the punch queue entry 
being created. The address can be 
either in the form SYSxxx, where 
xxx is pca or any valid programmer, 
logical unit, or in the form cuu 
(or X'cuu·), which is the channel 
and unit number of an actual or a 
dummy punch. If this parameter is 
omitted, the default is the first 
punch address specified at 
partition start-up. This 
parameter is needed when multiple 
~nches are used to punch multiple 
card files'produced by a single 
proqram. 

* $$ RDR' Statement 

The. $$ RDR statement is used to insert a 
3540 diskette file" into input being read 
from the card reader. There are two modes 
of input processing, that is 

6~ DOS/VS System Control Stat,ements, 

L NOD={ *umber-of-disket tes}] 

f'·VSC=~~~st~ , 
,VER= NO 

YES 
physical-unit-number 

'file-ide 

Specifies the physical unit number 
(X'cuu' or cuu) used by the user 
program to read the input data' 
file. The physical unit must not 
be specified for SYSIN ~Eiles. In 
one POwER/VS jot: more than one RDR 
statement can be specified to 
insert'more than one 3540 data 
fil~~ but the different RDR 
statements must indicate the same 
physical unit'number in the DEV 
parameter. 

,Specifies the file name (in 
quotes) as it appaers in the HDR1 
label on the 3540 ~iskette. One 
to eight alphameric cha:racters'can 
be -specified. If this parameter c 

is omitted, POWER/VB read the file 
specified by the first non-secured 
HDR1 label found on the diskette 

, that is currently mounbed. The 
size of the record to be read is 
taken from the HDR1 label. 

number-of-diskettes 
, Specifies the maximum' number of 

diskettes to be read. One to 
three digits can be spe,cified.' 
Allowe:1 values are 1 to 255. Th.e 
default value is 1. Readingstops 
after the specified number of 



diskettes are processed, o~ after 
reading a diskette whose HDRl 
label indicated that it was the 
last volume of,' the file. 

VSC={~Q } specifies IIIhether volume sequence 
YES checking is desi~ed. If ,omitted, 

, no sequence checking will take 
place. Sequence numbers must 
start with ,1 and 'must be 
incremented by 1 up toa maximum 
,of 99. ' 

See the description for VSC= 
above,. 

VER={~,Q }"If VER=YES is specified, PO, WER/VS 
YES checks that file verification had 

, b~en p~rformed on the diskette 
file (verify field in the HDRl 
label of the file set to 'V'). If 
VER=YESand the ~verify field was 
nQt set to ~V', the file is 

',rejected at, open time. If , VER=NO 
or if the parameter isbmitted, 
the,~erify'field in the HD'Rl label 
is ignored ~ur::ing pr,ocessing. 

* 'SS :SLI Stat:ement 
At execution time the * $$ SLI statement 
causes the 'private and the system source 
statem.ent 'lililrary to be searched for a 
book,. which, when found, is inserted into 
the job stream,. The private sQurce 

'statement library, if assigned, is searched 
',first. ' , 

'An * $$, SLI statement does not require 
that * $$ JOB and * $$ EOJ statements also 
be ,use'd. 

StatementS may be,added to or deleted 
from the source statement library cooks 
based on' codes in colu~ns '73-80 of the 
input stream statements. Statements from 
the re:ader queue c,ontaining $SLI in 'columns 
73-16 have a special meaning and are called 
source library (SL) update statements. 
They mlay be inserted before or after' SSL 
statemle~ts or may replace _ or deletethem~ 

Columns 7S-S0, of an SL update statement 
contain asequ.ence numb,er. Column 77 
con~ains a special code: 

A - irllsert 'after book statement with sam,e 
seiqueqce n.umber' 

B - inlsert before book statement 'with sarile 
seiquence 'number . 

0' -dEtlete the! book statemen,t,wi th the 
setq~ence numb,er. 

Other - replace the book statement with 
salme sequE!DCe number of insert'this 
st~a tement. 

SL updatestaterqents and * $$ DATA 
statements, when used, must follow the 
* $$ SLI statement in the same sequence as 
the statements in the book they 
cOl;res,pondent to. SL update statemen:ts 
must contain $ SLI in columns 73-'16. 

Books are cataloged 1,nto the source 
,#i5tatement library, with the DOS/VS program 
MAINT. To include /* ~nd 1& statements in 
a book, submit them as * $$/* and * $$/& 
statements since /* and /istatements are 
not accepted as data, by MAINT. If the book 
is not found in the specified sublibrary, 

,message lQ44I is issued'and the job is 
flushed. ' 

For~ 

*$$ SLI [sublib.lbookname 

sublib Specifies the name of the 
sublibfary to be searched. Valid 
sublibrary names are, A through Z, 
o through 9, $, #, or ~. 
Sublibraries A, C, D~ E, F, and Z 
.re already defined,as special , 
purpose libraries in DOS/VS. rhis 

,parameter is optional. If 
omitted, the SUBLIB specification 
at PO'WER/VS generation is used. 

bookname Specifies 'the book name to be 
searched for and inserted into the 
job stream. 

~imu~!~at~~!H=~ 

The end-of-job step and end-of-job 
statements are used to delimit DOS/VS job 
definitions lIIithin the SSL books. (Refer 
to * $$ SLI statement.) 

E~~' 

• $$/* '(end-of-job st'ep) 
* $$/i (end-of-job) 

POWER/VB Central Operator Commands 

Communication 'between POWER/VS and the 
cen~raloperator is established via the 
attention routine tAR). Pressing the 
request key causes the message: 

AR l160A READY FOR COMMUNICATIONS 

tQ be displayed on SYSLOG. Hereafter, any 
,POWER/VS,central operator command can be 
entered., (For the display operator console 
ana System/370,Model 115 ~r Model 125, 
central ope~ator commands can be entered 
directly'without,pr~ssing the request key.) 
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, ~urict!Q!!!!_QL!:.h!Lg,!ill!:.ral operator' CQmmand§. 

The centr~l operator commands include: 

!ask m~!!!~~!!!:.-2Qmm~!!~!! Control . 
reader/writer tasks and execution 
processors. 

2~~_m!!!aqem~!!~£omm~ds control the 
9arious input/output queues. 

~isce!!~~ous £QIDmand!! Align printer forms 
or 'save the POWER/VS acqount file. 

~~!:.~of~_cen!:.r~!-2~rator Comtt!nds 

A central operator command has two fields,~ 
the operation field and the operand field. 
1he ?peratiori field can b~ specified in 

either the extended or the abbreviated 
format. The operand field contains one or 
more parameters separated by commas, or 
contains no parameters at all. If operands! 
are specified, lthey must be separated from 
the operation field by at least one blank. 
If an optional parameter is omitted, its 
delimiting comma my!!! be coded, unless it 
is the last one specified in the operand 
field. The operator commands can be 
entered in either uppercase or lowercase. 

Description-2~_tg~~£gn!ral_QE~~to~' 
Command!! 

POWER/VS supports abbreviated as well as 
extended operation codes. A~l operands 
(parameters) are valid for both formats.' 
Figure 9 'shows the abbreviat~d and the 
extended codes: 

r----------T--------T'-----------T-------:-------.:..-_:--... --------------~--------------------, 
I Type I Extended rAbbreviated I Function' "I 
I I Format I Format . I ,I 
~----------+----~---t~----------t---------------------~--~------------~-----~-~-~-------~ 
J Task I PSTART I' S I Start a task or partition. I 
I management I PSTOP 'I P I Stop a task or partieion. I 
I I PGO I G I Acti vate a task or partition. I 
I I PEND1. I I End, POWER/VS execution. ' I 
1 1 ~CANCEL I C 1 ~ancel a POWER/VS stat~s report. I 
• I PFLUSH I F I Flush an active job. I 

,IPREST~RTI T IRestart a writertas'k. I 
·---------+--------t-----------+---------'---~------...,_:-.-------~----------- ... ~--,----------~ 

I Queue I PDISPLAYI D I Display job status. ' I. 
I management I PALTER I A IAlter attributes. I 
I I PDELETE I L I Delete ~ job or message. I 
I I PRE LEASE IR I Release a job. r' 
~----------t-----· .... --t-----------+-----------~-- ... -~ .. ----..;.'------~-----,----- ... -... ----:_.-----...,~ 
I I PBRDCST I B I Transmi t a message. I 
I I PI NQUI RE I I I Check termina 1 stat us • I 
I I PACCOUNTI J IProcess accou~t fil'e. I 
I I PSETUP' I, Ip'rint p~ge layout. , I 
L _____ ...;· ____ .L _______ '_J. _______ ~ ___ J. ___________ 1'"--;;..----_____ ..; _____ ~ ____ ,...-----_---,-..;--------J. 
1. No abbreviated format of the PENO ,command is provided since the operator might 

inadvertently~ terminate POWER/VS operation. 

Figure 9.POWER/VS Central Operator. Commands. ' 

The fbllowingpages describe all the 
central operator commands 1n alphabetical 
or,de~'. A summary' of these commands is 
-~ntained in ~~ndixC. 

PACCOUNT 'Command 

'l'he PACCOUNT commcfndcan be used at anI 
time to save the accumulated accouiltf 1e 
records. 'l'he operator is notified by a 
warIling message when the account file 
becomes 801 full~ 

If.anY POWER/VS,taskrequtres an account: 
cord and there are no free records; a . 

.Issage is issued, and the ~ask requesting 

10' DOS/VS,System'control Statements 

the account record is "91aced in the wait 
state unt.il the account f11e .. 1s ,emptied 'by 
the PACCOUNT command." 

After the ,messag'e 'ACCOUNT .F1LE SAVED', 
tb~ entirePASD space allocated to the file 
is available for more account re'c6rds. . It 
is the user's responsibility tor;;rocess t.he 
supplLedaccount information. ' 

, If no oFerand is specified, the account 
file is spooled to. disk. It. isstoredifiJ;.h 
priority 1 in output class Pwitb DISP=H in 
the punch queue. ' , In order to get. the . 
account information ,punched~. the, operator 
may start a puneh writer taSK on output 
~la'ss P. 



, 

EQ!:ID2!:. 

{~~CCOUNT} [',t~pe,ad~r[~~,il, ename11 
DISK,fl.lename 
DEL ' ' 

tapeaddr specifies the tape on which 'the 
file is to be written., Its format 
is: 

cuu 
X'cuu' 
(cuu,ss) 
(cuu, X, ss'.) 
(X'cuu',ss) 
(~'cuu',x'ss') 

where cQuis the channel and unit 
number aria where ss' speq:ifies the 
densit~ pf the tape. 

Before any record is w'ritten to 
the specified tape, label checking 
is.performed. 

filename If filename' is specified with 
tapeaddr, ·the £ile created will be 
a standard labeled tape file. 

.filename is from one to seven 
alphameric characters long. ' A 
standard label for .the tape f.ile 
'mu~ be preserit on the la~el 
information cylinder. 

If filename is not specified, ,the. 
file'is a standard unlabeled 
DOS./VS tap,e file .con'taining· 

, variable-length. records. . 

DISK, f ileilame~ 
Spec~ifi~s that ttlepOW;ERivs , 
account file is to be written· to 
disk. filename is from one to 
se~en alphameric characters lo~g. 
It i.s the user's responsibility to 
supply // DLBL and // EXTENT 
stat,ements (for: a EJequential disk 
output file) on thelab~l 
information cylinder. The disk 
file greated is a copy of the 
IJAF'ILE. 

DEL specifies that the account file 
records are to be deleted. 

PACCOUNT 28C1 

PACCOUNT DEli 

" PACC()UNT 

Save the account 'file o'n an 
unlabeled tape mounted on 
unit X'280'. 

Del~te all account file 
recQI;,ds. 

Spool ~count file records 
to punch' queue. 

PALTER Command 

The PALT~R command is used to change the 
various parameters of a queue entrytnat is 
already queued. Any humber of parameters 
may be modified with one command. 

If'an input queue entry is specified and 
an execution processor is currently 
processing this entry, ~essag~ lR88I is 
issued. . 

The priority of an entry in the. input 
queue is .identical to that of the . 
corresponding entries in the output queues. 
On the other'hand, the disposition and 
class may te totally different in 
corresponding input and output queue 
~ntries,since inp~t aisposition ~nd class 
ar.edefined .in the * $$ JOB statement, 
whereas otitput disposition an~ class are 
defined in the * $$ LST and * $$ ~UN 
statements. 

The COpy· and REMOTE parameters apply 'to 
output only. If applied to an input queue 

,entry they ate ignored. If an output queue 
entry is specified in the PALTER command 
and a writer task is currently processing' 
the entry, only the number of copies may be 
altered. Ifany'other parameter is 
specified, message lR8SI is issued and the 
command is ignored. 

POISPLAYmay be used to check. the 
results of the PALTER command. 

lormat 

{PA, LTER} queue, tjObname [, jObDUmberl} 
A· ALL' . 

, . *abc 
. c1assl 

queue 

jObname 

[,PRI=priorityl 
[,DISP=dispositionl 
[,CLASS=class21 
[,COPY=number-of-copiesl 
[,REMOTE=remidl 

Specifies the que:ue for which the 
. command is to be executed: 

list queue 
punch queue 

= reader queue 

spe6ifies the name by which the, 
job entry is known to POWER/VS •. 
It can be two to eight alphameric 
character.s. 
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jobnumber 

ALL 

*abc 

class1 

specifies the number assigned to 
the 'job entry'by POWER/VS. It m?y 
be one to five digits long. The 
PDISPLAY command may be used to 
obtain the ~orrect specification 
for the jobnumber., This number 
q~n be used to identify different 
jo'bs with the s~me jobname. 

Requests that al~ entries in the 
specified queue are tq be altered. 

Requests to alter all job entries 
that have the first characters of 
their jobnames in common. abc 
represents any combination of ~rom 
one to seven'alphameric 
characters. 

All job entries of a certain class 
are to be altered in the speci~ied 
queue. 

priority Specifi~s the priority of the job 
entry. It is specified ~s a 
single'digit from 0~9. Nine is 
the highest prior{ty. 

disposition 
, Can be specified as H for hold, K 

for keep after processing, L for 
leave, or D for delete after 
pr,ocessing.. . 

class2. Can be specified as any alph~betic 
character from A through Z. Also 
speci4ications from 0 through q 
are allowed for input cla~s~s. 

remid Can be specified as a~y number 
from 0 to: 200~ 0 indicates the 
central location~ Only the TO 
remote-idcan be modified with a 
PALTER command; the FROM rer.note-id 

'cannot be modified •. 

number~of-copies 
Specifies the number of copies,to 
be produced after.the command is 
-issued, including the One in • 
prog~ess. It-can be·~ through 99. 

~~!l1EJ:,!g2: 

PALTER LST,PAYROLL,DISP=H,CLASS=B 
Alter the disposition of the 
output of'-job PAYROLL to H, and 
alter the class to B. 

A PUN,*PAYR,DISP=D 
'Alter the disposition of all jobs 
that begin with'PAYR to D. 

ALTER LST,P,CLASS=Q 
Change all class P jobs to Q. 

72 ·DOS/VSSystem Control Statements 

PBRDCST Command' 
The PBRDCST command enables the central 
operator to co'mmunicate with remote users. 
Messages can be submitted for one specific 
useL or for all' users. 

ALLUSERS-type messflges (remid::ALLUSERS) 
are queued in virtual storage and ~re 

_displayed at the user:' s request only 
'(DISPLAY command) •. 

Broadcast messages that are r()uted to 
.one specific operator are displayed as soon 
as the terminal .is ready to receive the 
message. 

{PBBRDCST} 

remid 

text 

!!~!!!E!,!g2: 

remid,'text' 

specifies the remote-id to which 
the command applies. RE~mote users 
can. be identified bynull~bers frOm 
1 to 200~ A specific~tion of'O 
indicates the centraL location, 
and a specification of ALLUSERS 
indicates all· users. 

Specifies the text of' ~he message. 
The message can consist of up to 
59 characters enclosed in single 
quotation marks. A sin9le 
quotation mark within themessa,.ge 
must be written as two quotation 
marks. " 

PBRDCST 150,'RJE will be shut down 
in 30 min' 

Broadcast the· message to the user 
whoae remote-id is 150. 

PBRDCST ·ALLUSERS·,· service resumes. 
at 8.00 a.m.' 

Broadcast the message to all users 
in the system. 

PCANCELCommand 
The PCANCEL command is used 'to tEl,rminate 
the printing initiated by the PDISPLAY 
command. .A confirmation message is issued. 

fQ!:~t 

{C
PC. ANCEL} 

[STATUS] 

STATUS This operand is optional.. 

EX~!!!E!,!g: 

PCANCEL Cancels printing :1.nitiat;ed by' 
PDISPLA~. 



PDE::r.,ETE C:om~and 
'The PDELETE command is ~sed to remove one 
or more queue entries. from. the specified 
queue. Queu,e· _entries being processed 'by an 
execution processor or writer task are not 
af~ected ·by . ·this command. 

queue 

[

q, ueue,. {,l~~name [ , jobnumber] 1] 
class 

. *abc' 
MSG [,n] . 

Specifies the queue for whicn the 
command is to be executed: 

LST list queue 
PUN punch queue 
~DR = read queue 

jobname Specifies t.he name by which the 
job entry Is known to POWER/VS. 
jobname can be two to eight 
alphameric characters. 

j6bnumber 

·ALL 

MSG.,n 

.PDElr..ETE 

PDEJr..ETE 

PDE~["ErE 

Specifies the number assigned ,to 
. the! job entry by POWER/VS. The' 
jo~number is from one to ~ive 

. digits 'long. PDISPLAY can be used 
to obtainthejobnumber. 

· All queue ,entrie.sare to I::e 
deleted from the specified queue. 

All queue entries of.a certain 
~lalss are to ee deleted from the 

: specified queue. 

All. queue entries with the same 
first characters are to be 
deleted. abc represents any 

.. cOIlAbination of up to seven . 
alpham~ric ·characters. 

· ALI~U9'ERS.-type message numl::~r n is 
to Qedelete~. The actual message 
number "can be obtained with a 
PDlSPLAY MSG command. If n is 
omitted, all ALLUSE~S-type 
mes~ages issued by th~ c,ntral 
opE~rator' are deleted. 

RDRaALL 
'Delete the entire read queue. 

LST.,B 
Delete all entries in the list 
qU4:me witn a class of B. 

MSG 
Delete a'11 ALLUSERS-type messages 

· . iSl3ued by the central ope:rator .. 

PDISPLA Y Command 
The PDISPLAY command provides the operator 
with-a status report on SYSLOG of the queue 
entry or entries specified by the ·operand.· 
Each queue entry is represented by one line 
containing the following item$ •. 

r----~---------------------~---T-----~----l 
I Items I Characters 1 
~------------------------------+-~----~---i 
Ijobname 1 8 I' 
I j obmimber -I 5 1 ' 
I priority I 1 I 
Idi~position , 1 I 
I class 1 1 I 
IFROM remote-id I 3 I 
ITO ~emote-id I 3 1 
I Number-of-records/pages 1 6 1 
I Number-of-copies I 2 1 
I Forms-number I 4 1 L ______________________________ ~ __________ J 

The last four items are displayed for 
output only. For punch output the number 
of records is· displayed, whereas for list 
output the number of pages is displayed. 

Each' line of the status report starts 
with· the message number lR46I. If the 
status report ,is made up of entries from 
different queues, the name of the queue is 
printed before the first entry is 
displayed. 

Forma!:: 

I{~DISPLAY} queile,jobname[,jobnumber) 
qu~ue [ ,ALL) 
queue, HOLD 
queue, FREE . 
queue', RJE [,·remid). 
queue, LOCAL 
queue,*abc 
queue, class 
ALL£,listaddr) 
HOLD 
FREE 
RJE [, remid] 
LOCAL 
*abc 
MS:; 
A' 

. M. 
Q 

. The disposition of a queue entry may appear 
a$ H for hold, K for keep after processing, 
Lfor leave, D for d~Iete after processing 
or * if an execu~ion processor or a: writer 
task is currently processing th~ entry. 

The class can appear as art alphameric 
character from A to ., ~r from 0 to 4. 

Remote-id is displayed'as a number from 
o to 200. rha remote-id of the central 
loqati~n is 000. . 
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If a writer task is processing a queue 
eritry when the POISPLAY command is entered, 
riumber-of-copies is the number of copies 
lef.t to be produced, including the one in 
progress. The number~of-records/pages is 
the nUm,ber of records or pages left t::> be 
produced. The operato~ can use this 
information to determine whether to stop a 
writer task or let it continue until,the 
current queue entry is ,completed. 

queue 

jObname 

Specifies theq~euefor which the 
POISPLAY command is to be 
executed: 

LST = ,list queue 
PUN = punch queue 
ROR = read queue 

Speci~ies the name by which the 
job entry is known to POWER/VS~ 
rhe jobnamecan be two to eight. 
alphameric., characters. 

jobnumber 
Specifi~s the number assigned,to 
the job entry by POWER/VS. rhe 
jobnumber can be one to five 
digits •. 

ALL Specifies a reque,st for the status 
of all queue entries in the 
specified queue. If the queue 
parameter is not specified, status 
informa~ion on all entries in all 
queues is displa~d on SYSL03. 

listaddr 

. HOLD 

FREE 

RJ~ . 

Specifies the printer to which the 
status report is to be sent. Its 
format is: 

cuu or·X··cuue. 

Specifies a request for the status 
of ~l entries in the specified 
queui tha~ are not available £or 
proces§ing (disposition H or L). 
If the queue parameter is not 
specified, sta'tus information' is 
displayed on all such queue 
entries. 

Specifies a request for the status 
of all entries in the specified 
queue; that are available for 
processing (disposition 0 or K). 
If the· queue parameter is not 
specified, status information is 
displayed"on all such queue 
entries. 

Specifies ~ request for the status 
g£ all R3E-ty~e entries in the 
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specified queue. If the queue 
parameter is not specified, status 
inform~tion is displayed on all 
such queue entr~es. 

RJE,remid 

LOCAL 

class 

l.JSG 

A 

M 

Q 

Specifies a request for the s»atus 
of all entries in the specified. . 
queue that are submitted by or 
routed to a specific. remote user. 
If the queue parameter is not 
specified, status information is 
displayed on all such queue 
entries. 

Spe'Cifies a request for -the st.atus 
of all entries in the specified. 
queue that are submitted from or 
routed to the central' location. 
If the queue parameter is not 
specified, status information is 
displayed on all such queue 
entries. 

Specifies a request for'the st~tus 
of all job entries in.the queue 
with the specified cl~ss. class 
can be specified as a charact~r 
from A through Z, or from 0 to 4 
(input class only). 

Specifies a request for the status 
of all erotries having thE! first 
characters of their jobnames in 
co~mon. abc represents any 
combination "of from one to seven 
al~hameric characters. If the 
queue parameter is not specified, 
status information is displayed. 
for all queues. rhe asterisk (*) 
must be keyed. 

Specifies a request to display all 
ALLOSERS-type mes~ages that have 
been entered together,with their 
originators. rhe number displayed 
with e~ch message can be'used to 
delete that message. 

Specifies a tequest for a list of 
all active reader/writer tasks 
together with the job ent:ries they 
are currently pro·cessing. 

s~ecifies a request to redisplay a 
list of all POWER/VS messages for 
which' an operator reply is still 
required. 

Specifies a request for the number 
of free queue records, and free 
POWER/VS account records (If 
applic~ble). 



Dis~lay the status of :all entries in all queues. " 

AR l?DISPLAY ALL' 
F1 :LR461 Rl~ADER QUEUE P D C ••••• 
F1 lR461 DJCSKDUMP 00068 9 L 'A ••••• 
F1 lR46I pm)SE 00070 9 L A ••••• 
F1 :1LR46I DITTO 00071 3. L A ••••• 
F1 :lLR46I PHINTLOG 00069 ~ LA. • •••• 
F1 lR461 LIST. QUEUE P D C PAGES'CC FORM ••••• 
F1 :tR46I PAUSE 00070 9 o A 1 ,1 ••••• 
F1 l.R46I PAYINPUT 00063 3 D A 3 1 ••••• 
°F1 l.R46I PI\YEDIT 00064 3 D A 75 1 ••••• 
F1 lR46I PI,YSORT 00065 3 D A 5 1 ., .... 

. F1 l.R46I PAYCARDS 00066 3 D,A 7 1 OBEX ..... , 
F1 1.R4.DI .PAYLIST 00061 3 D A 44 1 ••••• 
Fl l.R46I PRINTLOG 00069 1 D A' 5 1 ••••• 
Fl 1.R46! i:'UNCH QUEUE P D C CARDS CO FORM ••••• 
Fl l.R46I PlllYCARDS 00.066 3 D A, 233 1. ••••• 

Display the status of all j<?bs tha~ begin with PAY. 

,AR F'DISPLAY '-PAY 
Fl lR46I READER QUEUE NOTHING TO DX,SPLAY . ••••• 
Fl lR46I LIST QUEUE P 'D C' PAGES CC FORM ...... 
Fl lR46I PAYINPUT 000.63 .3 O'A 3 1 ••••• 
Fl lR46I PAYEDIT, 00064 3 D·A 75 1 ••••• 
Fl lR46I PAYSORT' 00.065 3 b A 5 1 •••••• 
Fl lR46I PAYCARDS 0.0066 3 D A 7 1 CBEX ••••• 
Fl lR46I PAY'LIST '0.0.0.61 3 D.A 44 1 ••••• 
Fl 1R46I PUNCH QUEUE P 0 C CARDS CC FORM ••••• 
F1 1R46I PAYCARDS 00066 3D A 233 1 ••••• 
AR PRELEASE 'RDR,PAUSE 
Fl lR88.I CP READY 

. Ei ~Q471 BGPAUSE ... 0.0.0.70 FROM 000. 
BG /,1 JOB" PAUSEJOB 

,The lines of the status report are not chained" andean, therefore, be interspersec';lwith 
. other DOS/VS messages. 
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PEND 'Command 

The PEND corr.mand is used to terminate 
POWER~VS. Unless KILL is specified, all 
active.tasks are allowed to continue until 
the 'queue entry they are currently 
processing is completed. .POWER/VS 
contr91led partitions ,,'re released as soon 
as the job corresponding to the current 
input queue entry is terminated. After all 
supported partitions are released and all 
readers and, writers have. stopped, the 
POWER/VSpartition is released, and th~ 
system is restored for normal DOS/VS 
operation. If KILL, is specified, POWER/VS 
is canceled immediate~y. 

After abnormal termination of PCWER/VS, 
the printer remains assigned in thE1 ' 
partition. 

POWER/Vs,ackn~~ledges the PEND 'command 
with a message. 

!Q~~ 

PENO [uraddr ] 
KILL [, uraddr] 

KILL 

uraddr 

~xamEle~: 

Termi~ates POWER/VS immediately 
for emergency re~sQns. Partitions 
supported by,.POWER/VS are als'o 
canceled. . 

Sp~cifies the unit record device 
address of 'the printer on whi,ch 
the status report ,is to be 
printed. A dump is printed if 
KILL is specified.. Th~ dump 
cannot be canceled. If uraddr is 
not specified no sta~ri~ repor~ or 
dump is produced. 

uraddr can be entered in either of 
two formats: 

cuu or X'cuu' 

PEND KILL,OOE 

PEND 

Emergency termination with ~ystem 
dump. 

Normal termination •. ' No status 
report, no system dump. 

PEND aOE Normal termination with status 
report. No system dump. 

PFLUSH Command 
The PFLUSH command is used to, cancel the 
current job entry being created or 
processed by a POWER/VS task. The PFLUSH 
command is ignored if .issued in a 
writer/only partition: ' 
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When, a reader task is flushed, further 
input ptocessing is terminated for the 
current entry", and no queue entry is made. 

The specifiej, reader/writer task remains 
active and continues liy processing the next 
appropriate entry in the input/out~put 
queue. ' 

For a par~ition,the current DOS/VS. job 
is canc~led and any other DOS/VSjobs·in 
the same 'POWER/VS job are flushed. Also, 
the corresponding reader entry is delet,ed 
(if HOLD is not specified). A li,tentry 
is created ~hat contains a message to the 
programmer stating that his ,jo~ h~. been 
flusned by the operator. Processing 
continues with the next appro~riate entry 
in the reader queue. 

!or!!2i 

{;FLUSfl} 

uraddr 

HOLD 

{
Uraddr[,HOLD] } 
'partition [ , HOLD] 

Specifies the unit're90rddevice 
associated with the read.er/,writer 
task. Its format is: 

cuu or' X' cuu" 

Specifies that the corresponding· 
queue entry is not to be deleted, 
but put in the hold state; that 
is, the input queue entry mU.st not 
be deleted when a partition is 
flushed, or the output queue entry 
must not be deleted when a writer 
task is flushed. If this 
.parameter is specified when 
flushing a reader task, it is 
ignored. 

The HOLD option is useful when a 
job needs more devites or othe~ 
resources than are curre~ntly 
available.· The job can' then be' 
rescheduled when the resources 
become available. Jobs requiring 
the same resources can tIe grouped 
together in input or out~put 
classes to prevent such 
inconvenience. 

PFLUSH OOE 
Delete li~t queue entry currently 
being printed. ContinuE~ with next 
entry. 



PFLUSH eG' 
Terminate processing of current' 
read queue entry .. , Delete', this 
entrY. Conti,nue with,nextentry. 

PFLUSH BG,HOLD 
, Same as preceding example, except 
that the read entry is preserved 
and put in the hold state. 

PGO "Commart.d 

TheP'30 command reactivates a POWER/VS task 
that is waiting for an operator response. 
Writer tasks .are reactivated, by using the 
uraddr parame'ter. Executiqn p,roc~'ssors are' 
reactivated b:l" the partition, cuuparameter. 

I(['h'e PGO command is normally used after 
an action-type messag~ is issued't9 the 
opera'torfrom POWER/VS. It 1s not useq to 
resta:r~ parti1tions c;>r tasks stopped by a 
PSTOP command .. 

Not~~ Reader tasks, operating on card, 
readers that!Jive a deviceenp interrupt, 
when they~arereadied, aie automatically 
reactivated when the device end occurs. 
They (io not nc~ed ,a PGO command. 

~orma!= 

{
PGo}luraddr r 

} 

G ~partition,cti9 

uraddJ: specifies the unit record device 
tobE~ reactivated. It has the 
formclt: 

cuu ()r X'cuu' 

par,tit:ion, CUU 
Specifies the partition and unit 
record device address whose output 
isbEdng "apooled to tape. The 

• Exam)2~&§': 

'Partition can be: J3G,F4, F3, F2, 
or Fl.. 

PGO OOE React;ivate list task after, for 
exa~ple, aligning printer 'forms. 

PGO BG~, OOE 
React:ivate BG execution after 

, mount,ing a new~ spool tape for 
print,er output. 

P~OUIRE Com.:and 
The Pl:NQUIRE command" provides the central 
operat,or with a report, for a specific ~JE, 
lineo,r 'for al,l lines. The status can· be: 
,p,roces,sing, inactive" not initiated, or not 
suppor'ted. 

processing 

inactive 

The remote user has entered a 
valid SIGNON command. In this 
case, the remote-id is displayed 
toget~er with the line statu,s. 

The line has been started by the 
central, operator with a PSTART 
command, but no user is currently 
signed on. ' 

not initiated 
The, line has not'been started by 
the centra,l operator. 

lJ9t supported 
During POWER/VS generation, no 
PLINE macro was specified for this 
line. 

!2!:!!!~~ 

{~f'NQUIREJ {~.~~eaddr} 

lineaddrspecifies~he line address 
associated with the RJE task. Its 
format is: 

cuu or X,I cuu' 

ALL The status of all supported lines 
will be displayed. 

~~mple: 

PINQUIRE' ALL 
Display the status of a~l 
supported lines. ' 

030 PROCESSING 022 
03'1 PROCESSING 150' 
032 PROCESSING 004 
033 NOT INITIATED 
034 INACTIVE 

PRELEASE, Command 

The PREl.EASE command is used to.' take one or' 
more job entries Qutof the hold or leave, 
state and make them available for 
processing., ' "After proces6ing, a job entry' 
originally in, the leave state returns to 
,the ~eave state~ a job entry originally in 
the hold, statai,s deleted from , the queue. 

If a ~RELEASE command is-issued for a 
queue entry that is not in' the hold or 
lea~e state the command is ignored. A job 
entry that is to be printed or punched at a 
terminal cannot be released by the central 
operator. -
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fQrma!: 

{' PRELEASE} {queue, jobname £, j"abnUinber1} 
R queue[,ALL1 

queue, class 
/' queue, *abc ' 

queue 

jobname 

specifies 'the, queue for which the 
corr-mand is to be executed: 

~ST list queue' 
PUN punch queue 
RDR reader queue 

Specifies the n~me by which the 
job entry is known to POWER/VS. 
jobname may be two to eight 
alphameric,characters~ 

I jobnumber 
Specifies 'the number assigned to 
the job entry by POWER/VS. 
jobnumber is one to five digits 
long. The PDISPLAY corrmand can be, 
used to obtain the number. 

ALL All job entries in the specified 
queue are to be' releas~d. 

class 

~xamp!!: 

All job entries of a certain class 
in the specified queue are to be 
released. ' 

All "job entries with the same 
first characters are to be 
released. abc represents any 
combination of up to seven 
alphameric characters. 

PRELEASE LST,PAYROLL 
Release t.-be entry PAYROLL;from the 
list queue. 

PRE LEASE RDR, ALL' 
,Release the ~ntire read,q~eue. 

PRELEASE.LST,*PAY, 
, Release all entries in the list 

queue whose'namesbegin with PAY. 

PR;ESTART Co.uland 
The PRESTART command d~rects the specified 
list/punch task to stop and tc resume ' 

. printing/punching either from the beginning 
of the list/punch entry, or up ,to 9999 ' 
pages Cpr cards) fgrward or backward from 
the point of, interruption. 

The number. of duplicate pages or cards 
written because of a, PRESTART command is 
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sepa~ately cO'unted. and. ,stored in the 
list/punch.accountrecord. A'Page' is· 

",defined as a skip-to'-channel-one. 

If the user sp~cifies io6 farge a 
l:ackward count, or if the operand is 
omitted, printing/punching will:resume from 
the first page/c.rd. If the user specifies 
tob large a forward count,mes~age lQ42 is 
iss:ued. ' 

If PRESTART is used to space :fo.rward for 
printing the en1 of a job first (for 
example, to print totals)~ then the 
disposition of the queueentiy sihould first 
l:e altered toL in order' to preVlent the' 
print job'f~m being deleted from the 
queue. 

Format 

{iRESTART} uraddr[,nJ 

uraddr Specifi-esthe' unitreco:rd 'device' 
address associated with the writer 
,task. ,Its format is: 

cuu or X'cuu' 

n 'Specifies a signed or, u:ns'igned 

Example,: 

,value from 0 to 9999. ,A plus sign 
indicates a forward count, a minm~ 
sign indicates a backward count 
from the last interrupted , 
page(card. No sign, indicates a 
count ,from the beginning. 

PRESTART OOE,-10 
Reprint the previous ten ,pages and 
continue 'to end of output. 

,PSETUP Command 
The PSE~UP command qan be entered only 
after message 1040A,· requesting a special 
form to be mounted, is displayed. It 
causes n pages of spooled list data to be 
printeQ. All printable characters of the 
page are replaced by the character X. 
During the p:r;inting of the n pageis~ the 
operator caw'manually align the print~i 
forms and can reissue PSETUP as many times 
as is necessary. 

The num1:er' of pages printed by PSETUP, 
will I?e counted and· stored. separatel'y in: 
the list aecountrecord. 

When the PGO command is -issued to resume 
printing, the pages are printed again with 
their original contents. . 



PSETUP 

uraddr 

n 

·~!~mE!~: 

l;lraddr£,nl· 

Specifies the unit record devic~ 
associated with the write task; 
Its format is cuu or X'cuu' 

specifies, as one or two.digits, 
the number of pages to be printed. 
If n is .omitted, only one pag~ is 
printed. 

PSET·UP OOE, 2 
Print t~opages·to allow forms 
alignment. 

Th~n, PGO OOE 

1st 

Page~ are printed again'with their 
,original dontents. ~rinting 
continues. 

xxx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

xxxx xxx xx' 

xxxxxxxxx 

Page xxx xxxx.xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

2nd 
Page~ 

1ST 
Pagel 

2nd 
PagEl 

x xxxx 

xxxx·~xx xx 

xxx.xx xxxxxxxx-xxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xx~xxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

o;x x~xx 

~AY 'I'O THE ORDER OF ••••••••• ~ ONE EMPLOYEE' 

SEPT, 30, 14 

.••• 123.45. 

ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-THREE AND ----'-,---------~--. .:.-~---~------ QS/l00DOLLARS 

• 2001 

PAY· 'l'0 THE ORDER OF •••••••• ~ • ANO'l'HER EMPLOYEE 

SEPT 30, 14 

••• 543.21 

FIVE HUNDRED 'FORTY-THREE AND ---~----.;..-- ... ------------------ 21/100 DOLLARS 

. # 2002 
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PSTART Command 

This commarid starts a POWER/VS task or 
brings a partition under control of 
POWER/VS. 

The task and RJEformats are used to 
start reader/writer tasks and RJE tasks, 
respectively •. The partition format is used 
to place a partition under POWER/VS 
~ontrol. 

POWER/VS requires a programmer logical 
unit ~or each unit record device, each 
spool tape, or each .RJE line specified in a 
PSTART command. If'no freeLUB is 
available' in the POWER/VS partition4 a 
message is displayed and the command is 
ignored. 

F0,X"ma!:; 

For the special' format of the PSTART 
command that applies to diskette RDR tasks, 
refer to Format of PSTART Command for 3540 
~~der Tasks,~later-In-thIS-sectIon:------

I {PsSTART} {task,uraddr['Cl~SS]('bUfnO] 
. task,uraddr,tapeaddr } 

partition(,class] [,outputclass] . 
RJE,liriea4dr[,password] 

task Specifies the task to be started 
as RDR, LST, or PUN. 

RPR readertas~ 
LST = list task. 
PUN = punch task 

When a·reader task is started, , 
input entries are built from the 
input data. When a writer task is 
started, output entries are 
processed in priority within 
class. 

uraddr Specifies the unit record device 
address associated with the . 
reader/writer tas~! Its format is 
either: . 

cuu or x'cuu' 

bufno This parameter applies- only to 
card-reader tasks and specifies 
the number of buffers used to read 
in cards. 1 or 2 can be used. If 
omitted, 1 is'assumed. 

lineaddr 
Specifies the line address 
associated with the RJE task. Its 
fornat is either: . 

cuu or X'cuu' 
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J?assword 

class 

Specifies the address of the tape 
unit on which a spool tape is 
mounte~. Its form~t is: 

X'cuu' 

Only list and punch tasks can be 
started from a tape. . If the tape 
is not recognized as a spool tape, 
a message isif,Jsued.arid. the 
command is iqnored. 

When an RJE.lineis start~ed a 
pas-Sword' can be,setfortheline 
by the central" operator. This 
password can be any comblnation of 
up. to eightalphame'ric characters. 
A default p~sswor~ is defined . . 
during POWERiVS generation, and is 
used if no, password: is specified· 
by thecent:ral, operator. I.f. ·the 
password is specified in the 
PSTAR'l' command, this password~l.s 
in effectunt.'il aPS'l'OP.commandi.s 
issued. ·If a password is set, a 
remote.operator must. use it,to 
sic;JI'i .. on. 

The meaning of this parameter 
depends on. the. type of task to be 
started. 

For a ~riter task, .cla.s's defines 
the output' classfes) upon which 
the task,operates. Up to four 
classes can be'designated by 
specifying,one to four alphabetic 
characters from A through z. rhe 
order specified. is t.heorderin 
which the classes will be 
processed. .Ifno class parameter 
is specified# only class A is. 
selected. 

For a.reader 't:.ask, class defines 
the inpUtc~ass that is assigned 
to all jobs witho~t.a class 
specification in their.' $$.JOB 
cards, when no * $$ CTLstaternent 
is in effect. It may be specified 
as an alphameric.character from A 
through Z or from o through 4. If· 
no class ~parameter is specified, 
class defaults to A. 

For a parti tion,'class defines the 
input class(es) that ·can be 
execUted in this partition. Upto 
four classes can be designated by 
specifying 'oneto four alphameric 
characters from A through Z or ' 
frpm 0 through 4. Theorder 
spec! fi'ed is the order in "'hich 
the classes will be executed. If 



no class is specified, ~nly job 
entries with mat~hingpartition

. type (0-4) input class are 
selcected., 

~2!:~~: Only one of the classes 
specified in the partition-form of 

'a PBTART command can be·a 
partition-type class (that is, 
d-Q), and the partition-type cl~ss 
$pecified must match the partition 
being started. For example, 
PST1\RT F2,AC2. 

partition, , 
Specifies the partit10n.to be 
brought under PO~ER/VS control as: 

BG, F4, F3~ F2, or F1 , 

If t:he partition specified is 
already controlled 'by POWER/VS, 
the PSTART command acts as a 
rio~mal AR START. If the partition 
is not under POWER/VS control, the 
PSTART command firstbrihg~ it 
under control of POWER/VS and then 
perf:orms the AR START function. 

It,the partition to be placed 
undE!r POWER/VS control is sti 11 
actlve, or not supported 1:y the 
DQSI'VS system, or if i tdoes not 
have lower priority than the' 
POWER/VS partition, a message is 
issued and the command is ignored. 

outputclass 

§~!!!f:!£§': 

This parameter can 1:e used to 
specify th~ class of a POWER/VS 
job's printed 6r punched output if 
* $$ LST or * $$ PUN statements 
were omitted. It can 1:e any 
alpbabetic character. 

PSTART RDR,odc,2 
St~rt r~ader task orr X~OOC·. 
Assign class 2 to all jobs without 
specific class assignment. 

PSTART LST,OOE,AB 
Start list task for class A and B. 

S PUN,00D,X'285' 
'Sta.rt tape punch task on X· OOD" 
froIT. tape mounted on 285. 

PSTART BG 
Bring BG under control of 
POWER/VS. select input class 0 
only. 

PSTART Fl,AB 
Bring F1 under cohtrol of 
POWER/VS. Select input classes A 
and B only. 

PSTART RJE,030,TORONTO 
Start RJE task on line 030 . 
TORONT8 is the security password. 

F6rmat of PSTARr Command for 3540 Reader 
Ta§~§---------------------------'------'--

The following format of the PSTART command 
'is to be used to start a reader task that 
rr~rges a 3540 diskette file ~ith input 
1:eing read from the card reader. 

{~START}RDR,uraddr[,ClaSS],Uraddr 

where the first physical unit number 
(uraddr,Xlcuu' or ~uu) is the address of 
the card reader and thesecorid one the 
address of the 3540 diskette. 

The format of the PSTART command to 
start a reader ,task that reads both job 
control statements and data from a 3540 
diskette is as follows: 

{ PSTART}RDR,uraddr[,ClaSS]["f~le-~d'] S ", f~le-~d 

~~umber-of-diskettes][,s][,V] 

uraddr specifies the phy~ical unit 
number (X'cuu' or cuu) of the 
3540 1iskette. 

~file-id' specifies the file name as it 
file-id appears in the HDR1labei on the 

3540 1iskette. This name must be 
id~ntical' with the file 
identifier~ passed in the DLBL 
statement when the file was 
c"reated. Blank characters are 
allowed in the file name if it is 
speci~ied in quotes. 

number-of~diskettes 

s 

Specifies the maximum number of 
diskettes to be read. One to 
three digits. can be specified. 
Allowed values are 1 to 255. The 
default ~alue is 1. Reading 
stops after the specified number 
of diskettes are processed, or 
after reading a diskette whose 
HDR1 label indicated that it was 
th~ last volume of the file. 

specifies whether volume sequence 
c~ecking is desired. .If omitted, 
no sequence checking will take 
place. Sequence numbers must 
star~with 1 and must be 
incremented by '1, up to a maximum 
of 99. 
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v Specifies that a check on file 
verification is requested. If 
file verification had been 
performe1 on the diskette.f~le,· 
the verify field in the HDR1 
label was set to 'V-. If 'V'~is 
specified and the verify field in 
the HDRl label was not set to 
'V'. the file is rejected at open 
time. If 'V' is not specified, 
the verify field in the HDRi 
label is~ignored during 
processing. 

Job control statements and data are both on 
one 3540 diskette ~ile (SYSIN). 

PSTART RDR,X'00B',B,'MYFIIE',31 

Start reader. task on X'O'OB'. Reading stops 
after 31 diskettes are processed or after 
reading ~ diSkette that does not have a 
continuation indicator in lts HDRl label. 
Assign class B to all jobs ~ithout specific 
plass assignment. . 

PSTOP Command 
~hePSTOP co~~arid terminates d POWER/VS 
task or releases a partition ~~om ~ontrol 
of POWER/VS. 

When a reader task is stopped, further 
input processing is terminated, and the 
current reade~ entry is not placed in the 
input queue.' ---

When a writer task is stopped, further 
output processing is terminated, but the 
current job entry segment is n21 deleted 
from the output queue. When a writer task 
is restarted, processing of the entry 
starts either at the first record or the 
next record of the same job ~ntry segment, 
or starts by processing the next job entry, 

. depending on the parameters specified in 
the PSTOP corrmand. 

For reader/writer or RJE tasks, POWER/VS 
acknowledges the PSTOP command with a 
message at .both the central location and at 
the terminal. 

{ PpSTOP} {Uraddr[,EOJ ] 
,RESTART } 

partition 
lineaddr[,EOJl 

uraddr Specifies the unit record device 
address associated with the 
reader/writer task being stopped: 

. cuu or X·cuu' 
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EOJ Comman1 to stop the task when it 
has completed proc'essingthe 
current job entry_ Thi:3 parameter 
should always be specified for RJE 
tasks, unles~ an ~mergency occurs. 

RESTART Specifies that when the task is 
started again, processing of the 
stoppe1 job entry will begin at 
the record following the last one 
processed before' the PSTOP command 
was issued. RESTART applies O~ly 
to output processing. . 

~Qt~: If RESTART is not specified 
along with uraddr, processing will 
begin at th~ first record of the 
current job entry when this task 
is started again (via PSTART). 

partition 

linea'ddr 

Specifies the POWER/VS controlled 
partition· to be stopped as: 

EG, F4, F3, F2, or F1 

Wh&n a partition is stopped by a 
PSTOP command it is also released 
by POWER/VS. 

This form of the PSTOP command is 
not effective u~til processing of 
the current reader entry is 
completed. 

After the partition is release1 by 
POWER/VS, SYSRDR and all 
assignments to POWER/VS controlled 
devices for this partition are 
released. (It is your 
responsibility to reassign these 
devices when the partition is 
restarted.) The partition can now 
be started as s normal batch 
.partition. To restart it as a 
POWER/VS controlled par·ti tion/the 
DOS/VS STOP or UNBATCH co.mmand 
should be issued,- follolrJed by a 
PSTART command. 

Specifies the line address 
.associated with the RJE task. It 
has the format: 

cuu or X'cuu' 

PSTOP OOE,EOJ 

PSTOP F3 

Stop writer task operating on OOE 
after completion of the ~urrent 
list ent:r:Y. 

Release F3 from control ·of 
POWER/VS after proc,essing. of the 
current reader entry is completed • 



PSTOP OOD,R~START 
Stop writer task operating on 000. 

,When the 'task is rest'arted, 
processing of the stopped, entry 
,contin~esat thepoirit~f ' 

, inteirupti9n • ' 
PSTOP 010 ", ' 

,'Stop theRJE task operating on 
line030"immed~~telY~If this 
ta.sk is reading ,tPE:! input records 
al:ready processed are lost. If , 
this, task is writing, Qutputstarts 
from' the first, record of ,the list 
Em·try ,when the task is restarted. 

,PO'WER/VSRJE Terminal Commands 

,~m()te j,ol:) 43ntry otJE) is an extension of 
, POW]~R/VS and allows the user to submit jobs 
fro~ remotelo~ations via IBM 2770. ,2780, 
3141, or 3710 te~minal~ fbi processing ata 
central,installationunder DOS/VS. 

~~he centl~al installation and the 
,terDnl.nals eml' communicate through messages 
and commander., 'POWER/VS broadcas't lI'essages 

,(nQ,ALLUSERS-type) and responses to 
POWl~R/liS terminal commands are sen,,; to the 
remc)te opersltor in the format of lJ.st 
out~lUt. 'ThE!y are stored' in v~rtual storage 
~nd automatic~lly printed (and subse~uently 
delE!ted)whE!never the line is available for 

"prirlt opera~',ions. 

lU:,LUSERS-type broadcast' messages are 
stoI'ed in vi.rtual storage. 'fhey are 
dis;playedonlytipon reque~t. 

t ' If an I/O error occurs, RJE will write 
, ' SYS~EC.records to the,rE:!corder file~ 

FUNCT!ON OF POWER/VS RJE TERMI,NAL COMMANDS 

1;lOWER/VS RJE commands are used ,to control 
job entries that are entered at a termLnal 
for processing at a central installation. 
There are four types of commands: 

I!!u!!!!l!!_£2!l!:!:QL£Q!!!!!!!!!!g~ are used to start 
and stop user sessions. 

!!!1L!!!2!!!g~;~m:!:_£Qm!!!2!!g2 are only 
ap~licable to an RJE writer task. The RJE 
reader taSk is started by the central 
operiator when he brings up the lirte" and 
~~s operatiolrl is controlled by the system 
as are execution ~rocessors. 

~B~B~-!!!~!!29~!!!~!!~_£2!!!m~!!~2 are only 
applicable to jObs that are submittep by or 
routed to the same remote-id as the one 
issu'ing the command. " 

Mis£~!!2n~2_£Q!!!!!!!!!Q2 print the page 
layouts or transmit 'messages. 

, ,Eorm!:!:~Q!-EQ~gE~Y§_E~~_~~';:!!!!!!~!_£Q!!!!!!!!!!g~ 

POWER/VS RJE terminal commands are ,eflter.ed 
on punched cards through the reader at !=-he 
terminal~' They mU$t be submitted outside 

,POWER/VS job'boundaries, otherwise they are 
treated 'as user data. ' 

Each RJE command cons,ists of the 
following fi~lds: 

1 Id~niificat{on field:, Contains * in 
columil-'r;-Elailk-Incolumn 2, and ... 
(periods) in co~umns 3 and 4. Column 5 

must be blank. 

2 QE~';:!!:!:!Q!!_!!~!.g: specifies the RJE 
command. Must be preceded, by one or 
more blanks in column 5. At'least one 
blank rrust separate the operation and 
operand field. ' 

3 QE~!!lU!~!~: Contains one or mOre 
paramet~rs, separated by commas. At 
least one blank must separate the 
operand field ahd the comments field. 

4 £Q~m~!!ts_!!~i~:Maycontain any 
information considered helpful by the 
.user. lContinuation of the comments 
field ,is !!Q~ allowed. 

The operation fi'eld,operarid field, and 
comments ~ield must be contained within 
columns 6 thrQugh 71. ColUmn 72 must be 
blank.' ' 

5 §~gB~n£~!!~i~: Sequence numbers are 
useful when a number of commands with 
the same operation code are submitted 
from a terminal. Columns 79 and 80 are 
return~d in diagnostic messages. 

12~£!:!E:!:!sm~Q!_fQ~~R!:~§_E~~_!~!:!!!!~~i 
£Q!!!m2m!~ , ' 

Figure 10 shows ali valid terminal 
commands. 

The followin~ pages describe all RJE 
termin~l'commands in alphabetical order. A 
summary of these commands is contained in 
8EE~!!~!~....:£· 
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r-------------T--------T-----------------------.---------------------------------~.~------"t 

ITYFe ICommand 10peration I 
~-------------+--------+------------------~----------------------~---------------·~---~--i 
ITerminal ISIGNON IStart a user session I 
I control ISIGNOFF lTerminate a use~ session I 
~-------------+--------+---:_-----------------------------~---------------'!"'-----·--·-------i 
ITask IST~RT IStart a writer or resuroe message receipt I 
I management I STOP IStop a writer or stop rressage receipt I 
I IFLJSH IFlush an active job I 
I I REST~RT I Restart a writer entry I 
I I GO I Reacti vate a task waiting I 
~-------------+--~-----+--------------------------~------'!"'----------------------------~-i 
I Queue IDISPLAY IDisplay jot'status I 
I management I ALTER I~lter jot attributes I 
I I DELETE IDelete a job or a message I 
I I RELEASE. I Release a job I 
~-------~-----+--------+-------------------------------------------------------~--------i 
I MiscellaneouslBRDCST ITransmit a message I 
I I SETUP IPrint page layout I L _____________ ~ ________ ~ _________ ~-----------------~--_________________________________ , J 

Figure 10. POWER/VS RJE'Terrrinal Commands 

ALTER Command 
The ALTER command is issu~d to change the 
various operands of a job entry after it 
has been logged in POWER/VS. The operands 
are the same as those specified in the * $$ 
JOB, * $$ LST, and * $$ PUN statements and 
have the same format. Any number of 
operands can be modified by one command. 
However, the remote user can alter 
attributes of only those jobs that were 
sutmitted by himself or were routed to him. 

,If an input queue entry is specified and 
an execution processor is currently proces
sing this entry, messaie lR88I is issued. 

The priority of an ent~y in the reader 
'qtieue is identical to that of th. 
corresponding entries in the writer queues. 
On the other hand~ disposition and class 
may be totally different in ciorresFon::1ing 
reader and list/punch queue entries, since, 
ineut disposition ,and class are defined in 
the ~ $$ JOE statement, whereas output 
disposition and class are defined in ,the 
* $$ LST"and * $$ PUN statements. 

The 60PY ~nd REMOTE operands apply to 
the output only. When applied to a reader 
entry, they are ignored. 'If a,writer entry 
i~ specified in the ALTER cOIT-mand and a 
writer task is currently processing the 
entry, qnly the number-of-copies can be 
altered. If any other parameter is 
specified, message lR88I is issued and the 
command is ignored. The same message is 
issued if th~ outpu~ is segmented and the 
first segment is already deleted from the 
output qll,eue. 

No confirmative message is issued after 
the ALTER command. DISPLAY can te used for 
verification. 
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* .. ALTER queue 
{

jObname[,jObnUmberl

l ALL 

queue 

*abc . 
class! 

[, PRI=priorityl 
[,DISP=dispositionl 
[, CL~SS=class21 
[~COPY=number-of-copiesl 
[,REMOrE=remidl 

$pecifies the queue for which the 
comman::1 is to be executed: 

LST list queue 
PUN = punch queue 
RDR = read queue 

jobname Specifies the name ty which the 
queue entry is known to POWER/VS. 
jobname can be two to eight 
alphameric characters. 

jobnumber 

ALL 

I *atc 

classl 

specifies the number assigned to 
the queue entry by POWER/VS. rhe 
jobnumber may be one to five 
digits long. The DISPLAY command 
may be used to obtain the 
jobnumber. 

Alltob entries in the specified 
queue are to be ,altered. 

All job entries with the same 
first chara~ters are to be 
,altere::1. abc repre,sentsany 
combination of up to severi 
alphameric characters. 

All job entries of a cert:ain class 
are to be alte~ed in the specified 
queue. 



prio"r:ity Specifies the priority of the job 
entry. Priority-is sp~cified as a 
single digi~ from 0 to 9. Nine is 
the highest priority. 

disposition 

ciass2 

remid: 

Can be specified as H for hold, -K 
for keep after processing, L ,for 
leave, or D for delete after 
processing. 

Can be specified as any alphabetic 
character from A through z. Also~ 
specifications from 0 through 4 
are allowed for input classes. 

Can be specified as any number 
from 0 tb 200. 0 indicates the 
central location. 

Only the'~O remote-id can be 
modif ied with an AL'IER corrmand, 
the FROM remote-id cannot be 
modified. 

numtE~r-of- co!:i es 

~~~!!!12!.~: 

Specifies the number of copies to 
be produc~d after the command is 
issuedi including the one in 
pro9ress. 

* •• ALTER LST,PAYROLL,DISP=D,CI.ASS=B 
Alter the disposition of the 
output of jobPAYRCI.L to,D, and 
alter the class to B. 

BRI)CST Cc)mmand 
The BRDCST command enables the remote 
operator to communicate with the certtral 
opera'torand other remote users. Messages 
can be submitted for one specific user or 
for all users. 

Messages.for specific remote-ides are 
displayed at once (if the terminal is ready 
to receive the message). 

ALLUSERS-typ~ messages are queued in 
virtual storage and displayed at the user's 
request only (DISPLAY message). 

* •• BRDCST remid.'text' 

remid specifies the remote-id to which 
thE! corrmand applies. Remote users 
can ,be id~ntified by numbers from 
1 to 200. A specification of 0 
indicates the central location, 
and a specification of ALLUSERS 
.indicates all users. 

'text 

~!~!!!E!.~§': 

Specifies the text of the message. 
The message can consist of from 1 
to 59 characters enclosed in 
single quotation marks. A single 
quotation mark withih t~e message 
must be'written as two quotation 
marks. 

* ;. BRDCS~ 150, 'Payroll will'be 
completed in 30 min.' 

Broadcast the message to the user 
whose'remote-id is 150. 

* •• BRDCST 0, 'Inventory is finished' 
Broadcast the messag~ to the 
central operator. 

DELETE Command 
The DELETE command is used to remove one or 
more job entr{es from the specified queue. 
Jot entries beingprosessed by an execution 
processor or write task are not affected by 
this command. rhe remote uqer can delete 
only jobs or messages that were submitted 
by himself or were routed to him. 

* •• DELETE queu.e .. ,jobn~~e[jobnumber]l 
queue, ALL . 

queue 

jobname 

queue, class 
queue,'*abc 
MSG [, n] 

Specifies the queue for which the 
com~and is to be executed: 

LST : list queue 
PUN pun6h queue 
RDR read queue 

specifies the name by which the 
job entry is known to POWER/VS .. 
Jobname can be two to eight 
alphameri~ ·characters. 

jobnumber 

ALL 

class 

*abc 

spetifies the number assigned to 
the job entry POWER/VS. The job
number is from one to five digits 
long. The DISPLAY 60mmand ca~ be 
used to obtain the jobnumber. 

All job entries are to be deleted 
from the specified queue~ 

All job entries of a cert~in' class 
are to be deleted from the ' 
specified queue. . 

~IL job entries with the same 
first n characters are to be 
deleted. abc r~presents any 
combination of up to seven 
alphameric characters • 
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MSG[,n] ALLUSERs-type message is ~o be 
deleted, ~here n is the message 
number. The message number can be 
obtained with a DISPLAY MSG 
command. If n is omitted, all 
ALLUSERS-type messages that wete 
entered from this remote-id are 
deleted. ALLUSERS-type messages 
can only be deleted by their 
originator or by the central 
operator. 

* •. DELETE RDR,ALL 
D~lete the ~n~ire reader queue. 

* •• DELErE LST,B 
De~ete all entries in the list 
queue with a class:of B. 

* •• DELETE MSG 
Delete all ALLUSERS-type messages 
entered by this remote-ide 

DISPLAY Command 

he DISPLAY. command provides the remote 
perator with a status report of the 

specified job entry or entries. The remote 
operator can only display the status of 
jobs that he submitted himself or that have 
been routed to him. 

Each job entry is represented by one 
line containing the following items: 

r----------------------------T------------, 
1 Items 1 Characters 1 
~----------------------------t-~---------~~ 
1 jobname 1 8 1 
1 jobnumber 1 5 1 _ 
1 pr-iority 1 11 
1 disposition 1 1 1 
I" class 1 1 I 
1 FROM remote-id 1 3 1 
1 TO remote- id 1 3 1 
I number-of-records/pages 1 6 1 

number-of-copies 1 2 1 
forms-number 1 4 1 L ____________________________ L ____________ J 

The last four items are displayed for' 
output only. For punch output, ihe number 
of records is displayed, whereas for list 
output the number of pages is displayed. 

Each line of tpe status report starts 
with the ~ess~ge number 1R46I. If the 
status report is made up of entries from 

tfferent queues, the qu~ue name is printed 
!fbre t~e first job entry is displayed. 
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The dispositionrof a job entI"y may 
appear asH for hold, K foikeep after 
processing, L for leave, 0 for delete after 
processing, or as an * if ~n execution 
processor or a write task is-currently 
processing the entry." 

The class can appear as an alphameric 
character from Ato Z, or from 0 to 4. The 
remote-id- is displayed as a number from 001 
to ~OO if the job is entered from a 
terminal or if the output is routed to a 
terminal. The re~ote-id of the central 
location (000) is not printed in the status 
report. 

If a write task is processing an entry 
whep the DISPLAY command is entered, 
number-of-copies is the number of copies 
left to be produced, including the one in 
progress. The number-of-records/pages is' 
the nuwber of records or pages left to b~ 
produced. _ The operator can use 1:hif; 
information to determine whether to stop-a 
write task Or let it continue until the 
current entry is completed. 

Output from the DISPLAY command is 
stored in virtual storage, and is 
transmitted as soon as the line becomes 
available for write operations. . 

!2!:!!!~~ 

* .. DISPLAY qrieue,jobname[,jobnumber] 

queue 

job name 

jobnumber 

queue [ , ALL] 
queue, HOLD 
queue, FREE 
qrieue,*abc 
queue, class 
ALL' 
HOLD 
FREE 
*abc 
MSG 

Spec'ifies the -queue for ~ihi.ththe 
DISPLAY command is to be executed: 

LST list queue 
PUN = punch queue 
RDR- re,ad queue 

Specifies the name by which the' 
job entry is known to POWER/VS; 
The jdbname can be two to eight' 
alphameric characters. 

Specifies"the number assigned to 
the job entry by POWER/VB. ,The 
jobnumber is one to five digits 
long. 



ALL 

HOLD 

FREE 

Requests the status of all entries class 
in the specified queue. If the 

. queue parameter is not specifi~d, 
·status information on all entr.ies 
in ~11 qtieues is displayed. 

'Requests the staius of all entries 
in the specified queue that·a~e 
!!ot ava:i;lable for processing (that · •. abc 
is, in hold state or leave state). 
Ifth~ queu~ parameter is !!Q~ 
specified, status information is 
displayed on all such ~ntries. 

Requests the status of all entries 
in the specified querie that are . 
available for processing (~hat is, 
in keep-after-processing'state or 
delete~af~er-processing state). "SG 
If the queue parameter ~s not 
specified, status information is 
displayed on all such entries. 

Requests the status of all job 
entries in the queue with the 
s~ecified class. The class can be 
specified as an alphameric 
character from A through Z, or 
from 0 to 4. 

Requests ~he status of all ~ntii~s 
having the first. characterb of 
their jobnamesin common~ abci, 
represents any combination of from 
one to seven characters. If the 
queue parameter is nQ~ specified, 
status information is displayed 
for.all queues. 

Regties~s the display of all 
AILUSERS~type messages that hav~ 
been entered~ together with their 
originators. 

d all DISPLAY THE STATUS OF ALL ENTRIES IN ALL QUEUES 
Fl lR46I READER QUEUE P D C FROM 
Fl lR46I VERA02 00003 3 D 4 022 
Fl lR46I VERAll 00012 3 0 4 004 
Fl lR46I VERAOl 00002 3 K B 015 
Fl lR46I VERA03 00004 3 D B 012 
Fl lR46I VERA04 00005 3 D B 005 
Fl lR46I VERA05 00006 3 D B 004 
Fl lR46I VERA06 00007 3 D B 000 
Fl lR46I VERA07 00008 3 D B 000 
Fl lR46I VERA08 00009 3 .. P 003 
Fl lR46I VERA09 00010 3 D P 011 
Fl lR46I VERA13 00014 3 D P 009 
Fl lR46I VERA10 00011 2 D P 006 
Fl lR46I AUTONAME 00013 1 D' Q 010 
Fl lR46I LIST QUEUE P D C FROM TO PAGES CC FORM 
Fl lR46I VERA08 00009. 3 D X 003 000 4 1 
Fl lR46I PUNCH QUEUE N01HtNG TO DISPLAY 
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FLUSH Command 

The FLUSH corrmand is used to discontinue 
the job entry currently being processed by 
an RJE writer task. 

When the writer task is flushed, further 
output processing is terminated for this 
POWER/VS job, and the writer entry is 
deleted, unless HOLD is specified. 

FLUSH is invalid when applied to an 
inactive task. Also, FLUSH can only be 
issued for a task that has been interrupted 
by the remote or central operator or by an 
action-type POWER/VS message~ 

* .. FLUSH 
{
task } 

task 

HOLD 

task, HOLD 

Specifies the task to be deleted 
as 1ST or PUN. 

Specifies that the corresponding 
writer entry is not to be deleted, 
but put in the hold qtate. ' 

* FLUSH.PUN 
Delete the punch entry 
currently being punched. 
Continue'with the next 
entry. 

* .. FLUSH LST,HOLD 
Skip the list entry 
cu~rently being printed, but 
do not delete it from the 
queue. Continue with the 
next entry. 

GO Command 
'The GO command is used tb reactivate a 
writer task after receiving the "mount 
forws" message. (Message number lQ40A.) 

* .. GO task 

task Specifies the task to be 
reactivated as LST or PUN. 

GO LST 
Reactivate the list task. 
The proper forms have been 
mounted. 
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RELEASE Command 

The RELEASE command is used to take one or' 
rrore job entries out of the hOld, or leave 
state and make them available for 
processing. After processing, a jo~ ~ntry 
originally in the leave state returns to 
the leave state; a job in the hold state is 
deleted from the queue. 

If a RELEASE command is issued for a jOb 
entry that is not in the hold state or 
leave state, a message is issued and th~ 
command is ignored. 

T~e remote user can release only those 
jobs th~t were submitted by himself'or were 
routed to him. 

Forin~~§! 

'* •• RE, tEASE{q, ueue, j,Ob, name [, jObnUmberl,}' 
queue [ , ALLl 

, queue, class . , 
. queue, *abc, 

queue Specifies the queue for which the 
command is to be executed: 

LST list queue 
PUN, punch 'queue 
RDR read queue 

jobname' Specifies ,the name by which the 
, jOb entry if! known to POWER/VS. 
The jobname'can be two to eight 
alphameric characters. 

jobnumber , 

ALL 

class 

*abc 

spec'ifies the nutnberas:signed to 
the job entry by POWER/VS. The 
jobnumber is one ,to five digits 
long. The DISPLAY command can be 
used to obtain the number. 

All job entries aietb be released 
from the specified queue. 

All job entries of a certain class 
are to'be'released from the 
specified queue. 

All job entries with the same 
first char~cters are to be 
released. abc represents any 
combination of up to seven 
alphameric characters. 



* RELEASE, LST,PA~ROI.I. 
,Release the entry. PAYROLL 
from list.-- queue. 

* •• RELEASE RDR,AI.I. 
Release the ~ntire read 
queue. 

* •. RELEASE LST,*PAY 
Re1eas~ all ~ntries in the 
list queue that begin with 
PAY. 

RESTART C!oinmand 
The RESTART command direct$ theRJEw:a;iter 
task to discontinue printing or punching 
imme<'iiatetyand to'resume output ,from a 
specified point. A list writer can resu~~ 
~rinting from either the beginning of th~ 
list entry, or up to 9~99 pages forward or 
backward from the interrupted page. A 
punch ,writer c'an resume punching from 
eithE:!r the bE!ginning of the" punch entry, or 
up to 9999 cards forward or backward. 

The numbel~ of duplicated, pages printed 
or cards punched because of a RESTART 
,~ommand is separately counted and stored in 
th~'lis~ account record Cjf cre~ted)~ , 

RESTART is invalid when applied to an 
inact:ive tas}~. Also, RESTART is only 
~pplicable to a ta~k that has been ' 
intel~rupted t:y the operator or by an 
~ction-t7pe POWER/VS message. 

* 

task 

n 

RESTART 
{ task } 
task,n 

Specifies the task to be restarted 
asI.ST or I>UN. 

Specifies a signed or unsigned 
value from 0 to 9999.' A plus sign 
indicates the number of pages or 
cards forward and a minus sign 
indicates the number of pages or 
cards backward from the;last 

interrupted page or Oard. No sign 
indicates a specified page or card 
count from the beginning. 

If the operand i$ omitted or is 
too large a backward count~ outprit 
resumes ~from the first page or " 
,card. If too large a forward 
. count is~ specified, message lQ42I 
is issued and the command in 
ignored. . 

. ••• RESTART LST,·-10 
Reprint 'the previous ten 
pages and continue to the 
end 'of output. 

SETUP Command 
The SETUP command can be entered only afteI 
reessage lQ4bA requesting a special forms 
mount is displayed. It causes n pages of 
spooled list data to be printed. All 
printable characters of the pagea're 
replaced by the character X. During the 
printing of the npages~ th. operator can 

. manually align the,. pr:inter forms. 

The number' of pages printed by SETUP an: 
counted and stored separately in the list 
account record •. 

When the GO command is issued to ~esume 
printing, the pages ~reprinted again with 
their original dontents. 

••• SETUP LST[,nl 

LST,n 

~~mE!g: 

One or two digits that specify the 
number of pages to be printed. If 
n is omitted, only one page is 
printed. 

••• SETUP LST,2 
Print two pages to allow forms 
alignme.nt. 
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xxxx xxx xx 

xxx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
1st 
Page XXx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 

X xxxx 

xxxx xxx xx 

~xx xx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxx xxxxxxxx ~xxxxxxxx 

2nd 
Page xxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx'xx xxxxxxx 

x xxxx 

SEPT 30, 7lJ 

PAY TO THE ORDER OF ••••••••.•• ONE EMPLOYEE ***123 .. lJ5 
1ST 
Page ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-THREE and -----~------~-~--------------~ lJS/100 DOLLARS 

* 2001 

PAY TO THE ORDER OF •••••••••• ANOTHER EMPLOYEE 

SEPT 30, 7lJ 

***543.21. 
2nd 
Page FIVE HUNDRED FORTY-THREE AND ------------------~--~------~- 21/100 DOLLARS 

# 2002 

SIGNOFF Command 
The SIGNOFF command informs the system that 
the remote operator will terminate the 
sessiorf at the next end-of-file condition 
on the reader. PO~ER/VS_will disconnect 
the terminal from the system, stop any 
active writers, and prepare the line for 
other terminals to sign on. 

Note: A terminal is forced to sign off 
when it has been idle for a number of 
minutes, as defined during POWER/VS 
generation. 

* .. SIGNOFF (no operand) 

~!~!!!E!~: 

.* •• SIGNOFF. Terminate a session. 
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{ SIGNON Command 

The ~IGNON command identifi~s the terminal, 
and makes the logical connection between -
the terminal and the System. It must be 
the firs't card submitted from thE~ terminal 
after the line is started by the central 
operatoJ;. It ·can also besubmitt:ed during 
the course of the session~ ip w~ich case-it 
ter~inates the current sessio~ and 
initiates the next session. 

The operator- must-use the rem()te-id
assigned to him during POWER/VS generation, 
since the terminal characteristics are 
defined in relation· to this remo1~e-id. I'f 
the same remote-id is used to si9n onto 
another terminal with different hardware 
characteristics, the results are 
unpredictatle. ' 



The secur:itypasswordmust match the 
pass\,ord set for 'the line by the central 
opercltor. If the central operator did not 
specify a pal3swordwhen the line was, 
star1t:ed, it IllUst match, ,the password set for 
the ,line during POWER/VS gen~ration. If no 
pass"ord is' set for the lin~, the password 
parameter, can' be'omitted. ' 

..... fi SIGNON l:'eIilid [, password) 
[~user-information) 

re~id Sp~~i~ies the'remote~id assi~ned 
to't.he terminal during POWER/VS 
gen(!ration. Remote users are 
identified by numbers, from 1 to 
200,. 

pass1liord 
Spe~ifies the, password set for the 
l.intg by the cent,ral operator, or 
set duringPOWER/VS' generation. 
It,l::an be any combination of up to 
eight alphameric characters. 

user-information 

~xamiQ!~: 

Consists of Up to sixteen bytes of 
user information, which 'are, moved, 
to the line account record. 'This 
inft)rmatiori ,is punched in coiunms 
56 to 71-

Notle: An invalid SIGNON co~mand 
rs:rnterpreted'as'a SIGNOFF 
com:rand., ,The terltJinal is 
disconnected if it is on a 
switched line. 

... •• SIGNON 002;, SECRET 
'Sig~ on at a terminal with 
'remc::>te-id 002 and password SECRET. 

STA,RT CODlmand 

The, STARt cOlfiunand is used to initiat,e an 
RJE '~ritert,ask (writer). The RJE reader 
task (reader'r,' is 'controlled only l:;y the 
~en~tal operator. 

The. remote operator must enter a START 
command in, order to receive his output.', 
POWER/VS does ilot send unsolicited output 
to' any terminaL ' 

A START command is 'inval~dwhen applied 
to an active task. The START'command is 
also'used to resume messag,e re,ceipt (broad-:
cast an,d, system messages). ..... S'IART MSG 
is onlymsaningful if an ••• STOP MSG was 
given previously. -(Refer to the STOP 
command.) 

••• 

task 

class 

MSG 

START {,ta~k ' ,',} task, class 
MSG ' 

Specifies the task to be started 
aSLST or PUN. Writerentr:1.es are 

'processed on afirst.;.hl,' first.-out 
basis within priority, within 
class.' -

Defines the output,class(es) upon 
which ,the, task is to operate. up' 
to' four classel? can be, designated 
l:;y specifying one to four, 
al~habetic characters fro~ A 
through Z. The order specified~s 
the order in which the classes 
will be pro'cessed. If no clasfi, 
parameter is specified, only class 
A is selected. 

Specifies -that all subsequent 
messages directed' ,to this te,rminal 
are to be accepted (printed). 

Examples: 

••• START PUN' 
Start punch task for classA. 

••• START LST,AB, 
Start list task "for classes A and 
B.' 

STOP Command 

The STOP comman::1 is used tot.erminate an 
RJE writer task. The terminal operator 
cannot contro~the operation of an RJE 
reade:r task. 

A STOP command is invalid' when aPplied
to an inactive task. The S'l'OP command is 
also'used to cause broadcast messagel?'to be 
ignored (not accepted). A~ter STOP' M~G, 
all messages (broadqast-and system} for 
this user are discarded. 

... .. 

task 

EOJ 

5TOPtask 

{
task, EOJ· 1 

. task, RESTART' 
MSG . 

St:ecifies the task tO-'be stopped. 
LST or PUN are the valid entries. 

Specifies that the task will not 
stop until it has co~plet~d 
processing the current entry. 
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,-

R~S~ART 5pecifi~s that wben the task is 
started again, ,processing will ' 
begin at the record following the 
last one processed before the STOP 
command was issued. 

MSG specifies that all subsequent 
, messages directed to this terminal 
are to be igndred. In addition, , 
existing messages in tbe queue are 
deleted immediately. 

Note: If either EOJor RESTART is 
not specified along with task, 
processing will begin at·\the first 
record of 'the current job entry 
when this task is.started again 
(via START). 
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~mE!~!!: 

• •• STOP PUNfRESTART 
Stop the punch task. when the 
task is restarted, procE!ssing of 
the ~ntry continues at the point 
of interrupt,ion. 

• •• STOP LST,EOJ 
, Stop the list-task after 

completion of the current li-st 
entry. 

• •• STOP LST 
Stop the list task immediately. 
When the task is restarted, 
processing will start at: the 
beginning of the interrupted list 
entry. 

• STOP MSG 
Ignore messages. 



The linkage editor prepares programs. for 
execution with DOS/VS and accepts as·input 
the relocatable object modules produced by 
the lan~uage translators and object modules 
produced by tlhe CSERV programs. . It . 
processes these modules into program 
phases, which reay be i~mediately ~x~cuted 
or cataloged into the core image library. 

Job control calls the linkage editor 
program vhen a II EXEC LNKEDT control 
statement is read. Control is return.ed to 
job control when the link edit function is 
completed, unless the CATAL option was 
specified, in which case the CATAL function 
is cOmpleted before control is· returned to: 
job control. . . 

The linkag~ editor progr,re can run 1n 
either. the background or a foreground 
partition. If it runs in.the foreground, 
you must assign a private core.image . 
library (SYSCLB). In the background 
parti.tion, the l·inkage editor defaults to 
the system core image library if nc pri~ate 
core image ·libraryis assigned. .The· 
link.aLl;'e editor issues a diagnostic message 
and. 't;erminat€!s 'abnormally when you assign 
the'IIrivate core image library across 
,parti t ions. 

Ii: tbe supervisor supports the 
reloc:ating loader, yo11 do not need to write 
a self-relocating program to enable that 
progl~am to· execute in any rea~ or virtual 
partition. Tb~ linkage editor will produce 
relo(:atable phases whenever possible. The 
linkage edit()r determines whether a phase 
can be made l:eloca1;:.able by inspecting the 
origin of the PHAsE statem~nt; 

The linkag~ edito.,; control cards direct 
the program 1:0 read an input module(s) and 
to . fc)rm phas«~s from the control sections 
within the modules~ The linkage editor 
relocates th4:! o.rigin of each cc:mtroi 

. s.ection in the phase, assigns each phase a'n 
area of stori:lge and a transfer address., and' 
modi:fiesthe contents of the address 
cons~ants in theph*se. 

Thereloc,itiOnfactor for' each control 
section is d,etermiried and saved by building 
~ table called the control dictionary. 
This table c'::>ntains i:helinkage editor 

. phase defini·tions, and the module. ESD items.' 
When complete,: the table provides ... . 
sufficient i:nformation for determining the 

Linkage Editor 

" location of each control sect·ion and for 
resolviqg, any references bet~een c6ntrol 
sections. 

The module TXT'items are then built into 
phase blockS. rhe RLD items (address 
constants) are modif ied . an~·· inserted irito 
the text. A 'transfer' address is determined 
.for. each phase. 

Language Translator Modules 

The input to the linkage editor consi~ts'of 
object modules and linkage edit~r control 
car~s. Each module is the output of a 
complete language translator run. ·It 
cbnsists of dictionaries and text for one 
or more control sections. 

The d·ictionaries contain the inforll¥ition 
necessarY,forthe linkage editor to resolve 
references between different IOqdules. rbe 
text consists of the actual instructions 
and data fields of the module. 

. Six ear'd types can be produced, py the 
l*nguage translators or by the proGrammer, 
to form·ci. module. They appear in the 
following order: 

~~~ Qefin!tiQ!!' 

.ESD E~ternal.symbol dictionary 

SYM Ignored by linkage editor i 

TXT Text 

RLD .. Relocation list dictionary 

REP Replacement to text. made by 
the programmer 

END End of module ~-. 

For the format of each of these cards 
(except SYM), see ··Appendix B: Linkage 
Editor Summary". . 

The ~~!~!!!QgL~ict!Q!!gn contail)s· 
control section definitions and .intermodule, 
references. When the linkage editor has 
the- ESDs from all modules,. it can relocate· 
the sections an~ resolve the references. 
Six types of entries are defined in the 
control dictionary. 
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WX 

PC 

LD/LR 

ER 

Defini:!:!Q!! 

section definitlon: provides 
control section name, assembled' 
origin and length. Generated by 
a' named START or a named .cSECT.' . 
in a source module. 

Generated· by Weak External 
Reference (WXTRN), which has,a 
fUnction similar to EXTERN, 
except that WXTRN suppresses 
AUTOLINK.Thelinkage editor' 
treats WX as an ER, NOAUTO. 

Private code:,provides 
assembled origin and length fo~ 

. an unnamed . cori'trol section., 

tabelde£inition.: specifies,the 
assembled address and the 
a~sociated SO of a label that 
may be referred 'to by another 
module. The LDentry is termed 
LR ,(Label Reference) when the 
entry ismatcned to an ER entry. 

External reference: specifies 
the location of a reference made 
to another module. ERis 
generatedby.EXTRN or a V-type 
aaaress constant in a source 
module. 

Common: indieates the amount of 
storage to be reserved·for 
common use by different phases. 
CM is generated by COM in a 
source module. 

The {~!Q£!!.ti2!l.JJ:!!:!:.-gic:!:!Q!!~!}! identifies 
portions of text that must be modified on 
relocation (address 'constants)'. 

When the linkage editor reads a module, 
it stores ESOs in its control dictionary, 
writes TXT and REP items in core image 
blocks in the library, and writes RLD items 
on an RLD file. Each item that is 
identified by the language translators with 
an ESID number 'is reidenti~ied by, the 
linkage editor with a control dictionary 
number to avoid duplication between 
modules. All programs' to be executed under 
DQS/VS ,must be link-edited and stored in 
the core image library. The core image 
librarY,is either on.SYSRES (the system 
core image library) or.on SYSCLE (a private 
core ,image library). The linkage editor 
program operates in one of three modes: 

• £!talo~Lm6!:!!.' An object module is 
lirik-~dited,and permanently stored in 
the core image librc?-ry. The core image 
directory for cataloged phases is 
ltpdat'ed.. If the phase ,is elig~blefor 
the sh~red virtual area and is indicated 
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as,SVA.,..eligible in the system'direct~ry 
list, the phase is also loaded into the 
SVA. 

• Load_and ~~£ut~_mQg~. 1\n object mod~le 
is link-edited for temporary storage .tn 
the core image library.and is 

, immediately ~xecuted. ' 

• Assemble and execute mode. A,source· 
module is~s~mbr~d or~ompiled. The 
object module .(output)is link-edited 
for temporary· storage' in . the C!Ore image 
,library andisimmediatelyexecu~ed. ' " 

Link.age Editor '. ControiStatements 

In addition tothe'program cards previously 
listed, obje~t modul'ef3' used as. input, for 
the linkage editor include lihkageeditor 
control statements. There are four kinds 
of these, control s'tatements,each. of which 
is described in detail further 'on in this 
section. ' . - . 

PHASE 

INCLUDE 

ENTRY 

ACTION 

Indicates the beginning of ' a 
phase. It gives,the name of the 
phase- and the,storCiqeaddress 
where 'it is to be loaded., 

Signals ., that an obj ect module or 
parts thereof are to be 
inclllded. 

provides ano~tiorialtransfe~ 
address for the, first phase.' 

s.pecifies options to be taken. 

General~Con~Q!_St!£~nt.fQ!m!:!: ' 

The linkage editor control' statem1entsare. 
sinlilar in forrnatto statements p:rocessed 
py the assembler. The operation :fieldmust 

.ce preceded by one or·more blanks. The 
operatio.n field mQst begin to the right of 
column :l. and must be separated from the 
operand field by at least one blank ' . 
~osition. The' operand field is terminat~d 
by the first blank position. It cannot' 

. extend past column 71. 

£Q!!j:!:ol_Statem~~LR!!~m~!!~ . 

If multiple-object m6dules are being 
prepared ina single linkage editor run, 
the single ENTRY statement should follo~ 
the last object module. The ACTION 
statement(s) must be the first', re<:ord(s) 
encountered i~ the input stream; otherwise, 
they are ignore~~ 



PHASE and INCLUDE statements may be 
present on SYSRDR, SYSIPT, or in the 
relocatable library~ Figure 11 shows the 
possible placement of the PHASE ~nd INCLUDE 
statements. 

ONCLUDE: STATEMENiT PHASE STATEMENT 

before flmt PHASE 
statement 

, 'aftei flrit PHASE 
statement. ' 

, .' 
• 
ESO 

TXT' 

RLD 

REP 

END, 

ENTRY (or next ESDt 

before flnt ESlJ 

Figure 11. Placement of PHASE and INCLUDE 
statements 

INCLUDE statements" within 
modl,lles in the relocatable 
library must precede the,ESD 
statement for the'module. 

,PHASE Statelment' 

The -PRASE statement must precede the ,first 
object module of each phaseproces~ed by 
the linkage editor. Under no circumstances 
carta PHASE statement occur within a 
control section. There can be~everal 
control s~ctions within a phase. When 
several PHASE statements appear 'before an 
object module, each of the statements must 
be followed by at least one INCLUDE 
statem.ent. ,Any object module not preceded 
by a PHA~E statement i~ included in the 
current phase. ' 

, ' , 

'Ihe~ ;first (or only) obj ect module input 
for the linkage editor should inclUde a 
fHASE control statement befo:i:ethefirst 
ESD,item. if no PHASE,state~ent'is used, 
'or if the PHASE statement is in error, the 
linkage editor ~onstructs a dummy 
statement. This allows testing of the 
progralm, when t,he LIN,K option is used. 
HOWeVE!'X, the .program with the dummy PHASE 
statement cannot be" cataloged in a core 
image librar'y; when theCATAL option is 

US~Ot the job i~ can~eled. The last (or 
only) object module 'may optionally be 
followed by an E'NTRY control statement. 

Thi~statement provides the linkage 
editor with' a phase naine and an origin' 

, point for th~ phase. , The phase n~e is 
used to catalog the phase int.o a .(:ore image 
lJprary. This,name is used, in a FETCH or 
LOAD macro to retrieve the phase for 
execution. The PHASE statement is' in the 
following 'format. 

,PHASE ~ame"origi'n{;NbAriTO] ("SVAJ (~PBDYl 

At least one blank must precede PHASE. ,The 
operands ha~e the following meaning: 

pame Symbolic n~~e of the phase~ One to 
eiqht alpha~eric (0-9, A-Z, #, $, I, 
and a» :characters are used as the 
phase name. The name' may not be 

, ALL. 

Each ~ingle-phase program shodl&be 
unique in the first four characters 
of its phase name. Any phases that 
are named by the same first four 
characters will be classified as a 
multiphase program~ Whe~ fetching a 
phase of a multiphase program, the 
partition must be large ehough to 
contain the largest phase~,' 

origin Specifies the 'load address of'tbe 
phase.. If the origin of a phase was 
specifie~ relative to the beginning 
of a partition, the linkage editor 
refers to the start address of the 
yirtu~! partition 'to calculate'the 
load address of the phase. 

To run ~ program in a real 
partition, you can 

• Link-edit the program with ACTION 
REL (see the ACTION statement) so 
that it can be relocated to a 
real part'ition when it: is loade4. 

• Write the program to be 
self-relocating. 

'. Link'-edit the program with a 
PHASE statement that contains the ' 
absolute address of the ~6cation 
within the real partition where 
the program is to be loaded. 

I.f COMMON is used, the lengthof'the 
large!?t ~OMMON is added to every 
phase'origin, even if the origin is 
given as an absolute value. COMMON 
is located at the beginning of the', 
phase with'the lowest origin address 
(if multiple phases).' 
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The load address can be in one of 
six forms: 

1. symbol [(phase)] 
[±relocation] 

2. * [±relocation] relative 
3. S[±relocation] addresses 
4. ROOT 
5. +di3placement }. absolute 
6. F+address addresses 

A phase can b& made relocatable if 
its ~rigin is ~pecified as a 
relative address (formats 1-4 
above). HOVleter.. if the address is 
relative to another phase which is 
not relocatable, the new phase will 
not be relocatabl.e. Refer to the 
ACTION statement for additi~nal 
in"forma tion about the relocating 
load.er. 

The elements that makeup the six 
forms that specify the origin 
signify the following. 

1. ~~mEol: May be a previously 
defined phase name, control 
section name, or external label 
(the operand of an ENTRY source 
statement). 

lEh~sel: If ~U2!!EQ! is a 
previously defined control 
section ~ame or d previously 
defined external label that 
appe~rs in more than one phase, 
Eh~~~ (in parentheses) directs 
the linkage editor to the phase 
that contains the origin. The 
phase name must have been 
defined previously. 

relocation: Indicates tha~ the 
orIgIn-ot-the phase currently 
being processed will be set 
relative to the symbol by a 
relocation term consisting of a 
+ or a - immediately followed 
by: X'hhhhhh' (one to six 
hexadecimal digits), dddddddd 
(one to eight decimal digits), 
or nK. 

2. *: The linkage editor assigns 
the next storage location in the 
virtuaL partition (with forced 
doubleword alignment) as an 
origin for the next phase. 

For the first PHASE statement in 
the background partition, * 
indicates that the origin is to 
be the first do.ublewor,d storage 
addr~ss·after the partition save 
area, the label save area (if 
any) .. and the area assigned to 
the COMMON pool (if any). 
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3. 

~~!Q~~~!Qrr: Indicates reloca
tion of the phase rftlative to 
the next storage lociition of the. 
virtual partition. The format 
is as specified 'in item 1. 

S: If S is specified~ the 
origin is determined in the same 
manner as the first PHASE 
statement in item 2. 

relocation: Indic~tes reloca
tIon'-ot-the phase relative to 
the start of the virt:ual parti
tion as described in item 2. 

4. ROOT: Tells the linkage.editor 
that the phase that follows is a 
root phase. The storage address 
assigned to the root phase is 
determined in the same manner as 
the first PHASE statement in 
item 2. Only the first PHASE 
statement is permitted to 
specify ROOT. Any qualitative 
information (phase OJ:' 
relocation) is ignored when ROOT 
is specified. If a ·control 
section (CSECT) appears irithe 
root phase, other occurrences of 
the same control section are 
ignored and all references are 
resolved to the control section 
in the root. (This does n~t 
apply to control sections and 
external references that begin 
with the letters IBM.) Control 
sections are not duplicated 
within the same phase. If any, 
subsequent phase overlays any 
part of the ROOT phase, a 
warning diagnostic is displayed 
on SYSLST if ACTION MAP is 
specified. Refer also to ACrION 
st~~~~rr~· ------

5. +displacement~ Allows the 
origin· (loading address) to be 
set ata specified lo,eation. 
The origin'po'int is an absolute 
address. relative to zero. 

~isplacement must be: X'hhhhhh' 
(one to six hexadecimal digits), 
dddddddd (one to eight decimal 
digits),. or nK. A displacement 
of zero (+0) would be used to 
denote a self-relocatinq 

. progr'am. 

6.· F+address:Thi~ format ailows 
the origin of the program that 
is being link~edited in· one 
parti tion to be, s,et at;.· the start 
of another partition t:hat is not· 
allocated.· If the other 



partition is allocated, AcrION 
BG 6i-ACT10N,Pn has the same 
effect as F+addres~. 

It also indicates that an area 
is to be reserved at the 
bE!g inning, of the other partition 
fcir the program name, a register 
save area, and label 
information. F should never be 
used for self-relocating , ' 
pI,'ograms. If COMMON is used" 
~he COMMON start address is 
resolved to the first doubleword 
boundary after the reserved area 
at the beginning oftbe area 
st:1ecified by the F+displacement 
in the PH~SE card. ' 

a~g~~~: The absolute storage 
address of,th~ partition in 
wh~ch the lirik-edited program.is 
to bee~ecuted.' It may be 
specified by: X'hhhhhh' (four 
to six hexadecimal digits), 
dddddddd (five to eight decimal 
digits), or nnnnK (n is two to 
four digits). For example, an 
address may be specified as +32K 
or +X'8000~ or +32768. The 
origin of the phase is on the 
first doubleword boundary after 
ttlJesumof address, the 
adjustment for-the save area 
requirements, the label area and 
~he length of the COMMON area, 
if applicable. 

NOAU'I'O Indicates that the Automatic 
Library LOOKUP (AUTOLINK) feature 
is suppressed for both the private 
arid system relocatable ~ibraries. 
AUTOLINK collects each ~nre~olved 
external reference from the phase. 
'It then searches the 'private 
relocatable L~orary(if assigned) 
and then the system relocatable 
library foia cataloged object 
module with the same name as eac~ 
unresolved external reference. 
When a match is found, the module 
in the, pri va te or syst'em 
relocatable library islink-e~it~d 
into the phase. The ,AUTOLINK 
retrieved module mus~ have ,an,entry 
pOint matching the externa~ 
feference in order td resolve its 
address. Unresolved external 
references are pro~essed 
sequentially in alphameric order. 
Object-module cross references with 
labels identical to library 
obj'ect-mod!lle entry-,point . labels 
are erroneQus., The use of the 
NOAUTO qperand in a PHASE statement 
causes the AUTOLINK process to be 
suppr~ssed for that phase only. 
(Also see ~I!Q~L§:tf!:t~m~:t.) 

SVA 

PEOY 

indicates that the phase is 
SVA-eligible. This means that the 
phase' must 'be reenterable and ' 
xelocatable (link-edited for 
loading by the relocating loader)~ 
When this phase is cataloged irtt9 
the system cDre image library, the 
linkage editor will also have the 
phase loaded into the SVA if the 
phasename was liste~ 1n the SOL 
with an SVA operand. If the 
linkage editor findq that a phase 
that is specified with the SVA 
operand is not'relocatable~ an 
error message is issued and the SVA 
operand is igrtored~ 

Indicates that the phase is to be 
link-edited on a.page boun~ary. If 
,the current link-edit address is 
not ali;Jned on a page boundary, the 
linkage editor uses the next higher 
page 'boU:~dary address.,', ' 

Note: .It is not recommended that 
PBDY pe specified for the first or 
only phase o~a program. 

some·examples,of PHASE statements follow. 

PHASE PHNAME,*~504 

fhis'causes loading to ,start 5'04 bytes past 
the end of the ,previous phase. 

PHASE PHNAME3,PHNAME2 

This causes loadin~ to start at the sallie 
point where the ldaping of phase PHNAME2 
started~ 

PHASE PHNAME,_RO~T 

Loading begins a,t the first dbubleword 
after the beginning of the partiti6n, the 
partition save atea, the label save area 
(if' any), and the area assigned to the 
COl-1MON pool (if any). When the PHASE 
statement contains a ROOT origin, this 
PHASE statement must be the first PHASE 
statement read by the linkage editor. 
Otherwise~ it is treated as a symbol. 

PHASE PHNAME,CSECT1(PHNAME2) 

This causes loading to stait·at the point 
where CSECTl was ~oaded. CSECT1, the named 
control section; must have appeared in the 
phase named PHNAME2~ 

PHASE PHNAME,F+X~6QbO' 

This causes loading to start at 24K plus 
the length ,of the saveare~ and label area~ 
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'~HASE PHNAM~,F+32K 

This causes loading to start at 32K plus 
the length of the save area and lace~ area. 

PHASE PHNAME1,F+30K 
PHASE PHNAME2,* 
PHASE PHNAME3,PHNAME2 

The first phase (PHNAME1) of the preceding 
series is loaded star~ing at 30K plus the 
length' of the save area and label area. 
The second phase (PHNAME2) of .the ,series is 
loaded at the end of PHNAME1. The third 
phase (PHNAME3) is loaded at the same 
address as was PHNAME2, that is, at .the ~nd 
of PHNAMEi. 

~Q!~: In each of the preceding examples, 
if the origin address supplied is not on"a 
doubleword. boundary, the linkage editor 
automatically increments to the next 
doubleword boundary. 

The linkage editor allows the inclusion 
of the same control section within each of 
several phases. If a control section 
(CSECT) appears in a ROOT phase, it does 
not ~ppear in any other phase. (This does 
not apply to control sections that begin 
with the letters IBM.) A duplica·te control 
section within the same ph~se'will be 
ignored. 

As external references occur in a phase, 
they are resolved preferentially with the 
entry point within the ROOT phase (if any), 
or the last previous occurrence of this 
entry point. For example, the coding 

A ST¥tT 

DC V(B) 

B CSECT 

END 

when used as a module in. two phases,has two 
different results. When the module is part 
of "the ROOT phase, the external r~ference 
[DC V(B)] is resolved with the entry point 
within the ROOT phase (B CSECT). When the 
module is not p~rt of the ROOT phase, the 
external reference i~ resolged wit~ the 
last previous occurrence of this entry 
point. Since the reference is given before 
the CSECT labeled B is defined in that 
ph~se, it is iesolved with the CSECT 
labeled B in the ROOT phase. 
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Whereas the coding 

A START 

E CSECT 

A CSECT 

DC; V(B) 

B CSECT 

END 

when used as a'module in two phases has the 
same result. When the module is part of 
the ROOT phase, the external reference 
[DC V(B)] is resolved with the entry point 
within the ROOT phase (B CSEC~). When the 
module is not part of the ROOT phase, the 
external reference ig ~esolved with the 
last previous occurrence of tpis entry 
point. Since the CSECT labe1ed B is 
defined in this phase before the reference 
is given, the external reference is 
resolved in the same phase. NQ problem 
arises frcm dejining duplicate CSECTs' iri 
the same phase, since these are ignored. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

r---------~---------, 
I I 

A I A I 
I I 
I V(B) I V(B) 

B~ B~ 
. I I 

I I 
I I 



This method of coding redefines the 
sequence of ESD information to allow valid 
cross reference by the linkage editor. 
This is also true in AUTOLINK mode, except 
for the case o£ privileged external 
references (external references whose 
labels begin with the letters IJ). For 
those references, if the resolution is not 
possible within the current phase or ROOT 
phase, 'then the AUTOLINK function is 
performed on this external reference at the 
end of the phase, and the other previously 
defined phases are not examined for 
possible resolution. If'NOAUTO is 
specified, the ~Jprefix is not privileged. 

INCl.UDE St:atement 

INCLUSE indicates that an object module is 
to be included for editing by the linkage 
editor. It has two optional operands. 
When both operands are used, they rrust be 
in the prescribed order. When the first 
operand is omitted and the second operand 
is used, a comma ,must precede the second 
operand. The first operand indicates that 
the input is in the relocatable library. 
The second operand indicates that the input 
is in submodular structure. The names 
appearing in the namelist (second operand) 
are the name& of selected control sections 
fiom which a phase is to be constructed. 

If both operands are omitted t the object 
module to be included is assumed to be on 
SYSIPT. Job control copies it onto SYSLNK. 
Each series of relocatable modules on 
SYSIPT must be terminated by a/* control 
statement. INCLUDE statements with blank 
operands are recognized only on SYSRDR. 

If only the first operand is present, 
the object module is assumed to be in 
eithE~r the private or the system 
relocatable library., The linkage editor 
first searches the private relocatable 
library (if assigned) and then the system 
relocatable library for the module. The 
module name must be the same as that used 
when the module was cataloged in the 
librari. Including modules from the 
relocatable libraries peimits.the 
programmer toillclude standard subroutines 
in his program at link-edit time. 

If orily the second operand is present, 
the object module to be included is assumed 
to,be in the input stream (SYSLNK'. The 
linkage editor reads the object module and 
extracts the control section(s) indicated 
by the'second operand of tl':le INctUDE. 

~Qte:: If this opt.ion is elected, the 
module,must be prec~ded by an INCLUD~ 
statement with a blank operand in order for 
~ control to place the module on SYSLNK. 

If both operands are present, the object, 
module is read from the relocatable library 
and the indicated control section(s) are 
extracted. 

The placement of the INCLUDE statement 
determines the position of the module in 
the program phase. An included module (in 
the relocatable library) can be preceded by 
one ot more additional INCLUDE at~tem~nts. 

The format of theI~CLUDE statement is: 

INCLUDE [modulenamel [,(namelist)] 

At least one blank must precede INCLUDE. 

modulename 
Symbolic name'of the module, as 
used when cataloged in the ' 
relocatable library. It consists 
of one to eight alphameric 
characters. 

(namelist) 
The linkage editor constructs a 
phase from only the control 
sections specified. The namelist 
is in the following format. 

(csnamel,csname2, •.• ) 

Entries within the parentheses are 
the names of the control sections 
that will be used to constitute a 
phase. When the namelist option 
is used and only selected control 
sections ~re included in a phase, 
a submodular phase is created. 
The-counterpart of a submodular 
phase is a rrQE~~l phase. 'A normal 
phase contains all control 

'sections of one or more object 
modules. It is possible to 
include within the same phase an 
object module(s) without the 
namelist option arid an object 
module(s) specifying the namelist 
option. The total number of 
control sections in ~ namelist 
cannot exceed,five; however, any 
'number of INCLUDE statements can 
be used. 

Modules in the relocatable library can be 
nested by using INCLUDE statements up to a 
depth of five (level of six). Modules 
included by INCLUDE statements read from 
SYSRDR are referred to as being in the 
f!f~~_l~Y~!. Modules included by 
statements in the first level are at the 
second level. Modules included by 
statements-In the second level are at the 
fhird level, and so on up to six levels. 
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When~everal control sedtions are compiled 
together in one object module, it is 
sometimes desirable to break them up into 
several phases at link-edit time. This is 
done by using a PHASE statement followed by 
an INCLUDE statement with the namelist 
option. For example, in the sequence 

PHASE 
INCLUDE 
PHASE 
INCLUDE 
PHASE 
INCLUDE 

PHNAME1,* 
, (CSECT1,CSECT3) 
PHNAME2,* 
, (CSECT2,CSECTS) 
PHNAME3,PHNAME2 
, (CSECT4,CSECT6) 

the link~ge editor structures the next 
module composed of CSECT1-CSECT6 in three 
overlays as shown· 

I 
I 
ICSECTl 
I 

PHNAMEl I 
I 

·ICSECT3 
r------~--------------, 
I I 
I CSECT2 I CSECT4 
I I 

·PHNAME2 I PHNAME3 I 
I I 
I CSECTS I CSECT6 
I I 
I I 

The absence of the first operand in the 
INCLUDE statement indicates that the 
~ontrOl sections are to be incorporated 
frorr the next succeeding module in the 
input stream. 

, lhe preceding sequence of PHASE and 
INCLUDEs~atements may be read by job 
control onto SYSLNK in one of two ways: 

• If the PHASE and INCLUDE statements are 
on SYSRDR, an INCLUDE statement with a 
blank~perand must !Q!!Q~ the sequence 
to read the module (on SYSIPT) 
containing CStCT1-CSE~T6 onto SYSLNK. 

• If the PHASE and INCLUDE statements are 
on SYSIPT (imm~diately preceding the 
module), an INCLUDE statement with a 
blank operand on SYSRDR directs job 
control to read everything onto SYSLNK 
from SYSIPT down to the /* statement. 

PHASE and INCLUDEstaternents can also be in 
the relocatable library. This implies that 
submodular phases can be constructed from 
modules in the relocatable library. If 
PHASE and INCLUDE statements corne from the 
relocatable library (via an INCLUDE 
MODNAME), then the control sections,for 
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tha~ module are in the relocatable library. 
In this structure, the required control 
sections (in the relocatable library) 
immediately follow the last INCLUDE 
statement. For example, in thi sequence 

PHASE 
INCLUDE 
PHASE 
INCLUDE 
PHASE 
INCLUDE 

PHNAME1,* 
MODNAME1, (CSgcT1;cSECT3) 
PHNAME2,* 
MODNAME1, (CSECT2,CSECTS) 
PHNAME3,PHNAME2 
MODNAME1, (CSECT4,CSECT6) 

the linkage editor structures the next 
module (cataloged in the relocatable 
library under MODNAME1) composed of 
CS$CT1-CSECT6 into the sam~ three overlays 
as shown in the preceding example. 

If MODNAME1 contains an INCLUDE 
statement, the linkage editor interprets 
this to mean th~t the module to be included 
should also be searched f6r the control 
sections requested in the namelist. For 
example, in the relocatatle library if 
MODNAME1 ~ontains 

INCLUDE MODNAME2 
CSECT3 
CSECTS 
CSECT6 

and in the relocatable library MODNA~E2 
contains 

CSECTl 
CSECT2 
CSECT4 

upon encountering an 

INCLUDE MODNAME1,(CSECT1,CSECT3) 

statement, the linkage editOr goes to 
MODNAMEl and finds INCLUDE MODNAME2. The 
linkage' editor then goes to MODNAME2 and 
extracts CSECT1 and returns to MODNAMEl and 
extracts CSECT3. 

A nonsutmodular INCLUDE statement may be 
placed before or after a submodular INCLUDE 
statement. rhis results in the addition of 
the included module-into the phase at the 
point the INCLUDE statement is encounteted. 
For example, if MODl contains CSECT4 and 
CSECTS, the sequence 

PHASE' 
INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 

PHNAME1,* 
, (CSECrl,CSECT3) 
MODl 

(Object module containing C~ECT1 and 
CSECT3) 

results in th~ following structure: 



PHNA,ME1 CSECT1, 
CSECT3 
CSECT4 
CSECT5 

. whil,e the sequence 

PHASE 
INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 

PHNAME1,* 
MODt 
, (CSECT1,CSECT3) 

~Object module containing CSECT1 ahd 
CSECT3) 

resUlts in the following structure: 

PHNA,ME1 CSECT4 
CSECT5 
CSECT1 
CSECT3 

Note: Both of the following staterrents 
pr<:>duce the same result. 

INCLUDE , (CSECT1,CSECT3) 
INCLUDE , (CSECT3,CSECT1) 

"That is, CSECT1 and CSECT3 are in storage 
in ihat sequence. This is because the 
linkage editorextra~ts control sections in 
the order in which they appear in the input 
stream, not as they are ordered in the name 
list. In oraer to have tSECT3physically 
loc~ted ahead of CSECT1 in storage, two 
INCLUDEs must be used: 

iNCLUDE , (CSECT3) 
INCLUDE , (CSECT1) 

As no diagnostic is given if a control 
section~ specified i~ the namelist, is not 
present in the indicated module, you can 
inspect the M~P supplied by the linkage 
editor to determine if the proper control 
sections are in the correct phases. 

EN'J~RY Statement, 
Every program, as input for the linkage 
editor, is terminated by an ENTRY 
statement. Its format is: 

ENTRY [entrypointl 

At least one blank must precede EMTRY. 

entrypoint Symbol~c name of an entry 
point. It must be the name of 
a CSECT or a label definition 
(source ENTRY) defined in the 
f~rst phase. This address is 
used as the transfer address 
to the first phase in-the 
program. If the operand field 
is'bla~k, the linkage editor 
uses as a transfer address the 
first significant address 
provided in an END record 

encountered during the 
generation of the first phase. 
If no such operand is found on 
the END card, the transfer 
address is the load address of 
the first phase. 

It is necessary to supply the ENTRY 
statement only if a specific entry point is 
desired. Job control writes an ENTRY 
statement with a blank operand on SYSLNK 
when EXEC INKEDr is read to ensure that an 
ENTRY statement will be present to halt 
link editing. 

ACTION Statement 

This statement is used to indicate linkage 
editor options. When used, the statement 
must be the first linkage editor record(s) 
in the input stream. If multiple operands 
are required, they can be placed in 
separate ACTION statements or in one ~crION 
statement separated by commas. Its fornat 
is: 

ACTION {REL } [, CLE~Rl [, MAP 'J [, NO~UTO] 
NOREL . , NOMAP 
T;C~NCEL]['BGJ 

" ,Fn 

At least one blank must precede ACTJ;)N • 
. '''' 

CLE~R. Indicates that the unused portion 

MAP 

of the cc::e image library will be 
set to binary zero. before the 
beginning qf the linkage editor 
fUnction. CLEAR is a time
consuming function. It should be 
used onlr if it is necessary to 
fill areas defined by DS statements 
with :zeros. 

Indicates that SYSLST is available 
for diagnostic messages. In 
addftion, a map of'virtual storage 
is printed on SYSLST. The map 
contains the name of every-entry 
within each CSECT and the name of 
every CSECT within each phase. 

NOMAP Indicates that SYSLST is not 
available when performing the 
link-edit" function. Storage 
mapping is not performed and all 
linkage editor error diagnostics 
are listed on SYSLOG. 

NOAUTO Indicat~s the AUTOLINK function is 
to be suppressed during the link 
editing of the entire program. 
AUTQLINK will be suppressed for 
both the private and the system 
relocatable libraries. 
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Note: When a Wx is encountered, it 
Is-treated in the same manner as an 
EXTR~, NOAUTO. 

CANCEL Cancels.~he job automatically if 
any of the errors 21001 through 
21701 occur. If this option is not 
specified, the job continues. 

BG 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 

REL 

Sets the end-of-supervisor 
address used in linkage editor 
calculations to the beginning of 
the virtual partition specified, 
plus the length of the label area 
and of the save area. The end-of
supervisor address in the 
communica- ,tion region is not 
changed. t ---

The BG, F1, F2, F3, and F4 operands 
·link edit a program to execute, in a 
partition other than that in ~hich 
the link edit f~nction is taking 
place. programs that have a phase 
origin of S (or * for the first 
phase of a program) are originated 
to the specified virtual partition. 

Use of the ACTION BG statement is 
possible only in a system support
ing more than one partition and the 
private core image library option 
~hen the linkage editor is execu
ting in a foreground partition. 

Use of the ACTION ~n statereent in a 
multiprogramming environment 
requires that ~he partition be 
allocated. If these operands are 
used in a non~multrprogramming 
enviroriment, they are ignored. If 
none of these operands are present, 
the r-rogram is link edited to 
execute in the virtual partition or 
in its associated real partition in 
which link-editing takes place, 
unless otherwise specified in the 
PHASE statement. 

Indicates that the phase(s) 
produced during this execution of 
the linkage editor is (are) to be 
mad~ relocatable, if possicle. The 
format of the" origin specified !n 
the PHASE statement determines 
~hether or not a relocatable phase 
can be produced. (Refer to the 
origin operand in the PHASE 
statement.) If support for the 
relocating loader was generated in 
the supervisor, ACTION REL is the 
default. At program execution 
time, a relocatable program can be 
loaded into any partition. For a 
more detailed description of the 
relocating loader and its use, 
refer to the DOS/VS System 
~!!!!~g~men !:_§!!!~g;-GC 3) ::"5371. 
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NOREL Indicates that the phase(s) 
produce1·during this e~ecution of 
the linkage editor is (are) not to 
ce made relocatacle. If support 
for .the relocating loader ~as not 
generated in ~he supervisor, AC~ION 
NOREL is the default. 

An ACTION statement flagged as invalid (as 
the result of an invalid operand, etc.), 
ignores all subsequent ACTION statements 
submitted during the job. 

The ACTION statement is not required. 
If the MAP option is specified, SYSLST must 
be assigned. If the statement is not used 
and SYSLST is assigned, MAP is assumed and 
a map of virtual storage and any error 
diagnostics are printed on SYSLST. If the 
statement is not used and SYSLST is not 
assigned, NOMAP is assumed. 

The followin3 information is contained 
in the storage map. 

1. The name of each phase, the lowest. and 
highest virtual storage locations of 
each phase, and the hexadecimal disk 
address where the phase begins in the 
core i~age library. 

2. An indication if the phase is a Roor 
phase, or if a phase overlays the ROOT 
phase in any way (designated by 
OVEROOT). 

3. The length of COMMON, if appropriate. 

4. The names of all CSECTs belonging to a 
phase, the address where each CSECT is 
loaded, and the relocation factor of 
each CSECT. 

5. All defined entry points ~ithin a 
CSECT. If an entry point is 
unreference1, it is flagged with an 
asterisk (*). 

6. The names of all external references 
that are unresolved. 

7. The transfer (execute) address of ea.ch 
phase. 

8. An indication that the phase is 
relocatable, self-relocating, not 
relocatable, or SVA eligible. 

9. Warning messages are printed if: 

• The ROOT phase has been overlaid; 

• A possible inv~lid entry point· 
duplication occurred; 

• The ENTRY or END statement contained 
an invalid <undefined) transfer 
lacel; 



• At least one control section had a 
length of zero; 

• The assembled origin on an RLD 
statement was outside the limits of 
the phase; 

• An address constant could nct be 
resolved. 

Thes~ messages mayor may not indicate 
actual programming errors. If NOMAP is 
~peratio~al, the warning messages are not 
printlad_ 

The d~fference between specifying NOAUTO 
in a PHASE statement and specifying ACTION 
NOAUTO. The NOAUTO operand in a PHASE 
statement indic~tes to the Linkage Editor 
that AUTOLINK is to be suppressed for that 
phase on~y. If an entire program requires 
NOAUTO, then specifying ACTICN NOAUTO 
cancels AUTOLINK during link editing of the 
entire program, thereby eli~inating the 
necessity of specifying NOAUTO in ea·ch 
PHASE statement. 

. Figure 12 shows a storage map and a 
diagnostic listing produced on SYSLST. For 
the line numbers referred to in the 
following discussion, see Part 1 of Fi~ure 
12. . .. 

1. Line 1 (ACTION TAKEN). M~P a,nd REL 
have been specified on separate ACTION 
cards •. Had NOAUTO been specified, it 
would also appear on.this line. 

2. Lines 3, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 
and 27. These lines are printed when 
the statement is read by the linkage 
editor. 

When, a module is included from the 
relocatable library, it is not possible to 
guarantee that the sequence id~ntification 
printed in columns 8-15 is that of the 
record printed. This occurs because the 
MAINT librarian program reblocks the 
content of the cards to a mor~ compressed 
format. 

r--.,...-.-----.,..--.~--------·· "--------------,...--------------------------------------------------, 
iJOB NO NAME 31/07/74 DOS LINKAGE EDITOR DIAGNOSTIC OF INPUT I 
! . I 
iACTION TAKEN MAP REL I 
iLIST INCLUDE IJBSL2 LNK00020 I 
I LIST INCLUDE IJBMIN INITIALIZATION 03000000 I 
I·LIST PHASE MAINT, + 0, NOAUTO I 
I LIST INCLUDE IJJCPD1N LIOCS I/O MODULE I 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBMUP DISK ADDRESS UPDATE ROUTINE I 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBMIO DISK' I/O ROUTINE I 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBMCS CARD SCAN ROUTINE 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBLBC LIBRARIAN ERROR ROUTINE 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBLBA MAINT FETCH ROUTINE 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBMDU DIRECTCRY UPDATE ROUTINE 
I LIST INCLUDE IJBMDS DIRECTORY SCAN ROUTINE 
ILIST . INCLUDE IJBLBE. MAINTR2 
I LIST PHASE MAINTR2,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
ILIST INCLUDE IJBLBD 'MAINTDR 
I LIST PHASE MAINTDR,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
LIST INCLUDE IJBLBF' MAINTS2 
LIST PHASE MAINTS2,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
LIST INCLUDE IJBLBN MAINTP2 
LIST PHASE MAINTP2,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
LIST' INCLUDE IJBLBL MAINTA 
LIST PHASE MAINTA,MAINTSUB,NOAU10 
LIS1' INCLUDE IJBLBM MAINTCL 
LIST PHASE MAINTCL,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
LIST INCLUDE IJBLBG MAINl'CN 
LIST PHASE MAINTCN,MAINTSUB,NOAUTO 
LIST INCLUDE' IJBLBQ MAINTUP 
LIST PHASE MAINTUP,MAIMTSUB,NOAUTO 

I LIS'll ENTRY' L ______________________________________________ --------------------

Figure 12. Storage Map (Part 1 bf 3) 

06000000 

09000000 

12000000 

PM 15000000 

18000000 l 
I 

21000000 I 
I 

2700·0000 I 
I 

33000000 I 
I 
I _______________ ~ ___ J 
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1/07/74 PHASE XFR-AD LOCORE HICORt DS!(-AD ESO TYPE LABEL LOADEO REL':"FR 

HAINT 00099A 000000 001507 . 029 13 01 CSECT IJJCPD1N 000000 000000 . SELF RELOCATING 
ENTRY IJJCPD3 000000 

CSECT IJBHUP40 000298 000298 
, ENTRY DKADUP 000298 

ENTRY VIJBMUP 000300· 

CSECT IJBMIOIJO 000308 000308 
ENTRY RDENT 000308 
ENTRY WTFMENT, 000314' 
ENTRY WTCATENT 000358 
ENTRY IOSTART 000308 
ENTRY VIJEHIO 000418 

CSECT IJEMCS50 000448 000448 
ENTRY CSSTART 000448 
ENTRY CSCCNT 0004F2 
ENTRY NEWREAD 000464 
ENTRY IJSYSIN 000668 
ENTRY ENDJOB 000582' 
ENTRY INPUT 000124 
ENTRY EOF 000560 
ENTRY P2ECF 000564 
ENTRY SETOF 00057C 
ENTRY INPUT1 000722 
ENTRY COMMBYTE 00080F 
ENTRY VIJEMCS 000814 
ENT~Y STATTAB 0006E2· 

CSECT !JEERR40 000828 00828 
ENTRY ERSTART 000828 
ENTRY AREA 000875 
ENTRY IJSYSLS 0008F8 

• ENTRY ASA 000873 
ENTRY SKIPHV 00083A 
ENTRY COUNT 000872 
ENTRY VIJELBC 0008FO 

CSECT IJBMNT,41 00.0990 000990 
ENTRY INITABLE 000BD4 

• ENTRY BEG INN 00099A 
ENTRY BEGINN1 00099C 
ENTRY PCILEXT OOOBFD 
ENTRY PRELEXT· OOOCOl 
ENTRY PSSLEXT 000C05 
ENTRY MNTLP OOOBCC 
ENTRY MNTRETN 0009FO 

CSECT IJEMDU50 000080 000080 
ENTRY VIJBMOU 000F40 
ENTRY TRACKS 000E63 
ENTRY SSRECD 000F3B 
ENTRY RLRECD 000F3C 
ENTRY PLRECD ··000'F3A 

Figure.12. Storage Map (Part 2 of 3). 
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1/01/711 PHAS,E XFR-AD LOCORE HICORE DSK-AD ESD TYPE LABEL . LOADED REL-FR 

ENTRY OUSTART .000080 
ENTRY' OUoto 000E06 

CSECT IJBMDS4Q 000F58 000FS8 
ENTRY VIJBMDS 001004 
ENTRY MAINTSUB 001018 

. ENTRY OSSTART 0001'58 
ENTRY OSCONT. .OOOFOO· 
ENTRY REAtNXT 000"64 

CSECT IJBMIN50 00101S 001018 
ENTRY .·VIJBMIN 0013CO 
ENTRY . INSTART 0,01018 ' 

.' ~IAINTR2 001022 00l-018 00208F 02A 00 01 CSECT 'IJBMAR40 001018 C'Ot018 NOT RELOCATABLE 
ftAINTDR 001.022 00.1018 001F01 02A '00 06 CSECT IJBMOR40' 001018 001018 NOi' RELOCATABLE 

ENTRY MluNDIR 001260 '. ENTRY ORSTART 001022 

'u\INTS2 001022 001018 0021'A 02A·01 04 CSECT BEGIN .001018 '00101.8 . ,NOT RELOCATABLE 
• ENTRY CATENT' 00102~ 

f"~INTP2 001022 001018 00U3C 0.2A 02 03,CSECT 'BEGIN ". 001018 001018 NOT .REL~ATA8LE 
ENTRY NOEO" 001442 

• ENTRY CATAtp 001022 

'itAINTA 001,022 001018 002FD7 02A 02' 06CSECT IJBMAA41 001018 00101Q NOT· 'RELoCATABLE 

I!o1AINTCI 001022 '00'1018 .' 00.1.58" 02A 0" .. 0'2 CSECT· IJBMCL"O 001018 0010le NQT RELOCATABLE 

I!o1AI~CN 001022 . 001018 002~11 02A 04 0" CSECT IJBCONSO '001018 (l01018 ltIOT . RELoCATABLE 

I!IlAINTUP 001022 001018 002CE1. ,02A 05 0" CSECT IJBU~D50 '001018' 001018 NOT RELOCATABLE . 

CSBCT . BO,Ol(' 002980 001018 

Figu:te12. Storage Map (Part 3 of 3) 
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Linkage Editor Input Considerations 

The storage requirements for a link-edit 
run depend on: 

• Input to the linkage editor (number of 
PHASE statements and number ofESD 
items) • 

• Whether $MAINDl'R (the phase t'hat is, 
called by ~he link~ge editor and 
librarian programs to maintain the core 
ima~e directory) runs in the SVA or not. 

~Qte: It is .assumed that $LIES'IAT '(the 
phase that prints out the status ~eport 
of the libraries) runs in the' SVA if 
$MAINDIR does. 

• The start address of the linkage edito~ 
during execution, (The work area for 
the l1nkageeditor starts on a 1K 
boundary, whife the liI)kage tabl~ starts 
bn a page boundary. In th,e following , 
storage estimate form~la, the worst case 
is assumed, that is, the'maximum storage 
amount of 2K is used to ensure correct 
alignme'nt.) . 

tn a virtdal partition of 64K with $MAINDIR 
running in the SVA the linkage editor'can 
process at least 50 phases with a total 
number of 1700 unique ESD items. 

A unique ESD item is defined as being ~n 
occurrence in the control dictionary. All 
symbols that appear in the MAP are unique 
occurrences. A symbol that occurs sever~l 
times in theinput.~tream is normally 
incorporated into a unique ESOitem. 
However~ if the,sarne symbol occurs in 
different phases (for example, control 
sections), each ~esolved occurrence of the 
symbol within a different pha~e is a unique 
ESO item,. 

You can use the following formula for 
storage estimates. If the relation is ' 
satisfied, then you have enough address 
space for the linR-edit run. 

26,900 + M • ST • 52 * X .• 20'. Y S P 

where M = 0 if $MAINOIR runs in SVA 
10,240 if $MAINDIR runs in 
partition . 

ST 30* x if 30 * x < 2048 ' 
2048 if 30 * x ~ i048 

x = number of PHASE statements 

y total number of unique ESO items 

. 'P available st0r.age in partition. 
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Linkage Editor J~b Setup 

When link editing in th~ foreground, a 
private core im3.ge,library (SYSCLB) must be 
uniquely assigned to the partition. The. 
Frogram phase (output of th,e linkage 
editor) is put in the ,private c()re image 
library. In the' background, thE~ linkage 
editor can put a phase in either a private 
or the system core image library. If 
SYSCLB is uniqueiy assigned in t~he 
background, the linkage, editor output is 
put in tHe ~rivate core image,library. If 
SYSCLB is not assigned, the system core 
image, library' is used. 

When performing a link~edit function, , 
the following system and programmer logical 
units are used. SYSROR and SYSIPT may' 
contain inFUt for the linkage editor. rhis 
i~put is written ontoSYSLNK by job 
control. 

SYSRDR 

SYSIPT 
SYSLST 
SYSLOG 
SYSLNK 
S¥SOOl, 

FU!!£~!sm 

control s~atement inptit (via 'Job 
Control) 

, Module input 
Programmer messages ~ndlistings 
operat6r messages 
Input to the Linkage Editor 
Workfile 

In normal operations, all preceding logical 
units must be assigned., In a unique ' 
circumstance (when all modules to be 
link-edited are in the relocatable 
libr~ry), SYSIPr wobld not need to be 
.assigned. 

tf output fro.m the linkage editor is to 
be placed in a private core image library, 
the following symbolic unit is also 
required: 

SYSCLB The private core image library 

A link-edit job is set up in the following 
mann,er. 

Control 
§~~~~!!!en~ 

// JOB 

1/ ASSGN 

8g!!!~f~2. 

Requj,red 'only if this is the 
first job step ,of a job~ 

Required only if ~evice 
~ssignments are ~o,differ 
from the .system standard 
assignments. Units that c~n 
be assigned areSYSRDR~ 
SYSIPT, SYSLST, SYSLNK, and 
SYSOOl. 



ASSGN SYSCLB 

// OPTION 

ACTION 

PHASE 
INCLUDE 

, ENTRY" 

// tBLTYP 

Required if output of 
linkag~ editor is tc be 
placed in a private core 
image libra,ry. 

,OPTION statement must follow 
th~ ASSGN state~ent (if ani) 
for SYSLNK. 

Optional ACTION statement, 
(with appropri~te,oF~rands) 
must preced~ the first 
linkage editor control 
statement. 

As many PHASE and 
INCLUDE statements,as are 
requir~d are used to 
construct phases fro~ the , 
modules input to'the:linkage 
editor. 

Optional statement to , 
provide a transfer address 
for thefir~t phase. 

LSr,TYP sta teftient (.if 
required) to define tile 
amount of storage to. be 
reserved at link-edit time 
for processing of tape or 
nonsequential DASD file 
labels in the virtual 
storage partition. 

// EXEC LNK~DT EXEC statement to call the 
linkage editor from the COre 
image library. J9b control 
creates an ENTRY statement 
on SYSLNK to ensure its 
presence to halt link 
editing. ' 

i& End~of-job statement. 

When link-editing multiple objeot modules 
inte> one program phase,' make sure-that the 
linkage edit:orselects the intended entry 
pOint. Eithe~specify or place~hecmain 
control section first in the linkage edito~ 
input, or rise ~ linkage editor ENTRY 
statement with the name of the main control 
section as t,he ~!lt;:,~:.EQ!!l:!:. operand. ' 

Example of Linkage Editor Input 
and Output, ' 

The program shown'in Figure 1~ 'illustrates 
the rules ~iovernlng input for'the linkage 
editor arid ,shOws the output obtained. 
Though this exampl~ is somewhat more 
complex than the normal program, by 
following th,e flow o'f, the input, one can 
find practically 'every situatidn t~at may 
arisle. 

The leftmost block shows cohtrol 
statements being read by iob control from 
SYSRDR. 'The next block is read by jot)' 
c~mtrol from'SYSIPT and contains an object 
module (moQule i) and'a ~ource module to be 
assembled. 'The next block shows the output 
from job control o~SYSLNK, which~is the 
input to the linkage edi t.or.- The next two 
'blocks represent ~wo,levels in the 
relocatafS~ library. ' The.rightmostblock 
shows th,e qutput- phase~s, they appear in 
the temporary portion of th~ core image 
~ibrary afte~ the execution of the linkage ' 
editor function. A detailed sequerice of 
dvents follows,' , 

.' 
Linkage editor control 'state~ents are 

read by job control frOm SYSRDR and are 
copied on SYSLNK until an, INCLUDE ,statement . 
with ~ blankflrs~ operand is ·read. This' 
'statement is not copied on SYSLNK. 
Inste~d, ,jeb. control 'copies the module on 
SYSIPT onto. SYSLNK until a /* st~tementis 
read. Job coritrol then'reads fremSYSRDR. 

. An' assembly is executed and its eutput is 
'written directly en SYSLNK.· (It is assumed 
that LINK was specified in an OPTION . 
statement preceding~the linkage editor 
centrol statements.) Job contrOl then~ 
writes the ENTRY state~ent with a~ran~fet 
label. for CS AOn SYSLNK and issues a fetch 
fer the linkage editer •. 

The .linkage_edito·r reads frem SYSLNK and 
starts to. create '~" program. AnINCLUDE 
statement with a first operand signals the 
linkage editor toacces~ the relecatable 
libtary. This' is the first level of an 
INCLUDE. In the first level of the 
reloca table l'ibrary ~ , ;the:linkage editor 
reads an INCLUDE·' (for the second level) and 
perfer~s. th1sinclusien. As rio. INCLUDE is 
present in. the second level,centrel is 
teturnedte the calling input leveL Th.is 
precess is repeated, fer the. next INCLUDE. 
Note that the namelist specifies. only,CS C 
is wanted.- '. 

After the inclusion of the module'at the 
first level, cont.rol 'is returned ·teSY~LNK 
where a .new phase is encountered. The' 
cen'trol sectionsa.re. read froin S'YSLNJ<and~ 
added to. PHASE2 ,until, the next INCLUDE is 
read. At this time, the linkage editor' 
again accesseS the_~e16catable library, , 
perferms the inclusien QfMOD5 into PHASE2, 
and continues reading input from S:YSJ,.,NK. 
Precessing continqes until the 1;!NTRY 
statement is re~ched. 

.The split control section' rcs' E) is 
assigned a contiguous area of v:i,.rtual 
sterage. 
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SYSROR SYSIPT SV~NK 

, PHASE PHASE I .... ESOmodull1 PHASE PHASE I 

'INCLUDE MOO2 TXTCSE INCLUDE MOD2 

PHASE PHASe2 TXTCSF PHAsE PHASE2 

ESDmoduI., INCLUDE ' ~ TXT CS E lcontl ~ 

TXTCSE EXEC ASSEMBL V I"'"'- RLDmoduI., !.. 
ENTRy libel CS A END moduli J ,TXTCSF 

EXECLNKEOT INCLUOEfo«)06 TXT CS E lcontl 

RLDmoduI.1 

ENDmodul., I 
..... ,. 

"-"bIer 
~ Sou~Oeck 

ICSHI INCLUDE MOD6 

----- " 
£SO AIItmbIer 

TXTCSH 

RLO AIItmbIIf 

END AIiembItr 

i Relocatlbl. Librwy 
Levell 1.tYe12 

- INCLUDE MOD3 £SO module 3 

INCLUDE MOD4 ~ "O(TCS,A 
i---.i. 

ESO module 2 ~ TXTCSB 

TXTCS~ RLD moduI. 3, 

RLD moduI. 2 ..... ENDmoduI.3 

--- END 1I'ioduI. 2 ,~ IMCLUDE,ICI 

S 
ESOmodul.6 ESDmoduI •• 

TXTCSG ,TXTCSC 

~ 
RLDmoduIt6 TXTCSCI 

END module & RLOmodule. 

. '- END moduli • 

i 

I 

.-eo.:.JIllllIlit Llbrwy, 
PHASEI 

~
CSA"""" 
CSB 

CSC 

CSO 

PHASE 2 

CSE ----..;..--
CSE Icont) 

CSF 

CSG 

CSH 

ENTRV ItbtI CS A 

....-1 ..... : ==-~_R.td_'by_Job_Contr_oI-=--=--=--=--=-~.I4I-~_--~lnpu-t==== ___ Rttd __ by_Llnk_"'E_c11tor~~~~~~~.:::lL __ J 
Figure 13. Example of Linkage Editor Input and Output' 
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This section describes the, set of programs 
that maintain" service-, and copy tl;ae 
libraries of DOS/VS. This' set of programs-

, is collectively referred to as the 
libraJrian. 

The system residence'(S~SRES) can 
contalnfour Beparate and distinct system 
11bra:cies: . 

1. Core ~ma~e library 

2. . Relocatai51e library 

. 3. Source statement lib~ary 

4. Procedure library. 

1.ibrarian 

The core image library is t"he only library 
thatisrequire::l. . 

Fig~re 14 lis~s th~ logical units 
r~quired 'an~'used'py- the librarian 
programs. 

r---.----T-------T---.... ---T-------T-'":'-----T---.---~T--~----T--·------..,·---------, 
I MAl NT , CORGZ .. , DSERV 1 CSERV r RSERV , SSERV 1 PSERV I' ESERV. I 

..----,----t---· .. ---t-----.;.-t-------+------~+·----:---:-+-.---·---t----·---t------.;;. .... ----------i 
I' SYSRDR1.1 IR . r . . R 1 .' R 1 R '1·, R" R ,'. R 1,. .1 
.. --------t---,---.,..t-------t---:-----t------;--t-----.---t--·-----..,t---·--..:-+----... -'":'---...;----~-... ~ 

· I SYSI·PT ·,R· 1 R , R 1. R' I' R ., R . 1 . R , . R '.' 1 
~-------..,t.:.-.,.,-.---+~------t- ... -----t---·---:'-+------.,.t--..,----t-------t·----------,---..,.----i . 
1 'SYSLSTI 0" R '1 R. 1 0 1 0 1 0 I 0' 0 . 1 
~-_:_-----..;.+---'-·---t----:----t------..:+------.,.---.---.-+-·------t-------f---------"":',;..----·:---i 
,SYSLOG2i·- RI R 1 R" R '1 R 1 R.' . R I fl. . I 
~--------t------...;t-------t-------t-------t-------t--~----t----~-.:.t--..,---------------i 
1 SYSRES IR , ' R 1 R . 1 R IR I' R", ,R, I . R-I 
~--------+---_:_-.:...,t----'7"--+--..---..,-t,;..--...;:--+...; .... -.... ---+------:+-------t------------------:-i 
1 SYSCLB 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0' 1 .. 1 .1'" 1 . I 
~-..:.- ... ---,--t--"-----f------..,+ .... --.,..---+----·---t-----... ...;+-::-------+..,-·...;-----t-----------~-------I 
1 SYSRtB 1 0 . 1 o· I' 0' 1 1 0 , . 1 t " '. ., 

· ~--~-·---,;..+-------t-------.t----..,-·---+-------+-----.,.-t.:.---...;--t---·----f----_:--.-----------..--I 
, SYSSLB'I o· , 0 1 o· 1'1 1 0' I . I' 01 
~----,--·--+-------+..,--...;-·--+-------+..,------t.-;----..,-+------~t-----... ·-+-... ---..:.----... -------·i 
ISYSOOO 1 I 0 I' II .' 'I . I '. I.. . . J 
~----,----t---·----+-----...,-t--_::----t-------+_:---;,..-,-t·-------+--,;..----t---~-------.::.--...;-.·-.-i 
1 SYSO 01 1 lOr . '. I '. 1 I {I .' I 

· ~·----,-----t---·----f------7+-.;.-----+----.----+-~- ... --t---.~---+-------+,;....,--·---:,---·--·..:-_:..:--i 
I SYS:002 1 I. 0'" 1 . I' . I 1 ,II . . I: 
l----·...;---t---,---..:+---·----+----... --t~<------t-------+- ... --,;..--t--~----t----------------.... -i ,c. 

1 SYS0031 ' '. L . o· 1 I.. \' , 1 I' - I . ·1 
~--~-----+--~---~+~--~---+----:--+~- ... --~-+-~---~-+-------+-~-----+-~----~-----·-~--~i 
I SYSIN3' I b' I' O~· I 0 l 0' I 0 I'. 0 I} O. 1 0 . I 
~-..,--·-.:..--+.:..--·--..,-t-------+'7"---:..;--+...;----~~+--.. _:_---+-:..'----,;..+-:-:------+--... --:-----------.:..:-i 
I SY~jPCH I - 0 ·1' '. 1 .: \. O' I, 0 I 0 1 '0 \. . 0 .' 1 
L ____ • ____ .L ___ . ...,' ___ .1._---:-:---.L-"-~-"-- .... .1.-------·.1..:..--.,.;.-.,;.-.1. _____ ... _.1._.,.. _____ .L ___ --_ ... ~~ ... -...;----_ ..... J 

R = Hequired 
o = Opticihal de~endentupon function specified· 

l.SYSnDRis rE~quiredfor j()b control purposes. oitly •. 
2SYS]~OG' must not be .. assigned to' ai;rinter 
3IfSYSRDR and.SYSIPT are assigned to, the-same-device, SYSIN may be ~sed. 

FiguJce 14. l~ogical Units RequiJ:'ed a'nd Used by ·the Librarian p'rograms 
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r------------------~-~-------------------~~--------~-~---~----~--1 
I Directory . I 

~---------------T---------------T---~~---------~-T---------------i 
I CoreImage I Relocat~ble ISource St~tementl Procedure I 

r--------~-------------f-----------~---+-------------~-+-----~---~------+-~---~-------~-i 
·1 NU~BER OF ENTRIES:. I . I I 
I . 't'l I 
12311* I' I I 
l . I I . I 
I '{first track I 335 module. 265 book r 265} procedure I 
12314/2319 other tr.acks l 34d entries 270 entries' I 270 entries I 
I ' . last track I . 339 2,69 I 269 I' 
I ", I V~riable I . .1 
I {first track I 555 module 435 book I 435} procedurel 
13330/33330thertracksl (see.Note) 560 entries 440 entries I 440"entries I 

'1 last track I 559 439 I 439 I 
1 I I '1 
I {first track I 335 module 255 book I 255} procedure'l 
13340 other tracks I 340 entries. 260 entries 1,260. entries I 
I last track . I I' 339 259' I 259 I 
'I . I I ,·1.1 
~--~------~--- ... --------+-... ---.;..-~-------t-----------.----+------ ... --------~+~----"----------i . 
INUMBER OF TRACKS: 1 . I ' 
I . I I 
12311* I' I 
I I I 
12314/2319 I ' I TRD m+6 TSD''= b+6 TPI~ = d+6 
I I I 340 270 21'0 
I . I Variable I 
13330/3333 I I TRD m+6 TSD b+6 TPD - d+6 
I I (see Note)'1 560 44'0 44'0 

'I I I 
13340 ' I ' I TRD = !!!!~ TSD = !2+6 'TPD = d+~ 
I. 1 I 340 260 260 
~---------~------------~~-- ... -----------~---------------~----------------~---- ... ----------i I (II = Total number of module'S in the relocatable l'ibrary. '. 1 
Ib = Total number of books,in the source staterrent library. I 

. Id='Total number of procedures in the procedure library. I 
I I 
IThe value TxD is rounded to the next higher integer if a remainder results. I 
I I 
L *The 2311 is. supported as a .pri~"ate . core image library only. I 
I .' I 
Il:!Q~~: The entries.in the coreitnage directory are of. variable lengt,h with a maximum I 
I length- of 39 bytes •. The length of the· entries is determined by the inforrr.ation . I 
Icontained ih them. The loadpolnt at link-edit time, the entry point at ~irik-edit I 

'1 time, the. number of RLD items, the number' of addi tionalRLD blocks, and the palrti tion I 
Istart address at link-edit time are only part of the directory eritty under'certain . I 
I conditions. The number pf blocks (2Si bytes) per" track is 10 for_the 2311 (only' .1 
112!:!y~~~core ima.ge library), 17 for the '2314/~319, 28 for the 3330/3333, and 1.6 for thel 
1334 0. '. . " . , I 
L ____ ... _________ . ____ ~---~---... -------------·------------_______ ..:. ___________________ , ____ -----J 
~igure 15. Calculation 6f the Tr~cks Required for .Direttories 

Disk .Storag.~ . Space Required for 
Libraries and' Directories 

You must .determine·the amo\1nt of s~ace 
allocated to each of the libraries and 
directories. " . Each library consists of one 
or more complete disk tracks. Each 
directory occupies ~he first track(s) of 
the first cylinde~allocated to its 
re~pective librar~. 
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DIRECT'ORY SIZES 

Figure 15 summarizes the track requiiements 
for the core image, relocatable, source 
statement, and procedure directories. f 

CORE I~AGE LIBRARY SIZE 

E~ch tra~k allocated to the core image 
library con·titinsthree fixed-iength blocks 
on 2311, SiK fixed-length blocks on 



2311'/2319,E~leven fixed-length' blocks on 
333()/3333, ,o,I': seven fixed-length blocks on 
3340. Each -block cqn:~~ins 1024 bytes of 
'inst:ructiom;1 or data.-For· non-relocatable 
,phaHes~ the ;co;re image ii'b~ary, contains 
exactly ~he same information as is 10aded 
~,nt() virtual'storage for, execution. 'For 

,rel()catable phases, the CIL contains both 
TXT and.RLD information., Each pbase is 
written beginning ina new block. ,The 
numl:)er, of, tracks required for the core , 
imac;re,libraI:y can be calculated as follows': 

1. Determine the number of blocks (B) 
~equired for a'phas~: 

where"L is the total number ,of bytes in 
the ph~se (roundea up to a multiple of 
4) plus 4 times the number of R,LD i,tems 
(see the ~s~embly listing).' The vaiue 
B i~ rounded to the next higher integer 
if a remaind~r results. ' 

2. Determine the total number of clocks 
CBt) required for all pha~es in the 
core image library: 

Bt = B1 + B2 + B3 + •••• + Bn 

3. Determine, the number of ,tracks '(TeL) , 
required to hold all phases in the core 
image library:' 

TeL = §!: 
n 

where n = 3 for ~e 2311 (supported as, 
a private core image 
library only) 

6 for the 2314/2319 
11 for the 3330/3333 
, 7 for the 3340 

4~ Determine the riu~ber of cylinde~s (CCL) 
required to hold the core 
ima~e library and core 
image' directory: ' 

eCL = !~;Q:!:.I£±! 
n 

where n : 10 for the 2311 (supporte~as 
a private co~e image ' 
library only) , ' 

20 for the 2314/2319 
19 for the 3330/3333, 
12 for the 3340 : 

The value of CCL is rounded to the next 
hi,gher integer. if a remainder results. 
This calculation is useful when; 
Jexecutin9 MAINT "and CORGZ. 'When 
.allocating a SYSRES file, add two. 
tracks for system pUrpos~s. 

RELOCATABLE LIBRARY SIZE 

Each track 'allocated to the relocatable 
librarycon~ains 16 fixed-length blocks for 
the 2314/~319,'28 fixed-length blocks for 
th~ 3330/3333~or 17 fixed-length blocks 
for the 3340. Each block i's 322 byteS 
long. A number of factors affects the 
packing of infprmation in these blocks. 
The factors ' include', the following, 
variablesr . 

i. The number of, separate 'control 
, ,sections. 

2, The use of DS Cdefine storage) 
statements, ~hich reser~e storage that 

:may or may not be utilized for data' 
constan,ts defi?ed ,in the program. 

3.: Alternation of the location counter 
during assembly'Cuse of "ORG . 
statements). ' 

The following calculations apprOldmate 
fairly accurately the library aiea required 
for typical programs. ' 

1:~, Determine the number of ,blocks (Bc) 
'required for all cards or statements 
except the ~ctual piogram text. Assume 
a separate block for each' card of the 
following'types: 

p.~ PHASE 
b. INCLUDE 
c. REP 

d. END 
e. 'SYM 
f. ENTRY 

Let Bc eq~al the total number of cards 
of the above types. 

2. Determine the number of' blocks (Be) 
required for ESD and RLD cards. Assume 
a,separate block for every two ESD or 
RLD cards. 

3. Determine the number of blocks' (Bi) 
r2quired for t.he actual instructi.ons or 
data in the TX'T' cards. Assume an 
average of 200 bytes of text in each 
plock. (A maximum per bl'ock, for 
continuously assigned text, is 264 
bytes per block.) Thus: 

4. 

5. 

'Bi z:: iQ~~!_QY!:~§_Q!:_ te!~_!!LI~!_£~;:S!~ 
,200, 

~etermin~ the 'totai nu~ber of blocks 
(Bn).r~qu~red foi a moduie in the 
relocatable libra~y: 

'Bg,= ,Bc + Bi. Be 

Determine the total number of blocks 
(B~) '~equired to hold all of the 

, modules' in th~ library: 

Bt-= B1+ B2 +B3 ~ •••• + Bn 
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6. DetermIne the number'of tracks (TRL) 

TRL = Bt 
n 

where n = 16 for the 2314/231g 
28 for the 3330/3333 
17 for the 3340 

The value TRL is rounded, to the next 
highe~inte9~r if a remainder results. 

7. Determine the number of cylinders (CRL) 
required to hold the relocatable 
library and directory: 

CRt: = TRQ!IRL 
n 

where n = 20 for the 2314/2319 
19 for the 3330/3333 
12 for the 3340 

3., -Determine the number of blocks (Bn), 
needed to hold the book: 

Bn ::' N (Ls) 
160-

The value Bn is rounded to the next 
higher.intege~ ,if a re~ainder results. 

4. Determine the total nUinber of hlocks 
(Bt) required to hold i:lll books in the 
library: . 

Bt = Bl +4B2 ~ 83 +.~ •• + Bri 

5. Determine the number 'of tracks (TSL) 
required to hold all of the books in 
the source statement library: ' 

,TSL !!!= 
The value'CRL is rounded to the next n 
higher integer if a remainder results. 

SOURCE STATEME~T~IBRARY SIZE 

Each'track allocated to, the. source , 
stat~ment library contains 27 fixed-length 
blqcks for the 2314/2319 or 44 fixed-length 
blocks for the 3330/3333 or 26 fixed-length 
blocks for the 3340). Each block ,contains 
a maximum of 160 bytes of SOUrce statement 
infor~ation~ The source statements ar~ 
compressed before they ar~ written out on 
the source statement library. This " 
compression is performed by eliminating ,~all 
blanks' in· each source statement. several' 
count bytes ind~cating the number of blanks 
eliminated are added to each staterrent ' 
before wri'ting it in the source sta1j.ement 
library. The number of tracks requir~d for 
the ~ource st-atementlibrary can be 
ca'lculated as follows: 

1. Determine ,the number of statements (N) 
used to define a book. If the book is 
an edited'macro definition produced by 
the assembler, determine the number of 
statements in the source format 
definition~ -----~------

2. Determine the average compressed 
statement'length (LS) in the bdok~ The 
compress~d'statement length 
approximately equals~ . 

Ls :: (Ll+1) + •••• + ,(Ln+l) + 3' 

where each Ln is the number of bytes' in 
each word, of the source statement. For 
the macro', subiibrary (sublibrary E) 
multiply the result by 1.2. 
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where n = 27 for the 2314/2319, 
44 for the 3330/3333 
26 for the 3~40 

The value TSL ,is rounded to th'e next 
higher integer if a remainder re~ults. 

6. Determine the number ,of cylinders (:SL) 
required t.o hold the source statement ' 
library and source statement directory: 

GSL.=,'i:SL+I~Q 
n 

where n = 20 10r the 2~14/2319 
19 tor the 3330/3333 
12 fQr the 3340 

The· value CSL" i's rounded to the next 
higher integer ~f a remaindei results. 

PROCEDURE LIBRARY SIZE! 

Each track allocated to the procedure 
library contains 40 fixed~length blocks for 
the 2314(2319,~1 fi~ed-length blocks 'for 
the 33~0/3333, or 34'fixed-Iength blocks 
for, ,the 3340. Each block is 80 bytes long. 
A cataloged procedure consists of one or 
more consecutive blocks, each c6ntaininga 
control statement or data, in uncompressed 
card-image format. The first five blocks 
of the ·procedure· library are save areas ,for 
cu~rently ~n~nterpreted overwrite 
statements (1" block/partition) that have 
already been ,read. The number of tracks, 
required foi the ~rocedure library can be 
ctalculated as follows: 



1. Determine the number of blocks (B) for 
a procedUJ:e: 

'B = ~, 

where N is the number af cantral 
statements and data cards in the 
pJracedure" 

2. Determine the total number af blbcks 
<Bt)required to hald all the 
pracedures in the libraiy" and add 5 
for the save areas: 

'Bt = B1 + B2 + B3 +._.~ Bn + 5 

3. Determine the number 6f track~ (TPL} 
required to. hald all th~ pracedure 
library: 

'Tl?L = ~:t 
n 

where n = 40 for the 2314/2319 
61 far the 3330/3333 
34,for the 3340 

The value af TPL is rounded to. the next 
higbe~ integ~rif a remainder results. 

~. Determine the n~mber af cyiinders (CPL) 
required tahald the pracedure library 
a,nd prace'dure :Urectary: 

CPL = TP~:!:I~!! 
n 

where n = '20 for the 2314/2319 
19 for the 3330/3333 
12 far the 3340 

Th~ value af CPL is raunded to. the next 
highe~ integer if a remainder results. 

GENER~L CONTROL ST~TEMENT FORMAT 

The lihrarian cantral statements are 
simil~r' in farmat to. statements pracessed 

,by the assembler. The operatian field must 
be preceded by.ane or more blanks. The 
ap~t~tian field must begin to. the right af 

',column 1 and must' be separated fram the 
a~erand field by at least ane blank 
pasitian. The aperandfield is terminated 
bY,the first blank pasition. It cannot 
extend past calumn 71. continuatian 

'statements are'nat recagnized. 

MairdenanC4! Program 

This sectian describes the cantral 
statements that can be submitted to. the 
MAIN'!' program, which maintains the care 
image, relacatable, saurce statement~ and 
pracedure libraries. Except far the 

re~11~6~tianfunction af M~INT, all cantiol 
statements 'apply to both system and 'private 
libraries; the r~allacatian functian, 
hawever, cannot be used for private 
libraries. 

To. invake the maintenance program, use 
the follawing job cantro·l statement: 

// EXEC MAINr 

One ar mare of the ~aintenarice functions 
far aneor mo~e of the libraries can be 
requested within a single run: 

• catalag • condense 
• delete • reallocate, 
• rename • update 

Any number of phases, rnodules~ bao~s, or 
pracedures can be acted upon in'one run. 

~at~: If POWER/VS or any unending job is 
started with a cataloged procedure; no 
maintenance functions can be performed on 
the procedure library as long as ~he job is 
active. 

The following symbolic units must be 
~ssigned to. perform maintenance functians 
an a private library: SYSCLB for a private 
core image library, SYSRLB for a private' 
relocatable library, and SYS$LB for a ~ 
priv~te source statement library. ~ 
private library must be unassigned to 
perform maintenance functions an the 
corresponding system libraries. 

CATALOG 

The ~atalag function, whi~h adds elements 
to a libr~ry, is., described in the following 
sections: 

CATALR 

CATALS 

CAT ALP 

to catalog to. the relocata.'bl~ 
library 
to datalag to the source 
statement library 
to catalag to the procedure 
·library. 

Note: To catalog to the core image 
library, refer. to the cha,pter!!!!!~~~~ 
Edi!:Q;'. 

CATJ\LR 
The CATALR control statement is uS~d tb.adc" 

,a module tp the relocatable library. ,The 
'CATALR cantrol statement is rea't:l. from the 
device assigned to SYSIPT and is '~n the 
follawing format: 

CATALRmodulename(,v;ml 
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The operation fiel1 contains CATALR. The 
entry in the operand field, !!!Qgyle!!2!!!~, is 
the name by which the module is to be known 
to the control system. The~odYl~~~!!!~ is ' 
one "to eight characters, the first of which 
must not ba an asterisk. 

~he optional entry in the operand field, 
v.m,specifies the change level 'at which 
the module is to be cataloged. y may be, 
any decimal number: from -0-127. !!! roay be 
any decimal number from n-255. If this 
operand is omitted, a change level of 0.0 
is assumed. 

A change level can be assigned'onlywhen 
a module is cataloged. The change level is 
di~l~yed and punched by the serv~ce 
functl.ons. 

The statements composing. the input for a 
module are described in the b!!!~~9!L~9!:!:.Q~ 
section~ The statements are: 

1. PHASE 
2. INCLUDE control statemertt (if 

appropriate) 
3. ESO 
4. TXT 
5. RLD 
6. REP 
7. END' 
8. ENTRY 

These statements are'read frbm the device 
assigned to SYSIPT. All input is diagnosed 
by the linkage editor. The CATALR 
statement is recognized but ignored by the 
linkage editor. The END statement 
indicates end of module. 

The ENTRY statement can only be used in 
a module that contains only linkage editor 
control statements and ~n END statement. 
The ENTRY statement must be the last 
control statement in the module, tfcllowing 
the END statement. 

Normally, modules in the relocatable 
library are output from a language 
translator. However, you can construct an 
artificial module of linkage editor control 
statements, referred to as a £~!!!!!g 
module. ,The following example illustrates 
a-valid calling mo1ule: 

PHASE PHN~M1,ROOT 
INCLUDE MODULE1 
PHASE PHN~M2,* 
INCLUDE MODULE2 
PHASE PHNAM3,PHNAM2 

ENTRY CSECTNME 
END 
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Oper.andsin r"NCLUDE statements refer to 
m09ules in ,the relocatable libraro'y. If, 
fot example, the ,preceding calling ,module 
is cataloged by the name BIGPROG, ,all , 
rrodules re£erre~ to in BIGPROG can be 
link~edi~ed by u~ing the followihg cohtro~ 
statements: 

//. OPTION,CATAL 
INCLUDE BIGPROG 

// EXEC LNKEDT 

~calling module may consist only of 
INCLUDE statements~ Inthiscasetth~' 
PHASE statements would precede the inclUded 
rrodules. 

A ninth statement, SYM, can be in the 
linkage editor input. When recognized~ 
however, it is bypassed by the linkage 
editor. (The'SYM statement identifies the 
symbol ~able output by~the as~embler as a 
result of specifying SYM in the OPTION 
statement). 

For the catalog function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. ~YSLSTmust 
be assigned to ~printer, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
~ust not be assigned to a printer. If 
SYSIPT is assigned to a tape unit, the 
MA~NT program assumes that the tape is 
positioned to the first inplit record. The, 
tape is not rewound at the end bf job. 

Any number at modules can be cataloged 
in a single run. Each module must 
immediately follow its respective CATALR 
control statement. 

An additional capability of the system 
allows for assembling or compiling a 
program and' catalogihg it to a relocatable 
library in one continuous run. , This is , 
done by inserting a CATALR statement' in' t.he 
job control input stream preceding the 
phase statement (if present) and the 
assembler/compiler execute statement. the 
CATALR ~tatement is written on the SYSP~H 
file, if" SYSPCH is assigned, (on tape, 
DASD, or 3540 diskette) ahead of the 
assembler/compiler 6utput.' Then reassign 
the SYSPCH file as SYSIPT cu.d eXE!Cute the 
MAIN~ program to perform the catalog' , 
fdnction. The output of the assembly/ 
compilation (on tape o~DASD, or 3540 
diskette) may b~ cataloged immediately or 
it may be cataloged at some later time." It 
can also, be held after cataloging as backup 
of the assembly/compilation. " 



CATALS 

The CATALS control statement is used to add 
a book to a sublibrary of the source 
statem~nt library. It is read from the 
device assigne~ to SYSIPT and is in the 
followingfor~at. 

CATALS sublib.bookname[,v.m~,CJ] 

The operption field contains CATALS.' The 
.qualifier !y~!!~ in the ~perahd field 
represents the sublibrary to ~hich the book 
is to be cataloged and can be any 
alphameric character (O-~, A-Z~ #, $, and 
@), representing source statement 

-sublibraries. 

'Ihe !!!!2!!!2 qualifier is required. If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as invalid 
and no processing is ~one on"the book. 

bookname in the operand field represents. 
the-~~~~-;l the book to be cata16ged. , The 
bookname is one t~~ight alphameric 
char~ct~rs (0-9, A~Zr #, $, and @), the 
first of which must'be alphabetic (A-Z, #v 
$, and @). 

The first optional '~entry in the operand 
field, v.m, specifies the change level at 
which the book is tci be cataloged. ! may 
be any decimal number from 0-127. ~ may be 
any decimal number from 0-255. If this 
operand is omitted, a change level of 0.0 
is assumed. The change level is'displayed 
and punched by the service functions. 

The second optional entry in the operand 
field, C, indicates that change level 
verification is required before updates are 

'accepted for this book, providing the v.m 
operand is present on the update card (see 
UPDATE librarian control statement). This 
requIrement is reflected in the DSERV 
output by a C appearing in the column 
headed LgV CUK (level check). 

Books that ar~ to be cat~loged in a 
, sub11brary of the source statement library 

must be prece~ed and followed by special 
statements indicating the beginning 'and the 
end of a book. 

Macro definitions that are to be 
cataloged in the assembler sUblibrary 'are 
preceded by the MACRO statement and are 
followed by the MEND statement. ~ACRO is 
the standard macro definition 'header 
statement; MEND is the standard macro 
definition trailer statement. 

When,books to b~ retrieved by the 
assembl~r COpy st~tement are to be 
cataloged to the assemblersublibrary, the 
assembler END statement should not be 

included in the book~ (Assembler does not 
recognize END statements from the source 
statement library.) 

Books other than macro detinitions that 
ar~ to be catal6ged in the source ctatement 
library are preceded and followed by a 
BKEND statement. A BKEND statement must 
precede each book, and a BKEND statemeht 
must follow each book. If desired, the 
~KEND statement may precede and follow,a 
macro~definitiori (in addition to the MACRO 
and MEND statements). This is desirable 
when the options provid~d in ~he BKEND 
statement are required. The statement is 
in the following format. 

BKEND ~sub.book]i[seq-chk],[count],[CMPRSD-

The entry in the operation field is BKEND. 
All operand entries a~e optional. when 
used, the entries must be in the prescribed 
order, and need appear only in the B~END 
statement preceding the book' to be 
cataloged. The first entry in the operand 
field, sub.book, is identical to the 
operand-of~he-CATALS con~rol statement. 
The second operand !~g=£h~ specifies that 
sequence checking is required. Which 
columns will ~e ~heckeddepends on how this 
operand is specified. Columns 73~78 will 
be checked if, SE~NFS is specified. Columns 
77-80 wilL be checked if SEQNCE is 
specified. rhe £Q!!~! operand specifies the 
number of card images 'in the book. Whe'n 
used, the card input is counted, beginning 
with the preceding BKEND statement and 
including the foilowing BKEND statement. 
If an error is detected in either the 
sequence checking Qr the card count, an 
error message is printed. The error can be 
corrected, and the book can be recataloged. 
The CMPRSD operand indicates thai; the book 
to be cataloged, in the library is in the 
compressed format, output a~ a result of 
specifying CMPRSD when performing a PUNCH 
or DSPCHservice function. 

For the catalog function SYSIPT must be 
assigned t,o a' card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit~ or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, or a 
disk unit, and SYSLOG must'not be assigned 
to a printer. 

Any number of books may be cataloged in 
a single rtin. Each book must immediately 
follow its respective,cATALS control. rhe 
function can also delete an entire 
sUblibrary or an entire library. 

CATALP 
The CATALP controlstatiement is used to add 
a procedure to the procedure library~ ~ny 
number of procedures may be cataloged in a 
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s1ngle run. Each procedure must 
immediately'f.ollow the respective CATALP 
statement. . 

§~mgn~_rQ~m~~: 

CATALPprocedutename (,VM=v.rol [,Eop=yyl 

[ 
,DATA=!,!Q ] 

YES 

. Each control statement in the procedure 
library should have a unique identity. 
This identity is required if_you want to 
modify·the job stream at execution time. 
Therefore, when cataloging, identify each 

. control statement in columns 73-79 (blanks 
may be embedded). 

procedurename 

VM=V,,lJI 

EOP=yy 

represents the name of the 
procedure to be cataloged. the 
procedurename consists of one to 
eight alphabetic and/or numeric 
characters. The name of the 
procedure must not be ALL and must 
not begin with $$ or ~ith a 
numeric character. 

Procedurenames can be related to 
the partition in which the 

. procedur~is intended to be run. 
A partition-related proc~durename 
must follow these conventions: 

$B for the BG partition 
$1 for the F1 ,partition 
$2 for the F2 partition 
$3 for the F3 partition 
$4 for-the F4 partition. 

specified the change level at 
which the procedure is to be 
cataloged. v-may be any decimal 
number from 0-127. m may be any 
decimal-number from 0-255. If 
this operand is omitted, a change 
level of 0.0 is assumed. 

A change level can be assigned 
only when a procedure is . 
cataloged. The change level is 
displaye~ and punched by the 
service functions. 

specifies a two-character' 
end-of-procedure delimiter. The 
EOP parameter can be any 
combination of characters except 
/*, /&, //; it must not contain a 
blank or a comma. The system 
qssumes /+ as default 
end-of-procedure delimiter. 
Otherwise, you·canomitthe EOP 
,par~meter • 
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DATA=YES specifies that a procedure 
contains SYSIPT in1ine data. 
These procedures can only be 
executed in the extended procedure 
support. 

A procedure to be cataloged into the 
procedure library may consist of job 
control and linkage editor statements and, 
if the supervisor was generated with the 
SYSFIL option, any additional SYSIPT data 
which must be processed under control of a 
device-independent sequential IOCS modul"e ' 
(for instance, control statements for 
utilitY progr~ms and service programs, 
source statements for compilers and object 
modules for the linkage editor). ' The end 
of a procedure is indicated by the /+ 
end-of-procedure delimiter or by·the 
end-of-~rocedu%e delimiter as specified in 
the EOP parameter. . 

For the catalog function SYSLS'l~ must be 
assigned to a printer, a tape unit, a disk 
unit, or a 3540 diskette, and SYSI,OG must 
not be assigl'led to a printer. If S!{SIPTis 
assigned to a tape unit, the MAINT program 
assumes that the-tape is positioned to the 
first input record. The tape is not 
rewound at end of job. 

A s~mple jpb stream follows • 

/) JOB'CATPROC 

-ASSGNcontrol statement, 
if required 

// EXEC MAINT 
CATALP PROCA,EOP=/$,DATA=YES 

control statements 

SYSIPT inline data 

/* END OF SYSIPT DATA 

corttrol statements 

/$ END OF PROCEDURE 
/& 

The following restrictions apply when you 
catalogprccedures to the procedure 
library: 

1. A cataloged procedure cannot 'contain 
control statements or SYSIPT data for 
mo're than one job.· 



2. If the cataloged control statem'erits 
include the~ JOB statement, you must not 
have a JOB statement when you.retrieve
the procedure through the EXEC 
statement. conversely, if the JOB 
statement is not cataloged, a JOB 
stclltement must precede the EXEC 
stcltement t:hat retrieves tQe procedure. 

3. A (:atalogec1 procedure must not include 
any of the following.control.statements 
be<:ausethE~y are not accepted when the 
pr9cedure is processed: 

// ASSGN SYSROR"X'cuu' 
// RESET SYS 
// RESET A]:'L 
// RESET SYSRDR 
/1 CLOSE S YSRDR" X' cuu" 
// ASSGN S'~SIPT" X, cuu' 
// RESET S'~SIpr' - only if SYSIPT data is 

include!:!. 
/1 CLOSE SYSIPT,X'c:uu' 
1& 

4. Cataloged procft{1ures cannot be nested, 
that is" a cataloged procedure cannot 
contain an EXEC statement that invokes 
another cataloged procedure~ 

DELETE 

. The delete function, which removes 
references to specific elements of a 
library, is described in the following 
sections: 

DELETe ,...- to delete from the core image 
library 

.DELETFt -- .to delete from the relocatable 
library 

DELET~) -- to ctelete from the source 
stat:ement library 

DELETJ? -- to delete from the procedure 
library. 

DEL:E:TC 
The D:ELETC control statement in one of the 
following formats is used to delete phases 
or programs from the core image library. 

DELETC phasena~el(,phasename2, ••• ] 

DELETC progl.ALL(,prog2.ALL, ••• ] 

In the first format, the entry in the 
operation field is DELETC. Eh!!Sen!!m~ in 
the operand field represents the name(s) of 
the pha~e{s) to be deleted. The riame of 
the pha~e may be a maximum of eight 
charact.ers. Entries in the operand field 
must be separated by cQmmas. 

In the secon:1format, E!:Q5l refers to the 
first four characters of the program name. 
(All ~hases within a program have the same 
first fo~r characters. Therefore~ the 
first four characters of each program 
within:the library should be unique.) The 
four characters are followed by a peribd 
and ALL. 

Any number of DEL ETC control statements 
can be used for the core image library 
within a single run. 

For the delete function, SYSIPT must be 
assign.ed to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST ~ust 
be ass igned to a .pri nter, a. tape. uni t, a 
di$k Unitt or a 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
.mustnot 'be assigned to. a printer. 

DELETR. 
TheDELETR control statement in one of the 
following fot'mats is used to delete a 
module from t~e'relocatable library. 

DELE;TR modnam~[,modname, ••• ] .. 
DELETR progl.ALL[,prog2.ALL, •• ~] 

DELETR ALL 

The first format {s used when a specific 
module is to be deleted, and must alwayS be 
used when deleting DIMODs. The entry in 
the operation field is DELETR. The entry 
in the operand field, modnam~, is the name 
of the module to be deleted. If more than 
one module is to b~ deleted, the module 
names are separated by a comma. mQ~~m~ is 
one to eight characters, the first of which 

.must not be an asterisk. 

The second f::>rmat is used when an entire 
program is to be deleted. The entry in the 
operation field is DELETR. Intheoperand 
field, E!Qg refers to the first three 
characters of the modules used to build the 
program. (All IBM-supplied modules in the. 
relocatable library making up a program 
have the same first three characters, such 
as IPK for the assembler and IJS for 
COBOL~) The three characters are followed 
by-a period and ALL. 

The third format is used if the entire 
library is to be deleted. The entry in the 
operation field' is DELETR. The entry in 
the operand field is ALL. When this 
function is performed~ the system status 
record is reset to show that all library 
blocks are now available to the system. 
Therefore, it is unnece$sary to perform a 
condense functi::>n after a DELETR ALL.has 
been performed. 



Any number of DELETR control statements 
can be used for the relocatable library 
within a single run. 

For the delete function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
d'isk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SY$LST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a j540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
must .not be'assigned to a print~r. 

DELETS 
The DELETS control statement is used to 
delete books from the source staterrent 
library. The control statement is in one 
of-±he following formats. 

DELETS sublib.book1[,sublib.book2, .•. 1 

DELETS suplib.ALL 

DELETS ALL 

The first format is used if only specific 
books are to be deleted. The entry in the 
operation'field is DELETS. The qualifier 
~~£l!Q in the tperand field represents the 
sublibrary containing the book to be 
deleted.and can 'be any alphameric character 
'0-9, A-Z, #, $~ and @), r~presenting. 

>urce statement sublibraries. 

The ~Qli£ qualifier is required. If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as invalid 
and no processing is done on the bOOk. 

QQQ~ in the operand field represents the 
name of the book ~n'the sublibrary to be 
deleted. If mdre than on~ book is to be 
deleted, the entries must be separated by 
commas. If books to be deleted are in the 
same sublibrary, subsequent book names need 
not be qualified. (The librarian assumes 
that nonqualified books are in the last 
sublibrary specified.) The name of the 
book can be of any length; however, a 
maximum of the first eight characters is 
used to locate and delete the book. 
continuation statements 'are not recognized. 

The second format is used if an entire 
qblibrary is to be deleted. The entry in 
Ie operation fiel~ is DELETS. The first 

_ntry in the operand field is the name of 
the sub,libraryto be deleted. The 
qualifier §J;!Q!!Q represents the sublibrary 
containing the ,book to be deleted and ,can 
be any alphameric character (0-9, A-Z, #, 
$, and @), tepresenting source statement 
sublibraries. 

The s~Qli!2 qualifier is required. If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as invalid 
~d no processing is done on the 
blibrary. ' 
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The second entry in the operand field is 
ALL. The two entries must be separated by 
a period. 

The third format is used if the entire 
source statement library is to be deleted. 
The entry in the operation field is D~LETS. 
The entry in the operand field is ALL. 
When this function is performed, the system 
status record is reset to show that all 
library blocks are now available to the 
system. Therefore, it is unnecessary to 
perform a condense after a DELETS ALL has 
been performed. 

For the delete function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tap~ unit, a 
disk unit, ora 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
rrust not be assigned toa printer. 

DELETP 
The bELE~P control statement in one of the 
following formats is used to delete a 
procedure from the procedure library: 

{
DELETP procedurename[,prOCedurename, ••• l} . 
DELETP ALL 

procedurename 
specifie~ the name of the 
procedure to be deleted. If more 
than one procedure is to be 
deletej, the names are separated 
by commas. Th~ procedure name is 
one to eight alphameric 
characters, the first of which 
must be alphabetic or $. 

ALL specifies that the eritire library 
is to be deleted. After a DELETP 
ALL has been performed, the system 
status record is reset to show 
that all library blocks are now 
available to the syste~. 
Therefore, it is ~nnecessary to 
perform a condense function after 
a DELErp ALL has been performed. 

Any number of DELETP control statements,' can 
be used ~or the procedure library within a 
single run. 

For the delete function, SYSI~T must be 
assigned to a card reader,.a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a .3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
mu~t not be assigned to a printer~ 



The rename functionj which changes the name 
of "ianelemeJrlt ina library , is described in 
thefollowiJrlg sectionst ' 

RENj~MC -- to rename a phase in the core 
image ,library 

RENAMR ~- to rename a ~odule in the 
relocatable libr~ry 

REN1\MS -- t()rename a book in the source 
s1:atement liorary 

REN1\MP ... - t() rename a procedure .in the 
pJ:ocedure library ~ . 

REN'AMC 
The RENAMC control statement is used to • 
change the n~me of a p~ase in ~hecore ", 
ima'ge library' to another name. ,If trenew 
name is already in the directory or an old 
namE! is not 'in the directory,. an 'error, " ' 
message is issued. On a valid pair of' 
,opel:andsi tbe new ,name' simpiy replacestl1e 
old, name, in the directory; ,the vers'ion and 
modification levels are not changed. In 
either caseia , check is .tbenmade for more 
operands on the card.' As sOOn ~s the /& 
statementi~ processed, Only the new pha~e 

,names exist in the directory. TheRENAMC 
s,tat.emen.t iain the following format. 

RENlI,MColdname, newname[ ,oldname ,newname, •• ] 

The operation 'field contains RENAMC. The 
operand field entries, Q!!!!H!!!)g and !!g~!!atng, 
repx:'esent the old phase name and the new 

,phase ,name. The two entries in the operand 
field must be separated by ~ comma. rhe 
names in the operand field may be, a maximum 
of eight characters. ~Q!:g: ALL is an 
invalid,~hase name. 

Any number ofR~NAMCcontrol statements 
caribe used for the core image library 
~ithin:~ single run. 

'For the rename function, SYSIPT must 'be 
'assignea to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 35.40 diske.tte. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, (a tape uniti,~ 
'd~sk unit, or a.5540 diskette, and SYSLO~ 
mus:\: not beass;igned to a printe"r. ' 

RE~rAMR 

Tne ~ENAMR tontrol s~atement ia used,,~o 
change the name ot a module ~n the 
relocatable library to another name~ ,If 
the rie~~ame is already in the directory 01 
an old name 'is not in the directory, an ' 
error message is i~sued. On a valid pair 

of operands, the new· name simply replaces 
the 'old name in thp directory; the version 
and modification le'iTels are not changed. 
In either case, a check is then made for 
more operands on the card. As soon as the 
statement is processed, the system 
rec9gnizes only'the new module name. The 
RENAMR statement is in the following 
format: 

~ENAMR oldname,riewname(,oldname,newname, .. l 

The operation field contains RENAMR. The 
entries in the operand field" Q!Q!!~~g and 
n,g~~!!!,g" represent'theold module-name and 
the new module-name, respectively, and are 
separated l:y a comma. , Q!!!!!~!!!g and !lg~!!§!.~g 
are one to eight characters, the first of 
which must not be ~n asterisk. ' 

'Any number of RENAMR control st.atements 
can be used for the relocatable library 
within a single run. 

For th~rename function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card ,reader, a tape unit,' a; 
disk,unit, o~ a 3540 diskette. SYSLSTmust 
be' assigned to a printer , a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 35QO diskette, and SYSLOG 
mustnot'beassigned to a printer. 

RENAMS 
Thea.ENAMS control statement is used to 
change the name of a book in the dource 
statement library to another name. If the 
new name is already in the' directory or an 
old n~me is not in~the directory, an error 
message is ~ssued. On a valid pair of I 

operands, the ~ew name simply replaces the 
old name in the 4irectory~ the vetsion and 
modification levels are not changed. In, 
either case, a check is then made for more 
operands on the card. As soori as the 
statem~nt is processed,theO system. 
recognizesnnly the new book name. The 

'RENAMS ~tatement is in the fol1owiti~ 
format. 

RENAMS sUblib.oldname,sublib.newname 
[~sublit.oldname,sublib.ne~name, ••. J 

The operation field contains RENAMS. The 
qualifiersu!2!.!Q in the operand field 
tepreseritsthe sUbltbrary contairiinq the 
book to be renamed.. and can bea.rty, 

'alphamericcharayte.r CO-9, A-Z,#, $, and 
, il, representin~~ource statement 
,sublibrarie~. 

,The §.ublib qualifier is .required. If 
omitted, ,the operand is flagged as invalid 
andiuj'iprt.cessing is done on the 
sublibrar'y'.' , 
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oldname and newname represent the old 
boo~name-and the-new-book name. If 
newname is omitted, the name is assumed to 
be the same as for the o1dname. The 
entries in'the operand field must be 
separated by commas. The names in the 
operand field can be of any length; 
however~ only a maximum of the first eight 
characters is used by the system to locate 
and rename the book. 

The DOS/VS assemblers flag any reference 
to a macro in the source statement library 
as an UNDEFINED OPERATION CODE if the 
cataloged name of the macro is not 
identical to the operation code in the 
macro prototype statement. The assemblers 
locate macros in the source statement 
lib~ry by the cataloged name, but 
thereafter use the operation code of the 
macro prototype statement for 
identification. ' 

Any number of t(l!;NAMS control statements 
can be used for the sour~e stat~ment 
library within a single run. 

For the rename 'function, SYSt~T must be 
assigned to ~ card reader," a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 35QO diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, a 
disk unit" or a 35QO diskette, and SYSLOG 
,ust not be assigned to a printer. 

RENAMP 
The RENAMP control statement is used to 
change the name of a procedure in the 
procedure library to another name. If the 
new name is already in the dir~ctory or an 
old name is not in the directory, an error 
message i~ issued. On a valid pair of 
operands,'the new name simply re~laces the 
old name in the directory; the,version and 
modification levels are not cpanged. In 
either case, a check is then made for more 
operands on the card. As' soon as the 
statement is processed, the system 
recognizes only the new module name. The 
RENAMP statement isin,the following 
format: 

lENAMP 
~ldname,newname[,oldname,newname, ••• ] 

oldname, 
newname 

represent the old procedure name 
followed by the new procedure 
name. The procedure names are 
frore one to eight alphameric 
characters, the first of which 
must be alphabetic or $. They 
must not be ALL. 

Any numoerof RENAMP control statements can 
le used for the procadu~e iibrary ~ithin a 
Jingle ru,n. 
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For the rename function, SYS!PT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 35QO diskette. SYSLSTmust 
be assigned to a printer, a ~ape ufiit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
must not be assigned to a printer. 

CONDENSE 

The~ondense function eliminates vacanc~es, 
resulting from delete or catalog functions. 
The con~ense function is usedwheIll a number 
of vacancies have accumulated within the 
library. 'Condense,can'be requested via one 
of two control statemerits: 

~ . . 

CONDS -- condenses any or ail of t:he 
libraries when i.ssued 

CONDL -- condenses any or all of the 
libraries automatically when a 
specified limit is reached~ 

CONOS' 
The CONDS control statement, in the 
following format, is ~sed to condense the 
core image,library: 

CONDS CL 

The operation fieid contains CONDS. The 
operand field contains CL. The relocatable 
library~ the source statement library, 
and/or the procedure library can also be 
condensed in this run. 'If'this is desired, 
the entry RL (for the relocatable library), 
SL (for the source statement library), and 
PL (for the procedure litrary), can appear 
in the operand field~ Multiple entries in 
th~ operand fiel,d are se{ierated by commas. 

The CONDS statement, in the following 
format, is used to condense the relricatable 
library: 

CONDS RL 

~he CONDS statement, in the, following 
format, is use'd to condense" the source 
st~tement library: 

CONDS SL 

The CONDS statement, in the following 
format, is used to condense the procedure 
libJ;ary: ' 

CONDS PL 

For the condense function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3SQO diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape 'Qnit, ~ 
disk unit, or a 3540' dis~ette, SYSLOG mu~t 
not be assigned to ',. a printer. 



CO]~DL 

The condense maintenance function can be 
performed automatically at the end of a 
catalog or delete maintenance function 
under the control of an installation 
specified parameter. The parameter is 
stored ,in the system directory. It 
indicates that when the number of clocks 
available in the corresponding library is 
less than the number specified by the 
parameter, and at least one directory entry 
is deleted, the condense function is 

,performed for that library. The ~ystem 
interrogates the parameter at the 
completion of each,m~intenance function fOI 
the 'library. If a condense function is to 
be' performed, a m~ssage appears on SYSLOG 
to inform the op~rator that the licraryis 
to be condensed. If a private core image 
library is assigned to more £h~n one 
partition, the condense is not performed. 
If multiprogramming is in progress, the 
auto-condens~ is ignored for an¥ library 
except a private core image libr~ry. Also~ 
if condense (CONDS) is specified when MAINT 
is executed and a private core image 
library is assigned to a 'foreground 
pa~tition, the conderise is not performe~. 

The CONDL control statement (as opposed 
to the'CONDS control statement for a 
user-~p~cified condense function) informs 
the MAINT librarian program that a ' 
parameter to specify an automatic co~dense 
is to be set. The CONDL control statement 
is i~ the following format. 

CONDL lib=nnnnn{,lib=nnnnn, ••• l 

In the operand field, the entry li!: is CL 
for the core image library, RL for the 
relocatable library, SL for the ,source 
statement library, and PL for the procedure 
library. The entry nnnnn represents the 
number of blocks specified for, the sp~cific 
library and is fro~ one to five decimal 
digits. The maximum value of nnnnn is 
65536. Each track of the core image 
library contains 3 blocks on the 2311 
(private core image library only), 6 blocks 
on the 2314/2319, 11 blocks on the ' 
3330/3333, ,or~7 block~ on the 3340. Each 
track of the relocatable library contains 
16 blocks on the 2314/2319, 28 blocks on 
the 3330/3333, or 17 blocks on the 3340. ' 
Each track of the source statement library 
contains 27 blocks on the 2314/2319, 44 
blocks on the 3330/3333, or 26 blocks on 
the'3340. ~achtrack of the procedure 
library contains 40 blocks on 'the 
2314/2319, 61 blocks on the 3330/3333, or 
34 blocks on the 3340. 

If 0 (zero) is specified for nnnnn, an 
automatic condense is not performed for the 
specific liprary. ' If the number of blocks 

specified exceeds the number of blocks' 
allocated for the library, a condense is 
performed each time deleted blocks appear 
in the library at the end of a maintenance 
function. When'the system is copied 9nto 
another pack, the condense limit on SYSRES 
is set to zero. -

The automatic condense of the core image 
library is bypassed when a new supervisor 
is cataloged. 

The condense limits are displayed with 
the system status on a DSERV and at the end 
of a maintenance job. 

The control statement input to establish 
a value for an automatic condense is the 
same as that for a user-specified condense~ 
See the section £Q~Q§ for a description of 
the control statement input. 

REALLOCATE 

The reallocation function redefines ;the 
number of tracks and cylinders ~llotted.to 
a disk-resident system. 

The EXEC control statement required to 
perform ~ reallocation function is in the 
fdllowing format: 

// EXEC MAINr 

Associate~ with the EXEC statement for the 
reallocation function is the ALLoe control 
s,tatement. The ALLOC control statement is 
in'the fol~owing format: 

ALLoe CL=cylin (tracks) ,'RL=cylin'C~racks), 
SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylinCtracks) 

The operation field contains ALLOC. The 
operand field contai.ns a·sequence of letter 
combinations and cylinCtracks). Th~ 
library identifieis'are as follows: 

CL core image library and directory , 
~L relocatablelibrary and directory 
SL source statement library and directory 
PL procedure library and directory. 

All oper~nds of the ALLOC statement are 
required. If a specific lib~ry is not 
present, an allocation of 0,0) must be 
supplied. 

The entry, £~!in, in the operand field 
refers to the number of cylinders that 
contain the sp~ified library. The 'entr;:.y, 
track, is enclo~ed within parentheses ahd 
refers to the number of tracks that contain 
the specified library directory. The 
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tracks allocated to the directory are 
contained in the cylinders allocated to the 
litrary. The.keyword operands are 
separated by a comma.' 

For the reallocation function, SYSIPT 
must be assigned to a c~rd reader, a tap~ 
unit, a disk unit, or a 3540 diskett€. 
SYSLST must be assigned to a ~rinter, a 
tape unit, or ~disk unii, or a ~540 
diskette, and SYS~OG must not be assigned 
to a printer~ . 

If m~ssage 4n44A comes up due to a 
change-in the label set when reallocating 
SYSRES, type DELETE on SYSLOG. The job 
cont.inu·es using new ext~nts. 

UPDATE 

The update function updates properly 
identifi~d statements ~ithin a took of a 
source stateroent lib~ary. 

The UPDATE control statement has the 
following format: 

UPDATE sublit.bookname,[s.bookl1,[v.ml,lnnl 

The operation field contains UPDATE. 

§!:!!!2!i!2 in the operand field represents 
the s~blibrary that contains the book to be 
updated. It may be any of the characters 
A-Z, 0-9,$,@, or #. 

!2QQ~n~m~ represents the took that is to 
be updated.in the sublibrary. 

2:.!2QQ~!iri the operand field provides a 
temvorary update option. The old took is 
renamed s.booki and the updated book is 
named sublIb:bookname. s indicates the 
sutlibrary-that-contains-the old, renamed 
book. It may be one of the characters A~Z, 
0-9, $, @, or #. If thiS operand is not 
specified, the old book is deleted~ 

Y:.m represents the change level af the 
boak to be updated.· Y may be any decimal 
num"ber f~om 0-127. '!!! may be any der;imal 
numter from 0-255. This operand must be 
present if change level ver~ficationis to 
be done, and it mus.t correspond to the 
change level in the book's directory entry. 
·If the change level 'is verified" 'the change 
level in the book\s directory ~nt~y is 
increased 'by 1. for verifi6at40n of the.next 
update. If!!! is at its maximum valu-e.and 
an update is processed, !!! is reset to 0 and 
the value.~f y is increased by 1. 
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If both v and m are at their maximum 
values and an updat~ is processed, both v 
and!!! are reset to zeros.' If the! directory 
entry specifies that change level 
verification is not required before 
updating, the change level operand in the 
,statement is ignored. Use of the optional 
entry C in the CATALScontrol statement at 
the time the' book is cataloged to the 
litrary determines if change level 
verification is required before updating. 

nn in the operand field represents the 
resequencing status required for the 
update. nn may be a one- or two-character 
decimal number from 1-10, or it may'be the 
characters FS' or the word NO. If nn is a 
decimal number, it represents the Increment 
that will tJe used in resequencing the 
statements in the book. For books supplied 

. by IBM since Release 28,.nn·must be FS 
(fixed sequence) •. When nn is FS, no 
resequencing can be performed. If nn is 
NO, the statements will not be resequenced. 
If nn is not specified, ~hestatements ~ill 
be resequenced with an increment of 1. 
When a book is resequenced, the sequence 
number of the first statement is padded 
with zeros. . 

Note: see the sectionCATALS for 
addItional information about-sequence 
numbering tooks in a source statement 
library. 

The UPDATE control statement. is followed 
by ACD, DEL (delete), and/orcREP ·(repl~ce) 
control statements as required~ Each.ADD 
or REP statement is followed by source 
statements that are to be added to the 
took. The update'section is terminated l:>y 
an END statement. The. ADD, DEL, REP# and 
END statements are identified as update 
control statements by a right parenthesis 
in the first position (column 1 in card 
format). The second position is blank~ 
This is a variation from the general 
librarian control statement formati but it 
clea'rly identifies these control Bta'tements 
as part of the update function. 

ADD Statement 
Th~ ADD ~tatemerit is used for the additi~n 
of sour~e statements to a book. The format 
is: 

) ADD seq-no 

ADD indicates that source statements 
following this st~tement are to be added to 
the book. 

!~g=nQ represents the sequence n~mber of 
the. statement in the book'after which' the 
new statements are to be added. It may be 
~nydecimal number from one to four 



characters in length (columns 77-80). If 
FS w~s specified in the UPDATE control 
statement, seq-no may be any decimal number 
frow one to six characters in length 
(colUtmns 73-78). (Columns 79-80 of 
IBM~supplied books contain the release 
number.) If FS w'as specified, also note' 
that the seq-no of the first and only the 
first ) ADD statement may be zero. In this 
case, the source statements that follow are 
added. in front of t,he first source 
statements of the book (provided that their 
seqtience numbers are lower than those of 
the first source statements in the book). 

DEL Statemt~nt 
The DEL state~~nt caUSeS the deletion of 
source statements fr?m the book. The 
format is:-

) DEL first-seq-no[~last-seq-no] 

DEL indicates that statements, are to be 
deleted frOlo' the book. 

!!f2i::2~g::!!2 and J..?!2i::2~g::!!2 represent 
the sequence numberS of the first and last 
state~ents of a section to be deleted. 
Each number may be any decimal number from 
one to four characters in length (columns 
77-80). If FS was specified in the UPDATE 
cont~ol statement, each number maybe any 
decimal number from one to six characters 
in length (columns 73-78),. ~ote: The 
first-seq-no must not be zero. If 
.!?!2t-2~g::!lQ is not specified, the statement 
represented by !!f2i::2~g::!!2 is the only 
statement deleted. 

To delete an entire book, use the DELETS 
function. 

REP Statemcant 
The REP statement is used when replacement 
of source statements in a book is required. 
The format is: 

) REP first-seq-no[,last-seq~no) 

This indicates that source statements 
following the REP statement are to replace 
existing source statements in a book. 

!!f2t-2~g=!!2 and J~?!2i::2.§g.=!!2 represent 
the sequenc~ numbers of the first and last 
statements of a section to be replaced. 
Each number may be a decimal number from 
one to four characters in length (columns 
77-80). If FS was specified in the UPDATE 
control statement, each number may be any 
decimal number from one to six characters 
in length (columns 73-78). !Qi~: The 
first-seq-no must not be zero. Any number 

of new statements can be added to a book 
when a section is replaced. (The number of 
statements added 'need not equal the 'number 
of statements being replaced.) 

To replace an entire book, use the 
DELETS and CATALS functions. 

If FS was !!2!::. specified in the UPDATE 
control statement, sequence number 9999 is 
the highest number acceptable for a . 
statement to be updated. If ,the book is so 
large that statement sequence numbers.have 
~!2EE~9'_2!2!!!!9 to zeros, it is not possible 
to update. 

If FS wa2 specified in th'e UPDATE 
control statement, 999999 is the ~aximum. 
In this case, 999999 need not be an actual 
sequence number. ~pecifying 999999 as the 
.!?!2i=2~g::n2 in ) DEL or ) 'REP, cards 
indicates that the source statements 
beginning with the ~ir2i::2~g=!!Qand up to 
and including the last source statement of 
the book are to be deleted dr replaced. 

If FS was specified in tne UPDATE 
control statement, any source statement 
following the ) ADD or ) R~P; control 
statement should have the following format: 

1-72 contain any user's, ,source statement. 

73-78 must contain a sequence number which 
must be greater than the sequence 
number after which 'it is.inserted 
and less than the subsequent 
sequence number. 

79-80 ,may contain any character including 
blanks. 

~ot~: If source code following ) ADD or 
) REP contains blanks in columns 73-78, the 
sequence number of that source code will be 
defaulted to the previous sequence number 
plus one, and columns 79/80 will be filled 
in by **. 

If FS was !!2!::. specified in the U,PDATE 
control statement, any source statement 
following the ) ADD or ) REP dontrol 
statement should have the following format: 

1-72 contain any user's source statement. 

73-76 contain a program identifier. 

77-80 may contain a sequence number. If 
used, each number must be greater 
than the sequen~e number after which 
it is inserted, and less than the 
subsequent· sequenc'e numbe):'. 
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Note:. See the section CATALS for 
addItional information about-sequence 
numbering books in a source statement 
library. 

END Statement 
This statement indicates the end of an 
update to a book. The format is: 

END [v.m[,C]] 

END indicates the end of updates to 'a book. 

'Ihe Y.!.~ operand provides another means 
of ~~plicitly setting the change level of a 
book in the libFary. (The other way is 
through the. use of they~~ operand in the 
CATALS statement.) y may be any decimal 
number from 0-127. ~·may be any decimal 
number from 0-255. 

C indicates that change level 
verIfication is required'before any 
subsequent updates to this book. 

If y~ is specified and £ is omitted, 
the book ~oes not require change level 
ver~fication before a' subsequent update. 
This feature removes a previously specified 
verification requirement for a particular 
book. 

If both optional operands are orritted, 
and charige level ver~fication was required 
for this update, the change level in the 
book's directory entry is increased, as the 
result of the update, and the verification 
requirement remains unchanged. 

UPDATE FUNCTION INVALID OPERAND DEFAULTS 

UPDA TE Statement 

1. If the first or second operand is 
invalid, the statement is flagged, the 
book is not updated, and the remaining 
control statements are checked for 
validity. 

2. If, change level verification is 
required and the wrong change level is 
specified, the statement is flagged, 
the book is not updated, and the 
remaining control statements are 
checked for validity. 

3. If the resequencing operand is 
invalid, resequencing is done in 
increments of 1. The job will be 
canc~led if FS was required. 
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1. If there is an in~alid operation or 
operand in an ADD, DEL, or REP 
statement, the statement is flagged, 
the book is not updated, and the 
remaining control statements are 
checked for validity. All options of 
the UPDATE and END statements are 
ignored. 

2. The second operand must be greater than 
the -fi-rst operand in a DEL or REP 
statement. If not, the statement is 
considered invalid, it is flagged, the 
book is not updated, and the remaining 
control statements arechecke~ fo~ 
validity. If a second operand is 
present on an ADD statement, it is 
flagged as an invalid operand and 
ignored. The book is updated and 
normal processing continues. All 
options of the UPDATE and ~ND 
statements are ignored. 

3. All updating to a book between an 
UPDATE statement and an END statement 
must be in ascending sequential order 
of statement sequence numbers. The 
first operand of a DEL or REP statement 
must be greater than the last operand 
of the preceding control statement. 
The operand of an ADD. statement ~ust be 
equal to or greater than the last 
operand of the preceding control state
ment. Consecutive ACD statements must 
not have the same operand. If these 
conditions are not met, the default is 
the same as for items 1 and 2. 

1f.tl!L§~~~~!!!'§!l~: If the first ope:rand of the 
END statement is invalid, the statem&nt is 
flagged, both operands are ignored, and the 
book is updated as though no operands were 
present. If the second operand is invalid, 
the statement is flagged, the operand is 
ignored, and the book is updated as though 
the second operand was not specified. 

2~£=2f=§~g~~n£~_QE9~£~~: !f_~§_~~~ 
~E~£if!~9~!n_~hg_QRQ~~§_£Q!l~fQl_~£~~~~~~~, , 
the source statements to be added to a book 
must be in sequence; otherwise, the book is 
not updated and the remaining control 
statements are checked for validity. If 
the sou~ce statements to be added do not 
contain sequence numbers, the sequence 
number will be defaulted to the previous. 
sequence number plus one, and ~olumns 79-20 
.will be filled in by **. 

!!_f§_~~~_!:!2!::._~E~£!!!.§9_!n_£h~~_Q~Q~~g 
control statement, and if the source 
statements-to-be-added to a book are not in 
sequence, or do not contain sequence 
numbers, the book is updated and a message 
indicating ·the error appears following the 
END statement. If the resequencing option 



has been specified in the UPDATE statement, 
the book is sequenced by the specified 
value and subsequent updating is possible. 
If the resequencing option is not 
specified, the book is resequenced in 
increments of 1 and subsequent updati~g is 
possible. If the resequencing option NO is 
specified, the updated book is not in 
sequence and subsequent updating may not be 
possible. 

For the update function, SYSIPT must'be 
assigned to a card reader, a tap~ unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLSr must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, a 
disk' unit, or .:i 3540 diskette, and SYSLOG 
must not be assigned to a printer. 

Q~Q8IILf~!l£!:!Q!L.::._8£!:!Y!!:Y-1Qg: The UPDATE 
function provides a log, on SYSLST, of all 
update activity t'o books in the source 
statement library. The log indicates the 
operation performed and all operands of the 
update control statements. It also shows 
the conte"nts of the Source, statements 
affected; including the old prograrr 
identification and sequence numbe~, the new 
program identification and sequence number, 

UPDATE A.TESTCASE 

REP 0032 
CtPTNFND CLI 
CtPTNFND CLC 

RE:P 0039,0044 
CtPTNCHK CLC 

BtlE 
MVI 
B 

CHKDSP CLC 
BNE 

OPTNCHK CLC' 
BE 
CLC 

ADD 0052 

OCREGG).,C' , 
OC1,REGG),BLANKS 

OC5,REGG),PUNCHOP 
CHKDSP 
SWITCH,C'X' 
CHKOPND 
OC5,REGG),DSPCHOP 
MSGLOG'" 
OC5,REGG),=C'~UNCH ' 
PUNCH 
OC5,REGG),=C'DSPCH ' 

B MiG LOG 
PUNCH MVI SWITCH,C'X' 

B CHKOPND 

DE:L 0134,0135 
OSPCHOP DC C'DSPCH' 
PUNCHOP DC' C'PUNCH t 

END 

and the update activity involved. Figures 
16 and 17 show examples of an UPDATE job 
stream and an UPDATE act"ivity log, 

, respectively. 

If no resequencing has been specified, 
only the old ID and sequence numbers of the 
statements involved are indicated. 

r-----------------------------------------, 
/ / JOB UPDATE I 
/ / EXEC MAINT I 

UPDATE A.TESTCASE, I 
) REP 0032 I 
OPTNFND CLC O(l,REGG),BLANKS t 
;) REP 0039,0044 J 
, OPTNCHK CLC O( 5 , REGG) , =C' PUNCH' I 

BE PUNCH I 
CLC 0(5,REGG),=C'DSPCH' I 

) ADD 0052 I 
PUNCH MVI SWITCH,C'X' ' I 

B CHKOPND I 
) DEL 0134,0135 I 
) END I 
/& I _______________ ~ _________________________ J 

Figure 16. Example of an UPDATE Job Stream 

A4530032 
A4530032 

A4530039 
A4530040 
A4530041 
A4530042 
A4530043 
A4530044 
A4530039 
Alt530040 
A4530041 

A4530052 
A4530053 
A4,530054 

A4530134 
A4530135 

A4530027 

A4530034 
A4530035 
A4530036 

A4530044 
A4530045 
A4530046 

REPLACEMENT 

REPLACEMENT 
REPLACEMENT 
R'EPLACEMENT 

RESEQUENCED 
ADD 
ADD 

DELETE 
DELETE 

FigurE~ 17. Example of an UPDATE Activity Log -
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Example I 

col. 1 

// EXEC MAINT 
UPDATE Z.TESTBOOK,Z.SAVEBOOK"FS 

ADD 24310 

col. 73-80 

CLC SSEXTNT(4),ZERO SSL ALLOCATED 024313AS 
024316AS BE I~NORE NO 

REP 25430 
BCT WRKREG2,LOOP LOOP TWICE 025430 

DEL 26210,262~0 
END 

/* 

EXAMPLE OF AN UPDATE JCB STREAM FOR 
!BM=SijEf1!~~=~QOK§-----------------

A book in the sublibrary Z named TESTBOOK 
has to be updated temporarily. The old 
book is to be renamed: SAVEBOOK. 
Two statements are to be added after the 
-source statement with sequence' num1:er 
(columns 73-78): 024310. One st~tement 
with sequence number 02543D is to fe 
replaced. Three subsequent statements with 
sequence numbers: 26210, 26220, 26230 are 
to 1:e deleted. The control statements are 
shown in Example I. 

Copy Program 

This. section describes the control 
statements that can be submitted to the 
CORGZ program, which performs the following 
operations, individually or in combination: 

1. Defines and/or creates a new system 
pack. 

2. Defines and/or creates private 
libraries. 

3. 'Transfers phases, modules, or books 
between any assigned libraries. 

To invoke the CORGZ program, use job 
control statement: 

// EXEC CORGZ 

Associated with the EXEC statement are 
three independent copy contrpl statements 
and fiveOCOPY statements. The three 
independent copy control st~tements are: 

1. ALLOC statement. Defines the libraries 
on a new system resident pack.' If this 
st;atement is ohtitted, or if any of the 
libraries is not allocated in the 
statement, the job is canceled. If no 
assignments for a particular library 
are to be made, the assignment should 
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nevertheless be included with a zero 
allocation. A zero allocation is not 
possible for the system core image 
library. rhe directory allocation for 
the CIL is at least two tracks: one 
directory for cataloged phases and one 
directory for linked phases. (The 
first two tracks of the system 
residence file should be taken into 
accouqt for the number of cylinders 
allocated to the SClL. These two 
tracks are used by the system for IPL 
information and a system workarea.) 

The format of the ALLOC statement is 
identical to the ALLOt statement 
described earlier in the section 
g~~!loca!:.~. 

To use the reallocated or newly creat~d 
pack as system residence file, you must 
re-lPL this pack again. 

2. NEWVOL statement (see the section 
Creation of Private Libraries). 
Defines-private-In;raries:-----

3. MERGE statement (see the sect:ion M~!.g:~ 
Function). Transfers data between 
ITbraries that were dfofined, or defined 
and created previously. 

The following functions are performed 
automatically by the CORGZ program, when 
the ALLOC statement is used: 

• All p;rograms essential to a miniL:'um 
system are copied. These programs are 
all logical and physical transients, 
IPL, supervis·, :nb control, and 
linkage editor. 

• The partition anj system stanaard labels 
are copied from the SYSRES label 
cylinder ,to thl' label cylinder on 
SYS002. 

• Cylinder 0, track 0, recotds 1 and 2, 
and cylinder 0, track 1 are built. 



COpy. ALL SYSTEM LIBRARIES 

The COpy control statement copies the 
complete system~ but can only be~sed when 
SYSRES contains all four libraries. rhe 
information copied-into the new p~ck 
ihcludes cylinder 0 (track O. records ~ and 
2. and track ~). the four librarie~. the 
label cylinder. and the VTOCcylinder. It 
is in the following format COpy ALL 

fhisstatem~nt is valid only when precedad 
by an ALLOC statement. 

COPY, CORE IMAGE L!BRA~Y 

The COPYC control statement is used to 
specify the phases or programs in the core 
image library th~t are to be copied._ It is 
in one of the fol10wingfoimats~ -

COPYC p~~se1[,phase2, •• ~) 

COPYC prog1.ALL[.prog2.ALL •••. ) 

COPYC ALL 

the first format is used when specific 
phases are to be copied'~ The entry in the 
operation £ie1d is coptC. The entry. 
Eh~§.§" in the operand field represents, the 
name(s) of the phase(s) to be copied. 
Eritries in the operand £ield must be 
separated by commas. 

The second format i~ used when specific 
programs are to bacopied. 'The entry in 
the operation field is COPYC. The entry, 
E!:2g.!.~!!!:!1 in ,the oper-e.nd field represeI)ts 
the J;1ame of the program to be copied. E!Qg 
is the firs~ four characters of the program 
name. (All phases ,within a program have 
the same first four character~.) E!:2g is 
followed by a ~eriod and ALL.' Ehtries in 
the operand fieldmust"be separated by 
commas. 

The third format is used to copy the 
complete cote imag~ library. The entry in 
the oparation field is COPYC. The entry in 
th~ operand field is ALL. 

COPY. RELOCATABLE LIBRARY 

Th~COPYR control statement is used to 
specify the modules in the relocatable 
'library that ~re to b~ copi~d. It is in 
one of the following formats. 

COPYFt module1.[.module2, ••• J 

COPYR pr6g1.ALL[,prog2.ALL, •• ~) 

COPYR ALL 

The first format is'used when specific 
modules are to be copied. The entry in the 
operand field is COPYR.· The entry, !!!Od~!.§, 
in the operand field represents the name(s) 
of the module(s)to be copied. Entries in 
the operand f£eld mu~t be separated by 
commas. 

The second format is used when specific' 
,J;l::ograms are to be copied. The entry in ' 
the operatiori field is COPYR.' The entry~ 
E!Qg, in the operand field represents the 
name of ,the program to be copied. E!:2g is 
the first three characters of the program 
name~' (All mOduleswithi.n an IBM-:cupplied 
prQg~am have the same first three 
characterS. suc~ ~s IJB for the super~isor 
and IJK for PL/!). E!:29: is followed by cl 

period and ALL. Entries in the operand 
field must be separated by com~as. ~ 

The third fo~matis used to copy the 
complete relocatable libr'ary. The entry in 
the operation field isCOp·YR. The entry in 
the opera'nd field is ALL. 

"COPY ,SOURCE' S:rATEMENTLIBRARY, 

The COPYS control $~ate~ent is used t6 
spe6ify the books in the source statement 
library that are to be c~pied.It is in 
one of the followingform~ts. 

COPYS sublib.book1[.sublib.b60k2 •••• 1 

COPYS sublibl.ALL(jsublib2.ALL •••• l 

COPYS ALL 

The first format is 'used when ~pecific 
books are to be copied. The entry in the 
operation fielct is COPYS. The qualifier 
sublib in the operand field represents,the 
name of the sublibrary containing the book 
aq.d can be an alphameric character (0-9, 
A-Z, ft. $. and GI); representing source 
statement sub1ibraries. 

. ,The §.~b1!Q qualifier is required." If 
omitted. the operand is flagged as inV'alid 
and no proce~sing is done on the book. 

book represents the name(s) of the 
boo£1if:t6 be copied. 

The sec6nd,format is used when an entire 
sublibrary ~s to 'be copied~ Th~ 'ent~yln, 
the operation field is COPYS. The 'entry. 
sublib. in the ~perand field represents the 
iiime-of'the . .sublibrary to be copied and can 
be any alphameric character (0-9, A-Z,-.#. 
$, and @), representing source ~ta~ement 
sublibraries. ' 

The §~bl!Q qualifi?r is required~ If 
omitted, the operand 1S flagged as invalid 
and no processing is done on the~ 
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sublibrary. The qualifier 2~Q!!£ is· 
followed by a period and ALI. 

'The third format is used to copy the 
complete source statement library. 'l."he 
entry in the operat{on field Ls COFYS. The 
entry in the operand field is ALL. 

COPY, PROCEDURE LIBRARY 

The COPYP control statement is used to 
specify the procedures in the procedure 
library that are to be copied. It has the 
follo~ing format: 

COPYP procedurename£,procedurename, ••• l 
ALL 

procedurename specifies the name of the 
proc~dure to be copied. If 
more than one procedure is to 
be copied, the names must be 
separated by commas. 

ALL specifies that the entire 
procedure library is to be 
copied. 

COPY, IPL 

The COPYI control statement is used to 
transfer the IPL Retrieval program 
f$$A$IPL2) between the SYSRES and SYS002 
(RES and NRS) volumes. It is in the 
following format. 

COpy I $$A$IPL2 

COpy CONSIDERATIONS 

Each library that is to be selectively 
copied r~quires a separate group of control 
statements. If more than one copy control 
statement for a particular library (COPYC, 
COPYR, COPYS, or COPYP) is sub~itted to the 
CORGZ program in combination with copy 
statements for a ~ifferent library, the 
statements must be grouped per library (for 
instance: first all COPYC statements, then 
all COPYRstatements, and so on). 

A COpy ALI statement must neither be 
preceded nor followed by any other COpy 
statement. Any. number of elements of a 
particular library can be specified in one 
control statement. Continuation statements 
are not ,valid. All entries in the operarid 
field must~e separated by commas. 

When executing the copy disk (CORGZ) 
function, a file must be defined for 
IJSYSRS'on SYS002 via DLBL and EXTENT 
control statements. The filename on the 
DLBL statement must be IJSYSRS. The file 
identification portion of tpe DLBL 
statement can be as shown in the example of 
the copy function. 

The lower extent for this file must be 
cylinder zero,' track on!t, and the upper 
extent must include the label cylinder. 
The label cylinjer is one cylinder re~erved 
for label informatioti, and is located on 
the cylinder immediately following the last 
library of the system. The total 
allocation must include cylinder 0, all 
defined system, libraries, and the label 
cylinder. 

Figure 18 shows an example of a valid 
job setup fo~ the copy function on a 2316 
disk pack. 

For the'copy function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader~atape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskett~. SJS002 must, 
be assigned to a disk unit. SYSLST musi be 
as~igned toa printer; a tape unit, a disk 
unit, or a 3540 diskette, and SYSL03 'must 
not be assigned to a printer. 

CREATION OF PRIVATE LIBRARIES 

The COpy program can be used to create 
private libraries. SYS003 must ~e assigned 
if a private core image library 1S 
required. SYSRLB must be assigned if a 
private relocatable library is required. 
SYSSLB must be assigried if a private source 
stateme~t library is required. 

r---------------------------------------------~---------------------------------, 1// JOB COpy SYSRES TO NRES 1 
1// ASSGN SYS002,X'191' 1 
1// DL~L IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYS'TEM RESIDENCE FILE',99/365,SD 1 
1// EXTENT SYS002,111111,1,000,00001,02519 1 
1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
1 ALLOC CL=60(10),RL=30(10),SL=30(10),PL=5C5) I 
1 COpy ALL 1 
1/* 1 
1/& 1 L _____________________________________________________ ~ _________________________ J 

Figure 18. Example of a Valid Job Setup for the copy Function on a 2316 D~sk Pack 
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Pr:L vat.e libraries can reside on the 
SYSRES pack (outside the SYSRES extent) or 
on separate disk packs wbich (except for a 
private core image library) must be of the 
same device type as the SYSRES pack. 

When creatin~ a private librart uS1ng 
CORGZ~ a file must be defined for IJSrSPC 
on SYS003 and/or IJSYSRL on SYSRLB and/or 
IJSYSSL on SYSSLB. IJSYSPC, IJSYSRL, and 
IJSYSSL are the respective file narres used 
in the creation of private core image, 
relocatable, and source statement 
libral:-ies. 

Creation of a private library is 
requested by the NEWVOL pontrol statement. 
Its format follows. 

NEWVOL id=cyl:Ln(track) (,id=cylin(track)] 

id Indicates the specific library and 
directory to be created and.can 
be: 

cylin 

.:track 

CL for'a private core image 
libraiy and directory 

RL for a private relocatable 
library and directory 

SL~or a private source~tatement 
library and directo~y. 

Indicates the number of cylinders 
to contain the specified library. 

Indicates the number of tracks to 
contain the specified library 
directory. The. tracks al16cated 
to the directory. are contained 
within the cylinders allocated t6 
the libr~ry. The ~ifference 
betweeh the.ncimber of cylinders 
for the library and the number of 
tracks for. the library dir~ctory 
has to b~ at least 5 tracks. 

• The COpy pro~ram also provides the ability 
to copy all or part of the system core 
image aridlor reloca~ableand/or ~ource 
statemen~library into its resp~ctiv~ 
privc;lte library. I~ this facility is to be 
used,. it m\lst be employed in the sa~e job' 
~tep in which the· private library is 
c~eated. This ii done by inserting COPYC 
and/orCOPYR ,and/or COPYS statements 
i~media~ely behind t6e NEWVOL statement(s) 
in the'job stream. 

. To . define and cre'ate a private library 
from C;ln existing private library, the MERGE 
statement must be rised b~tween the ~EWVOL . 
and the COPYR and/6r COPYS sta~ements (Thi~ 
does' not apply for the COPYC staterrent, 
si'nce the priyate core image libra,ry cannot 
be defined and created in one sin~le j~b 

step)~ Below is an example of the sequence 
of steps. 

1/ EXEC CORGZ 

/* 
/& 

NEWVOL R~=10(2),SL=10(1) 
MERGE PRV,PRV 
COPYR AIL 
COPYS ALL 

The following precautions shOUld be 
observed. 

1~ When a NEWVOL statement and a COPYC 
and/or a COPYR and/or a COPYS statement 
-are both present, the NEWVOL statemen't 
reust precede the COPYC, COPYR or COPYS 
statement. 

2. The creatiOn of a new system residence 
file and creation of private libraries 
cannot both be done in the same .job 
step. -, 

3. For each job, label cards for the 
private libraries containing the same 
information as at creation time must be 
submi.tted. ~Q:l:.~: Private lib:raries 
are not required to begin on a,cylinder 
boundary. 

MERGE FUNCTION 

The MERGE function copies the contents of 
one core iroage, relocatable, source 
~ta~ement, or procedure library to another 
core image, relocatable, source statement, 
or procedure libra~y, respectively.· If the 
phase~ module, book, or procedure being 
copied alfeady exists in the librari being 
updated, the resident phase, module, book, 
or procedtire becomes inaccessible because 
its directory entry is deleted. Any phase, 
modul~, bQok, or procedure being cOpied is 
added to the,library at the next available 
entry point. Its directory entry is added 
at the directory's next a~ailable entry 
point. 

The control statement indicates the type 
of iibr~ry (resident or private) involved 
and the-direction in which the data will 
move. It has the following format: 

MERGE from,to 

The operand field entry frQ!!! repr.esents the 
file from which daea will be ~opied. f£Q!!! 

.cal} be onEl of thEi!se~ 

RES Syst-em residence file on SYSRES. 

NRS ~odifiedi or du~licat~ system 
residence file on SYS002 (New 
g'9§ideqce)' • -
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PRV Private relocatable library on SYS001 
and/or a private sourc~ state~ent 
library on SYSOOO and/or a private 
core i~age library on SYS003. 

Tbe operand field entry ~Q indicates the 
file to which library data will be 
transferr'd~ ~Q can be one of these:, 

RES 'system residence file on SYSRES. 

'NRS Modifi,ed,or 5uplicate system 
res~dence file on $YS002 (New 
ge§idence)~ , -

PRV Private relocatable library on SYSRLB 
and/or private source statement 
library on SYSSLB and/or a private 
core image library on SYSCLB. 

The' MERGE statement i~ followed by 
appro'priate copy statements (COPYC, COPYR, 

'COPYS, 'COPYP) that indicate the phases, 
modules, books, or procedures to be 
tr<[lnsferred. . ' 

All copy statements followiog8 MSRGE 
statement apply to that fUnction until 
another MERGE, NEWVOL, or ALIOCstatement 
is encountered. 

1. If the COPYC ALL statement is used, the 
supervisor and transient p~asesare 
also transferred to the receiving 
system resident fileorpri~~te-core 
image library. The sup~r~isor and 
t~ansients previously contained on the 
recei ving SYSRES or SY'SCLB <Jis,k pack 
are deleted. No indication oj: this 
deletion is given, and it is t~he user's 
responsibility to ensure that the 
recei vinC} system is able to' continue 
operating. ' 

2. If COpy ALL or COPY'I'$$A$IPL2 is 
specified, ,the IPL bootst~ap phase at 
cylinder 0, track 1. record,S of SYSRES 
is copied. ' 

selected phases, or ,the entire liJ::raty, can 
be transferred (in eltherdirecti6n) 
between: 

,1.. T,he core image library of the systf,l!m 
residence file on ,~YSRES and the hore 
image librar'y of another system 
res~dencefile on SY~002. 
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2. A private core image library and the 
cor~ image library of the sy'stem 
residence file on SYSRES. 

3. A private core image library and the 
core image library of a system 
residence file on SYS002. 

4. Two private 'core image libraries. 

You must ascertain that the receiving 
system has the ability ,to execute the 
phase(s) being copied. 

I If the receiving file is the system 
residence file on SYSRES, CORGZ must be 

, executed in the background partition. 

Eel~a t2.Bl e __ ~!Q~2.!:Y 

Selected modules, or the entir~library, 
can be transferred (in either direction) 
between: 

1. The relocatable library of the system 
residence file on SYSRES,an4 the 
relocatable library of another system 
residence file on'SYS002. 

2. A pr~ate relocatable library and the 
relocatable library of the system 
residence file on SYSRES. 

3. A private relocatable librarl" and the 
relo~atable library of a s~stem 
residence file on SYS002. 

4. Two private relocatable libraries. 

sogf~~§tat~m~n~_&!brarl 

Selected 'books or the enti~e library, can 
be transferred (in either direction) 
between: 

1. The source statement library of the 
system resi~ence file on SYSRES and the 
source statement library of another 
s~stem resi~ence file on SY~002., 

2. A plcivate l;Iource statement library and 
the source statement library of the 
system ~esi1ence file onSYSRgS. 

3. A pl~ivate source statement library ,and 
the source statement,library o~ a 
system resi1ence file on SYS002. 

4. Two privatesourq~ statement libraries. 

f!Q£!gm!LLLiQ~2.~Y 

Selectedproceduresj or the entire 
procedur~ librarYi can be transferred (in 
eithe~ direQtion) between the procedure 
library of the system resiaence file on 
SYSRES and the procedure library of another 
system residence file on SYS002. 



M~B§~_~2n~!de!~~!Qll~ 

File de!finition.s (through,DLBL and EXTENT 
stateme!nts) lTust be made before the ,MERGE 
control stateme!nt is used: When def'ining 
files, remember: 

1. Whem merging to .. or from, a medified or 
duplicate system residence file, the 
modified or duplicate 'file name must b~ 
IJSYSRS, the logical ~nit must be ' 
SYS002, and the file ID must be 
identical to the ID supplied when the 
file was created. 

2. When merging to a private r~locatable ' 
library file, the file name mu~t be 
IJSYSRL, the logi~al unit ~ust be 
SYSRLS, and the file ID musi'be 
idEmtical t:o the ID supplied when the 
file was created. ' 

3~ When merging from a private relocatable 
, library file, the file name mus'tbe 

IJSYSPR, the logical unit must be 
SYS001, and the file IDmust be 
identical to the In suppliedwben the 
file was Cl:eat'ed. 

4. when merging to a private seurce 
, statement library file. the file name 

mU!3t be IJBYSSL, the logical unit must 
be SYSS~B, and the file IQ must be 
idcantical "to the' ID 'supplied when the 
fil~ was created. 

,5. when,merging from a private source 
,statement library file, the file name 
must be IJSYSP~~ the logical unit must 
be SYSOOO and the file ID must be 
identi'cal tothelD supplied when the 
file was creat~d~ 

6. When mergingtea private, core image 
library file, the file n~me must be 
IJSYSCL, the log'ical unit must be' 
SYSCLB~ and the file ID must be 
identical to. the ID supplied when tne 

, file was created~. . 

7" when m~~gtng from a pri~atecore image 
library file, the file name must be 
IJSYSPC, the logical unit must be 
SYS003~and tne file IO must be 
idenii~al to the ID supplied when tne 
file was cre~ted. 

Figure 19 snows the file name, logicaL 
unit, and direction of transfer for eacn D~f 
the MERGE operations. 'Any cembination'of, 
the indicated operations can be performed 
in ,one job,' step. 

Diagno6ti~ messages for erreneous 
assignment.s, file definitions, etc, are 
provided on SYSLST. Figure 20~s an 
example of a job set ,up tO'use the MERGE 
frinctionon a 2316 disk p~ck. 

r-------T-------T---~---T-----~-T-------T-------T-~-----, 
, I, 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 ,I 6 ' I' 7 1 

r----------------~-----~~+-~---~~+-------+---~---+-------+--~---~+~------+-------i 
1 Fi:le Name I IJSYSRS IIJSYSRS IIJSYSRL I IJSYSPR 1 IJSYSSL 1 IJSYSPp I IJSYSCLI IJSYSPC I 
I Logical Unit I SYSRES 1 SYS002 I SYSRLB 1 SYSOOll SYSSLB 1 SYSOOO I SYSCLB I SYS003, 1 
~-----,--------,--~+-------+--..:...----+----,--.,.;+-----~-+,----,-...;-+---- -..;.-,+----... --+-------i ' 
I I I 1 'I '" I' 1 '\ 1 
IMerge RES te NRSI from to 1 I 1 'I 1 I I 
1 I 1 I I I I 1 1 
I Merge NRS te :RES I te from I 1 I 1 I I 
I t I I I I I 
I Merge RES to I?RVI from to, I te Ito II 
I 'I I I I I I 
I Merge NRS t,e PRVI , from to I I to I toll 
I I I I I I I 
I Merge PRV ':to RES I to 1 from I 'I fr,om 1 from 1 
I I I 1 1 I 1 
IMerge PRV te NRSI to 1 from 1 I fro~ 1 from 1 
1 I I I I I I 
I Merge PRV te PRVI I I to I from I to I from to, I from '\ 
L _____ ..;._-----.,.;.,.;.,.;-~------..:...~~-----~~--.,.;----~--~----~.,.;-~~ ___ ~ ___ ----~-------~--~----J 

Figure 19. pirection .of Transfer' for Mergeop'erations 
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r------------~----~-----------------------------~~------------------~, I Assume two disk drives ~ith addresses of ~90 and 191~ I 
~---.--------------- ... ----------;..--... -----------------.... .;..--------.;..-----... ---~ 

. I I JOB EXAM·PLE I 
II ASSGN SYSRLB,X'191' I 
II ASSGN SYSSLB,X'l,l' 
II ASSGN SYS003,X'191' 
II ASSGN SYSOOOiX'190' 
II ASSGN SYS001,X'190' 
II ASSGN SYS002,X·191' 

Note 1 { II DLBL' IJ~YSRL,'PRIVATE RL'~99/365 
II EXTENTSYSRLB,111111;~,O~150d~200 

Note 2 { /1 DLBLIJSYSSL,'PRIVATE ~L',99/365 
II EXTENT SYSSLB,111111,1,0,1700,200 

Note 3 { II DLBL IJSYSPC, '·PRIVATE CI~', 99.(365 
II EXTENT SYSOO3,111111,1,O,1900,200 

Note 4 { II DLBL IJSYSPR,'PRIVA'1'E RL TEST',99/365 
II EXTENT SYS001, 111111,1,0',1300,200 

Note 5 { II DLBL IJSYSPS,' PRIVATE: SL TES,T", 99/365 
"II EXTENT SY~OOO,111111,1,0,1500,200 ' 

Note 6 { II DLBL IJSYSRS,'SYSTEM RESIDENC}g',99/365 
II EXTENT SYS002,111111t l,O,l,359 

II EXEC CORGZ 

I NEWVOL RL=10(2),SL=10(2),CL=10(15) 
Note 7 COPYRALL 

'COPYS ALL 
l COPYC ALL 

t 
MERGE' PRV', PR" 

Note 8 COPYR ALL' 
COPYS ALL 

I 

t 
MERGE NRS, PRV 

I Note 9 COPYR ALL 
I COPYS ALL 
I- 1* 
I II ASSGN SYSOO3,X'190' 
I II ASSGNSYSOO2.X'191' 
I 

DLBL IJSYSCL,'PRIVATE CIL',99/365 I Not.e 10{1/ 
, II EXTENT SYSCL2,111111,1,0,1900,200 

Note 1t ASSGN SYS~tB,X'191' 

Note,12{ II DLBL IJSYSPC,' PRIVATE CL TES'T', 99/365 
/1 EXTENT SYSOO1,111111,1,O,1500,200 

Note 13 {'II DLBL IJSYSRS,'SYSTEM RESIDENCE'.99/365 
II EXTENT SYSOO2,1~1111,l,O,l,359 

I [ EXEC CORGZ 

Note 14{ MERGE p~v,P'RV 
COPYC ALL 

Note 15 { MERGE NRS,PRV 
COPYC ALL 

If. L ______________________ ;.. _______________________________________ ~ _______ J 

Figure 209 Example of Job Set Up to Use the MERGE Function Cin a 2316 Diek 
pack (Part 1 of 2) 
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r--------~-~----~---~-~---------------~-------~---~--------~-~---------, 
I I 
I ~Qt~..:..!: File'definition statements for a private relocatable I 
I library file to be created and updated. I 
I I 
I ~Q!;;~ __ ~: File definition statements for a private source statement I 
I library file to be created and updated. I 
I I 
I No!;~2: File definition statements for a private core image I 
I. library file to be created. I 
II 

I ~Q~,!L!: File definition statements for a private relocatable 
I library file from which modules ,to be copied. 
I 
I !iQ!:~.2: File defin1t10n statements fc;>r a private source f$tatement 

library ·file from which books are ~obe copied. I 
I 
I No!:~~: File definition statements for a moaified, or duplicate 

.systeRI residence file fr·om which modules arid books are to 
:be copied. 

t 
I 

.1 
NOt~.2: Creates private core imag,e, rel'QcataJ::le,and source' 

statementlibrar.ieson S'YS003, SYSRLB, andSYSSLB~ and 
copies the COre image,. relocatable l and source st~tement 
libraries from the system, residence file Gri.SYSRES iJ)to 
them.· . 

Merges all modules. and books from .~rivate· relocatable and 
source statement liJ::rarieson SYSOOl and SYSOOO into the 
appropriate private libraries created on SYSRLB and' 
SYSSLB. 

~erges allm04~les and books from the relocatable and 
source statement libraries of 'a modified, or duplic~te 
system residence file on SYS002 irito private libraries 
cr,eated on SYSRLB and SYSSLB. 

~!:.,~L!Q.: File definition statements for the private ,core image 
library file just created and to be updated. 

~!:.:~..!l: In order tO,merge t9,th~private' core image library just 
created" assign it to SYSCLB. The from file must be 
as:signedto, SYSOO3. and is a previously created private 
cqre image ,library. See MERG~~g!!!!id~!,at!2!!2 for " 
~dditional information. 

NO~~L!£:File definition statements ·for a priv~te core image 
lilbraryfrom which phases az'e to be copied. 

~~~..1~: File definition statements for'a mOdified, or'duplicate 
sYlstem residence file from which the phases of the core 
image library are to be copied. 

~Q!:!~-!!!.: Me:r:ges all phases from the private core image library on 
SY13003 into the newly created priv,ate core image library 
on SYSCLB. 

No!:.g-!~: Meicges all phases from the core image library of a 
modified, or duplicate system residence file on SYS002 
into the newly createa private core image library on 
SYBCLB. 

1 
I 
I 
I 

4. __ ';"_~' ________ ' ___ "" ______________________________ "' ____ .;.. __ . _______________ J 

F~gure 20. Example of Job Set Up to Use the MERG~ Function on a 2316 
Disk Pack (Part 2 of 2) . 
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Service Program. 

This sectiondesciibes the control 
statements that can be submitted to one of 
the programs that service the libraries. 
There are six service programs: 

D§ERV -- to display the d~rectories of 
each of the libraries. 

• CSERV 

• RSERV 

to display and/or pu~ch phases 
from the core image library. 

to display and/Qr punch modules 
from the relo~atable librar~. ' 

• SSERV -- to display ana/or punch Qooks, 

• ESERV 

from the source statement 
library. 

to d~-edit, display and/or 
'punch, verify,' and update 
edited assembler macros from 
the source statement library. 

• PSERV -- to display and/or punch 
procedures from the procedure 
library. 

'e following symbolic units must be 
signed to perform service functions on a 

~rivate library: SYSCLB for a private care 
image library, SYSRLB for ~'private 
relocatable library, and SYSSLB for a 
private source statement libr,ry.~ A 
pr1vatelibrary must be unassigned to 
perform service functions on the 
60rresponding system library. 

DSERV, DIRECTORY. SERVICE 

This section d~scribes the display of" the 
directories. The copy function for the 
directories is discussed in the section 
£QE2_f~Qg~~~· ' 

The format of the display depends uporl 
the ogeration specified in the DSERV 
control statementts). 

Multiple displays of the same directory, 
,thersorted or unsorted, may' be obtained 

~n the sam~ job st~p. To'do this, use a 
separate control statement for each desired 
display. 

QE~~~t!Qn~1-£h~ragt~~!§t!g§ 

If any private library is assigned, it is 
displayed i'n place of the corresponding 
system library.o To di~play the system 

brary, the corresponding private library 
3t be unass~gned. 
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The printed output of DSERV contains ·the 
status report of the system libraries ~nd 
any assigned private libr~ries followed by 
the specified directory. Eachprinted 
directory is preceded by a heade:r ·that 
contains the name of the directory in 
EBCDIC characters. 'All fields are headed 
):;y the title DEC, (decimal) ,or HEX 
(hexadecimal). Generally, each page 
includes up to 96 di~ectory entries printed 
in double-column for,mat with 48 entries per 
column. However, the core image directory 
contains more information and is ther~fore 
printed in single column format with up to 
48 entr.ies per page. The additional 
information in the printout of the core 
imagedir~ctory in response to a OSPLY(S) 
request indicates: 

1. If the phase is SVA-eligible 

2. ,If the phase is listed iIi the' SOL 

3. If thephas~ is contained in theSV~ 

4. Entry names contained in the SDL that 
hav~ ):;een es~ablished for futur~ use, 
but do not as yet have phases attached 
to them.' These 'entry names are listed 
as contained in the SOL ~nIY~ 

DSERV can be executed in'any partition ~ith 
the" statement: 

// EXEC DSERV 

Except for a display of the core image 
directory, DSERV may require additional 
storage beyond the minimum of 61tK available 
to the ~artition if'a sorted display ,is 
specified. 'If the partition is not large 
enough to contain all the entrie~ tD be 
sorted" sorting is done in more than one 
pass, resultitig in more than one sorted 
list of entries. If this~is not 
satisfactory, increa~eth~ partition size. 

If DSERV is to run in real mode, the 
REAL parameter must be inclUded in the EXEC 
statement. 

SYSLOG must not be assigned, to a printer 
and SYSIPT and SYSLST must. be assigned. ' 

R§§BY..;.£QntrQ!.,.§t~t~mm!:!:§ 

The control statemenfs for DSERV are. , 

DSPtY 
DSPLYS 

dire6tory[,directbry], 
[(phasename[,nn])] 



DSPLY 

DSPLYS 

Displays the .directory·entries in 
the sequence that they appear in 
the ·clirectory. 

Display~ the directory entri~s 
sorted alphamerically. 

The entries in the core image directory are 
always ~isplayed in alphameric sequence 
(OSPLY CO and O$PLYS co give the same 
result.) • 

QE~!lg!! 

Q!~£!~U: Can be one of t.he following: 

TO $-phase13 in· the core image directory. 

CO 

RO 

The corle image directory 

The relocatab~edirector~ 

SO The sou.rce statement directory 

PO The procedure directory 

ALL All the above (TO, CO, RO, SO, and 
PO) are specified. 

~ot~: If CD (without any other operands) 
or ALL is specified, the version and 
modification lev~l of Cn eritries is not 
displayed. 

fh~~;!l!~:. If CO is specified,then th~ 
version and modification lev-el of any 
single phase or group of phases can be 
displayed by using phasename. .Specify the 
phaSE!name des.ired. If it ctmtains less 
than eight characters, the specification 
should either be padded out with b~anks 
(COBOL ) OJ:: one blank should be included 
immediately after the last character 6f the 
phasEmame (COBOL ). In the example, COBOL; 
if melOy phaSE!S contain the first .five 
characters, COBOL, then to display tpe 
version and n~odificat.ion level of all of 
theSE! phases specify (COBOL) without any 
b1an}c.s. 

nn: Specify (in decimal> the displacement 
into the phaf3e where the location of the 
version and modification level is for one 
of the foi10\~ing: 

• A version and modification level in the 
nonstandard position. 

• The version and modification level of 
the. phase(s) specified is higher than 
that of the OSERV .in use~ 

If nn is not specified, the program assu~es 
12 bytes for IBM-supplied transients and 8 
bytes for all .other entries~ 

~Q!:~§: 

1. Only one phase or group of phases can 
be specified per CO control statement. 
If more than one is specified, then tbe 
last specification is the only one 
processed. 

2 •. Continuation cards are not valid. 

3. A blank operand or no control statement 
results in a systemst~tus report only. 

4. Theotitput of the core image directory 
also indicates if a phase is 
SVA-e1igible, if it has an entry in ttie 
SDL (system directory -I.ist), and if it 
has been loaded in the SVA. 

'eSERV, CORE IMAGE LIBRARY 

Tore.quest a service· function for the core 
image library, (either system or private), 
use the following EXEC control statement.: 

// EXEC CSERV· 

One or more of the three service functions 
can be requeste:l within a single run. 
Punched output is sequenced in columns 77 
through 80. The first card punched for 
each phase is sequenced zero. Any number 
of phases within the core image library can 
be acted uPQn in this run. 

The display fUnction produces a printout of 
a ~hase in the core. image library. The 
'~rin~ed output produced by the display 
fUnction consists of a header' and the 
phase. The printed header contains the 
phase name and the length of the phase in 
number of bytes. 

The printed output of the phase contains 
a three-byte h~xadecimal load address of 
the first byte in the line, followed by 48 
bytes of te~t displayed in hexadecimal. 

If the phase is relocatable, relocation 
information is printed following the text 
information. 

'The OSPLY control statement in one of 
the following formats is used to display 
phases in the cor.e image library. 

DSPLY phase1[,phase2, ••• 1 

OSPLY prog1"ALL[,prog2.ALL, ••• 1 

.OSPLY ALL 

The first format is used if only spe·cific 
~hases are to be displayed. The entry in 
the op~ration .field is OSPLY. E!!!.!!~ in the 
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operand field represents the name,of the 
phase to be displayed. If more thati one 
phase is to be display~d, the phase names 
are separated by commas. phase names must 
be from one to eight characters long. 

The~econd format is used when an entire 
~rogram is to be displayed. The entry 'in 
the opetation field is DSPLY. In the 

'Qperand field, EfQg refers to the first 
fo~rcharacters of the phase names'making 
~p a program. (All phases of a multiphase 
program should ,have the same first four 
characters.) The four characters are,. 
followed by a p~riod and ALL. 

The third format is uSed if the entire 
c,ore image library is, to be displayed. The 
entry in the operation field is DSPLY. The 
~ntry in the operand field is ALL. 

It is possible to use all three types of 
operands together in a sin,gle control 
statement. 

For the display function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned to a pririter, ~ tape unit, a 
disk unit, gr ~ 3540 diskette. SYSL03 must 
not be: assi'gned to a: printer. 

E}!Q£h 

The punch function converts a phase in the 
cor~ image lib~ary into punched-cards or 
into'. card-image format. 

Any number of phases in the core'image, 
library' can be punched ·wi thin a single run 
un~ess SYSPCH is assigned to a disk or tape 
unit, or to a 3540 diskette (for subsequent 
us~ asSYSIPT to a link edit job step). In 
the'case of a 3540 diskette a maximum of 
120 phases can be punched. The punched
card' output is acceptabl.e as input to the 
linkage editor for recataloging to the core 
image 'library. When non-relocatable phases 
are recataloged, they are loaded in' a 
partition at the same address as when they 
were originally link-edited because their 
addressees) are absolute. Relocatable 
phases, h6~ever, are loaded at an ~dd~~ss 
relative to ~he end of the, supervisor (8 + 
displacement) • 

The following cards are contained in the 
phase decks punched from the core image 
library. 

1. PHASE card: contain~ the phase"name 
and the beginning load address. If. the 
pha,~ that is ~unched is SVA-eligible, 
that is, if it has been cataloged as 
such, the SVA parameter is also punched 
in the PHASE card. 
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2. ESD card:SD type, contains the phase 
name, the length of the phase, and the 
beginning load address. 

3. TXT cards: contain the loading address 
dt the first byte in the card, the 
nUmber of bytes of text punched in the 
card (usually 56, except fot the last 
card), the identification number of the 
~ontrol section (always 0001) 
containing the text, and the actual 
text. 

4. END card: contains the transfer 
address, and signifies the end of the 
pha~e. 

If the phase is relocatable, RLD cards are 
also punched. rhese cards contain 
information·that identifies those portions 
of the TXT cards that may need to be 
modified by the relocating loader. 

To facilitate recataloging of the 
phase(s), a /* card will be the last card 
of any punched output of a CSERV job step. 

The PUNCH control statement in one of 
the following forma~s is used to convert 
phases in the core image library to 
punched-card output. 

~UNCH phase1[,phase2,.~.] 

PUNCH prog1.ALL[,prbg2~ALL, ••• ] 

PUNCH ALL 

The first format is used if only specific 
phases aLe to be punched. The entry in'the 
operation field is PUNCH. rhe entry in the 
oper~nd field, 12h~2~' represents the name 
o·f the phase to be punched. If more than 
one phase is to be punched, the phase names 
are separated by commas. Phase names must 
be from One to eight characters :Long.' 

The secotid format is used when an entire 
prog~am is to be punched. The entry in the 
dperation field is PUNCH. In the operand 
field, Ef29 refers to the first four 
characters of the phase names making up a 
program~ (All phases of a multiphase 
program should have the same first four 
characters.) The four characters are 
followed by a period and ALL. 

The third format is used if the entire 
core image library is to be punched. The 
entry in the operation field is PUNCH. The 
entry in the operand field is ALL. 

When SYSPCH is assigned to a tape or 
disk unit, eacti card image is preceded by a 
stacker-select character. 



For the punch function, SYSIPT mu~£ be 
assig~ed to a card reader; a tape unit, 'a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSPCH must 
be assigned to a card ~~nch, a tape unit, 
or a disk unit. SYSLS~.mrist be assigned to 
a printer, a tap~ unit, a disk unit, or ~ 
3540 diskette, SYSLOG must not be assigned 
to a printer. 

Whenever the sam~ card read ~unch~s 
assigrned toSYSIPT'and also toSYSPCH, 
enougrh blank cards. for punching .the module 
must follow each PUNch control -s~atement. 
This pr~vents erroneously punching the 
cards! of. a. following job step. Extra cards 
are automatically bypassed. 

Q!2El~~_~nQ-!~~!!ch 

The OIisplay-a,nd-j;mnch function combines the 
. separate opeiatiorts of the display and the 

punch functions. . 

The DSPCH control state~ent is used to . 
convE!rtphas€!s inr the core image library to 
print:edand punched-card out'put. The DSPCH 
control statement is in One of the 
following formats. 

DSPCH phase1£,phase2, ••• ] 

DSPCH. progl. .JlILL [, prog2. ALL, ••• J 

DSPCH ALL 

The first format is used if only specific 
phaSE!s are to be dis.played and punched • 
The entry in the operation field is DSPCH •. 
The Emtry in the operand field, ill2~' 
represents the name of the phase to be 
di~played and punched. If more ttia.n:one 
pha~e is to be disp1ay~d and punched; the 
phase names are separated by commas. Phase 
names must be from one to eight characters 
long" 

The second format is used when an entire 
program is to b~ disp1aye~ and ~unched. 
The entry in the operation field is DSPCH~ 
In the operand field.}2IQg refers to the 
firs1: four characters of the names of the 
phasE~s makin9 up. the program. (Allphases 
of a lliultiphClseprogram should have the 
same first four characters.1 The four 
characters are followed by ~period and 
ALL. ' 

The'third format fs used if the entire 
core image library is to be disp'layed and 
punched. ThE! entry in the operation field 
is DSPCH. The entry in the operand fi~ld 

. is AI~L. 

WhenSYSPCH is assi~ned to a tane or' 
disk unit., each card image is preceded' by a 
stacker-select characte~. 

For the displ~y and punch'functi"on, 
SYSIPT mus't' be assigned to a card reader, a 
tape unit, a. disk unit, or a-3540 di~kette. 
SYSLST must'be assigned to a printer, a 
tape.unit, or a disk unit. SYSPCH must be 
assigned to a card punch, .ct tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540,diskette. SYSLOG must 
not be assigned.to a ptinter. 

Whenever the. same card ,read purich is 
assigned to,SYSIPT and also to SYSPCH, 
enough blank cards for punching the module 
must fol-low each DSPCH control statement • 

. This ,prev~nts erroneously punching 4:he . 
cards' of a following job step. Extra cards 
are automat.ica11y bypassed. 

RSERV I RE'LOCATABLE LIBRARY 

To request a service function for the 
relocatable library, ~se the following EXEC 
cont'rol statement: 

/ /EXEC RS!RV . 

One or more of th'e three· service functions 
can be requestEd within a single, run. Any 
number of'modUle'S within the.relocatable 
library can be acted upon in this run. 
pu~cbed output is sequenced. in columns 77 
~brough 80~ The first card punched for. 
each module is sequenced zero. 

.!2!2E!~:i 

The display function produces a printout of 
a module in the reloca table library., 

The printed· output '. produced, by the 
display function consists of a header'and 
the module. . . 

. Contained in . the printed header i's the 
module name and the number of records 
needed to contain the; module. 

The printed. output of the. module is 
represented by hexad-ecima1 characters and, 
EBCDICi depending' on the type of record and 
the information, contained wi.thin· the 
record. 

The DSPLY control st~emerit in one of 
the following formats is used to display 
modules in the relocatable library. 

DSPLY modulel [ , modu1e2 , .. ~ ] 

DSPLY prog1.lL~I,pr092.ALL, ••• ] 

DSP'LY ALI 

The first. format is used if only speci'fic 
frodules are to be displayed. The entry, in 
th~operation field is. DSPLY. modul~ in 
the operandfi~ld represent!S the name of . 
the' module to be~ displayed •. I·f more than 
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onempdule is to be displayed, the moqule 
names are separate1 by commas. Module 

'names must 'be from one to eight characters 
long. 

The second format is used when an entire 
program is to be displayed~ The entry in 
the operation fie11 is DSPLY. In ·the . 
operand field, ~g refers t'o the first 
three characters of the modules used to 
build the program. CAll IBM-suJ;J;lied 
modules in the relocatable library making 
up a program have the same first three 
characters, such as IPKfor the assembler 
and ILA and ILB for COBOL.l The thtee 
characters are followed by a peri6d and 
ALL. 

The third format is used if the entire 
relocatable library is to be displayed. 
The entry in the operation field is DSPLY. 
The entry in the operand field is ALL •. 

For ~he display function, SYSIPTfuust be 
assigned t~ a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be as~igned to a printer, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLOG must 
not be assigned toa printer. 

The punch fUnction converts a module ,in the 
relocatable library into a punched-card 
output check. 

The PUNCI!·control statement in one of 
the following formats is used to convert 
modules iA the relocatable library to 
punched-card output. 

PUNCH module1~,module2, ••• ] 

PUNCH' progl. ALL [ , prog 2. ALL, ••• ] 

PUNCH ALL 

The first format is used if only sJ;ecific 
modules are to be punched. The entry in 
tbe operation £ield is PUNCH. The entry in 
the operand field, m0dule, represents the 
name of the module to~e-punched. If more 
than one module is to be punched, the 
module names are separated by'coremas. 
Module names must be from one to eight 
characters long. 

Th~ secbnd format is used· when an entire 
program is to be punched. The entry in the 
ope~ation field is PUNCH. In the operand 
field, EEQg refers to the first three 
characters of the modules used to build the 
program. (All IBM-supplied modules in the 
r~locatable library making uJ; a program 
ha·ve the same first three characters, such 
as IPK for the assembler and ILA and ILB 
Lor COBOL.) The three characters are 
followed by a period and ALL. 
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'Th~ thirdtormat is used if the entire 
relocatable library is to be punched. rhe 
entry in the operation field is PUNCH. The 
entry in the operand field is ALL. 

When SYSPCH is assigned to a tape or 
disk unit, each card image is preceded by a 
stacker-select characte~~ 

'For the punch function, SYS!P'1' must be 
assigned to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit~ or a 3540 diskette. SYSPCH nust 
be assigried to a card punch, a tape unit, 
or a disk unit. SYSLST must be assigne1 to 
a printer, a tape unit, a disk unit, or a· 
3540 diskette, and SYSLOG must not be 
assigned to ~ printer. 

Whenever the same card ·read punch is 
assigned to SYSIPT and also to SYSPCH, 
enough blank caids for punching the module 
rrust follow each PUNCH control st:atement. 
This prevents erroneously punclUngthe 
cards of a following job step •. Extra cards 
are automatically bypassed. 

Q~E!~_~~fY~£h 

The di~play-and-punch functiori combines the 
separate oJ;erations of the display and the 
punch. functions. 

The DSPCH control statement is used to 
convert modules in the relocatable library 
to printed and punched-card output. The 
DSPCH control statement is in one of the· 
following formats. 

DSP~H module1[,module2, ••• ] 

DSPCH progl.ALL[iprog2.ALL, ••• ] 

DSPCH ALL 

The first format is used if only specific 
rrodules are to be displayed and punched. 
~he .entry in the operation field is .DSPCH. 
The entry in the operand field, mQ~Y!~, 
.represents the name of the module to be 

. displayed and punched. If more than one 
rrodule isto·be displayed and punched, the 
module riames are separated by commas •. 
Module names must be from one to eight 
characters long. 

The second format is used wh~n an ~ntire 
program is to'be displayed and punched. 
The entry in the operation field is DSPCH. 
In the operand fie11, EfQg refers to' the 
first three characters of the modUles used 
to build the program. (All IBM-supplied 
rr'odules in the relocatable library making 
up a prog~am have the same first three 
characters, such as IPK for the assembler 
and ILA and ILB for COBOL.) The three 
characters·are followed .by a period and 
ALL. 



~he third format is used if the entire 
relocatable library is to be disflayed and 
punched. The entry in the operation field 
is DSPCH. The entry in the operand field 
is AJ:"L. 

When S¥SPCHis assigned to a tafe.qr 
disk unit, or ~'3540 diskette, ~ach card 
image is preceded by.a stacker-s~lect 
character. 

For the display and punch function, 
SYSIPT must be assigned to a card reader, a 
tape unit, a disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. 
SYSLST must be assigned to a printer, a 
tape unit, a disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. 
SYSPCH must be assigned to a cardpunch~ a 
tape unit, Ol~ a disk unit. SYSLCG must not 
be assigned to a printer. 

Whenever the s~mecard read punch}is 
assi9ned to SYSIPT and also' to SYSPCH, 
enough blank cards for punching the mridule 
must follow each DSPCH control statement. 
This prevents erroneously punchihg the 
cards of a~ollowing job step. Extra cards 
are cwtomaticall-y bypassed. • 

SSERV ~ SOURCl~ STATEMENT LIBRARY 

To request a service furt~tion for the 
source staternent library, use the foll()~ing 
jo~ control statement: 

//EXEC SSERV 

One or more of the three se~vice functions 
can be reguest~d within a single run. Any 
n~mber of books within the source statement 
library can be actedtlpon 'in this run. 

The display functi~n producesapI;'~ntritit of 
a book in th(:! source statementlil;>rary. 

Books are displayed in the card image 
format~ Each book is preceded and -followed 
by a BKENDs1t.a.tement.· 

Tbe DSPLY control statement in on~ of 
the. jEollowing;ormats is used to display 
books in' the source statement library. 

• PS1E'LY'subl.:lb.briokl[,sublib.book2,~ •• ] 

• DS1E'LY subl:lbi.A~L[,sublib2.AL.L~ ~ .• ] 

• DS1E'LY ·ALL 

The first ~or~at is us~dif.onlY~fecific 
book:3 are ':to be qisplayed~· The entry in 
the operatioll.field.isDSPLY.· The 
qualifier !H!121J:!:( in the operand field , 
reprtesen-t::s ,the sublibrary containing the 

book to be dis~layed and can bean~ 
alphameric character (0-9, A-Z, #,$,-and 
a), representin~ source statement ~ 
sublibraries. 

QQok in the operan~ f.iseld represents' the 
name of the bOOK in the sUbJ.ibrary to be 
displayed. ·Tf more th,an one book 'is to be 
displayed, the entries must be separated by 
commas. If books to be displayed ~re in 
the same $ublibrary, s_ubsequertt book names 
need not be qualified. (The librarlan _ 
assumesth~t nonqualifie_d books are in the 
last sublibrary specified. IJ a sublibrary 
is never specified, the libiarian assumes
the book is ift the E sublibrary.) The 
rtames of the book~ in the operand field can 
b~ from one to eight character~ inlen~th. 
Continuation st3.tem~nts are not recognized. 

The second for~at is used:if an entire 
sublibrary is to be displayed. The entry 
inthe.operation.field is DSPLY. The. first 
e'ntry iri the operand field is the name .of 
the sublibrary to be Qisplayed. The 
qualifier 2!!Q!!!2 can be any alphameric 
character (0-9; A-Z, #, $, a·nd Ql), 

representing source statement s\lblibraries. 

The !:!!!bl!!2 qualifier is required.- If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as inValid 
and no processing is done on the 
sublibrary. 

The second entry in the operand field is 
ALL. 'The two entries must be separated -by 
a ·period •. 

'~he third format is used if the entire 
~6:urce statement library is to. be , 
displayed~ The en~ry in the operation 
fie'ia is DSPLY._ The entry ~n the operand 
fielais ALL. . ' . 

For·the display function, SYSIPT.must be 
assignedtQ~ ca~d reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned toa p~inter, a tape cinit, a 
disk unit, ora 3540 diskette. SYSLOGmust 
not.be assigned toaprinter. 

gynch 

The punch fUnction converts' a book.in the 
source,tatementlibrary into punched c~rds 
or into card-image format. 

The PUNCH control statement in one of 
the following' £.ormats is used to convert 
cook-sin' the source statement library to 
punched-card output~ 

~ PUNCH qUh.briok1[,sub.book2, ••• j[,CMPRSb] 

• PUNCH suh1.AtL[,sub2.ALL, •• ~][,CMPRSD] 

• PUNCH ALL[,CMPRSDl 
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The first format is used if only specific. 
books are to. be p!ln.ched. Th1e entry in the 
operation field is PUNCH. The qUa'lifier 
sub in the operand field represents the 
i~Elibrary conta~ning ~he book to be 
punched and can be alphameric ch~racter 
(0-9, A-Z, #, $, and Q), representing 
source statement sublibraries. 

'boQ~ in the operand field represents the 
name of the book in thesublibrary to be 
punched. The entry CMPRSD is used if the 
books are to be punched in the compressed 
form in which they are stored in the 
library. When this option is elected, the 
cards are punched in the first seventy-one 
columns. If more than one book is to be 
punched# the entries must be separated by 
commas. If books to be punched are in the 
same sublibrary, subsequent book names need 
not be qualified. (The librarian assumes 
that nonqualified books are in the last 
sublibrary specified. If a sublibrary is 
neverspecifi~d, the librarian assumes the 
book is in the E sublibrary.) The name~ of 
the books in ·the operand field can be from 
one to eight characters long. continuation 
statements are not recognized. 

The second format is used if an entire 
sublibrary is to be punched. The entry in 
the operation field fs PUNCH. The first 
entry in the operand field is the name of 
the sublibrary to be punched. The 
qualifier ~~Q can be any alphameric 
character (0-9, A-Z, #, $, 'and a)), 
fepresenting source stat'ement sublibraries. 

Ih~L~~Q!.ib qualifier is required. If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as invalid 
and no processing is done on the 
sublibrary. 

The second entry in the operand field is 
ALL. The entri CMPRSD is used if the books 
are to be punched in the compressed format. 
A /* statement is always punched at the end 
of the output. When SYSP'cH is assigned to 
a tape unit or disk unit, each card image 
is preceded by a stacker-select character. 

The third format is used if the entire 
source statement library is to be punched. 
The entry in the operation field is PUNCH. 
The entry in the operand field, is ALL. The 
entry 'CMPRSD is used if the books are to be 
punched in the compressed format. If 
CMPRSO is specified, puhched output is 
sequenced in columns 77-80. The first card 
punched for each module is zero. The 
compressed source code retains its original 
sequence numbers. A 1* statement is always 
punched at the end of the out~ut. 

For the punch function, SYSIPT· reust be 
'assigne~ to a card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk' unit, or ~ 3540 diskette. SYSPCH must 
be a~signed to a card punch, a tape unit; ~ 
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disk·unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST" must 
be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, ora 
disk unit, and SYSLOG must not be assigned 
to a printer. 

Whenever the same card read punch is 
assigned to SYSIPT and also to SYSPCH, 
enough blank cards· for punching the book 
must follow each. PUNCH cont"rol statement. 
This prevents errorieously punching the 
cards of a following job step. Extra cards 
are automatically bypassed. 

£!~E!2Y_2~g_~~~£h 

The display-and-punch function combines the 
separate operations of the display function' 
and the punch function. 

The DSPCH control statement in one of 
the following formats is used to convert 
books in the source statemerit library to 
printed and punched~card output. 

• DSPCH sub.book1£,sub.book2, ••• ] [,CMPRSD] 

• DSPCH subl.ALL[sub2.ALL, ••• ] [rCMPRSD] 

• DSPCH ALl[,CMPRSDl 

The first format is used if only specific 
books are to be displayed and punched. The 
entry in the operation field is DSpcH. The 
qualifier ~~Q in the operand field 
represents the sublibrary containing the 
book to be displayed and punched and can be' 
any alphameric character (0-9, A-Z, #, $, 
and" a), representi~g source statement 
sublibraries. 

book in the operand fi-eld represents the 
name of the book in.the sublibrary to be 
displayed and punched." The entry CMPRSO' is 
used if the book:s are to be punched in the 
compressed format, butprinted.in the 
original card .image format. If more than 
one ,book is to be displayed and punched, 
the entries must be separated by commas. 
·If books to be displayed and punched are in 
the same sublibrary, subsequent book: names 
need not be ~ualified. (The librarian 
assumes that nonqual..:ified books. are in the 
last sublibrary specified. If a sublibrary 
is never specified, the librarian assumes 
the book is in the E sublibrary.) The 
names of the books in the operand field can 
be from pne to eight characters·long. 
Continu~tion statements are not recognized. 
A /* statement is punched at tha end of the 
output. 

The second format is used if an entire 
sublibrary is to be displayed and punched. 
The entry in the operatiOn field is OSPCH. 
The first entry in the operand field is the 
name of the sublibraryto be displayed and 
punched. The qualifier ~~Q can be any 



alphameric ~haracter (0-9, A-Z, #, $, and 
@), representing source statement 
sublibraries. 

Tlle 2'!:!Qli!1 qualifier is .required. If 
omitted, the operand is flagged as invalid 
and no processing is done on the 
subllbrary. 

The second entry in the operand field is 
ALL. The entry CMPRSD is used if the books 
are to be punched in the compressed format. 
When SYSPCH is assigned to a tape or disk 
unit~ each card image is preceded by a 
stacker-select character • 

. Th~ third format is used if trie entire 
source statement library is to be displayed 
and punched~ The' entry in the operation 
field is DSPCH. The entry in the operand 
field is ~LL. The entry CMPRSD is used if 
the hooks are to be punched in the 
compresse~ format. 

For the display and punch functiori, 
SYSIPT must be assigned to a card reader, a 
tape unit, a di~k unit~ or ~ 3540 diskette. 
SYSLST must be assigned to a printer, a 
tape unit, a disk unit. SYSPCH must be 
assi9ned to (l card punch, a tape unit, a'i 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSLOG must 
not be assigned to a printer. 

Whenever'the same card read punch is 
~ssigned to SYSIPT and alSo to SYSPCH, 
enough blank cards for punchinqthe book 
must follow ea6h DSPCH cOntrol statement. 
This prevents erroneously puriching the 
cards ofa followirig jo~step. Extra cards 
are automaticalli bypassed.' 

. ESERV i SOURC]~ .STATEMENTLIBRARY 

The DOS/VS assembler us~s two sublibraiies 
of the sourct:! statement library : the' macro 
(E) ~ublibrary and the copy (A) sublibrary. 

TO: request a service or maintenance 
functi6n £or edited ~s~embler macros in the 
E sulblibrary" specify: 

// EXEC ESER'il 

Input tOES~RV is re~d fromSYSIPT. The 
first card after the // EXEC ESERV 
statlement should be GENEND or GENCATALS. 
If n'either i:3 present, GENCATALS is 
assUlined. Thl9se cards, as shown below, must 
not $tart in column 1. 

'fiGEN:E:ND!5 no. (jperands 

. This capses ESERV to place an 
END and a /*card' immediately 
after the de-edited macro on 
SYSPCH so that it can be ~sed as 
SYSIPT for the assembler. 

~GENCATALS~ no operands 

This causes a c~rALS statement 
of the form A.bookname (or, if 
SUBLIB=DF was specified in an 
OPTI~N statement, of.the form 
D.bookname) to precede and a 1* 
card to follow each macro so 
that-the resulting SYSPC~ stream 
can be used .as ,SYSIPT input to 
theM~INT program for cataloging 
the de-edited macros ihto the A 
sublibrary. " . 

~!2E!~Y_~n9_~.!:!u£h_[.!:!u£~!2U2 

The following functions can be performed 
for one or more edited macros within a 
single ESERV run. ' 

1. DSPLY De-edits and displays macrots) 
SYSLST. 

on 

2. PUNCH De-edits and punches macro(s) on 
SYSPCH. 

3. DSPCH Combines 1 and 2. 

The control statements must n6t 'start in 
column 1; they must have the, following 
format: 

{
D. SPL.Y.} . PUNCH sublib.book1I,sublib.b60k2 ••• 1 
DSPCH 

I:fthe qualifier.sublib 
sublibrary is assumed. 
macro is to be updated, 
control statements must 
(See 4-io below~) 

is omitted, the E 
If the" de-edited 
the appropriate 
follow. immediately.' 

,!~!!ic!!~!Q!L!!U:!_!lEg!!te~[!mct!Q!!2 

These functions can, be performed for a 
single de-edite:1 macro'or the l~st 
d~-editedrnacr6~n an ES~RV run. . 

4. COL Defines location ,ndlength of 
sequence number field. 

5. VER verifiesconten~s of a specific 
statement. 

6. ·ADD Adds statement(s) at a specified 
point. 

7. DEL Deletes specified sta,tements. 

8. REP Replace.s specified statement~s). 

9. END Indicates last update statement. 

10. RST Indicates that sequence number 
restart a lower number than a 
number contained in a specified 
preceding statemeht of the macro 
definition. 
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These ~ontrol statements can be used tp 
verify and/or update properly identified 
statements in an edited macro defiqition. 

yer!!l!~g_~nd_QE2~~!~g_M~£f2-Q~fin!~!Q~~ 

St~tements are identified'either by the 
sequence number in the id,entif ic.ation field 
or by their position rel?itive to a previous 
statement that has a l:iequence.numberas 
follows: . 

seq-no [+rell 

seq-no 

reI 

sequence number of a source 
statement, 1 t08 decimal digits in 
length, as specified in the 'COL 
st~tement.' ' 

positive decimal number; 1 to 4 
digits in length, representing the 
position of the desired statement 
relative, to the l:1equence numbered 
statements. 

£~TATEME!IT:' specifies the location of 
the sequence number in the macro 
definition.. If 'present, this statement 
must immediately follow the DSPLY, PUNCH or 
DSPCH statement to which it applies. The 
format is: ' 

COL startcol,x 

startcol is a decimal number from 73 tQ\ 80 
which gives the starting ~osition 
of the sequence number. 

x is a decimal number from 1,to 8 
giving the len~th of t~e sequence 
number. 

If the COL statement is omitted, the 
defaul:.t ~s: 

COL 73,6 

VER STATEMENT: causes a spec..l,f·i.c ,source 
statement-to-be verified against the 
contents of th~ statement following the VER 
statement on SYSIPT.· Its format is: 

VER seq-no[+rell,len 

~en is the length of the field to be 
verified.· It is a decimal number 
with a value of from 1 to 80. Only 
the first len characters are 
compared. -If the strings do not 
match, an error message is given. 

ADD STATEMENT: adds statements to a source 
macrodefir;Ition. Its format is': 

ADD seq~no(+rel] 

The SQurce statements fol-lowing the ADD 
statement are adde1, to the macro definition 
~fte~ the indicated statement number. 

14.2 DOS/VS System Control Statem~nts 

DEL STATEMENT: 'deletes one or more 
statementS-from -a: macro source definition. 
Its fdrmat is: 

D~. seq"':'no [+rel 1 [, seq-no ['i,rell 1 

The sta.tement. number indicates the first 
and last i~ ~he seri~s to'~e deleted. Only 
the first numberis'required to delete one 
statement. . 

EEP ST1\~~§~I:' replaces one o'r more 
statements'in a sourc'e macro definition 
with one or' more new statements. Its 
format ~s~ . 

REP seq-no [-"rell [,seq-no[+rell 1 

~he source statement(s) following the REP 
statement replace the statement or se~ies 
of statements i:ientified py the REP 
statement. ' 

RST STAT~MENT: indicates to gSERV that the 
iequence:-iiumbers of the macro definition 
restart at a lower number after the 
statement indicated by the RST.st:atement:. 
The format is: 

RST' seq-no[+rell 

~ot~:, ·If an ADD, DEL or REP oper.ation is 
performed on the last statement in a 
seqriente number series, then the first 
statement 'in the new series must be 
referenced in the RST statement. See 
example 3. 

END· STATEMENT: indicates th'e end of' the 
update-statements on SYSIPT. Its format 
is:' . 

END 

This staterrent is req~ired for every 
updating-run. 

Qen~f~!_E!!!~~_!.::2.r .... QE9~!:~,-£Q~~fQ!7.§!:a t~!!!~Q!:~ 

,1. R}.ght parenthesis in column 1 and at 
least one blank befo'te,and after 
operation code'. 

2. Any seq-no[+rell must specify a source 
s~ate~ent after the previous 
seq-no[+rell, except that: 

a. The two numbers specified in a DEL 
or REP statement·· may be equal; 

b. the REP, DEL, ADD, orRST statement 
may reference the same statement as 
the immediately preceding VER . 
slzatement. 

3. Any seq-no must be greater t~lan or 
equal to,either the last seq-no in the 
previous statement or the fir.st seq-no 
in ~he same statement. 



l~~£~!:.!Ql1: The first seq-no in the 
control statement following the RST 
statement is independent of the seq-no 
:in the RST statement. 

~±:~~_H~!!g!!n~LQ~±:!!!g~Eg~i~ 

The 1011owing errors will cause 
cancellation of the update run. 

.,1. Invalid operands ,in the COL statement. 

2. The COL statemen~ is not the fir~t 
upaate control statement. 

3. The macro is completely de-edited 
without· all update control statem~nts 
having been processed~ 

4. Inval~d operands in the RST statement. 

In all other cases, an errOr message is' 
printed. Updating continues ~ith the next 
contJr:01 stat~~ment, . if possible. De-editing 
of the macro~i11.always be completed. 

~~~!!!12!~_!!. __ !i~=~9!i!!!!;L~!i!!Q!!i_!!E9~!:.!!!g 

II JOBSAMPLl 
1/ EXEC' ES ER~1 

PUNCH E. Ml~c1, MAC2 
DSPLY MAC] 
DSPCH E.MAC4,E.MACS 

The above coding showj;;five macros being 
de-edited in the same run. The resulting 
1istin~s and/or deck, could be used for 
future updates. Note that the-1astmc;tcro 
de.-edi ted (Ml\CS) could alse:> have been 
updat.ed in this run. All are taken from 
the macro suh1ibrary, since E.macname is 
the default. 

~~2!!!1~!!L~!. __ !2~=~g!i!!!g_~!th...;.!!Ega t!!!g 

/ / JOB SAMPLl~ 
1/ EXEC ESER" 

Gl~NEND 

DSPCHE.Ml\Cl 
COL 77,4' 

) Vl~R 72+1 i!i 
.PP99 
) ADD·72+1 

AIF (&PCH NE 140d)~D4 
Dl~L 102,103 +3 . 

) Rl~P 24 S + 4 ~ 2 60 
NITA, CLC 0 (l.,.REG6)" BLANKS 

BE RETRY6 
LYNDA CLC 4C4,REG6),BLANKS 

BE RETRY7 
) END 
/* 
/& 

Thi~ exam~le produces a listing on SYSLST 
and a deck with an END and /* on SYSPCH of 
the de-edited and updated macro named MAC1. 
The resulting SYSPCH file (if on tape or 
disk) could thus be reassigned as SYSIPr 
for immediate editing by the DOS/VS 
~ssembler with EDECK specified in the 

.option card. 

In addition, the resulting updated 
edited macto deck could then, in another 
step, be cataloged to the E sub1ibr~ry vi~ 
MAINT. . 

Sequence number in the macro to be updated: 

0001 
0003 
0004 
OOOS 
0002 
0004 
0006 
0007 
0008 

sampl~ update statements: 

II ExEc ESERV 
) COL71,4 
) . DEL S 
). RST S+l 
) ADD 4 

B NEXT1 
END 

'in this example, GENCATALS is assumed. 
Since statement S (the last in a series) is 
to be deleted, .the RST j;;tatement must 
reference onS past the statement being 
deleted. 

PSEIW, PROCEDURE. LIBRARY 

. TO request a service funct.ion for the 
procedure library, use tbefo11owiilg EXEC 
control statement; 

/1 EXEC PSERV 

. One or more of the three service functions 
can be requested within a single run. Any 
number of' 'proce'dures within the procedure 
library can be act'~d upon in this run. 

Th,statement usedt6 ~isplay procedures is 
DSP·LY •. 
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§~2~~m~nt_Form2!: 

{
DSPLY procedurename (, procedurename,· ••• 1} 
DSPLY ALL 

procedureriame specifies the name of the 
procedure to be displa~ed. 

ALL 

If more than one procedure is 
to be displayed; the names 
are separated by commas. 
Procedure names are from one 
to eight alphameric charac
ters, the fir~t of which must 
be alphabetic or a $. 

specifies that the entire 
procedure library is to be 
displayed. 

For the di~play function, SYSIPT must be 
assigned toa card reader, a tape unit, a 
disk unit,~ or a 3540 diskette. SYSLST must 
be assigned toa'printer,a tape unit,' a 
disk unit, ot a 3540 diskette. SYSLO~ must 
not be assigned to a printer. 

. The control statement used to punch a 
procedure is PUNCH. 

§ta~~m~nt_Form2~: 

{
PUNCH procedure~ame (, procedurename, ••• 1} 
PUNCH· ALL . 

procedurename represents the name of the 
procedure to be punched. I-f 
more than one procedure is to 
be punched, the names are 
separated by commas. The 
probedure name is from one to 
eight alphameric charact~rs, 
the first of, which must be 
~lphabetic or a $. 

ALL specifies that the entire 
pro6edure library is to be 
punched. 

When SYSPca is assigned to a tape or disk 
unit, each card, image is preceded by a 
stacker-select character. 

For the punch,functioni SyfHPT rru'st' be 
assigned to a card reader ~a' tape unit., a 
disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. SYSPC~must 
be assigned to a card punch, a·tapeunit; ~ 
disk unit,or a 3540,diskette •. SY$LST must 
'be assigned to a printer, a tape unit, or a 
disk unit, and SYSLOG. must not ce a~"signed 

,to a printer. 
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Whenever the same card read punch is 
assigned to SYSIPT' and also to SYSPCH, 
enough blank' eards for punching the module 
must follow each PUNCH control statement. 
This prevents errbneously punching the 
cards of a following job step~ E:Ktra cards 
are automa~ically bypassed. 

The punched-card output ~s acceptable to 
every function that uses procedure input. 
Each procedure punched is preceded by a . 
CATALP statement. The last card punched is 
the /* statement. 

The control statement used to print and 
punch procedures is DSPCH. 

§ta~~ID£n~-Korm2~: 

{
DSPCH procedurename[,prOCedurename, ••• l} 
DSPCH ALL . . 

procedurename 

ALL 

represents the name of the 
procedure to be displayed and 
punched. If more than one 
procedure is to be display.ed 
and punched, the namea are 
separated by commas. Module 
names are from one to eight 
alphameric characters, the 
first of which must be 
alphabetic or a $. 

specifies that the entire 
procedure library is to be 
printed and punched~ 

When SYSPCH is assigned to a ta~e.or disk 
unit~ or a 3540 diskette, each card image 
is preceded by a stacker-select character. 

For the display and punch function, 
SYSr"PT must be.assigned to a card reader, a 
tape unit, 'a disk unit, or a 3540 diskette. 
SYSLST must must be assigned to a printer, 
a tape unit, a disk unit, or a 3540 
diskette. SYSPCH must be assigned to a 
card punch,a tape unit, or a disk unit. 
SYSLOGm~st 'not be .assigned to a printer. 

Whenev,er the same' card read punch is 
assigned t·p SYSIPT and also to SYSPCH, 
enough blank cards for punching the 
procedure must: follow each DSPCH control 
statement.' This prevents erroneously 
punching the cards of ~ following job step. 
Extra caid~ are'automatically bypassed. 

The last card'punched by DSPCH is a·/* 
. statement. 



r---------T-~---------T-------T---------------------------------------------------------, 
IFunction I Unit I Element I Control Statements I 
~------~--+-----------+-------+----------~--------~-------------------------------------f 
I Catalog ICore Image IPhase I // OPTIONCATAL . I 
I 1 Library I I (Linkage Editor control statements and if in card I 
I I I I form, the phase to be cataloged) I 
·1 I I' /* , 
, J 'I / / EXEC LNKEOT. I 
I ~-.------~---+-------+-----------------~---~-----------------------------------f 
t ,RelocatablelModule 1 // EXEC MAINT . 1 

I Library 1 '1 CATALR modulen~me[,v,m] I 
, 'I (module, to be cataloged) 1 
~-----------+-~--~--+------------------------------------------------~--------f 
I Source IBook I // EXEC MAINT . I 
I Statement , 1 CArALS subl~b.bookname[~v.m[,c]] I 
II,ibrary, I· (book to be cataloged) I 
~-----------+------.-+--~----------------------------.-------------------------:--f I Procedure IProced.1 // EXEC MAINT . . 1 
,Library 1 I CATALP procedurenamEd,VM=v.m] [,EOP=yy] f,OATA='!::!Q J I 
, I I . L YES I 
1 I I (procedure to be cataloged) I 
I I I /+ (or delimiter as specified in EOP parameter) 1 

~---------+-----------+-------+-----------~-----------------~---------------------------f 
ICompile/ IRelocatablelModule I !!§.!!lg~_!:~~fi!~_!Qf_§!§f£!!~~!§!f!_~ij:!L!:g!!!EQf~!:~_ 
I Assemble LibrarY'1 I ~§ig!l!!!en!:§. 
land I I 
I Catalog ~ I // ASSGN SYSPCH,X'cuu' 
I 'I CATALR modulename[,v.ml 

PHASE name,origin[,NOAUTO] 
EXEC COBOL 

I 1 I 
I 1 I // 
I 1 (source deck~ 
I I /* 
I // MTC WTM,SYSPCH,2 

// MTC REW,SYSPCH 
// ASSGN SYSIPT,X'cuu' 
// EXEC MAINT " 
/& 

To compile/assemble more than one progr~m and catalog 
all of them into the relocatable library, use the same 
setup except that the compilatiop/assembly control cards 
(CATALR through /* inclusive) for each program follow 
the /* of the preceding program. The MTC statements 
through /& follow the /* of the last program. This 
faOilitris not available for RPG and PL/I compilations 
or for IBM 2314 or. IBM 2319 applications. 

!!si!lg_~~&§~_!.!le_!Qf_§!§f£!!L§!§!f!~ __ iM~~j:_2!~2y~_Q~_~ 
E~fm~!l~~_~~§ig!lm~!l!:~) 

// OLBLBaiance of information 
// EXTENT required for SYSPCH file 

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'cuu' 
CATALR modulename[,v.ml 
PHASE name,origin[,NOAUTO] 

// EXEC COBOL 
(source deck) 

l CLOSE SYSPCH,X'OOO' 
1 /7 OLBL Balance of information 
I // ExrENT required for SYSIPr file 
I ASSGN SYSIPT" X' cuu' 
I // EXEC MAINT 
I /& _________ ~ ________ ~ __ ~ _______ L ________ ~---------------_________________________________ J 

Fig~re 21. Maintenance Functions, Example (Part 1 of 3) 
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r~--------T--------~--T-------T---~-------------------~--~------------------------------, 
,Function, Unit I.Element, Control Statements , 

~--------~+-----------+-------+------------------------------~~------------------------~-~ 
I , " The 'file-ID' in the DLBL stat;eRlents must be thE~ same in' 
I I I' both sets. To compile/assembiemore than one program , 
I , I' and catalog all of them into the'rel~catable library, , 
, , " use the same setup except that the compilation/assembly , 
, , " control ~ards (CATALR through /* inclusive) .fo~ ~ach , 
, , " program follow the /* of the preceding program·. CL'OSE , 
I I '( through /& follow the /* of the last program. ( 
.~--------.,..+-~----~----+-------+---.,.--------------~----------------------------_. __ ._--. ..,..-...:_{. 
·,Delete (core Image (Phase (// EXEC MAINT , 
I (Library I ,. DELETC phase1 (, phase2, ••• 1 I 

I ~-------+---------~--..,.----~-----------~----------------~-------..,.--~ 
I IPrograml // EXEC MAINT. I 
I I I DELETC prog1.ALL [ , prog2 • ALL, ••• 1 I 

~-----------+-------+---------------------------------------------------------~ 
IRelocatablelModule I // EXEC MAINT I 
I Library I I DELETR module1 [ , module2, ••. ] I 
I ~----- ... -+-------------...;----------------------------------.--------~~ 
I I Programl // EXEC MAINT I 
I "DELETR prog1. ALL [, prog2. ALL, ••• ] I 
I ~-------+-----------+-------..,.---------------------------.--------~~ 
I I Library I // EXEC MAINT I 
I I I OELETR ALL I 
~-----------+-------+--~-~----------------------------------------------------~ 
I Source I Book I // EXEC MAINT . I 
,statement I I' DELETS sublib.book1[,sublib~book2, ••• ] , 
I Library ~-------+-------------------~-------------------------------------~ 
I I Sub- ,/ / EXEC MAINT , 
I Ilibraryl DELETS sublib.ALL I 
I ~-------+---------------~-----------------------------------------~ 
I ILibrarYI // EXEC M~INT I 
I I I DELETS ALL I 
~-----------+-------+---------..,.-----------------------------------------------~ 
I Procedure IProced., // EXEC MAINT I 
I Library I 'DELETP procedurename1[,procedurename2, ••• ] , 
I ~..,.~-----+-----------------~---------------------------------------~ I I Library I //·EXEC MAINT I 
I I I DELETP ALL , 

~---------+---..,.-------+--·----t------------------------------------------------.------..,.--~ 
,Rename ,core Image IP)lase I // EXEC MAI~T I 
, , Library I 'RENAMC oldname, newname (, oldname, newname, •.• 1 , 
I· ~-----------+-------+~-----------...,.------------------------------.;.----.---------~ 
, I Relocatable, Module I // EXEC MAINT I 
, I Library I 'RENAMR oldname, newname ( , oldname, newname, ••• ] I 
I ~-----------+-------+-----------------------------------------~---------------~ 
I I Source I Book I // EXEC MAINT I 
, I Statement , ,RENAMS sublib.oldname,sublib.newname[,sublib. , 
I ,Library I I oldname,sublib.newname, ••• ]. I 
I ~-----------+-------+------------------.;.----~------------------------.---------~ 
I , Procedure , Proced. I / / EXEC MAl NT , , 
I , Library' I RENAMP oldname, newname [ , oldname, newname •••• ] I 
~---------+----------~+-------+---------..,...,.-------------------------------------.---------~ 
I Update I Source I Book I // EXEC MAINT . I 
, Ist~tement I I UPDATE sublib.bookname,[s.book11,[v.ml,[nnl I 
I I Libr'iry' I ) ADD, ) DEL, or ) REP statements as required I 
I I "~ith source statements to be added I 
, I 'I ) END [v. m ( , C] ] , L _________ ~ ___________ ~ _______ ~ __________________________________________________________ J 
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r---------r-----------T-------T-----------------------------------~---------------------, 
IPuncfion I Unit IElem~ntl Coritrol Statements I 
~-----~~--+~-------~--+-------+---~---------------------------------------------~-------i 
Condense ICore Image I Libraryl // EXEC MAINT I 

I Library I 'I CONDS CL I 
~----~------+-------+---------------------------------------------------------i I Relocatablel Library I // JOB jobname J. 
I Library I I // EXEC MAINT I 
I I I CONDS RL I 
~~----------+------~+-----------------------------------~---------------------i I Source I Library I // EXEC MAINT I 
IStat~ment I I CONDS SL I 
II.ibrary I I I 
~-.----------+-------+---------------------------------------------------------i I Procedure I Libraryl // EXEC MAINT I 
I Library I I CONDS PLI 

~-~-------+-----------+-----~-+--------------------------------------------~---~~-------i 
I I Libraries IAll I // EXECMAINT I 
I I I I CONDS CL,RL,SL, PI,. I 

~---.-------+-----------+------.;..+--------------------------------------'----------------:--
Set Libraries IAny or ,I // EXEC MAINT 
Parameter All I CONDL lib=nn~nn[,lib=nnnnn, ••• ] 
for I 
Automatic I 
Condense J 

I ~~~: Values to be substitued for !!~: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 

Cx, 
PI,. 
RL 
SL 

Core image library 
Procedure Library 
Relocatable library 
Source statement,library 

Values to be substitued for ~~~~~: 

I One to five decimal digits, wit~ a 
I maximurr valu~ of 65536. 

~---------+--~--------+-------+------------------------~-----------~--------------------i I Reallo- System Library // DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS SYS7EM RESIDENCE FILE'dat~,code I 
Ica~ion // EXTENT SYSRES~balance df extent information I 
I // EXEC MAINT I 

I ALLOC CL=cylinCtracks),RL=cylinCtracks), 
I SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylinCtracks) 
I 
I 
I 

, I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The library identifiers are as follows: 

cr. 
PL 
RL 
SL 

Core image library 
Procedure Library 
Relocatable library 
Source statement libra~y 

I Values to be substitued for £~li~ and tr~£~~: 
I any integer. 
L ___ . ______ .L_. ______ ~ ___ .L ______ ,_.L ___________ ~--..:.-----__________ ~--------------...;-----------

~~: // JOB, /*, and /& must be included where needed. 
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r------------T------~-------------T------------------------------------------~----------, 
IDisplay UnitlElement I control statements I 

~------------+-----~--------------+---------------------------------------r~------------i 
ICore Image I phase 1// EXEC CSERV . I 
I Library I I DSPLY phase1 (, phase2, ••• ] I 

I ~------------------~-+-----------------------------------------------------i 
I I Program 1/1 EXEC CSERV . I 
I I I DSPLY prog1, ALL (, prog2. A.LL, ••• ] ~ 

I ~--------------------+-----------~----------------------------------4--~---i 
I I Library III EXEC CSERV I 
I I I DSPLY ALL. I 

~----------------~---+------------~----------------~----------··------------i 
I Directory III EXEC DSERV I 
I I DSPLY CD or DSPLYS CO I 
t--------------------+---~---------------~---~-----------------------------i 
IPhases(s) with l!rr_~h~_st~rrg~fg_2Q~it!Qrr: I 
IVersion ~nd I' I 
IModification Levell/I EXEC DSERV I 
I I DSPLY(S] CD(phasename) or CD(phasename) I 

~--------------------+--------~------------------------------------·--------i 
I Phase (s) with I !rr_~h~_!!2!!~~~!!9~f9_EQ§~&!.Qrr_Qf_h!.gh~f_!:;h~rr_!2§§B~_!.rr I 
IVersion and 1~2~: I 
IModification Level I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I. III EXEC DSERV I 

I I I DSPLY(S] CD(phasename,nn) or CD(phasename,nn) . I 
~------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------~-----------~ 
IRelocatable IModule III EXEC RSERV I 
I Libra·ry I I DSPLY module1 [, module2, ••• ] I 

I ~-----------.--------+-----------------------------------------------------i 
I I Program 1/1 EXEC RSERV I 
I I . I DSPLY prog1.ALLLprog2.A.LL, ••• ] I 
I ~--------------~-----+-------------------~--------~------------------------i 
I I Library III EXEC RSERV I 
I I I DSPLY ALL I 

I ~---------~----------+------------~----------------------------------~-~-~-i 
I I Directory III EXEC DSERV . . I 
I I ~ DSPLY RD or DSPLYS RO I 

~----------~+-------------------.+------------~------------------------~-----------~~~-i 
ISource I Book 1// EXEC SSERV I 
rStatement I I DSPLY sublib.book1[.sublib.book2, ••• ] I 
I Library I I I 
I ~-------------~------+------------~------------------------------------~---i 
I I Sublibrary 1/1 EXEC SSERV I 
I I I DSPLY sublib1.ALL(,sublib2.A.LL, ••• ] I 

I ~--------------------+------------------------~------------------------~---i 
I I Library III EXEC SSERV I 
I I I DSPLY ALL I 
I ~--------------------+-------------~------------~--------------------------i 
I I Directory II/EXEC DSERV I 
I I I QSPLY SO or DSPLYS SO I 

~----~-------+--------------------+---~-----~--------------~---~---------~------·--------i 
I Procedure I Procedure 1/1 EXEC PSERV I 
I Library I I DSPLY procedurename1 (, procedurename2, ••• ] I 
I ~--------------------+-----------------------------------------~---·~-----~-i 
I I Library III EXEC PSERV I 
I I I DSPLY J:l.LL I 
I ~--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~~--i 
I I Directory 1/1 EXEC DSERV I 
I ·1' I DSPLY PD or OSPLYS PO I L _________ ~ __ .L __________ ....: _________ .L __________________ ·..;. ____________ . _______________________ J 
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r------------T--------------------T-------------------------------~---------------------1 
IDisplay UnitlElement 1 Control StateMents I 

~------------+---------~----------+----------~---------------------------~--------------i 1 Transient 1 Directory. 1// EXEC DSERV . I 
1 DirE!ctory I 1 DSPLY TD or DSPLYS TD I 

~------------+--------------------+-----------~----------------~------------------------i 
ISyst~m 1 Directory 1// EXEC DSERV I 
I DirE!ctory 1 I I 

~------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------i I DirE!ctories 1 All 1// EXEC DSE.RV I 
1 . 1 1 DSPLY ALL or DSPLYS ALL I 
~-----------~+-------~------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 
IPunch Unit 1 Element 1 . Control statements I 

~------------+--------------------+------------------~-------------------~--------------i 1 COrE! Image 1 Phase 1// EXEC CSERV I 
1 Library I . I PUNCH phasel(, phase2, .; •• ] I 
I ~---~-~-------~------+-------------.---------------------------------------i I I Program 1// EXEC CSE1W . I 
1 I· I. PUNCH progl.ALL(,prog2.ALL, ••• ] I 
1 ~----.~---------------+---.--------------------~-----------------------------i 1 1 Library 1// EXEC CSERV 1 
I 1 1 PUNCH ALL 1 
~------------+--------------------+-------~---------------------------------------------i 
IRelocatable IModule 1// EXEC RSERV I 
1 LibI:~ry I 1 PUNCH modulel [,module2" ••• ] '. 1 
I ~--------------------+------------------------------------------------~----i 1 1 program 1// EXEC RSERV 1 
1 I I PUNCH prog1. ALL ( • prog2 • ALL, ••• ] I 
I ~--------------------+------7------------~--------~------------------------i 
I 1 Library 1// EXEC RSERV 1 
1 1 1 PUNCH ALL 1 
~------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 1 Source 1 BoOk 1// EXEC ~SERV 1 
1 Statement I I PUNCH sublib.bookl[,sublib.book2, ••• ] [,CMPRSDl I 
1 LibI:ary 1 1 I 
1 ~----~---------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 1 1 Sublibrary 1// ~XEC SSERV . 1 
1 1 1 PUNCH sublibl.ALL(,sublib2.ALL, ••• ] [,CMPRSDl 1 
1 ~----------------....---+----------------:..--.------------.:..---------------------i 1 1 Library. 1// EXEC SSERV 1 
1 1 1 PUNCH ALL [, CMPRSD] 1 
~------------+--------------------+----~------------~~----------------------------------i 1 Procedure . 1 Procedure 1// EXEC PSERV I 
I Library I 1 PUNCH procedurenamel[,procedurename2, ••• ] 1 
I ~~----:..--------------+-------------------------------------~-------~-------i 1 I Library 1// EXEC PSERV I 
I 1 1 PUNCH ALL I 
L ____ • _____ . ___ ,J._.-----.,..-------------J.---------------_____ . ____ ~ ____________________________ J 
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r------~-----T--------------------T-------------------------.-------------------.---------, 

I Display and I I I ~ 
IPunch Unit I Element I Control Statements I 

~------------t--------------------+_:-------------------------------------------·---· .... -----i 
ICore Image IPhase 1// EXEC CSERV I 
I Library I I DSPCH phase1[,phase2, ••• ] '. I 
1 . ~--------------------+------~-------------~-----------~-~------------~-----i 1 1 program 1// EXEC CSERV . 1 
I I 1 DSPCH prog1. ALL [, prog2. ALL, ••• ] I 

~--------------------+---~------------------------~~-~-----------··---------i 
. • I· Library 1// EXEC CSERV . . I 
I I I DSPCH ALL I 
t-----~------t--------------------+-----------------~-----------------------------------i 
IRelocatable IModule 1'/ EXEC RSERV 1 
I Library 1 1 DSPCH module1 [, module2, ••• l 1 
I ~--------------------+--------------------------------------------·---------i 
I I Program . 1// EXEC RSERV 1 
I I I DSPCH prog1. ALL [, prog2. ALL, •.•• ] I 

I ~-------------------_:t--------------------------------------··-------------i I 1 Library 1// EXEC RSERV I 
I I I DSPCH ALL I 
t-~----------+--------------------t--------------------------------------------·---------i 
j Source I Book 1// EXEC SSERV . . I 
I Statement I I DSPCH sublib. book1 [, sublib. book2, ••• ] [, ClVIPR'sO] I 
I Library t--------------------+-------------------------------------------------~---i I I Sublibrary 1// EXEC SSERV 1 
1 I 1 DSPCH sublib1.ALL[,sublibZ.ALL, ••• ] [,CMPRSDl 1 
I ~--------------------t--------------------------------------------~---~----i I I Library . 1// EXEC SSERV I 
1 1 I OSPCH ALL [, CMPRSOl 1 
t------------t--------------------t---:------------------~-------~-----~-~-----------~---i 
~rocedure IProced~re 1// EXEC PSERV 1 
Aibrary 1 1 DSPCH procedurename1[,proceduren~me2, ••• ] I 

I t--------------------+--------------'-------~-----~----------------,---------i ,I I Library 1// EXEC PSERV . I 
1'1 I" DSPCH ALL I 
L_-;, ____ -~----..L- .... ------------------J.------------------~ _____ ~-.----------_:-------,--------.-J 

~2!~: // JOB,/., and /& must be included where needed. 
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r------~-----T----~---------------T-~---------~-----------------------------------------, 
ICopy Unit I Element I' Control statements 1 

~------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 
ICore Image I Phase 1// ASSGN SYS002,X~cuu' I 
Library I 1// DLBL tJSYSRSJ'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE I 

I I FILE',date,code' I 
i 1// EXTENT SY~002,balance of extent information I 
I 1//" EXEC CORGZ I 
I 1 ALLOe CL=cylinCtracks) ,R'L=cylin(tracks), -I 
i 1 SL=cylinCtracks) ,PL=cylinCtracks) I 
I I' COPYC phasel [, phase2, ••• ,] 1 
~---~----------------+-~----------------------~----------------------------i 
iProgram .1// ASSGN SYS002,X'cuu' I 
! 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
I 1 FILE' ,date, code I 
I 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information ' 1 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ I 

. I 1 ALLOe CL=cylinCt~acks),RL=cylinCtracks), I 
I 1 SL=qylinCtracks) ,PL=cylinCtracks) 1 
I ~ 1 eOPYC progl.ALL[,prog2.~LL, ••• ] 1 
~-~-~--~-------------+---------~-~-------------------~---------------------i 
~Library· 1// ASSGN SYS002,X~cuu' 1 
i 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 

.1 1 FILE',date,code I 
I 1// EXTENT SYS002, balance of extent information I 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ I 
~ I" ALLOe CL=cylin(tracks),RL=cylinCtracks), I 
i 1 SL=cylinCtra"cks),PL=cylinCtracks) 1 
I 1 eOPye ALL I 

~----·--------t--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------f 
Relocatable IModule 1// ASSGN SYS002,X'cuu' 1 
Library I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM Rg$IDENCE I 

~I 1 FIL:E:' ,date,code 1 
I 1// EXTENT SYS002J balance of extent information 1 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
I 1 ALLOe eL=cylinCtracks),RL=cylinCtracks), 1 
I ... , I SL=cylinCtracks) ,PL=cylinCtracks) 1 
I 1 eOPYR"modulel[,rnodule2, ••• ] 1 
~--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 

... 
IProqram 1// ASSGN SYS002,X~cuu' 1 
I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYS~E~ RESIDENCE 1 
1 1 FILE' , date, code 1 
1 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent ~nfo~mation 1 
1 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
1 1 ALLOe CL=cylinCtracks),RL=cylinCtracks), I 
1 1 SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cyliriCtracks) 1 
1 1 COPYR progl.ALL[,prog2.~LL, ••• ] 1 
~---~----------------+------------------------------------------~----------f 
1 Library 1// ASSGN SYS002, X I cuu', 1 
1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
1 I FILE I, date, code 1 
1 1// EXTENT'SYS002,balance of extent information 1 
1 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
1 1 ALLOe CL=cylinCtracks),RL=cylinCtracks), I 
1 1 SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylin(tracks) I 

I 1 1 COPYR ALL I L ____ ~ _______ ~ ____________________ ~ _____________________________________________________ J 

Figure 23. copy Function, Example CPart 1 of 5) 
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r------------T-----~--------------T-----------------------------------------------------, 
ICopy Unit I Element J Control Statements I 

~------------+--------------------+------------------------------~----------------------i 
J Source J Book 1// ~SSGN SYS002, X" cuu' 1 
1 Statement_ 1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
I 1 1 FILE' ,date;code' I 
Library I I//'EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information I 

1 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
1 1 ALLOC CL=cylin(tracks),RL=cylin(tracks), 1 
1 1 SL=cylin(tracks),PL=cylin(tracks) 1 
I I .COPYS sublib.book1(.sublib.book2, ••• 1 1 
~--------------------+--------------------------------~----------~---------i 
Isublibra~y 1// ASSGN SYS002,X'cuu'. J 
1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE I 
I 1 'FILE',date,code 1 
1 1// EX~ENT SYS002,balance of extent information 1 
1 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
'1 1 ALLOC CL=cylin(track~),RL=cylinCtracks), I 
1 I SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylin(tracks) I 
1 I COPYS sublib1.ALL(,sublib2.ALL, ••• 1 1 
~--------------------+-----------------~-------~---------------------------i 1 Library 1// ASSGN SYS002, X" C\lU' I 
1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS' SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
I 1 FILE' ,date, code I 
I 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information 1 
1 l)tv EXEC CORGZ L 
1 1 ALLOC CL=cylinCtracks),RL=cylin(tracks), , 
, 1 SL=cylin(tracks),PL=cylin(track~) I 
, I COPYS ALL 1 

~------------+----.----------------+--------------.-------------------·--------·------------i 
,Procedure 1 Procedure 1// ASSGN SYS002,X~cuu' I 
Library . I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE , 

, 1 FILE',date,code 1 
, 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information , 
1 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
1 1 ALLOC CL=cylin(tracks),RL=cylinCtracks), 1 
1 1 SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylinCtracks) 1 
, 1 COPYP procedurename1(,procedurename2, ••• 1 1 

~--------------------t------------------~-------------~-------------i------i 1 Library 1// ASSGN SYS002,X~cuu' 1 
1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
I I FILE' ,date, code , 
1 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information I 
I 1/ / EXEC CORGZ 1 
I 1 ALLOC CL=cylin(tracks),RL=cylinCtracks)~ 1 
1 1 SL=cylinCtracks) ,PL=cylinCtracks) t 

·1 1 I COPYP ALI 1 
~------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 
I Libraries IAll 1// ASSGN SYS002,X'cuu' 1 
1 1 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,' DOS/VS SYSTEM RESIDENCE 1 
I 1 1 FILE',date,code 1 
" 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information I 
1 I 1// EXEC CORGZ 1 
I 1 1 ALLOC CL=cylin(tracks) ,RL=cylinCtracks), 1 
1 I 1 SL=cylinCtracks),PL=cylinCtracks)' 1 
1 1 1 COpy ALL 1 L ____________ L ____________________ L _____________________________________________________ J 

Figure 23. COpy Function, Example (Part 2 of 5) 
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. . \, 

r--~---------T--------------------T-----------~------------------------------~----------, 
iCopy.Unit I Element I .. Control Statements ' I 
~----·----.----+~------------·~---:---+-r------------------;-------------------'---------------., 
I Definition ICore . 1// 'ASSGN SYS003,X'cu\l' ' I 
lof a I Image 1// DLBL I~SYSPC,'user identification' of I 
I Private I I privat~ library', date, code. . I 
I Libr.ary I 1// EXTENT SYS003,b~lance of e,xtent information I 
I (Note 2) I 1/ / ~XEC CORGZ' . I 
I I I NEWVOL ,CI.=cy lin (tracks) . I 

. I ~----- ... ------_:----.;.--+-----------...':"'", .... ---------....::..,-----.:..---.;.-----------...;-------i 
I I Relocatable '1// ASSGN SYSRI..B,X"cuu' I 
1.1 11/ DLBL IJSYSRL,,' usex;. ident,ificationof private I 
I, I I library'~date,cod~ I 
I 'I 1// EXTENT S,)!SRLB,balance"of extent information I 
I I 1// EXEC 'CORGZ I 
I I I -NEWVtlL .Rt=cylin(tracks) I 
I ~.:..--------------'--,---+-.-------------_:....;--.:..----.------.------------.-----;---,;.----., 
I I Sour:ce Statement 1// ASSGN SYSSLB,X'cuu' I 
1·1 1'// DLBL IJSYSSL,'user identi,fication of pt-ivate I 
I I r ,library',date,code I 
I . I 1/ / EXTENT SYSSLB~ balance of extent i'nformatioh I 
I I 1// EXEC CORGZ' I 
I I I NEWVOL si=cylinCtracks) I 
~------------+--------~-----------+-----------7'----------------------------------~-----....;., 
Definition I Core 1// A~SGN SYS003,X'cuu' I 
and I Image 1// DLBL IJSYSPC,·user identification of I 
Creation, of I I private library' ,date, code I 
a Private I 1/ / EXTENT SYS003, balance of extent info'r'mation I 
Library I 1// EXEC CORGZ' I 
(Note 2-) . I I NEWVOL CL=cylinftracks) I 

I -I COPYC operands . I 
~--------~-------~---+---------------------------------------------~----~--f .1 Relocatable 1/1 ASSGN SYSRLB,X'cuu' 1 
I 1// DLBL IJS~$RL,'user identification of private. I 
I I library' ,date, code' I 
I 1// EXTENT SYSRLB,balance of extent information I 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ I 
I I NEWVOL RL=cyliri<tracks) I 
I . I COPYR operands . I 
~----'----------------+-------:_------------------------------------------~--i· 
ISource Statement 1// ASSGN SYSSLB,X'cuu A I 
I 1// DLBL IJSYSSL,' user identification of private I 
I I library' ,date, code 1 
I 1// EXTENT SYSSLB, balance of ext.ent information I 
I 1/ / EXEC CORGZ I 
I I NEWVOL SL=cylin (tracks) I 
I I COPYS operands . I 

~----,--------+-----.-,--------------+-----------------------------------------------------i 
I Merge SystelT'I 1// ASSGN(statements as re=Iuired) I 
I Residence' to I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,' NEW SYSTEM RESIDENCE', da te, code I 
INew System I 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information. I 
I Residepce I 1// EXEC CORGZ I 
I I I MERGE RES,NRS I 
I I I COpy statements (COPYC, COPYR, COPYS, COPYP, I 
I I I COpy!) as required I 
~------------t------...;----------·--+-------------L---------------------------------------i 
IMerge New I '1// ASSGN (statements as re~uired) I 
I system I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'NEW SYSTEM RESIDENCE',date,code 
I Residence I 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information I 
I to System I" 1// EXEC. CORGZ I 
I Residence I I MERGE NRS,RES I 
I I I COpy statements (COPYI, COPYC, COPYR, COPYS, I 
I I I COPYP) as required I L ____________ ~ ____________ ... ___ ~ ___ ~ _____________________________________________________ J 

Figure 23. copy Funtti6n, Example (Part 3 of 5) 
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r------~-----T--------------------T-------------~------------------------------.---------, 
ICopy Unit I Element I Control Statement I 
~------------+------------------~-+--------------------~---------------------------~----i 
IMerge System 1// ASSGN (state~ents as required) I 
I Residence ~// DLBL IJSYSRL,'PRIVATE RELOCATABLE I 
I to Private I LIBRARY' , date,. code I 
Libraries 1// EXTENT SYSRLB,balance of extent inform~tion I 

1// DLBL IJSYSS~J'PRIVATE SOURCE STATEMENT I 
I LIBRARY', date, code .1 
1// EXTENT SYSSLB,balance of extent information I 
1// DLBL IJSYSCL,'PRIVATE C~RE IMAGE I 
I LIBRARY',date,code J 
'1// EXTENT SYSCLB, balance of extent information I 
IASSGN SYSCLB,X'cuu' I 
1// EXEC CORGZ I 
I MERGE RES,PRV I 
I COPY statements (CDP~I, COPYR4 COPYS, COPYC) as I 
I required I 

~------------+-------~------------+----~---------~------------------~-~-----------------i 
I Merge New I 1// ASSGN (state~ents as required) I 
I System I 1// DLBL IJSYSRS,'NEW SYSTEM RESIDENCE',date,code I 
I Residence I 1// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information 
Ito Private I 1// DLBL IJSYSRL,'PRIVATE RELOCATABLE 
Libraries I I LIBRARY',date,code 

I 1// EXTENT SYSRLB,balance of information. 
-, 1// DLBLIJSYSSL,'PRIVATE SOURCE STATEMENT 
I I LIBRARY',date,code 
I '1// EXTENT SYSSLB;balance of extent information 
I 1// DLBL IJSYSCL,'PRIVATE CjRE IMAGE 
I I LIBRARY',date,code 
I I/I-EXTENT SYSCLB,balance of extent information 
I IASSGN SYSCLB,X'cuu' 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ 
I I MERGE NRS, PRV 
I I COPY statements (COPYR, COPYS, COPYC) as required 

~------------+--------------------+~---------.----------------------~-------------~--~---i 
Merge 1// ASSGN (statements as required) 
Private 1// DLBL IJSYSPR,'PRIVATE RELOCATABLE 
Libraries I LIBRARY',date,code 
to System 1// EXTENT SYS001,balance of extent information 
Residence 1/1 DLBL IJSYSPS,'PRIVATE S~UR~E STATEMENT 

I LIBRARY',date,code 
1/1 EXTENT SYSOOO,balance of extent information 
III DLBL IJSYSPC,'PRIVATE CORE IMAGE 
I LIBRARY',date,code 
1// EXTENT SYS003,balance of extent information 
1// EXEC CORGZ 
I MERGE PRV,RES 
I' COpy statements (COPYR, COPYS, COPYC) as requir-ed L __________ -:;_J. ____________________ J.. __________ -: ___________________________________ , _______ J 

Figure 23. Copy Function, Example (Part 4 of 5) 
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r------------T-~-----~------------T--------------~---------------~----------------------, 
ICopy Unit I Element I Control Statement I 
t------------t--------------------t~------------~------------------~----------~~--------i 
Merge I 1// ASSGN (statements as re~uired) I 
Private I 1// DLeL IJSYSRS,'NEW SYSTEM RESIDENCE',date,code I 
Libraries tol f// EXTENT SYS002,balance of extent information I 
Ne\l; System I 1// DLBL IJSYSPR~' PRIVATE RELOCATABLE I 
Rel:;idence I I LIBRARY' ,date, code t 

I 1// ~XTENT SYS001,balance of extent information I 
I 1// DLBL· IJq.YSPS,' PRIVATE SOURCE STATEMENT I 
I I LIBRARY' i date, code I 
I 1/ / EXTENT SYSOOO, balance of· extent informa·tion I 
I 1// DLBL IJSYSPC,'PRIVATE CO~E IMAGE I 
I I LIBRARY',date,coae I 
I 1// EXTENT SYS003, balance of extent .information I 
I 1// EXEC COR~Z I 
I I MERGE PRV, NRS I 
I I COPY stat~ments (COPYR, COPYS, COPYC) as ·required I 

t------------t-----------------~-~+--------~-------~----------------------~-------------i 
Me:r:ge 1// ASSGN (statements as required) 
Private 1// DLBL . IJSYSRL, 'NEW PRIVArE RELOCATABLE 
Litraries I LIBRARY'~date,cdde. 
to Private 1// EXTENT SYSRLB,balance of extent information 
Li:braries 1// DLBL IJSYSPR~ " EXISTING P.RIVAT·E RELOCATABLE 

I LIBRARY',date,code .. 
1// EXTENT SYSOOl v balance of extent information 
1// DLBL IJSYSSL,,' NEW· PRIVAI'E SOURCE STATEMENT 
I· LIBRARY'~date,code . . ~ 
1// EXTENT SYSSLB,balance. of e~tent information 
1// DLBL IJSYSPS,'EXISTiNG PRIVATE SOURCE STATEMENT 
I LIB~ARY~~dat~,code 
1// EXTENT SYSOOO,balance ·of extent information 
1// DLBL IJSYSCL,'NEW PRIVArE CORE IMAGE 
I LIBRARY',date,code 

I 1// EXTENT SYSCLB,balance of extent informatiori 
I IASSGN SYSCLB,X'cuu' 
I 1// DLBL IJSYSpt,'EXIS~ING PRIVATE CORE IMAGE 
II LIBRARY',date,code 
I 1// EXTENT SYS003~balance of extent information 
I 1// EXEC CORGZ 
I I MERGE PRV,PRV . 
I I COpy statements (COPYR, COPYS, COPYC) as required 
,I I 
I I!Q_g~~!~_~E~_E~!Y~~~_!!Q~~~y~!ll_~h~_~~~~_iQQ_~~gEL 
I I E~~ceg~-11~BgL~~&!L.?L~~~~Q~-~~~~~m~!!~L-~!g~E~-!:Q;: I 
I . . I £Q~X~_~~!:.~~~!!~~· I L _______ ~ ____ L ____________________ L _________ ~ ___________________________________________ J 

~Q1.~~:· 

1. // JOB, /., and /S must be included where needed. 

2. The private library can be updated with either a MAINT or a copy MERGE function. 

Figure 23. Copy Function,· Exampl~ (Part 5 of 5) 
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System Buffer Load (SYSBUFLD) 

SYSBUFLD is ~ special service program t~at 
loads the UCB (Universal Character Set 
Buffer) and the FCB (Forms Control Buffer) 
for the 3203, 3211, and 5203 printers with 

.buffer load phases. For a 5203 without the 
universal character set (UCS) feature, only 
the FeB is loaded. To load the UCE of the 
printers, the corresponding buffer load 
phases must r~side in the core image 
library with valid phase names. SYSBUFLD 
is self-relocating and requires ZK of 
storage for its operation. 

SYSBUFLD is executed in your job stream 
when it is necessary to change the contents 
of either the UCB or the FCB. Thisprogram 
is distinct from job control and is 
initiated by the statement: 

// EXEC SYSBUFLD 

SYSEUFLD then reads a control card from 
SYSIPr, which ident~fies the unit and the 
type of buffer load to be performed. The 
format of this card for the FCB is: 

FCB SYSxxx[,phasename) 

The format of the card for the UCB is: 

UCB SYSxxx[,phasenameJ 
[,FOLD] [,NOCHKJ 
[,NULMSG] 

Note: For each of these formats, a name in 
the-name field must not be used. 

The operation defines the type of buffer 
load to be performed. 

f£~ operation loads either a phase in a 
core image library or an FCB card load (on 
SYSIPr following the SYSBUFLD control card) 
into the FCB in the control unit. The 
EBCDIC char~cte~s of the FCB load 
correspond to the lines of printing for any 
single form. The maximum number of lines 
per form is 192 for 3203, 180 for 3211, and 
112 for 5203. When a form-skip corrmand is 
issued to the printer, forms movement is 
initiat~d. A character of the form-skip 
command is compared to the character in the 
FCB. When a match ~ccurs, form~ movement 
is terminated. Thus, the FCB can adapt the 
printer to many variable for~s. 

Q£~ operation loads the phase from a 
core image library into the UCB in the 
control unit. The UCB load corresponds to 
the print positions on the printer trains. 
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A character sent to the print~r for 
printing is matched against the character 
in the DCB. When a match occurs, the 
corresponding train character is printe~ in 
the print line position that the output 
character occupied. Thus, with the use of 
SYSBUFLD and the trains available, the 
printers can be adapted to many printing 
applications. . 

The following standard UCB load phases 
are supplied in the core image library: 

r-----------T-----------~---T-------------, 
I Printer I Phase Name I Train Type I 

.-----------+---------------+----~----~---i 
I 3203 I $$BUCB3 I AN I 
~-----------f---------------+~------------i 
I 3211 I $$BUCB I All I 

.-----------t---~-----------+-------------i 
I 5203 I $$BUCB5 I AN I L ___________ L~ ____ ----------L _____________ J 

Additional UCB loads (includirig a copy of 
the standard one) are supplied in the 
relocatable library: 

r-----------r---------------T---------~---, 
I Printer I Module Name I Train Type I 

~-----------+---------------+-------------i 
3203 !~~Ig~~ I {B~ or HN 

IJBTRGN GN 
IJBTRHN HN 
IJBTRPAN PCS-AN 
IJaTRPHN PCS-HN 
IJBTRPN PN 
IJBTRQNC QNC 
IJBTRQN QN 
[JBTRRN RN 
IJBTRSN SN 
IJBTRTN TN 
IJBTRYN YN 
IJBTRALA ALA 

~-----------+-------~-------+-------------i 
I 3211 I !~~IgB!! I B1:! I 
.I I IJBTRGII I GIl I 
I I IJBTRHl1 I Hil I 
I I IJBTRPl1 I Pil I 
I I IJBTRTll I Tl1 I 
.-----------+---------------+-------------i 
I 5203 I !~~Ig~~ I ~~ or HN I 
I I IJBTRGN I GN I 
I I IJBTRPN 1 PN I 
I I IJBTRHN I HN I L ___________ L _______________ L _____________ J 

The additional UCB loads must be cataloged 
to a core image library before their 
execution. They can be assigned any valid 
phasename. 



For dualing feature support during IPL 
(applies t'o 3203, 3211, and 5203 printers) 
develop your own buffer imag~ and catalog 
it 'into the core image library with the 
phasename $$BUCB3 for the 3203, $$EUCB for 
the 3211, and $$EUCB5 for the 5203. (Refer 
to the publication~~~_l~!!ll~!&ll~!! 
£Q~EQn~n~_Q~~£f!E~!Qn_~nQ_QE~~~~!TIg 
Procedures, GA24-3543, for further 

'InformatIon on the dualing capability). 

It is your responsibility t6: 

• Assemble, link-edit, and catalog any FCB' 
load phases into the core image library' 
and 

• 

Link-edit and catalog any IBM-supplied 
DCB load phases or assemble, link-edit, 
and catalog any user-writtenUCB load 
phases into th~ core image library, and~ 

Mount the new train before the UCB is 
loaded. 

§x§~~~~ 

The name of the logical unit assigned to a 
3203, 3211, or 5203 printer to be loaded is 
SYSxxx. It must be SYSLST, SYSLOG, or a 
programmer logical· unit. 

tlQ~!: If SYSLOG is specified in the 
SYSBUFLD control statement, it must be 
assigned to a 3203, 3211, or 5203. 

Eh~:2~!!~!!!~ 

The core image name of the phase containing 
the applicable buffer load. If FCE is 
specified and phasertame is omitted, an FCB 
card load from SYSIPT is assumed. 

FOLD signifies that the UCSB butter is to 
be loaded with the folding operation code 
to permit printing of uppercase for 
lowercase bit configurations. FOLD is 
option~l and. only valid for UCB. 

NOCHK prevents the data checks that are 
generated by the printer because. of 
printline cha~acter mismatches with the 
UCBE. NOtHK is optional and only valid for 

. UCB. 

NULMSG signifies that the 80-character 
verifi~ation message is not to be printed 
on BYSxxx after the buffer is loaded. If 
NU]~MSG is not spe"cified after the FCB or: 

UCE has been loaded, the program skips to 
channell, issues a print 6f the last 80 
characters in the phas~, andagairi skips to 
channell. This is repeated for each 
message. 

This message could identify the phase 
that was loaded. During a UCB load, the 

. ,train of the'printer could be identified by 
printing a unique character of the train in 
the message. This would €nsure that the 
mounted train o~ the printer is compatible 
with the contents of theUCB. 

tlQ~_~Q~Q2~_§~~~Q~~Q 

Th~ UCE phase format for the 3211 is: 

432-character 
UCB load 

80-character 
field (see 
User Written . uca-Load----
r:fi~§gI--

·80-ch,aracter 
verification 
message 

The UCB phase format for the 3203 and 520s 
is: 

240-character 
UCB load 

80-character 
verification 
message 

The FCB phase format for the 3203, 3211, 
and 5203 is: 

nnn-character 
" FCB load 

aO-character 
verification 
message 

where nnn 192 for 3203 
180 for 3211 
112 for 5203 

If the FCB phase fo~a 3211 includes the 
indexing control byte, the phase format is: 

181-character aO-character 
FCBimage verification 

message 

~Q~~_!l other than $$BFCB (3211), $$BF~B3 
(3203), and $$BFCB5' (52'03), which are 
load~d by IPL, no additional FCB loads are 
supplied by IBM. 

tlQ~~_£l Both a'UCB phase and an FCB phase 
must include the aO-character verification 
message. 

The FCB card format is: 

FC'B load 
'(maximum bf 112,.180, 'or 192 bytes) 
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r---------------------~-------------------------------------~-----------------------~---1 
~Q!2_1 ~ 11 20 ~~ 35 ~~ ~~ ~QI 

1 11 I !! 1 J 1 
Card 1 
Card 2 
Card 3 

1 

C X 

2 3 4 
5 

• EXAMPLE OF FCB CARD LOAD 6 LPI, 180 LINES PER PAGE 

Card 1 • 
Card 2 
Card 3 

t 

C X 

2 3 4 
5 

• EXAMPLE OF FCB CARD LOAD 8 LPI~ 180 LINES PER PAGE. (NOTE: * I~ 
• COLUMN 1 OF CARDi ) 

Card 1 .C 1 X 
• EXAMPLE OF FCB CARD LOAD FOR PRINTING 8 LPI. CHANNEL 1 IS THE FIRST r 
* LINE' AFTER THE PAGE PERFORATION. IT IS NECESSARY TO KEEP THE FtB 1 
* S~NCHRONIZED WITH THE FORMi HOWEVER, IT IS NOT NECCESSARY TO . I 
• INITIALLY ALIGN THE FIRST LINE OF THE PAGE WITH THE FIRST POSITION 1 
* OF THE FCB. THIS EXAMPLE IS FOR A FORM WITH 20 LINES PER PAGE WITH 1 
* PRINTIN~ ON 14 LINES. 1 L _________________ ~ _______________________________________________________ • _____________ J 

.Figure 24. FCB Card Load Examples for 3211 Printer 

The ver{fication messag~ is nbt allowed. 
Figure 24 contains examples of FCB card', 
loads for the 3211., 

The FCB characters for phase and card 
format are:· 

Channel 
I!!g!£~~!sm 

phase 
Format 
(i!L!!~X) 

Null (Spa~e) 00 
Channel 1 '01 
Channel 2 02 
Channel 3 03 
Channel 4 04 
Channel 5 05 
Channel 6 06 
Channel 7 07 
Channel 8 08 
Channel 9 09 
Channel 10 OA 
Channel 1~ OB 
Channel 12 OC 
End of FCB ln 
8 Lines per inch~ 1n 

SYSIPT 
~~g~~ 

blank 
1 
2· 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
X 
* (in col. 1) 

~(A~p1ies to 3211 only. The 3203 and 5203 
have a hardware switch to indicate the 
line density.) 

Note: Channel and End-of-Forms cannot be 
liidlcated in the same line for the 3203 or 
the 5203. 

When che FCB phase format is used, bit 
position 3 (the flag bit) of any channel 
indication specifies the end of the buffer 
(for exa~p1e, X'lC') and, if used for a 
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3211 in the first buffer position, printing 
.is forced to 8 lihes per inch (for example, 
X~11·). When the FeB is being loaded from 
SYSIPT, an * must be used to .indicate the 
end of the buffer~ . 

Figure 25 is an examp1¢ of how to use 
SYSBUFLD. In the example~ ~he first job 
step of each job loads the FCB from a 
core-image phase. and the UCB. 

r---------~-----------------------------l 
1// JOB ONE 
1// EXEC SYSBUFLD (load the FCB and 
1 FCB SYSLST,PHASEl UCSB for PROG001) 
1 UCB SYSLST,UCBPH001~FOLD,NOCHK,NULMSG 
1/· 
1// EXEC PROGO.O! 
1/* 
1/& 
1// JOB TWO 
1// EXEC SYSBUFLD (load the FCB an:i 
1 UCBSYSLST,UCBPH002 UCSB for PROG002) 
1 FCB SYSLST,PHASE2 
1/· 
1// EXEC PR':)G002 
1/· 
1/& L _______________________________________ J 

Figure 25. Example of System Buffer Load 

Figure 26 shows how PHASEOOl might be 
defined, assembled, and cataloged to the 
core image library for an.FCB load. 



r--~--------------------------------------l 
// JOB FCBXMPLE 
//OPTION CATAL,DECK 
// EXEC ASSEMBLY 

PUNCH' PHASE PHASE001,+0' 
S'IART' 
DC X'Ol' CHANNEL 1 & 1ST LINE OF PAGE * 
DC XL64'00' 64 LINES OF PAGE 
DC X'lC' CHANNEL 12 & LAST LINE PAGE 
DC XLl14'00' UNUSED BUFFER POSITIONS 
DC CL80'FCE PHASE001 L6ADED' MESSAGE 
END 

/* 

Appropriate messages are issued when an 
invalid paramet~r specification is made or 
when a required parameter is omitted. With 
the exception of an invalid phasename, all 
errors on the control card may be corrected 
through SYSLOG. An invalid phasename 
,cancels the job. 

/ / EXE:C LNKEDT 
1/& 
L-:- ____ ;.. ________ • _____ ;.,._____________________ 'I POWER/VS supports spooling of 3203, 3211, 

*Channel and End-of-Forms cannot be and 5203 UCB ana FeB load commands as given 
iridicat~d in the same line for the 3203 6t by the service program SYSBUFLD. 
5203. 

Figure 26.' FCB L6ad program 

An example of the instructions that shoul~ 
be ~ritten for these, printers is given 
below: 

DC X]c.63 , 00 I 
DC X' OC" 

63 LINES OF PAGE 
CHANNEL 12 

DC X'10' END OF FORMS 

Y§}l;E=~gI1:1:~li-!!~~~Q~!2_~!!~§~ 

If'your 3203, 3211, or 5203 uses a special 
train configuration, then you must 
assemble, link-edit, and catalog the UCB 
load phase for the special train into the 
co~e image library. The UCB load phase 
format for the 3211 is: 

433-447 
448-511 

512, 
513-592 

Comment 
Train image:--The hexadecimal 
equivalent of all characters on 
the train. 
Zeros. 
Associative field. This is used 
by the 3811 Control Unit to 
check for invalid hexadecimal 
~haracters sent to the 3211~ 
For a complete description of 
thi.s field and how to prepare 
it, see IBM 3211/3216/3811 
£2mEOri~!!~=Q~~£!!E~!Qn,_!!!i~
QQ~~f~ti!!9'._Ef2£~9~f§§, GA24.;.3543. 
Zero. 
Verification message. 

The UCB load phase format for the 3203 and 
5203 jLs: 

1-240 

241-3:20 

£2mmgn1: 

Tra.in image. The he~adecimal 
equivalent of all characters on 
thl~ train.' 

verification message. 

When jobs are executed under POWER/VS, 
pages are formatted by posting channel 9 
and channel 12 as specified in the LINETAB 
parameter of the * $$ PRT statement. (For 
a description of the * $$ PRT statement 
refer to the chapter ~Q~~EL~§.) When the 
output of the job is finally printed, skip 
oper,ations are performed according to the 
current contents of the forms control 
buffer. The contents of the buffer must 
therefore correspond to.the specifications 
of the LTAEoperand. 

LOADING AN pCB 

The contents of an PCB may be changed 
anywhere within a job entry. The job to 
load an FCE may also 'be sub~itted as a 
single job entry. 

A job entry that loads a special buffer 
should reset the buffer to its normal 
contents before the job entry is 
terminated. If that is not possible, the 
FCB may be reset by submitting a separate 
FCE load job entry that resets the buffer 
to normal contents. 

LOADING A UCB 

A UCB may be loaded under control of 
POWER/VS by ,submitting the following 
statements anywhere within a job entry: 

[// JOE] 
// EXEC S~SBUFLD 

UCB SYSLST,phasename,FOLD,NOCHK 
[/&] 

This job may also-be S'Ubmitted as a 
separate'job entry. 

A UCB load is executed as soon as ~t ~s 
encountered in the print-line. image st~eam~ 
It· does not force POWER/VS to stop 
printing. ~Qt~: NOCHK must always be 
~pecified in the UCB card to avoid data 
checks in the print writer routine. 
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Appendix A: Job Control Summary 

Appendix A contains a summary of the 
following: 

• Job Control Statements (JCS) which must 
be preceded by // blank in positions 1, 
2, and 3. 

• Job Control commands (JCC). 

• Attention Routine Commands (AR). 

Th~~OWER/VS statements and commands are 
summarized in a~E~~~!~_£. 
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Heml Operation Operand Remark, 

ALLOC F.1="K~F2=n~4[F3=nKUF4=nK] Allocl1l1foreground program ire .. in ·the virtual eddr .. 
Valid for area. Value of " is In even number F and eithar 0 ~illKlivel 
JeC, AR or a minimum of 64 Cactiv.l. The order of operands is 

arbitrary. At I ... t one operand mUlt be lDICified. 

ALLOCR 

f~::::l fFIR=n~ 
Allocatll real addr .. ar .. among foreground and back· 
IIround programs. Value of n is zero or eII.en n"",bar. Valid for ,F3R=n. . The order of operands is arbitrary. At I ... t one operlFld 

JeC,AR ,F4R=nK must bit specified. . 

ALTER 
Alters 1 to 16 bvtas ~f virtual storage.lu""e.1I is the Valid for xxx xxx 
hexadecimal addr ... where alteration is to Itart. AR 

[IIJ ASSGN fQC.Jn~d.uil:iL SYSxx. can be SYSRDR 
Valid for SYSIPT 
JCS,JeC 

~5';'r-' . ! '[TEMPJ 
SYSIN 

Caddress·liltl ,PERM SYSPCH 

SVSVVV SV~LST 

UA SVSOUT 

ION SYSLOG 
SVSLNK 

fQC..diJ.I!.' SVSREC 
SYSRLB 

5YS"1 X'_' ! [TEM~VOL="~~~ SVSSLB 
SYSCL~ 

Cadd .... ·listl ,PER SYSnnn 
SYSVVV 
DISK X'cuu': c = CHI 
2311 uu = OO·FE CO·2541 in hax 
2314 
3330 address·lilt: a lilt of up to _an device 
3340 add,.... in tha form 

C)('cuu';.~.,X'c",u'l . 

EQC.itiJ.I!.t1lft. 
UA: unauign 

IGN: u!llllign and ~nore Unvalid 

· ..... r'""'· I ~ TEMPJ 

for SYSCLB, SVSRDR, 
.Caddr ... ·listl \ ,PER'" SYSIPT, and SVJINI 

SYSvvv . 
DISKETTE ' SYSvvv: any aystam onwoorammer 
3540 Ioaicel unit 

~!....!!P.!! device·elea: READER, PRINTER, 
PUNCH,T APE, DISK 

BY .... ] X',""' ~X'~~TE:1(VOL='" 
or DISKETTE 

Caddr __ list AL PE ; 
SVSVVV . 
TAPE. . .devic .. tvpa: device code of anv sUpported 
2400T7 device 
2400T9 
3410T7 X'.': used for magnetic tape only. 

~ 3410T9 ) ;J42OT7 
I 342OT9 BvtlS Tranilate Convert 

• ~Jngb. eAtiW.. fUM,- fUlHL'-

10 200 odd off on 
20 200 aven off off 
28 200 even on off 
30 200 odd off off 
38 200 odd on off . 
ISO 668 odd off on 

'80 668 aven off off· 
88 666 even on o,f 
70 668 odd off off 
78 668 odd on off 
90 800 odd off on 
AO 800 even off off 
AS BOo aven on off 
SO 800 odd off o.ff 
88 I¥lQ odd on off 

.. 

J'ob Control Summary (Part 1 b£, 8) 
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Neme Operation Operand Remarks 

IASSGN ~ntinUedl' 
fW..P!i.!!\J[J CO 800 single density 9 track tape 

ca, 1600 single density 9 traCk tape 

SVS .... ' X',""' fE~'J 
CO 1600 dual density 9 track tape 

~ laddrass·listl ,PERM 
C8 800 dual density 9 track tape 

SYSVVy . 
DO 6250 single density 9 track tape 

PRINTER !>O 6250 dual density 9 track tape 

J 1403 
1403U ALT: ~ifi" alternate tape unit. 
1443 

( 3203 ) H1: specifies input hoppar ona for input on 2560 

~ or 5426. Is _umed if neither H 1 nor H2 is 

\ 5203U J 
specified. 

H2: specifi .. input hopper two for input on 2560 

fW.J;AI'.dl(lIlS1lRI!..~!!.u 
or 5426 linvalid for programmar units and 
POWERI. 

. ,r 
SYS,,"XX,/ X'cuu' ~ TEMPJ PERM: the _ignmant is Pl'r",anent. 

laddress·list J!E RM 
I SYSyVY TEMP: the asSignment is temporary. 

PUNCH 
1442Nl 

VOL=no: volume serial number of the tips 

~:42N2 I or disk required. 
520B1. 

2520B2 SHR: indicates the share OPtion for· 
~ 252083: } disk devices. 

)~54OP 11 
2560 [*J 

.2596 I 
3525P 
3525RP 

5425 ~H1J 
' H211 

EQ!.J;AI'.!i .!u2trl 

SYSlf,xx.l X'cuu' I'"l'EMPJ 
laddrass·list J'E~M I SYSVYV . 
READER 
1442N1 

2501 I 
1252081 

. 2540R 

( 2560 [.!ilJ> 
,H2JI 

2596 
'3504 

3505 I 3525RP 

9425 [&!!ll 
.HiJI 

BATCH 

I~fl 
Start. or continue processing. If specified partition was 

Valid for halted by STOP command, it is made active; same function 

AR as START command. 

CANCEL 

I[H 
Cancels execution of current job in specified pert it ion. 

Valid for 
AR 

CANCEL blank Cancels eKecution.of currant lob. 

Valid for 
JCC 

Figure 21. Job Control Summa»y (Part 2 ~f 8) 
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Name 

[IIJ 

I! 

I! 

1/ 

()peratlon 

CLOSE 
Valid for 
JeS, 
JeC 

DATE 
Valid for 
JCS 

DLAB 
Valid for 
JCS 

DLBL 
Valid for 
JCS 

DSPLY 
Valid for 
AR 

DUMP 
Velldfor 
AR 

()pera"d 

svs'""r'''"' [X'H'j ,UA 
,IGN 
,ALT 
,SYSyyy 

mm/dd/yy 
or 

dd/mm/yy 

'letMI fields 1·3', C 
>cxxx,yyddd,yyddd,'IYllem codeflypeJ 

filename. ['flll.ID' 1. [date]. 

[codes]. [OSF 1 [BUFSP=n]. 
[CAT=fIIl_] 
(i_Note 11 

):XXXXX 

~,;ak I. a~~ln * 
BGS 
FnS 
PD~REA 

addretl,8!*Ireu 

Remarks 

SYSxxx } fi>L'Jl1lIQI\I~ fi>LDASOJ.I.Ci;..DDlYl 
SYSyyy 

SYSPCH SYSIN 
SYSLST SYSRDR 

, SYSOllT SYSIPT 
SYSnnn SYSPCH 

X'cuu',X'ss',UA,IGN,AL T: Values es described in ASSGN 
command .. 

monlh (01·121 
dd: day (01·311 
yy: year (00·991 

'label fields 1·3': firSllltr .. fields of Format 1 DASD file 

C: 

labal. Is a 51·byte Character string, contained 
wilhin apostrophes and followed by a comma, 
Entire 51·byte fielp must be contained in tha 
first of the two statements. Field 1 illhe file 
name (44·byte alphamericl; field:2 is the format 
identifier l1·byte numeric I; field 3 is Iha file 
serial number (6·byt" alphameric I. 

any nonblank character in column 72. 

volume sequence number (4-digit numericl. 
Musl begin,in column 16 of Ih'e continuation 
"atemont. Columns 1·15 are blank. 

yyddd,yyddd: file creation date followed by file expiration 
date. j;ach is 5-digit numedc. 

'SYltem code': not required. When used, a 13-character Siring, 
within aposlrophes. 

type: SO, DA, ISe, or ISE. If omitted, SO ilaSlumad-. 

filename: 

'liIe·ID': 

date: 

codes: 

DSP: 

BUFSP=n: 

one to seven alphlmeric characters; the first of 
which must be alphabetic. 

one 10 forty-four alphameric characters (one 10 

eight Ilphimeric characters for the 3540 diskeltel. 

one to six characte .. (yy/ddd for expiration date 
or yyddd for retenlion periodl. 

two t~ four alphabetic characte ... 

date IlCUred fill. Invalid for 3540 dllkltte and for V5AM. 

for VSAM fll ... One to lix digits (0-9999991. 

CAT=fllename for VSAM fll ... For filename specify one to 
seven alphameric characters. 

DisplaYs 16 bYI .. of virtual 'storage. 

S: 

BG,Fnl 

BGS,FnS: 

POAREA: 
adijretl, 
address: 

DumpS speeified areas of virtual storage, 
.Parameler causes dump on the SYSLST' assigned to 
Ihe specified partition. Default is BG SYSLST. 

general registers plus all real and virtual partitions 
currently occ'upied by programs. ' 
lIeneral registlrs, all real and virtuel partitions 
currently occupied by programs, and supervisor 
area. 
applicable real or vi;tual partition currently occupied 
by progrlm, and associaled registers. n _ " 2, 3, or 4. 
applicable real or virtuel parlition currently occupied, 
registers, and supervisor area. n _ " 2, 3, or 4. 
PO tabl,PO .. ea, end AAA. 

Itart and end addrau" of storage a!e to be dumped. 
, AIIociated genarll registers ar. also dumped. 

~, ir1frt DLBL ind,EXTENT,s.aiemenll for a private core image library are in the input stream (thai iI, the information 
Isnot cont.llned,on Ihe label cylinderl, they mUll precede the ASSGN SYSCLB command. 

Fl.gurE~ 27. Job control Summary (Part 3 of 8) 
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Name Operation Operand Remarks 

DVCDN X'cuu' X'cuu': c:: 0-6 in hex 
Valid for lIU = OO·FE 10-2541 in hex 
JCC 

• DVCUP X'cuu' X'cuu': c = 0-6 in he. 
Valid for uu = OO·FE 10·2541 in hex 
JCC 

ENDor ENTER blank end of SYSLOG communications 
Valid for END key f,or the 3210 and 3216 printer keyboards 
JCC, AR ENTER key for DOC 

ENDSD blank TMminetes execution .of SO aids program. 
Valid for AR 

[" ] EXEC "'[~GM=lPrOgname]~REAL]tSIZE::Size] PGM",progname: 
V.lid for' P ROC=procnam.tOV] 

one to .ight alphameric chMacten. UMd only if 
JCSandJCC '" the progrem is in the core image library. 

REAL: the respective program is to be executed in real 
mode. 

SIZE::size: can' be the following: 

nK: size of area required 
AUTO: take program size 
IAUTO,nKI: teke program size plus nK. 

PROC=procname: 
name of cateloged procedure to be retrieved. 
One to eight alphameric characters. 

OV: indicates that ov.rwrite statements follow EXEC 
statement .• 

I! EXTENT E-"'-"";1 symbolic unit: six alphameric charecters 
Valid for serial:number ~ype]. serial number: one to six alpham.ric characterl 
JCS ' uence.number], type: one numeric character 

rel.tive.track], sequence number: one to three numeric characters 

rUmber,of.trackl], relatlva track: one to five numeric characters 
SPlit-CVlinder.tra.::k). number of trecks: one to five numeric characters 
S::bins] split cylinder treck: one Qr two numeric characters 
(See Note 11 bins: on. or two numeric characters 

HOLD 
{ Fl~F21tF3iF1} Used to deactivate a partition. 

Valid for F4 ,F:iJ~F2 ,F1 
JC,C 

IGNORE blank Ignore abnormal condition. 
Valid for 
AR and JCC 

/I JOB I~nam. [accounting jobname: one to eight alphameric ctlaracters 
Valid for' information] • accounting 
JCS information: one to 16 characters 

" LBLTYP {TAPE[cnnil} TAPE: Used whan tape fiies reqalrlng label information 
Valid for NSD Inn I are to be proceSsed and no nonsequential disk files 
JCS are to be processed. 

Cnnl: Optional and is pr_nt only for future expansion 
(it is illnored by job controll. 

NSD: Nonsequential disk files are to be proceaed. 
(nnl: Largest number of extentl per single file, 

LFCB X'cuu' ,ph_nama Causes the FCB image of 
valid for: ( ,FORMS = xxxx ] , , printer X'cuu' to be lolded. 
AR ,LPI = n] [ ,NULMSG ] 

f"l LISTIO SYS 
i 

CauSltl listiilg of 110 ... illnmllnts on SYSLST for JCS and 
Valid for PROG ) SYSLOG for JCC. 
JCS BG 
JCC Fn Fn = Physical units ""gned to all logical units of 

ALL foreground pertition. n = " 2, 3, or 4. 
SYSxxxt 
UNITS 
DOWN ) UA 
X'cuu' 

..E1.gure ,., .. 
... I • Joe control Summary (Part 4 of 8) 
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Name Operation Operand Remarks 

lOG blank Causes 109lling of job control statements on SYSlOG. 
Valid for JCC i 
AR 

lUCB i X'cuu',phasename Causes the UCB Image of 

valid for: f ,FOLD] [ ,NOCHK 1 printGr X'cuu' to be loadad. 
AR ,TRAIN = lClClClO(lC ] 

I ,NUlMSG] 

i MAP blank Produces (on SYSlOGJ storage arees allocated to 
Valid forJCC partitions. 
AR 

MODE IR Chenges the mode of o/:,eration, changes the EFl 
Valid for CR ) threshold values, and gives status information. 
AR CE,cuu ['~xx,y]~ 

,D~XlC,y] *~g.t.l: When HIR or ECC is specified, at least one 
,N of the Qptional operands must be selected. TH is only 

R valid for the Model t45 when ECC,C is specified with 
STATUS the MODE coinmand. 

II HI"d"} ~11 ECC :0.. ,E:eeee]~T =ttt~ . 
, C TH 

MSG 

ml 
:ftansfer control to an operator communications 

.Valid for routine of a particular partition previously activated 
AR by a STXIT command. 

(/I] MTC opcode, {SYSKKl'} ~nn] opcode: BSF, BSR, DSE, ERG, FSF, FSR, REW •. 
Valid for . X'cuu' RUN,orWTM. 
JCS SYSl<Xl<: any logical unit. 

JCC X'cuu': (Only valid for JCCI c = 0:6, uu = FE (0·2P41 
in hex 

nn: decimal number (01-991. 

NEWVOl ~] Indicates that a new volume has been nY.Iunted for the 
Valid for specified partition. Fn can be specified as Ft, F2, F3, 

\ 

AR or F4. 

NOlOG blank Suppresses logging of job control statements and commands 
Valid for on SYSlOG, except AllOC, AllOCR, DVCDN, DVCUP; 
JeC EOJ 11&1. EOP 1/ +1, HOLD, JOB, MAP, PAUSE,- and STOP 
AR AR affecls all partitions in which NOlOG is issued. 

/I OPTION option ,[,option 2 .. .] 
. option: C8I1 be any of the following 
lOG log controllt.temenu on SY$LST 

Valid for NOlOG Suppress LOG Option 
JCS DUMP Dump regil.rs, IUpervllOl' ..... , and 

.mporery .... 1 or virtual partltlcin on 
SYSLST In caM of .bnormal Program end." 

PAR1DUMP Dump regllt.rs, aslectec1lUpervllO" control 
. blockl, and .mporary reel or virtu .. 
partition on SYSLSTin caM of 
lIbnorm" program end. 

NODUMP Suppress DUMP or PARTDUMP option 
LINK WrI·. output of langulge trensl.tor on 

SYSLHK for IInkegt editing 
NOLINK Suppqq LINK option 
DECK Output object modul. on SYSPCH 
NODECK Supp .... DECK option 
EDECK Punch source mM:ro deflnitlonl on 

NOEDECK 
SYSPCH 
Suppretl EDECK option 

ALIGN Align conI1Mli and dat. ere. on bounder .. 
NOALIGN SuppreU ALIGN option 
LIST Output lilting of eource modul. on SYSLST 
NOllST Suppress LIST option 
LISTX Output of object module on SYSLST 
SYM Punch symbol dick on SYSPCH 
NOSYM Suppr ... SYM option 
XREF Output symbolic crOll.,.f.rence lilt on 

SYSLST 
NOXREF Suppr_ XREF option 
ERRS Output lilting of ai' .rrors In lOurce program 

onSYSLST 
NOERRS Suppreu ERRS option 
ACANCEL Cancel job if ett8mPt to _Ion devlce'll 

unsuCC8llfu I 

Figure 2·7. Job Control Summary (Part 5 of 8) 
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Name. ()peration Operand Remarks 

IOPTION '~onlinUedl NOACANCEL AWjlil operator action il a device cannot bit . 
_lgM(! 

CATAL Calalog pr9ll,am 0' ph'ne in co,e image lib,.,y after 
comPlelio~ 01 Linkage Edito, ,un 

STDL'AIIEL Causes ell DASD or lapelabell10 bit written on the 
SI,neta,d labltl Irack 

USRLABEL Causes ell DASD 0' lapelabellto be written on the 
UII' label track 

PARSTD Couses all DASD 0' tape lebttls to be wrottlln on the 
pa,tition·standard IBbelt,ack 

4BC 48 ." characte, 18t 
SOC 60 . cha,acter 18t 
SYSPARM='nrl",' splCili". valu. 10' _mbler Iyllem va,ilbl.IYIilbo! 

and SYsPARM 
SUBLIB=DF Cauta ~ and ESERV program 10 "ti-llve 

non«llttcl rnecrOi and eopy-book. from D-lUblibrerv 
and tclllId mIC,OI I,om ttl. F-lUblibrerv of the 
lOU'ctllattmtnt IIbrtrY. 

SU8LI8=AE CtuIH .-mbI1r .nd ESER" program 10 r .. rllve 
non_Ittcl rnecrOi I,om theA-lUblibrerv and tclllId 
mterOi f,om tbe E-lUblibrtrY of tbelOU'CI .... ttmtnt 
library. 

[II] OVEN!> 
Velidfo, 

[comments] Indical" end of ove,write statements 10' a catalogtd p,ocedu". 

JCS.JCC 

[II] PAUSE' rcommenlS] Causes ;""18 immediately aft., proctuing thii Itlt_nt. PAUSE Iteternant 
Valid for is always p,inted on SYSLOG. If no 3210, 3215. 0; DOC Is Ivailable. th* 
JCS lI.temenl is igno,ed. 

.. 
PAUSE 

1[; jl ,Eo'1 
Causes paull al end 01 current job IIIIP 0' al end of job. 

Vllidlo, 
AR. JCC 

PRTY [Pl ..• Pn] P = BG. F1. F2. F3. F4. 
Valid 10' 
AR Allows the ope,ator to disPlav 0' change Ihe priority of partitionl. 

[II] RESET 

r
vs 

I 
R_II I/O dlYice _ignmenll. 

Valid 10' PROG 
JCS ALL SYS.XI<: SYSIN or SYSOUT cannot bit lPI'Cilied. 
JCC SYS ... 

ROD blank Ctuses .U SDR counte .. 10' ell nontaleprocftSing 
Velidlo, dfticH on the ,acorder file on SYSREC 10 be updated 
JCC from the SDR counters in lIor •. 

'II RSTRT SYS •••. nnnn[filenarne] SYS ... : svmbolic unit name devica on which Ihe 
Validfo, checkpoint ,ecords a" lIo,ed. Can be SYSnnn. 
JCS nnnn: fou, dI.ac ... ldentificltlon of thl dlKk(:iOirit 

'racord"lo bit uMd for ' .... ting. 

filename: svmbolic name of the DASD file to bit used fo, 
,estarting . 

SET . [.UPSb.;'IILlNEC,T =n2] ~Q.t.l: The o,der of tbe ope,ands ilarbitrary. 
Validfo, 

[RCLST =n3IacPCH=n4] 
" 

.ICC " nl = 1 to 8 digiti of O. 1. 0' X. IX = ignore; unsplCified 
[RF=n5IDATE=n6] rightmost posiliOnl." aaurned 10 bit X,I 

[.~C=n7]1;SVA=n8f.SDL=n9 ] 
n2 = standard number of lines 130-991 fo, output on each 

pagtI of SYSLST. 

n3 = decImal numbe, ldefaull = 10001 indicating minimum 
numbe, of SYSLST dilk ,ecords remaining to·bIt 
w,itten before ope,ato, wa,'!i",. 

n4= decImal number f 100·655351 indicating minimum 
numhe, of SYSPCH disk r8COfdl remaining to he 
wri" .. n beforft OIMrator warning. 

n5_{YU. } d"finus stutus 01 rICo,d", 
- CREATE lile IIJSYSRCI on SYSREC. 

n8 _ '{mm'lkl'YV} date defaults to system 
- II<I mm 'Vy gene,allon 

mm: month 101·121 
11<1: II~V IOt·311 
Vy: YII'" 100·991 

Figure 27. Job Control Summary (Part 6 of 8) 
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~. a..-.. I ______ ----~,~r-an-d------------~----------------R-.m-M--kS--------------------~ 

(I 

/I 

, 

'SET con'linuedl 

ST-ART. 
Valid lor 
AR, 

snip 
Valid for 
JCC 

TLBL 
ValCdfor 
JCS 

TPBAL 
Valid lor 
AR 

TPLAB 
Valid 1o, 
JCS 

UCS 
Valid for 
JCC 

UN BATCH 
VaI,idlor 
JCC 

UPSI 
Valid 1o, 
JCS 

, VOL 
Valid,Ior 
JCS 

llG. 
Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 

I. 

blank 

, filenlll'l'le,ffile-IO'J.(d.t~ 
~lIe .. riel-numbed, 

Lvolu,me-seque",:e-numbeil· 
[ fIIl-seqoance-number], 
[ generati,on-nUmber], 
[version-number] 

Note: For ASCII 'file processing the 
fourth and fifth'operands .re called 
lit identifier and fllesaclion nUmber. 
respectlvelv. 

en] 

\'labIIIlields 3-10' 

'I,abel fields 3-13' 

, SY'iXxx,PhasenamatFOLO][.BLOCK] 
[,NULMSG] . 

blank 

SYSxxx,filc08me 

n7 = NO No recording perlormed. lns. f Hard'coPV lile I!xislS. 

CREATE Creates a hard copy lile. 

n7 delines the statuI 01 the hMd copy IiiI' on the 
Model 115/126 SYSREC. 

n8 = storage si"e in the lormat 'nK,nKI lor SVA and GETVIS 
area, respectivlll .... 

n9 = specilV CREATE to have the Ivstem directory list (SOL) 
built in the SVA. 

BG: Job conlrol re4Kh next controlltatement Irom SYSLOG. 

Fl·F4: Specifies that an inactive or stopped loreground partition 
is to be ... rted, (See allQBATCH command.) 

Indiclitl!$ that there are no more jobs to be executed in part ilion 
specilied. Not valid in a single partition ...... tem. 

filename: one 10 sev.n alphameric characterl, the firsl 01 
which mUll ba alphabetic. 

'fila-IO': one to 17 alphlll'l'leric characters. 

date: one 10 lix n"meric characters (vvlddd or dddddd). 

Iffilellrial.num,be; ,(EBCDIC): ,one to six alphameric Charactersll 

[sat identifier (ASCII): six alphlll'l'leric Character.] 

I [VOlumelequence number (E ecOIC) J I ,one to four' , ' 
" [iile section number (ASCII) } 'numeric characterl 

, file sequence nu.nl)er: 
one to four numeric: charactars. 

genaration n,umber: ' 
'one to four numeric characters. 

'version number: one 10 two numeric: characters. 

number of,partitiona in which prOC!llling can 
be delaved (0.1.2.", _. number of partitlona 
minusonal. 

AlloM the operator to dilplay or alter tha Itatul of 
the TelaprOCIISIing Balancing function. 

'label fields ,3-10': Indicated fields 01 the standard tape file, label 
lor either EBCDIC or ASCII Iiles. A 49-bvte 
character strinil, contained within apostrophes. 

,'label 'fields 3-13': Same as above, except that charaCter string 
is 69 bvtas long, requiring a continuation 
character in column 72 01 lirst line. 

c: Anv nonblank character in column 72, 

Cau$8S tha 240·chliraCter universal character sat contained in the 
core imagelibrarv phase specified bv,phasename to be loeded as buffer 
storage in 'Ihe IBM 2821 Controt Unit. "SYSXICX is'liSsitIned<to 8 

1403 or 5203 'printer, the UCS laature must be present. 

Terminates loreground processing, 

one to eight characters' 010. I, or X. 
Unspecified rightmost, positions are 
assumed to be X, 

,SYS.KX: svmholic unit name. 

lilename: orm to _en ulphumeric characters, the first 
01 which must be"lphal .... ic 

FigUl:e 27. Job control Summary (Part 7 of 8) 
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Neme Operltion Operlnd Remarkl 

II XTENT tyPi sequenc',Io_,upoer tVPl: 1 for del. erN Ino,lPlit cvlinderl 
Vllid for 'IIr!II no.' ,SYSXllx[.B2] 2 for overflow •• 1 Itor indexed sequential fil.1 
JCS 4 for index er.1 "01 Indexed sequentlel fll.1 

1:28 for detl Ir .. hplil cvlincterl 

seqUencl: sequence number of IXI.nt within multiextent 
fil.. Cln be 0 to 255. 

Io_r: lower limit of .xtent in the fOrm B,C,C,C~2H,H2'i2 

where: 

B, == 0 for 23" or 2314/23t9; 0·9 for 2321 
C,C, _ 00 for 2311 or 23'4/2319; 00-19 for 2321 
C2'!~2 = 001).'99 for 2311 or 2314/2319, 

. QOO.OO9for 2321 .' 
. H, .0 for 2311 or 2314/2319; 0'4 for 2321 

H2H2 = qo.og for 2311; 00-19 for 2321.01 2314/2311, 

NOllth .. the lat four strips Qf IU~I 19er'I'1ItrYed for alternere 
trICks for 2321. 

upper: upper limit 0' extent in the iIme form _ for lower 
limit. 

'..,ielno.': =.t.lphlmeriC-CherlCler volume ..,'et number contlined 
thin IIPOtItrophft. 

SYSxxx: symbolic unit neme. 

~: o for 23' 1 or 23'4/2319; 0-9 for 2321. 

1/ ZONE 
{EAST} 

Ihhlmm EAST: A geogrephicllposltion ... t of Greenwich. 
"etid for WEST 
JCS WEST' A geogrephlcel POSition _t of Greenwich. 

hh: A declinet velue In the ranee 0-12. 

mm: A decimel vet!" In the r~ O-IiG, 
.' 

1+· Vetidfor [comments 1 IndlCltes .nd of pt'OCldure. 
JCS 

I· Velid for jgnored Indicltes end of d .... 
JCS 

la Velidfor [comments1 Indlcetes end of job IEOJI. 
JCS 

- Velidfor comments COmment card. Column 2 mUll be blttnk. 
JCS 

Figure 21. Job Control Summary (Part 8 of 8) 
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Appendi~ ,B: Linkage Editor Summary 

£:QgM8I_Q£:_I!!~_~§Q_£8BQ 

card 
£Q!J:!!!!!!§. 

1 Multiple punch (12-2-9). 

2 ,- 4 

11 - 1.2 

15 -16 

17- 72 

73 --80 

Identifi~s this as a loade~ card. 

ESD -- Ext~rnal Symbol Dibtionary 
card~ 

Number of bytes of informa~ion 
contained in this card. 

External symcol identification 
number (ESID) of the first SO" 
PC, eM orER on this card. 
Relates the SO, PC, CM or ER to a 
particular control section. 

variabJe information. 

8 positions ":'" Name 
1 position - Type code hex ,. 00', 

'01' ,'02', '04', ',05', or 'OA' 
to indicate SO; LD, ER, PC, CM; 
or WX, r,especti vely. 

3 positions - Assembled origin 
1 position - Blank 
3 positions ~ Lertgth, if an 

SO-type, cM-type, or ape-type. 
If an LO-type, this field 
contains the external symbol 
identific~tion number (ESID) of 
the so conta,i.ning the label. 

May be used-by the programmer for 
identification., 

FOR~~AT OF THE TXT CARD 
---~.--------.----------

Card 
£Q!1!!!!!!§. 

1 

2 -' 4 

6 -, 8 

11 -, 12 

15 - 16 

Multipla punch, (12~2-9). 
Identifies this as a loader card. 

TXT -- Text card. 

Assembled origin (address of 
first byte to be loaded from this 
card). 

NUlreber of bytes of text to be 
loaded. 

External" symbol 1dentifi~ation 
number (ESIQ) of the concrol ' 
section (SO or PC) containin~ the 
text. 

17 - 72 

73 - 80 

Up to 56 bytes of text -- data or 
instructions to, be loaded.' ' 

May be used for' program 
identification. 

!QBM8I-Q!-I!!!~g~~£8BQ 

~prd 
£Q!!!!!!!!§ 

1 , Multiple punch (12-2-9).' 
Identifies this a~aloader card. 

2 - 4 RLO --Relocation List Dictionary 
card. 

1'1 - 12 Number of bytes of informatio'r'l, 
,contained in this card. 

17 .~ 72 Variable' information (multiple 
items). 

a. Two positions - (relocation 
identifier) pointer to the 
ESIO number of the ESO item 
on which the relocation 
factor of the contents of th.e 
address constant 'is 
dependent. 

1:. Two positions- _(position 
identifie/r) pointer to the 
ESIO riumberof the ESO item 
on which thepos~tion of the 
addresS ~onstaot is, 
dependent. 

c; Ohe position - £lag , 
indicating type of constant, 
as follows: ' 

0-2 ignored 

3 ,0 - a nonbranch type load 
constant 

i ~ a branch type load 
constant 

40 - load constant length 
== 1 byte 

'01' - load constant length 
= 2 bytes 

10 ~ load constartt length 
= 3 bytes 
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73 - 80 

11 - load constant length 
= 4 bytes 

6 0 - relocation factor is 
to be added 

7 

1 - relocation factor is 
to be subtracted 

Q - Next load constant has 
different Rand P 
identifiers; therefore, 
both Rand P must be 
present. 

1 - Next load constant has 
the sarue Rand P 
identifiers; therefore 
they are both omitted. 

Five significant bits of this . 
byte are expanded in the RSERV 
printout. 

d. Three positions - assembled 
origin of load constant. 

May be used for program 
identification. 

IQ~MaI_OF_IB~_~NO_~B~ 

Card 
£Q!!!m!l~ 

'1 Multiple punch (12-2-9). 

2 - q 

6 -8 

15 - 16 

Identifies this as ~ loader card. 

END 

Assemb1~d origin of the label 
supplied to the assembler in the 
END card (optional). 

ESID numbe . .r of the control 
section to which this END card 
refers (only if 6-8 present). 
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17 - 22 

29 .;.. 32 

73 - 80 

~ymbo1ic label supplied to the 
assemb1~r if this label was not 
defined within the assembly. . 

Control section 1e6gth (if ~ot 
specified in. last SO or PC). 

Not used. 

FOR~aI-QI-IH~_B~E_1Q~~g_RE£LAg~L-£aS~ 

Card 
Co!!!!!!n~ 

1 

2 - q 

5 - 6 

7 - 12 

MuLtiple punch (12-2-9). 
Identifies this as· a loader card. 

REP -- Replace text card~ 

Blank. 

Assembled address of the first 
byte .to be replaced 
(hexadecimal). Must be right 
justified with leading zeros if 
needed to fill the field. 

13 Blank. 

14 - 16 

17 - 70 

71- 72 

73 - 80 

External symbol identification 
number (ESIO) of the cont~ol 
section (SO) containing the text 
(hexa1ecima1). Must be right 
justified with leading zeios if 
neede1 to fill the field. 

From 1 to 11 q-digit hexadecimal 
fields separated by commas, each 
replacing two bytes. A blank 
indicates the end of information 
in this card. 

Blank. 

May be used for program 
identification. 



Appendix C: POWER/VS' Summary 

Figures 28, 29, and 30 summarize the following statements and commands in alphabetical 
ord,er: 

1.. POWER/VS Job Entry Control language (JECL) 

2. Central Operator Comm~rids 

3. POWER/Va RJE Terminal Commands. 

r------------T-----------------------~-------T~----------------------------------~------, 
I OpE~ration I Operand I Remarks I 

~------------+-------------------------------+-----------------------------~------------i 
1* $$ CTL I [CLASS= {~ }] I Spec if ies a def3. ul t input class that is I 
I I class I assigned to all jobs whose input class was I 
I I Inot assigned in an * $$ JOB statement. I 
I I Iclass = A-Z (partition-independent), or I 
I I I 0-4 (partition-dependent) I 

~------------+-------~-----------------------+------~--------------~----------~---------~ 1* $;$ DATA I name J Specifies the n3.me of the corresponding I 
I I '* $$ DATA statement in the source I 

.1 I I statement library book where data is to be I 
I I I inserted. name = 1-8 alphameric I 
, II characters. I 
~-----------~+-------------------------------t-----------------------~~---------------i '* $$ EOJ I (no ope.rancH I Indicates the end of a POWER/VS job. I 
~------------+-------------------------------t---------------~--------------------------i 

* $$ JOB 

* $$ JOB 

E~!!:.!2n~Lf2Q!!~:t= , . . 

[~!!!Q~~~~] Jobname 

, [~iSPosition] 
,[priority] 
,[class} 

!Sgy!org_fQ~!!!2.:t= 

f
JNM={~!!!Q~~~~}] 

Jobname 
,DISP={D }] 

. disposition 

, ~ 

,Indicate. the beginning of a POWE~/VS job 
and provides handling information. 
jocname = 2-8 alphameric characters 
disposition = D: delete-after processing 

H: hold 
K: keep after processing 
L: leave in queue 

~r~ority = 0-9 (9 is the highest 
priority). 

class = A-Z (partition-independent) 
0-4 (partition-dependent) 

J 
[,PRI=priority] user-inforrration = 1-16cytes; maj be I 
[,CLASS=class] specified in quotes, so that blanks may be] 
[, USER=user-informationl lincluded. J L ____________ ~ _______________________________ ~ _______ - __________________________________ J 
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r-----~------T-------------------------------T--------------------------------------~---, 
I Operation I operand I Remarks I 
t------------+----~--------------------------+-----------------------------------------~~ 
I I ~Q2!!:!Q!!~.!._!:Qf!!}~~ I I 
1* $${LST} 1[12 . [~J] I Provides han:Uing information for I 
~ PRT I disposition class I printed output. I 

I I'[~~ ] I I I I form~-number I disposition D: delete after processing I 

I 1~[~u~ber~of-coPieJ I :: ~~!: afte~ processing I 
I .'1 tape-devaddr J I L: leave in queue I 
\ I I N: do not intercept I 
\ I R: delete after processing I 
1 ,·[norbm11 T: spool to tape I 
r , [linetab] I 

class = A-Z I 
remid = 0-200 I 
o = central operator I 
forms-number = 1-4 alphameric characters I 
sep = 0-9 I 
number-of-copies = 0-99 I 
tape-devaddr = cuu,or X'cuu', or I 

* $${t.ST} . PRT . 

f
D1SP={D }] 

. dispositi.on 
, CL~SS={~ }] 

class 
cuu,X'ss', I 

(,REMOTE=remid]· lor X'cuu',ss, or cuu,ss, or X'cuu',X'ss' I 

[ 
FNO={!51S116 }] I Jiorbrr.1 = 1-6 digits 

, . forms-number I norbm2 = 1-6 digits 
[.JSEP~sep] I 

[
,COPY={1 }] Ilinetab ~ 26 digits; specifies the 

number-af-copies Icarriage control tape format 
(,TADDR=tape-devaddr] . I 
(,RBM=(n~rbm1,norbm2)] I 
(,LT~B=linetab] Inorbs = 1-6 digits 
[,RBS=norbs] Jphasename = 1-8 characters 
[,UCS= (phasenarre [,option] loption = F, C. FC, or CF)l 
[,FCB=phasenarrel Ilistaddr = SYSxxx (SYSLS~ or any 
[,LST=listaddrl Ipro~rammer logical unit) or cuu,'or X'cuu' 

t--~---------+--~-------~-----------------~--+---~------------------------------------~-~ 
~Q2!!:!Q!!~.!._!:Qf!!}~~ I 

* $$ PUN [~iSPOSi tion [~lass]] Provides handling information for 
punched output. 

, [~s-number] 
,-[~umber-of-coPies] 

tape-devaddr 
, [norbml] 

disposition = D: 
H: 
I: 
~: 
L: 
N:. 
R: 
T: 

delete after processing 
hold 
return 1:0 input 
keep after processing 
leave in queue 
do not intercept 
delete after processing 
spool to tape I 

I 
\* $$ PUN [DISP={~iSPosition}] l~~~~~-~~~~!r 1-4 alphameric characters 
\ [,CL~SS={~ }.] Iremid = 1-200; D centr~l location 
I class Isep = 0-9 
\ \ [,REMOTE=remid] lnumber-of-copies 0-99 
I I [, FNO={1515tJ15 }] I tape-devaddr = cuu, or X' cuu', or 
\ \ for~s-number Icuu,X'ss', or X'cuu',X'ss', or cuu,ss, or 
I \ IX'cuu',ss 
I I [,JSEP=sepl Inorbrr1 = 1-6 digits 
I I [.COPY={l .'}] I norbm2 = 1-6 digits 
I I number-of-copies Inorbs = 1-6 digits 
I I [,T~DDR=tape-devaddr] Ipunaddr = SYSxxx: SYSPCH or any 
I I [,RBM=(norbm1,norbm2)] Iprogrammer logical unit (or cuu or X'cuu') 
I I [,RBS=norbs] I . 
I I [,PUN=punaddrl I L ____________ J. __________________ -_____________ J. __________________________________________ J 

Figure 28. Summary of POWER/VS JECL Statements (Part 2 of 3) 
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r------------T-------------------------------T------------------------------------------, 
I operation I Operand I Remarks . I 
~-----------~+-------------------------------+------------------------~-------~---------i 
1 I ~2~it.i2n~!-~2!I!:~~ I, I 
1 1 I I 
I i I I 
1* $$ RDR 1 [phy~ical-unit-numberJ IInsert~ a diskette file into the input I 
I I,,['file-id'] ,stream. , 

I , '[1. ] I I 
, _ number-of-diskettes I . I 
, I [S] IS = volume sequence checking I 
I , I 
1 ~~y~QEg_fQE~~t. 1 I 
1 , 1 
1* $$ RDR IDEV=physical-unit-numberl IPhys~cal unit-number = x'c~u' or cuu , 
1 [,FID='file-id'l Ifile-id = 1-a-alphameric characters 1 

I [,NOD={*umber-Of-~iskettesfl 'nu~ber-Of-diskettes = 1-255 I I [, VSc= {~~S}] I volume sequence checking I 
, [I VER={!:!Q }] I check on file verification I 
, YES 1 1 
~---~--------t--~---------~------------------+-------------------------~--------~---~--~i 
1* $$ SLI I [sUbl~b.)bookname I Insert& data from a sublibrary into the I 
1 I I job stream. I 
I 1 I, I 
I I· ,~ublib = A-Zor 0-9, $, #, or @ I 
I I I I 
1* $$/* I (n6" operand) I Indicates end of.job step. 1 
I I I I 
1* $$/& I(no operand) IIndicates end of job. 1 l __ ~ _________ L __________________ ~ ____________ £ ___________ ~ ________________ ~ _______ ~-----J 

) 

Figure 28. Summary of POWER/VS JECL Statements (Part 3 of 3) 
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r------------T-~-----------------------------T------------------------------------------, 
I Operation I Operand 1 Remarks I 
~------------t-------------------------------t---------------------------~--------------~ 
1 {PACCOUNT} {tapeaddr[,filenarne]} Isaves accuffiulated account file records. I 
I J DISK, filename IIf no operan1, the account file is spooled 
I DEL Ito the- punch queue with priority 1 in 
I loutput class P ~nd with disposition equals 
I IHOLD. 
I I 
I I 
I Itapeaddr 
I I 
I 1 
I Icuu 
1 IX'cuu' 
1 1 (cuu,X'ss') 

write the account file to a 
tape unit. The format is: 

1 1 (X'cuu',X'ss") 
I I (cuu,ss) 
I I. <X'cuu', ss) 
1 1 
1 IDISK = write the account file to disk. 
I Ifilename = 1-7 alphameric characters. 
I IDEL = delete the account file. 
~------------t-------------------------------t------------------------------------------~ 
I {PALTER} {jObname [,'jobnumberl} I Changes the attribute parameters of a 
I A ALL Iqueue entry. 
I queue, *abc I 
I class1 I 
I [,PRI=priorityl Ijobname = 2-8 alphameric characters 
I [,DISP=dispositionl I jobnumber = 1-5 digits 
I (~CLASS=class2] ALL = alter all queue entries 
I [,COPY=number-of- *abc = any combination of 1-7 
I copiesl alphameric characters 
I [,REMOTE=remidl class1 = A-Z or 0-4 
I ~riority = 0-9 
I disposition = H: 
I K: 
I L: 
I D: 
I 

hold 
keep after pr~cessing 
leave 
delete after processing 

I class2 = A-~ or 0-4 
I number-of-copies = 0-99 
I remid = 0-200: 0 = central operator 
~------------t----------~--------------------t----~-------------------------------------~ 
I {PERDCST} Iremid,'text' ITransmits a message from the central I 
I B I loperator to the remote user(s). I 
I I I I 
I I I remid = 0-200 or ALLUSERS: I 
I I I 0 = central operator I 
I I I text = 1-40 characters I 
~------------t-------------------------------t--------------------------------.----------~ 
I {PCANCEL} I [STATUS] ITerminates printing initiated by a I 
I C I I PDISPLAY comman1. I L ____________ ~ _______________________________ ~ ________________________________ . __________ J 

Figure 29. Summary of Central Installation Operator Corrrnands (Part 1 of 4) 
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r~-----------T---~---------------------------T------------------------------------------, 
I Operation . I Operand ' I Remarks I· 
~---.--------.-+---.----------------------------+--------------;,..':'"----;,..----------"--..,--------~ 
I 1 Ipeletes from the specified queue: 
I 1 I 
I. ·1 I 

I L I JaIl jobs 
I r queue, class la class 

I {PD:ELETE} I IAjOLbLname[,jObnumberl.ljla specific job 

I I *abc I all jobs beginning with the letters abc 
J I MSG[,n] Iqueue = LS~, PUN, ·or RDR 
I I I·jobname = 2-8 alphameric characters 
I I Ijobnumber = 1-5 digits 
I I IAlL = delete all ~ueue entries 
1 I Iclass = A-Z or 0-4 
I· 1 labc any combination of 1-7 alphameric 
I I· I characters 
I I In = delete ALLUSERS-type message 
I I I numbered n. If omitted, all 

.1 I I ALLUSERS-type messages are deleted. 
~-------.----.-+---:-;,;.---------':'"----------------+----------------'------------------------.--~ 
I IDisplays the status in a specified queue 
I of: 
I 
I{~DISPLAY} 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

queue,jobname[,jobnumber] 
queue [, ALL] 
queue, HOLD 
queue, FREE 
queue,RJE[,remidl 
queue, LOCAL 

queue,*abc 
queue, class 

ALL [, listaddrl 
HOLD 
FREE 
RJE[,remid] 
LOCAL 

*abc 

MSG 
·A 
M 
Q 

a specific· job 
all·entries of a specifIc job 
all non~dispatch~ble entries 
all dispatchabl~ entries 
all RJE-type entries 
all entries 8 .bmitted by or routed 
central loc~_i6n 
all jobs beginriing with the letters 
all entries with a specified class 

Displays the ~tatus of: 

to the 

abc' 

all entries in all queues 
allnon-dispatchable entries in the system 
all dispatchable entries in the system 

lell RJE-type entries in the system 
all entries in the systew submitted by or 
routed to the central location 
all jobs in the system beginning with the 
letters acc 
al~ ALLUSERS-type messages. 
alL active reader/writer tasks 
all system mess~ges 
nu~ber of free records and free account 
records 

queue = LS~, PUN,.or RDR 
jobname = 2-8 . alphameric characters 
jobnumbet = 1~5 digits 
remid = 0-200; ; 

I ·0 ~ ce~~ral o~erator 
I*abc=any combination of 1-7 alphameric 
I . characters 

I Iclass = A-Z or 0-4 
I I l~i~taddr= cuu or X'cuu' 
~-----'-------+----~-;,..;,..---------------~-------+------------------~--------~----------~---~ 
I PEND I [uraddr ]. J1erreinates POWE~/VS, or I 
I r KILL (, uraddr] 1 terminates POWER/VSfor emergency reasons. I 
I I . ,I uraddr = cuu or Xv c.uu' I 
L_-__ ~-----~-~_--~--~----------------;,..-------~---~----__________ ------------------------f 
Figure 29. Summary of Central Installation Operator Commands (Part 2 bf 4) 
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r-----~-----T-------------~------------------T--~-~-------------------------------------, 
I opera tion, IOperan::i ' I Remarks I 
~~----------+---------------------------~----+------------------------------------------i I {PFLUSH} I {uraddr [HOLD]} I F, lushes an active job or partition and, I 
I F I partition[,HOLD] , lif specified, puts it in the hold state. I 
I I I ' I 
I I I , I 
I I I uraddr = cuu or X' cuu' I 
I I Ipartition = BG, F4, Fl, F2, or Flo I 
~,-----------+--------------------------------+---------------- ... ----,-----'------··~--'-~-----i 
I {PGot ,I{uraddr} IActivates a task.O,ra partition. I 
I G I I partition,cuu II 

'I I ' I uraddr = cuu or X" cuu' I 
I I Ipartition =:..cS.G, -F-1, F2", Fl, or FLI. I 
~-----------+-----';,.--;,.--------------------_:_--+--------------------------'-----.:..----------i 
I {PINQUIRJ:} I {lineaddr} 'I Provides status information for ()ne line, I 
1"[ , I ALL lor for all lihes. I 
I I I I 
I I Ilineaddr = cuu or X' cuu' I 
~--~--------+-------------------~------------+-~------------------;,.-------~----~------~-i 
1 I I Releases from the specif'ied queue and I' 
I I makes them dispatchable: ( I 
I I 'I 
I{PRELEASE} llqu,eue,jobname[,jObnuIl1berll one entry I 
f R I queue[,ALLJ all entries I, 
I I queue, class all entries of a specific class I 
I, I: queue,*abc ,all entries beginning with the letters abel 
I I , I 
1 I queue =:: LS'I, PUN, or RDR I 
I I jobname = 2-8 alphameric charactE~rs I 
I I jobnumber = 1-5, ::iigi ts 1 
I I class = A-Z, or 0-4 'I 
I I *abc = a~y combination of 1-r alph~meric I 
I I characters I 
~-----------+-----------~--------------------+~----~---------------------------~--------i 
I{PRESTARr} ,uraddr[,nl IRestarts a list writer task,' I 
IT' I , . I 
I I ,uraddr = cuu or X' cuu' I 
I I , In = 0-9999 (with or without minus sign) I 
~-----------+--------------------------------+------------------------------------------i 
IPSETUP luraddr[,nl IPrints the page layout. I 
I I I I 
I I ,ulSaddr = cuu or X t cuu' I 
'I In = 1 or 2 digits . , ' 
~-----------+------------~-------------------+~------------------~----'-------------------i 
I {PSTART}, 'ltask,uraddr[,class] [,btifno] I,Starts an RDR, LST, or PUN task, partition, 
I S I task, uraddr, tapeaddr . lor ,RJE line. I 
I Ipartition[,classl[~outputclass]l" I 
, RJE, lineaddr (password] . I task = RDR, LST, or PUN I 
I '~raddr = cuu or X'cuu' I 
I Ibufno = 1 or 2 (card reader only> , 
I I class, = 'A-Z or 0-4 I' 
I Itapeaddr = X'cuu' (only for list and punch I 
, I tasks> I 
I Ipartition = BG, F4, Fl, F2, or F1 I 

" 

loutputc1.ass = A- Z I 
Ilineaddr = cuu or X'cuu' I 

. tpassword = up to 8 alphameric characters , 
L ___________ ,-----------------;,.--------~-----~~--------~-------_________________________ J 
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r--·--------·--T------------ .... ------------.------1"--~----------- ... --~------------------------, 
I Operation '1 Operand I Remarks I 
~~-----~~----+-~----------------~~-----------+~-----------~-------~---------------~-----~ I {PSTART} ROR,uraddr[,cl~ss],uraddr . Istart~ a reader task that merges a 1 
1 s . (~bufno] 13540 d~skette file with card inpat. 1 
I (continued >·1 1 
I RDR,uraddr£,ClaSS][, 'file-ide] IStarts a reader task that reads both I 
I . rfile-id IJCL ~tatements and data £rom a 3540 .1 
l ,diskette. r 
I II 
I . .. r ' ' 1 
I [,1.' [,S] [,V]] I'tile-id' = filename. If not placed 1 
I t ,~um~~r-of-diskettes , ,lbetweenquotes, blanks are allowed I 
I I ' Inumber-of-diskettes= maximum number of I 
I I Idiskettes to be read (one" to three digits,l 
I ,I 11 ~ 25 5 > ' l 
I I IS = volume sequence checking 1 
I I I V= check on file verification 1 
~------------+--~--~-------------~-~-~--- .... ---+------~-~--------~-----.... ---------------~--~ 
I {PSTO'P}', 1.I.uradd.r. [,.EOJ ]'1' .. 'IStoP. s ~ task, p. ar.tition, or RJ'E line. 1 
I PI' . " ,RESTART luraddr =cuu or X'cuu' I 
I " t partition I~nrtition = BG, F4, F3, F2, or Fl 1 
II lineaddr£,gOJ] Ilineaddr = cuu or X'cuU' I 

L;.. ______ . _______ .L ________ ~ ________ ~ __ ... ___ . ___ --.... -.L..:;..--~ _______ ~_-- ... -------------;..---~---.----J 

Figure 29. Summary of central Installa1;ion Operator Commands (Part 4 of 4 > ~~ 
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r------------T-------------- .... -------.--------·-T------------------------------------------, 
I Operation IDperand 1 Remarks I 
~--------·--~-t---------------·-·----;...----------t--:..----------------.------------------~----.~ 
* •. ALTER IjObn~me[,jObnUmber]1 IChanges the attribute parameters of 

queue, ALL . Ijobs ~ubmitted by or routed to the 
*~bc Iremote user. 
class1 Iqueue = LS~, PUN, or RDR 
[,PRI= priority] jotname = 2-8 alphameric characters 
[,DISP=disposition] jobnumber = 1-5 digits 
[,CLASS=class21 *atc ~ any combination of from 1-7 
[,COPY=number-of-copies] alphameric characters . 
t,REMOTE=remidl disposition = H: hold 

, K: keep "after proce8sing 
L: leave 
D; del~te after proces~ing 

class2 = A-Z or 0-4 
number-of~copies = 0-99 
remid = 0- 200; . 

'0 = central operator 
~------------t-~---~---------------------~---+---------------------------------------~--~ 
1* •• BRDCST Iremid,'te~t' ITransmits a message to the dentral I 
1 1 I operator, to another user, or to all users I 
I I 1 (ALLUSERS). I 
1 I I I. 
I 1 I remid = 0-200, or ALLUSERS, I 
I 1 1 0 = central opetator I 
I I I text = 1-5 .. 9 characterq I 
~------------t---~---------------------------t----------------------------~-----------~-~ 
1* •• DELETE I queue,jObnamer,jObnumberl!' IDel.etes J .. ots or messages s.ub.m1."tted by or I 
I 1 queue,ALL I routed to the remote user. I 
I I queue,class Iqueue = LST, PUN, or RDR I 
I 1 que'ue, "'abc 1 jobna'me = 2-8 alphameric' characters I 
1 1 MSG [, nl I jobmimter = 1- 5 digits I 
I I I class = A-Z or 0-4 I 
I I I "'atc ~ any combination of 1~7 alphameric I 
I I I characters' I 
I 1 IMSG,n where n = message number I 
~------------t-----7"---------.----------- ----t--·--------------:--·---------------·----:--:~-"-~ 
1* DISPLAYI queue, jobname£, jotnumberl IDisplays the status of jobs submitted by 
I 1 queue[,ALL] lor routed to the remote user. 
1 1 queue,HOLD Iqueue = LS~, PUN, or RDR 
I I queue~FREE 1 jotname = 2:-8 alphame'ric characters 
1 I queue,*abc Ijobnumber = 1-5 digits 
I I queue"class I *abc = any combination of from 1--7 
I 1 ( alphameric characters 
I 1 ALL Iclass = A-Z or 0-4 
r 1 HOLD 1 
1 I FREE 1 
I 1 *abc I 
I 1 MSG I 
~-~----------t-------------~-... -------·--------t-----------------:--------------.... ---:-.------~ 
1* •• FLUSH I{task }' IFlushes an active RJE writer task. I 
I 1 task, HOLD 1 task = LST or PUN I 
~---- ... -------t-----------------~-------:------t------------------------------------------~ 
1* •• GO Itask IReactivates an RJE writer task. I 
I I Itask = LST or PUN I L _______ ~ ____ ~ __________ ~ ____________________ ~~ _____ ~ _____________ ~ _________ ~ _______ ~ ___ J 
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r------------T-------------------------------T------------------------------------------, 
1 Operation 1 Operand 1 Remarks I 
~---------.-----+-------------------------.------+-------------------------------------------~ 
1* •• RELEASEllqueue,jObnamer,jObnUmberJI IReleases jobs submitted by or routed to I 
1 I queue r, ALLJ I the remote user. I. 
I Iqueue,class Iqueue = Lsr,PUN, or RDR I 
I I queue,*abc Ijobname = 2-8 alphameric characters I 
I 1 Ijobnumber = 1-5 digits I 
I 1 Iclass = A-Z or 0-4 I 
1 1 I*abc = anY$combination of 1-7 alphameric I 
1 I I. characters I 
~---~--------+----------~~-------------------+----------~-------------------------------~ 
1 * .. RESTART I {taSk } I Restarts an RJE writer task. I 
I I task, n 1 task = LST or PUN I 
I I In = 0-9999. I 
~--~---------+-------------------------------+----------------------------------~-------i 
1 * .. SETUP I LST r, n] 1 Prints the page layout. I 
1 I In = 1-2 cHgits I 

~-----------~t-------------------------------t~------------------------------------------1* .• SIGNOFFI (no operand) ITerminates a session by the remote user. I 
~------------+-------------------------------t------------------------------------------i 1* •• SIGNON Iremid[,passwordJ 1 Starts a session by the remote user. I 
1 1 r, user-informationJ I. I 
I I Iremid = 1-200 I 
1 I Ipassword = up to 8 alphameric characters I 
I I luser-information = up to 16 bytes I 
~------------+~-------------~----------------t------------------------~-----------------i 
1* •• START Iltask f IStarts an RJE writer task or the printing I 
1 I task, class lof messages. I 
1 1 MSG 1 task = LST or PUN I 
I 1 Iclass = A-Z I 

~------------t-------------------------------+----------------------------------------~-~ 
1* .. STOP Ii task I IStops an RJE writer task or the printing I 
I I task, EOJ lof messages. I 
I I tas/t" RESTART I task ::: LST' or PUN I 
I I MSG I I L ____________ L _______________________________ L ________________________ ~--~-- . __________ J 

Figure 30. Summary of POWER/VS RJE Terminal Commands. (Part 2 of 2) 
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* comments statement 56 
.$$ C~L statement 60 
* $$ DATA statement 61 
• $S EOJ statement 61 * $$ JOB statement 61 
* S$ LST statement 62 
* IS PRT statem.nt 62 * S$ PtrN state.ent' 65 
• SS RnR statement 68 
• $$ SLI statement 68 
• SS/. statement 69 
* $$1& statemen~ 69 
It end-of-job statement 56 
1* end-af-data file statement 
/+ end-of-procedure state~ent 

A 

abnornal condition 37 
ACTIOn statemElnt to 

BG 102 
CANCEL 102 
CL1UR 10'\ 
l1 '102 
'P2 102 
'P3 102 
'FIJ 102 
1illlkage e di tor ' 10' 
ru:p 101 
NOAUTO 101 
NCMAP 101 
NOBEL 102 
REL 102 

56 
~5 

activate a task or fartition (POWEll/VS) 8 
active real partition, size of 20 
activity log, updatefu~ctiCt 125 
AtD 

at IPL 10 
librarian 122, 12q 

address area, invalid 31 
address constant~ contents modifyiny 93 
ALLee: 18 

allocate virtual address area 
c:ommand 18 

control statement, CC~Y 126 
al10c:ating the real addIess arEa 19 
allocation of partitions 18 
ALLeeR command 19 
alpbameric characters defined 9 
altEr job attributes (PCi3R/VS RJE) 64 
altEr ~ueue entry attributes 
'(POIEB/YS) 11 
ALTEU c'ommand 21 
ALT En (alter job attti'butas) 84 
assemble and execute mode 94 
assign ~nput and output dislcsition 

(POliER/VS) 61, 63 
ass.i'gning priotities (FC~EB/YS-) 59 
d~signing ,storage a~ea 13 
assignment, permanen~ 25' 

assignment, termporary 26 
ASSGN 

assign logical name 'collmand 21 
statement 21 

at.taching a' terminal (S,IGBI1N) 00 
attention routine commands 

ALtOC 18 
,ALLOCB 19 
A'L'rE5 21 
EA'ICH 21 
CANCEL 27 
DStLl ·31 
tU!!P ,31 
END/ENTER 32 
ENDS!: 32 
lGNOllE 31 
leG 39 
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